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Selections from
Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha, 1975
Introduction
by Evans Harrington

This is the second issue of Studies in English devoted to speeches
and panel discussions which took place at the University of Missis
sippi’s annual Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha conference, in this case
the second one, held in August, 1975. In the preceding issue of this
journal, which published speeches and panel discussions from the
1974 conference, it was explained how the conference came into
being. Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha continues to thrive, and at this
time (January, 1978) plans are well underway for the fifth session, to
be held July 30-August 4 of this year.
The 1975 conference was received very enthusiastically by the
approximately 300 people who attended it, and readers of the
following pages will find an even fuller range of speeches and panel
discussions than was offered in the last volume. Cleanth Brooks
writes with his characteristic clarity and sensitivity about two of his
favorite subjects: the sense of community in Yoknapatawpha and
the chivalric tradition as embodied in Gavin Stevens. Carvel Collins
combines his encyclopedic knowledge of Faulkner and his work with
a brilliant wit in two articles about the artist and his environment.
Robert Penn Warren once said that to talk about Faulkner without
talking about race
like making an apple pie without apples. In
the 1975 conference we were very fortunate to have the black
scholar Blyden Jackson to examine both Faulkner’s depiction of the
Negro and his relationship to America’s first great Negro novel
ist—also a Mississippian—Richard Wright. For the second consecu
tive year the conference was greatly enriched by Elizabeth Kerr’s
speeches. Drawing on knowledge garnered for her book Yoknapa
tawpha: Faulkner's Little Postage Stamp of Native Soil, she spoke with
detailed accuracy of Faulkner and women, and in one of the finest
papers ever delivered at Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha she dis
cussed Gothicism in Faulkner—a subject on which she is now bring
ing out a book.
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The formal papers read on the main program of the conference
in 1975 were by no means, however, the only rewarding experiences
of the week. Richard Godden, a participant from England, deliv
ered one night a brilliantly provocative meditation on Addie Bundren, Faulkner, and language, printed here. William Boozer spoke
with charm and extensive knowledge about collecting Faulknerana.
The panel discussions, of which four are printed in slightly edited
form here, yield many sharp insights into Faulkner and his work as
well
some rich entertainment. The stories of William Roane,
Howard Duvall, and Robert J. Farley are often hilarious in them
selves, while illustrating an aspect of Faulkner’s character and
experience. Phil Mullen provides sharp-eyed observations of
Faulkner and much historical information from his viewpoint as a
newsman who knew Faulkner for years. The memories of Faulkner
related by his niece, Dean Faulkner Wells, and his step-grand
daughter, Victoria Fielden Black, as well as by Christine Drake, Lucy
Howorth, and Mary McClain, have a charm quite apart from the
very valuable insights they give into Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha.
As Elizabeth Kerr points out in one of the panels presented here,
Faulkner and James Joyce continue to stimulate more academic
interest than any other writers. The Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha
conference of 1975 both reflected and rewarded the interest in
Faulkner. The editors of this volume hope it will be of value to
Faulkner students in years to come.
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The Sense of Community
in Yoknapatawpha
by Cleanth Brooks

Many years ago I attempted to set forth the importance of the
community in Faulkner’s fiction. I argued that failure to take into
account the fact of the Southern sense of community kept many
otherwise competent readers from understanding what Faulkner
was talking about. For example, if a reader was not aware of the kind
of community to be found in Faulkner’s Jefferson, he would proba
bly have difficulty in locating the theme of a novel or recognizing the
fact of
unity.
I hope that I convinced some of my readers, but the reaction of
many ranged from blank incomprehension to testy resistance. I was
rapped sharply over the knuckles for defending small-town bigotry
and an ingrown and sometimes illiterate provincialism. Clearly, for
some of my reviewers there was little to choose between Sinclair
Lewis’s Gopher Prairie and Faulkner’s Jefferson except that Jeffer
son’s principal feature was not a Main Street but the courthouse
square, and that Jefferson relieved its general tedium with an occa
sional lynching, whereas the dullness of Gopher Prairie was never
relieved by anything at all.
Professors Harrington and Webb have, therefore, treated me
very kindly in allowing me another chance to try again to make a case
for the importance of the community in Faulkner’s work. But in
view of what happened last time, I shall be well advised to try more
carefully to define my terms. I could be very scholarly and begin with
Professor Ferdinand Tonnies’ celebrated distinction between
Gemeinshaft and Gesellshaft. W. H. Auden, however, has put what is
essentially the same distinction less abstractly and more engagingly.
He starts with the mere crowd. In one of his lectures he describes a
cartoon in The New Yorker. A huge octopus has just emerged from a
manhole in a New York street and is attacking a little guy who is
carrying an umbrella. The little guy is using his umbrella to protect
himself, and a certain number of people have stopped for a moment
to watch the encounter (but nobody is offering help). The caption of
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the cartoon, as I remember it,
this: “It takes so little to generate a
crowd in New York.”
Now, this group of onlookers, Auden says, are simply a crowd: a
random lot of individuals who happen to be near the scene and who
stop for a moment to watch. They have nothing in common except
nearness to the scene and a common, brute curiosity. The imper
sonality of the busy world city is nicely caricatured in the fact that
nobody offers to help the little man with the umbrella.
The next stage beyond a crowd, Auden points out, is a society. Men
are drawn together for mutual profit. A town needs so many doc
tors, so many bakers, so many tailors and candlestick makers; so
many advertising men, so many stockbrokers, so many corporation
lawyers, not to mention so many con men and so many pickpockets.
The ties that bind the members of a society together are finally
economic: the relationship of the individuals is functional.
There is nothing, to be sure, wrong with that; but more personal
relationships are incidental and ultimately unnecessary. A great
American city will frequently contain apartment houses inhabited
by people who do not know, and may prefer not to know, the
residents in the apartment across the corridor.
The third stage, in Auden’s set of categories, is a community—a
group of people united by common likes and dislikes, aversions and
enthusiasms, tastes, lifestyle, and moral beliefs. The agreement,
naturally, is never absolute, but when it is substantial, we have a true
community.
Now, it is plain that most communities are also societies. (I am
leaving out the specialized communities of a church or a club, or of
university professors, or of associations of undertakers, and so on.
These are true communities in virtue of their sharing common
values, but they are narrowly specialized. It would be a rare city that
would consist only of college professors or doctors.) No, most com
munities are also societies, with their appropriate complements of
firemen, housewives, hardware merchants, garbage men, and so on.
But it should also be plain that a functioning society need not be a
community, and, indeed, the history of America (and of Europe, for
that matter) is of former communities dissolving into mere societies.
The reasons are obvious: the decay of religion, increasing moral
relativism, the sheer growth of the cities, industrialization, mechani
zation—all these factors tend to break up the cohesion generated by
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common background, traditional beliefs, and close personal associa
tions. The relatively tight small-town and farming communities of
the older America have been disappearing. But they had certainly
not disappeared from the world in which Faulkner grew up, and
they have an important place in the world that he created in his
fiction.
I, too, grew up in such a world. I took for granted the values I
shared with my fellows. It was only years later that I became fully
conscious of the beliefs, values, and attitudes that I shared, quite
unreflectingly, with others. For such a sense of community is like the
air we breathe. One simply takes it for granted. It is only when one is
deprived of that air—when one begins to stifle and gasp—that he
realizes its importance. Once we have lost our community—and
usually not until we have lost it—do we come to value it—or even see
it for what it is.
But what of that large group of Americans today who have never
experienced this sort of community? Let me hasten to say that they
comprise many of our brightest and best. What do these people do
when they confront Faulkner’s world? Well, various things. Some of
them simply throw up their hands in incomprehension. Some praise
Faulkner for what they take to be his campaign to expose social
squalor. But some readers do see what is at stake and come to view
the communally knit world that is realized in Faulkner’s fiction with
interest and sympathy. I do not say that their admiration is uncriti
cal. They may be well aware of its limitations and of its occasionally
cruel constraints, but they recognize that the loss of cultural cohe
sion is a genuine loss, all the more so in a world suffering from
alienation and atomization.
Was Faulkner himself aware of this cultural cohesion? Do we
simply have to take Mr. Brooks’s word for it? Does it ever clearly
surface in Faulkner’s work? Yes, it does. Let me offer a few obvious
instances. The nameless narrator of “A Rose for Emily” never says “I
thought this” or “I believed that.” Throughout the story he uses
phrases such “Our whole town went to her funeral”; We had long
thought”; “We were not pleased exactly, but vindicated”; “We did
not say that she was crazy then. We believed she had to do that”; “At
first we were glad”; “So the next day we all said”—I could continue,
but surely it is evident that the man who tells the story of Miss Emily
is consciously speaking for the community, and his story is finally
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about what Miss Emily’s life and death meant to the community.
Or look at the opening page of The Town. Chick Mallison, who will
be one of the several narrators of the novel, is speaking here. And
what does he tell the reader as he begins his account? “So when I say
'we’ and ‘we thought’ what I mean is Jefferson and what Jefferson
thought.” If one wants a much more elaborate—and poignant—
account of Chick Mallison’s close and sometimes agonizing relation
to Jefferson as his own community, he might recall, in Intruder in the
Dust, the moving description of a boy’s pride in his community and
fear that it will not live up to what he has come to demand of it.
Yet, a question calculated
deflate the whole importance of
community may come from a diametrically opposite quarter« Let me
venture to phrase the form it might take: “All right. Everybody
familiarity with his own world and maybe a sneaking love for it. If
that’s all you mean, can’t we find it in almost any other modern
American writer? Surely, it’s no rarity.”
Well, let’s look at the work of some of Faulkner’s contemporaries.
We might start with Ernest Hemingway. Typically, the Hemingway
novel has to do with an outsider—an American in Spain attending
the bullfights, or an American fighting on the Loyalist side in the
Spanish Civil War, or an American on the Italian front in the First
World War. The American may even feel the attraction of this
foreign society which has its own, and to him, exotic, costumes,
rituals, and codes. The Hemingway hero certainly looks on it with
interest, and at times even with a certain envy; but he never forgets
that it is alien to him, and his very awareness of it enforces his sense
of his own isolation.
Yes,
will say, but what about his companions—that group of
tough-minded, hard-drinking British and American expatriates
that we find, for example, in The Sun Also Rises? Don’t they them
constitute a community of which the Hemingway protagonist
is a member? They do indeed, but what a special community it is! A
brotherhood of the alienated—far away from home in a foreign
land, and, more importantly, men and women who have crossed
over some spiritual frontier and have left far behind the value
system which was their native heritage. They have looked on the
unveiled face of nothingness and have discovered that they must
come to terms with each by his own strength—without the aid of
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family, church, and the other traditional supports. They are sur
vivors of a holocaust—the veterans, the initiates.
Or consider F. Scott Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald was a mid-Westerner
and he allows Nick Carraway, the narrator of The Great Gatsby,
himself a mid-Westerner, to express what are probably Fitzgerald’s
own personal views when he speaks rather feelingly of “my Middle
West,” and remarks that he and the other principal characters of the
novel found themselves “subtly unadaptable to Eastern life.” Nick
testifies that the East has for him a certain “quality of distortion.” But
Fitzgerald, nevertheless, usually writes about the East, about
Europe, or about Hollywood—that precinct dedicated to distortion.
More important still, he writes about a very special breed of people,
the very rich, who, as Fitzgerald once observed to Hemingway, are
“not like the rest of us.” Mind you, I am not trying to mark Fitzgerald
down because of the material he used, or to give Faulkner extra
points because, for the most part, he kept his characters at home.
Rather, I am trying to define what I mean when I attribute to
Faulkner a sense of community.
Sinclair Lewis did write about his own Middle West, and not
always satirically. But Lewis, when he is interested in Main Street at
all, is interested in it as a kind of lowest common denominator of
American life. It is not so much wicked or vicious as simply negative.
The task of the talented individual will be to try to build something
on it, but in itself it has almost nothing to contribute. In short, I
simply do not find in Gopher Prairie the organic quality evident in
Faulkner’s Jefferson, and the Gopher Prairieites, mere flat stereo
types, lack the individuality that one finds in I. O. Snopes or Man
fred de Spain, or Henry Armstid, or Jason Compson. I do not know
whether this deficiency lay in his home town, Sauk City, Minnesota,
or whether Lewis simply failed to recognize what was in fact there.
Whatever the explanation, however, there is lacking in Lewis’s
tional world anything remotely resembling the sense of community
that one discerns in the world of Faulkner. Jefferson is, for better or
worse, vibrant with a life of its own; Gopher Prairie is merely a
caricature of a town, a parcel of stereotypes, heaped together.
Consider a fourth instance, Sherwood Anderson’s Winesburg,
Ohio. It should prove an instructive one, for its subtitle reads, “A
Group of Tales of Ohio Small-Town Life.” It was, by the way, a book
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that Faulkner knew well and admired, calling it Anderson’s best
work.
Does Anderson’s Winesburg represent a community? I think not.
Anderson’s emphasis is not on a network of relationships that bind
the inhabitants together into something like one corporate being.
Instead, we are presented with what has to be regarded as a sheaf of
case studies—I am not using the term here, by the way, in any
derogatory sense—a sheaf of case studies of lonely, frustrated, and
alienated people, who either are not understood or who at least feel
themselves misunderstood, by their neighbors and fellow
townspeople. Small wonder that, as one critic has put it, most of the
Winesburg characters that Anderson writes about seek “release
from their frustrations through violence or flight.”
Anderson begins his book with a brief introductory section en
titled “The Book of the Grotesque,” and goes on to tell us that these
grotesques, whose stories he is to relate, each had his version of
truth—not the whole truth, but what he took to be the truth—and
that it was the characters’ clinging to their own individual truths that
rendered them “grotesques.” In short, each of these people had, as
Anderson puts it elsewhere, “snatched up one of the truths” which
were floating about and had become fixated upon it.
What Anderson is actually telling his reader is that Winesburg was
not a community. For, as “community” has been defined earlier, the
members of a community share a common truth, make much the.
same ethical judgments, live by the same codes, and move and have
their being in the same basic cultural pattern.
This is my judgment of what Anderson is telling us about Wines
burg in his brief introductory section. I am glad to note that Ander
son’s biographer, James Schevill, makes the same interpretation. I
quote his comment upon these grotesques, each of whom exalts his
individual truth: “But the truth cannot remain an individual’s prop
erty,” for if it does, “the feeling of the unity, the connection between
man and society, is lost.” Or, to convert Schevill’s terms into those
that I am using here, “the sense of community, is dissolved.”
So much for Winesburg as a true community. Yet I can imagine
some of you objecting: “All right, all right. But doesn’t Faulkner also
write about lonely and alienated people who feel that they are cut off
from any community—who believe that the community is unwilling
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to accept them?” Indeed, Faulkner does write about them. Some of
his most interesting and tragic characters belong to this group. But it
is a mistake to assume that a writer who has a strong sense of the
importance of community is thereby locked into a monotonous
affirmation of it or is oblivious to the fact that there are people
excluded from it.
Quite the contrary. A concern for community implies a concern
for the break with community—whether a passive isolation from
it or active rebellion against it. Since such a writer knows what
community is, his notion of what its loss means is also clear. Aliena
tion is not for him some vague malaise, a restlessness and general
sense of emptiness. He also probably has a real understanding of the
forces that erode the fact of community. Moreover, in presenting to
his readers the anguish of his alienated characters, he has one great
natural advantage: he can silhouette his alienated characters against
the background of a community in being, with all the benefits of
contrast and clear definition which such a background affords. In
short, he can work, not with abstractions, but with concrete situa
tions.
But it is high time for me now to begin to practice what I have just
been preaching: that is, it behooves me to provide some concrete
instances of these alleged advantages that Faulkner enjoys. Let me
begin, then, with a fairly simple illustration: the way in which the
community of Jefferson dealt with the Reverend Gail Hightower.
From the very day of his arrival in Jefferson to become the new
minister in the Presbyterian Church, Hightower speaks less like a
moral and spiritual leader than like a horse trader happy over
having made “an advantageous trade.” But the elders of the church
are patient and long-suffering. They do not make any fuss about his
rather odd sermons, full of imagery drawn from the Civil War,
about gallantry and glorious deaths in cavalry charges. The congre
gation soon becomes disturbed, however, by the odd behavior of the
minister’s wife, and later on, when “In the middle of the sermon, she
sprang from the bench and began to scream, . . . shaking her hands
toward the pulpit where the husband had ceased talking . . .” they
are profoundly shocked. People try to restrain her, but she keeps
“shaking her hands” at her husband or at God, until her husband
comes down to her. “She stopped fighting then and he led her out,
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with the heads turning as they passed, until the superintendent told
the organist to play. That afternoon the elders held a meeting
behind locked doors.”
A long-suffering congregation, I should call it, the members of
which were concerned and surely sympathetic, but who were bewil
dered as well. The upshot is that the congregation made up a sum to
send the wife to a sanatorium. Hightower continues to preach and,
we are told, some of the women “who had not entered the parsonage
in months, were kind to him, taking him dishes [of food] now and
then, telling one another and their husbands what a mess the par
sonage was in. . . .” All very human, but basically kindly. The con
gregation feels sympathetic toward
pastor and even toward his
wife when she returns from the sanatorium to make a new start.
Once again, however, the minister’s wife stops coming to church,
and finally there is a shocking scandal. She jumps or falls from a
Memphis hotel window where she and another man had been regis
tered husband and wife. The city newspapers, of course, are full
of it; and yet that very Sunday morning, Hightower enters his
church as if nothing had happened and goes “up into the pulpit.”
When he does so, “The ladies got up first and began to leave. Then
the men got up too, and then the church was empty, save for the
minister . . . and the Memphis [newspaper] reporters . . . sitting in a
line up the rear pew.”
A somewhat similar incident occurred in a little Southern town in
which I once lived. A prominent merchant had carried on an affair
for years with the wife of another prominent citizen. When the affair
finally became public, and the merchant had been duly divorced by
his wife and his paramour had been divorced by her husband, the
guilty pair, one Sunday morning, seated themselves in a church of a
different denomination. The organist of the church that was being
adopted at once jumped from the organist’s bench as if a firecracker
had been exploded under her, and rushed out of the church of her
fathers, slamming the door she departed. How many of the rest of
the congregation followed her, I do not know. The sinner was
wealthy; large contributions could be expected from him; and that
may have made it easier to practice the Christian virtue of forgive
ness, though, to be sure, the merchant and his new consort did not
enter the church
penitents.
Hightower’s congregation, however, was presented with some-
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thing much harder to swallow, let alone digest. What his flock really
could not forgive was his intolerable breach of manners. To make
matters worse, on the next day Hightower insisted on conducting his
wife’s burial service, and on the next Sunday, he was in his pulpit
again as if nothing had happened. Naturally, he was asked to resign.
If Hightower’s congregation had consisted of saints, perhaps they
would, through an exercise of Christian agape, have understood and
forgiven their minister, ministering to him, discerning his fault—
that narcissistic incapacity to love anything except his conception of
his role. Or again, if his congregation had all been psychiatrists—
but then would any of them have been found attending a Presbyte
rian church?—they might have set about the long process of effect
ing a psychoanalytical cure. But Faulkner is dealing here with
people possessing no special spiritual vocation, no training in
psychiatry, and belonging to an old-fashioned and traditional soci
ety. In any case, I am not primarily concerned with Hightower’s
spiritual pride or his stunted psyche—you choose which term you
prefer—but with the idea of community. The persons in the con
gregation are not simply a collection of disparate individuals, often
at odds with each other. In their attitudes and judgments they tend
to act
one body.
What happens later will provide further illustrations. When High
tower is at last persuaded to resign, we are told at this news “the town
was sorry with being glad, as people sometimes are sorry for those
whom they have at last forced to do as they wanted.” They are sorry,
and raise a collection to help Hightower get settled elsewhere, but
then are again outraged when they find that he has no intention of
leaving Jefferson. They let him know that they feel that he acted
dishonorably in accepting the money. But then when Hightower
offers to return it, the congregation, which has its own sense of
honor, scorns taking it back. Many people have now come to harbor
bitter feelings against this strange and obstinate man, and scandal
ous stories about him begin to circulate. The upshot is that several of
the more ruffianly characters in the town order Hightower to fire his
black woman servant. Hightower refuses to dismiss her, but, con
scious of such pressure, she resigns the job, and other black cooks
were presumably now afraid to work for the disgraced minister.
Finally, Hightower receives a note, signed “K.K.K.,” ordering him
to leave town by sunset, and when he does not go, he is abducted,
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tied to a tree in the woods, “and beaten unconscious.” Nearly every
close community has its lunatic fringe and individuals who do not
stop at violence. But we jump to conclusions if we assume, as some
people have, that Faulkner sees the Southern community as consti
tuted of bigoted ruffians. In recounting the story of Hightower, the
narrator of the story observes:
The town knew that [the beating of Hightower] was wrong, and some of
the men came to him and tried to persuade him to leave Jefferson, for his
own good, telling him that next time [the ruffians] might kill him. But he
refused to leave. He would not even talk about the beating, even when they
offered to prosecute the men who had done it [if he would divulge their
names, but] he would neither tell nor depart. Then [the author tells us] all of
a sudden the whole thing seemed to blow away,
an evil wind. It was as
though the town realized at last that he would be a part of its life until he
died, and that they might as well become reconciled.

The townspeople leave the minister alone and, a little later, since it
is evident that he has to do his own cooking and housework, “the
neighbors began to send him dishes again, though they were the sort
of dishes which they would have sent to a poor mill family. But it was
food, and well meant.”
I’ve been so detailed with this episode because it illustrates so
much. In the first place, it dramatizes the general solidity of the
community: there are some issues that do not have to be debated;
many community reactions seem almost instinctive. On the other
hand, the community is not one undifferentiated block; there are
gradations in emphasis and accordingly in judgments about what to
do; there are those whose feelings and reactions become violent,
though most of the members of the community repudiate any brutal
enforcement of the community’s will. Finally, one observes that the
community is not locked into one doctrinaire attitude. The prevail
ing attitude toward Gail Hightower shifts from incomprehension to
pity to outrage to slanderous bitterness to a revulsion from such
bitterness to pity again, and finally to a kind of tolerant acceptance.
In short, the members of the community are not ideologues who
follow a party line or the behests of an executive committee. Instead,
the community’s changing views resemble the changing attitudes of
an individual who, though he can be driven to outrage and anger, is
fundamentally decent and compassionate.
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Let’s turn to another novel, Absalom, Absalom! The Jefferson
community in the 1830’s or ’40’s was rather different from the
Jefferson community seen a century later in Light in August. The
earlier Jefferson was much closer to frontier days. The Indians had
only recently departed and the blacks were still enslaved. Yet it is a
true community and it does not radically differ from what it will
become a century later.
How does it treat the mysterious outsider, Thomas Sutpen, who
comes into Jefferson from God knows where, and who, because of
his strange conduct, arouses the worst suspicions? The town, for
example, speculates about Sutpen’s wagonload of black slaves who
speak some strange tongue that is not English, about his foreignborn architect, about his vast landholdings, and about how he ob
tained them.
They cannot make him out—why does he want to build a great
mansion; why, having completed it, does he leave it unfurnished for
some years; and perhaps most of all, why does he not look for a wife
among the neighboring planter families but instead courts the elder
daughter of a rather strait-laced storekeeper in the town?
When, after a three months’ absence, he returns with four wagons
loaded with household furnishings, one citizen of the little town
exclaims: “Boy, this time he stole the whole durn steamboat!” The
opinion is taken seriously; a posse gathers, and Sutpen is arrested.
Note that he is arrested and arraigned. It is not a matter of a mob
gathering and calling for a rope. But two of the town’s most respect
able citizens stand up for him—Mr. Coldfield, whose daughter
Sutpen is courting, and General Compson, a prominent planter.
They sign Sutpen’s bond, and not long after, Sutpen is married to
Ellen Coldfield.
The community, however, is still very suspicious of Sutpen. No
more than a half dozen people, aside from General and Mrs. Comp
son and Mr. Coldfield and his sister-in-law, come into the little
Methodist church to witness the wedding ceremony—and when the
bride and groom emerge, the crowd that has gathered throw clods
and vegetable refuse at Sutpen. We are told that this group consist of
“the traders and drovers and teamsters.” Yet, even they apparently
intend no serious injury, and even from among this riff-raff a voice
is heard to shout “Look out! Don’t hit her now!” These ruffians,
moreover, are transients. The stable folk of the community do not
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throw anything or even jeer. They sit silently in their carriages
though curiosity has brought them out as if “to see a Roman holi
day.”
Later, however, these people relax sufficiently to drive out to
Sutpen’s Hundred to pay calls, and the men to hunt his game. They
also come out, from time to time, to watch Sutpen, having stripped
to the waist, fight with his slaves.
They observe with wonder: his ways are clearly not their ways, but
they are not blind to his virtues—his energy, his courage, his deter
mination. His neighbors finally accept him, we are told, grudgingly,
perhaps, with reservations, as a kind of licensed eccentric. Neverthe
less, it is acceptance. In times of stress, they actually elect him colonel
of the local regiment, ousting Colonel Sartoris to do so. But the
author of the novel also makes it clear that Sutpen preserves his
fierce independence and makes no concessions to the community:
there is a specific reference to Sutpen’s “utter disregard of how his
actions” must appear to the town. We are told further that in the
town Sutpen never had but one friend, General Compson. Even his
father-in-law came to fear and distrust him.
How important is it for the reader to take note of Sutpen’s real
relation to the community? Very important, I should say. A real
comprehension of this relationship would have prevented the print
ing of a good deal of nonsense—about the true springs of Sutpen’s
actions, about whether or not he is the heroic individual defying an
essentially morbid society, or whether he is the very embodiment of
that morbid society. The truth is that his relation to the community
into which he has come is in fact very mixed and ambiguous. Accu
rate information on that point clarifies some of the basic themes of
the novel.
But let me move to a simpler case. I’ve already noted that the
narrator of “A Rose for Emily” is, though nameless, clearly a
spokesman for the community, and surely his telling the story from
the community’s viewpoint implies that it had a meaning for that
community. It is true that the narrator never spells out the meaning,
but a sensitive reading of the story ought to be able to infer it. Miss
Emily does possess the aristocratic virtues. Her proud independence
and disregard for bureaucratic regulation elicits a certain admira
tion from the community itself—particularly as that community
finds itself more and more pushed toward timid uniformity. But
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Miss Emily’s absolute defiance of what others think, and her insis
tence on meeting life solely on her own terms, ignoring custom,
tradition, and law, can end in a horrifying deformation of her own
psyche. The community learns how horrifying only after Miss Emi
ly’s death when the door of an upstairs bedroom is forced and the
intruders discover what is left of the body of her lover of forty years
before.
A refusal to knuckle under to the forms and actions expected by
the community, need not, of course, be disastrous. But complete
isolation from the community can lead to madness and murder. If,
however, we subtract all such elements from Miss Emily’s story, we
pretty well reduce it to a clinical report in abnormal psychology—
which is where a good many critics have left it. Yet, clearly, the
feelings of the community toward Miss Emily are richly complicated.
For the community, her story is no mere case history. It comes close
to being a legend, a fable, even a parable.
Isolation from the community and its consequences figure power
fully in the story of Joe Christmas in Light in August. If, as so many
insist on doing, we make the primary theme of the novel race
prejudice, we shall miss a great deal of the novel’s richness and its
bearing upon larger issues. We shall also oversimplify the plight of
Joe Christmas himself. For Joe lives not merely in a state of defiance
of the white community. He repudiates the black community too.
He has no difficulty in passing for a white man, and there is no hard
evidence in the novel that he possesses any Negro genes whatsoever.
But Joe finds himself at home neither in the white world nor the
black. Joe has in fact tried to live both as a white man and as a black.
Neither works for him. Instead, he finds himself a man suspended
between the two, bereft of any community. Joe’s sense of unrest and
homelessness, the reasons for which Faulkner articulates so care
fully, is not a matter of his genes at all, but of a warped psyche. In this
general matter he resembles Gail Hightower and Emily Grierson,
and Faulkner has told Joe’s story, like theirs, against the background
of a vital community—not, let me repeat, a model community, not a
community of saints or of happily adjusted liberal sociologists, but
a group of people who share customs, beliefs, and social rituals—a
community, in short, that provides a contrasting backdrop for the
sometimes heroic but always lonely and often disastrous life of each
of these spiritually lost souls.
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The community in Faulkner, however, is more than a mere
backdrop to the individual’s lonely struggle, and the pressure it
exerts upon the individual does not necessarily end in disaster. I
have time, however, for only one example of what I mean. It has to
do with the coming to maturity of young Bayard Sartoris as told in
The Unvanquished. The culminating incident, to which I shall confine
myself, is recounted in the final section of the novel, which is entitled
“An Odor of Verbena.”
Bayard is away at law school when Ringo, his black companion
from childhood days, rides into Oxford to tell Bayard that Colonel
Sartoris, his father, has been shot down on the streets ofJefferson by
Ben Redmond, a former business partner with whom he has been
feuding. The time of the story is the 1870’s. The Civil War has ended
only a decade earlier and the difficult Reconstruction period is just
drawing to an end.
Ringo expects that Bayard will call his father’s assassin to account.
So does George Wyatt, who had served in Colonel Sartoris’s cavalry
troop. So does even the rather gentle law professor with whom
Bayard is reading law. As Bayard prepares to hurry back to Jeffer
son, Professor Wilkins significantly offers to lend Bayard not only a
horse, but a pistol. When he gets home, Bayard finds his young
stepmother, Drusilla, not dressed in widow’s weeds, but in a yellow
ball gown. In a silvery voice, pitched almost at the intensity of
hysteria, she insists on putting the dueling pistols into his very
hands. Indeed, almost the only person in the community—at least of
all those whom we hear speak in the novel—almost the only person
who begs Bayard not to avenge his father’s death is Bayard’s Aunt
Jenny Dupre.
Bayard, however, has already decided not to try to kill Redmond.
His motives are complex—those of you who have read the story are
aware of just how complex. But it may be well to recall some of the
more important experiences that went into his decision. First, he has
already had to kill one man in order to avenge his grandmother, who
has been murdered by a bushwhacker. Next, though Bayard loves
his father, he has become thoroughly conscious of how hard, ruth
less, and insensitive his father has lately become. Colonel Sartoris
has had to kill too many men. He has too avidly sought power. He
has pressed his opponent Redmond too hard. Even George Wyatt,
that zealous admirer of the Colonel, admits that.
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Bayard’s cousin and stepmother, Drusilla, had lost her fiancé
during the War, and under family pressure, had made a loveless
marriage with the Colonel, a much older man. She is now half in love
with her stepson and passionately in love with what is for Faulkner
an essentially masculine concept—that of the code of honor.
Yet, though Bayard has evidently resolved never again to take a
human life, the pressures on him are tremendous. He acknowledges
as much when Aunt Jenny tells him not to go into town the next
morning to kill or be killed. She begs him not to allow himself to be
forced into such a confrontation by “Drusilla, a poor hysterical
young woman,” or by “George Wyatt and those others who will be
waiting for you.” He does not, she tells him, need to prove his
courage. “I know that you are not afraid.” To which Bayard replies:
“I must live with myself, you see.” The next morning, before he goes
into town, he tells Aunt Jenny, with pointed reference to the com
munity’s demands upon him, You see, I want to be thought well of.”
Bayard respects the community’s claims upon him even where he
disagrees with the rightness of those claims. Actually, Bayard finds a
way to honor both the claims of the community and his own promise
to himself not to kill again. His expedient, however, involves a
desperate act of courage. He enters Redmond’s law office unarmed.
As he opens the door, Redmond, seated at his desk, fires two shots,
but deliberately points his pistol away from Bayard. Redmond, too,
is a brave man, as George Wyatt had insisted he was, and he clearly is
also a man of honor. Though, because of extreme provocation he
has killed the father, he has resolved not to kill the innocent son.
Like Bayard, he has expected to be shot and killed.
In teaching this story, I have frequently had to clear up a serious
misapprehension. Students who have a contempt for what they take
to be a barbarous and backward community, have difficulty seeing
Bayard’s problem. How could it ever have occurred to him to think
of killing Redmond? A sensible man would simply have turned
matters over to the district attorney and perhaps hired some extra
counsel to back up the prosecution, but certainly not risked his own
life in a foolhardy gesture of outmoded gallantry. Of course, it
would never occur to these same students to apply such reasoning to
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. The application of such modern standards
and attitudes would destroy not only an appreciation of Hamlet, but
of The Iliad, Oedipus Rex, The Song of Roland, not to mention other
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classics. Yes, someone says, but The Unvanquished is different: it’s
about modern America.
But, of course, it is not about modern America. North Mississippi
a century ago was a very different world from that of modern
America. An important difference is its strong sense of community
and of a community of a special kind, characterized by powerful
family and clan loyalties, by an almost quixotic code of personal
honor, and by a cult of physical and moral bravery.
In short, if we are to grasp the full quality of Bayard’s moral
heroism, we have to understand the power of the force that he had
to resist. Indeed, we cannot do justice to any of the characters—
Drusilla, Colonel Sartoris, George Wyatt, or even Redmond unless
we know what the issues were for them.
One final item about the Yoknapatawpha community. I have
pointed out that it is not monolithic, and I would now point out
further that it is not petrified into rigidity. When George Wyatt, the
somewhat illiterate man of yeoman stock, grasps what Bayard has
done, he says You walked in . . . without even a pocket knife and let
him miss you twice. My God in heaven,” and then he shouts to one of
the men to ride out to Sartoris and “tell his folks that it’s all over and
he’s all right.” But Wyatt goes on to tell Bayard, “You ain’t done
anything to be ashamed of. I wouldn’t have done it that way, myself.
I’d a shot at him once, anyway. But that’s your way or you wouldn’t
have done it.”
So even Waytt accepts Bayard’s transcendence of the older code;
and so does even Drusilla, whom Faulkner has described as “the
priestess of a succinct and formal violence.” She has gone away,
presumably never to return. But when Bayard goes into his room
that evening, he finds on his pillow a sprig of verbena, obviously left
for him by Drusilla, and he knows why she has left it: to tell him that
she too acknowledges and accepts the heroism of his action. Verbena
was, for her, the very emblem of courage: it was the one odor alone,
she said, that “you could smell. . . above the smell of horses.”
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Gavin Stevens makes his early appearances in Faulkner’s work as a
quite unimportant character. Through the late 1930’s and the early
1940’s, Faulkner used him in a number of detective stories, later to
be incorporated in the volume entitled Knight’s Gambit, or a minor
figure in stories like The Tall Men” or Tomorrow.” Stevens does
not become anything like a major character until we reach Intruder in
the Dust (1949) and Requiem for a Nun (1951).
It can be argued, however, that in one story published before
1949, Stevens becomes something more than a detached observer. If
not yet a really major character, at least he does more than comment
and speculate on the actions of others. I refer to his role in the story
entitled “Go Down, Moses,” first published in 1941. Stevens domi
nates what little action there is. It is he who arranges to bring home
the body of Samuel Worsham Beauchamp. It is the same kind of
service that he had performed for Mrs. Hines when he saw to it that
the body of Joe Christmas was sent back to Mottstown for burial.
Stevens is a kindly man: he has a vein of disinterested concern for
people in distress. Through him the community often finds a voice
and sometimes a leader in some appropriate action, such as raising
the funds to insure that old Mollie Beauchamp’s grandson can come
home and be buried “right.”
In fact, Faulkner must have fairly soon discovered that he needed
a character who could express the sometimes inarticulate feelings of
the community and give it utterance. That is to say, Faulkner’s very
concern for a community made it highly convenient, if not actually
necessary, for him to construct a character like Gavin. You will recall
that in my previous lecture I argued that the very nature of a true
community, especially a genuine folk community, insures that
feelings are traditional and may even appear so unreflective as to
seem spontaneous. The community does not have to call a special
town meeting to find out how it feels and how it means to react to this
or that event. There is all the more need, therefore, for the presence
of a highly self-conscious person who can cogitate on events and try
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to interpret them to himself and to the reader. Note that I do not
imply that Gavin always interprets them correctly. Frequently he
does not. For example, Faulkner, in talking to the students
the
University of Virginia, stated quite clearly that Gavin’s explanation
for Joe Christmas’s peculiar conduct on the last day of his life was not
necessarily the true explanation.
Yet as an interpreter Stevens does enjoy special advantages. He is
literate. Though he has refused
break his ties with Jefferson, he
has seen something of Europe and of Boston and New York, He is
thus both outside the community and inside it. He
read deeply
and widely. He likes to talk, but he is also willing to listen, and he
evidently enjoys listening. We are told that though he “could discuss
Einstein with college professors,” he could
be seen “now and
then squatting among the overalls on the porches of country
stores. . . ."
Even before Faulkner created Gavin, he must have felt the need of
a literate consciousness within the world of Yoknapatawpha, Thus
we find such a character in the person of Horace Benbow in Faulk
ner’s third novel, Sartoris. In what Faulkner had originally intended
to be the published version, Flags in the Dust, though it achieved
publication only two
ago, Horace attended Sewanee, and later
Oxford University, as a Rhodes Scholar, Give or take a little,
Sewanee and Oxford are not a bad equivalent to Gavin’s Harvard
and Heidelberg, In Flags in the Dust, we also learn that Horace had
for a time toyed with the idea of becoming a priest in the Episcopal
Church, Fortunately, he eventually gave
the idea and went in for
the law instead, I say “fortunately,” for I think that the Reverend Mr,
Mahon in Soldiers' Pay suggests the kind of parish priest Horace
have turned out to be: kindly, civilized, quite tepid, and
rather more of a stoic than a Christian,
If this
conjecture amounts to futile speculation, it is neverthe
less quite plain that Horace Benbow is made of softer metal than
Gavin, He is more of the aesthete, the dreamer, and in aspiration
least, he is a third-rate decadertf poet. Moreover, he is half in love
with his sister Narcissa, whereas the relation between Gavin and his
twin sister Maggie is healthily normal,
I shall not, therefore, press for similarities between Gavin and
Horace, Yet it is apparent that both men stick out above the surface
of the Yoknapatawpha community like a pair of sore thumbs.
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Moreover, they are sufficiently alike for Faulkner to have made sure
that the two never appear together in the same piece of fiction.
Sanctuary, the last novel in which Horace Benbow does appear, was
published in February, 1931, whereas “Smoke,” the first story in
which Stevens appears, was not published until April, 1931. As it
turned out, then, Gavin Stevens succeeds Horace Benbow as Yoknapatawpha’s resident intellectual. There is further evidence that
Faulkner did associate the two men. In World War I, it is Horace
who takes with him to an overseas post in the YMCA Montgomery
Ward Snopes. That is the way it is reported in Sartoris, but in The
Town it is Gavin Stevens who takes Montgomery Ward Snopes with
him.
Our concern this evening, however, is not with Horace Benbow
but with Gavin Stevens, and so let us dismiss from further considera
tion Horace and, for that matter, other introspective and sensitive
characters such as Quentin Compson, who, like Gavin and Horace,
belongs to the company of Yoknapatawpha’s introverts and sensitive
idealists.
As we have already remarked, Gavin is not only an intellectual, but
a serious scholar. His pet project is to translate the Greek version of
the Old Testament (that is, the Septuagint) into classical Greek—a
project that has absolutely no scholarly value. It would amount to a
philological tour deforce. I assume that Faulkner was quite aware that
he had set Gavin on a sort of dilettantish exercise and that he meant
for his reader to recognize as much.
Gavin also has political concerns and has arrived at his own views
on the Negro, the race question, the relation of the South to the rest
of the country, and other matters.
On the matter of the black man and civil rights, Gavin is en
lightened beyond most of his fellow citizens of Jefferson. He insists
that the white Southerner grant forthwith the black Southerner his
full civil rights, not only because such action is just, but because it is
actually in the white Southerner’s own self-interest. Yet Gavin’s
insistence that the Southern blacks could be truly freed only by the
actions of the Southern whites puzzled, in 1949, and perhaps con
tinues to puzzle today, readers ofIntruder in the Dust. And in the same
book, Gavin’s description of the population of the coasts of the
northeastern states as the “coastal spew of Europe” has won for
neither Gavin nor Faulkner (who was assumed here to be using
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Gavin for his mouthpiece) any Brownie points from the liberals.
Gavin is not only a scholar, but a born teacher. I have in mind his
long talks with Chick Mallison inIntruder in the Dust and especially his
tutelage of Linda Snopes in The Town. He feeds this schoolgirl not
only ice cream sodas, but books and, in effect, his own lectures on
art, music, and general culture. Gavin’s sister Maggie refers to this
business rather sardonically: Gavin is concerned with what he calls
“forming her mind.” But Maggie’s tone of voice aside, she is dead
right, and this is precisely what Gavin is doing. I mean to recur to this
matter later on when we look once more at The Mansion.
Just now, however, I want to turn from Gavin
intellectual, as
do-gooder, as scholar and thinker, to something that concerns not
merely his intellectual but his passionate nature. What did he ask of
love? What kind of woman did he love? What kind of woman did he
marry? These are always important considerations for Faulkner,
and they are important considerations for most of the rest of us. For
to discuss a character merely in terms of his head, without saying
anything about his heart, is to present a half man. Most of us are
interested, whether in fiction or real life, with the whole man.
When we first meet Gavin, he is unmarried, and has the air of a
confirmed bachelor. Gavin must have been born around 1890, and
since he didn’t marry until 1942, he remained a bachelor for some
fifty years. But this is not to say that Gavin never fell in love. In fact,
in The Town we learn that when he was in his early twenties he had
fallen overwhelmingly and pathetically in love with Eula Varner.
This would have been some time after he had graduated from
Harvard and before he left for Heidelberg in the spring of 1914.
By this time, of course, the beautiful Eula Varner had already
been married for some years to Flem Snopes, and moreover had
already taken as her lover, Manfred de Spain. Thus, Gavin’s pursuit
of Eula is from the outset hopeless. He clearly misjudges the situa
tion. Against the confident, tough-minded, handsome, virile de
Spain, Gavin has not a chance.
A single example will have to suffice: at the Cotillion Ball Gavin is
made furious at watching the way in which Manfred is dancing with
Eula. Gavin steps up and jerks Manfred away from his partner. In a
moment they are out in the alley to settle the difficulty and, as we
expect, Gavin gets his face well bloodied for his pains.
A very shrewd assessment of Gavin’s behavior is made by his
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nephew, Chick Mallison, who observes: “What he was doing was
simply defending forever with his blood the principle that chastity
and virtue in women shall be defended whether they exist or not.”
Gavin’s picking a fight to defend Eula’s chastity is surely quixotic.
Eula had established a comfortable relation with de Spain. It is Gavin
who is insisting that Eula’s honor has been impugned, not the
level-headed and matter-of-fact Eula. When there is a husband
who feels no need to defend his wife’s honor and a wife who doesn’t
insist that she has any honor worth defending, a stranger’s insistence
on defending it is folly compounded. Besides, Manfred and Eula
were not caught inflagrante delicto. They were simply dancing rather
shamelessly, or as Chick Mallison rather admiringly puts it, with
“splendid unshame.”
Gavin’s sister Maggie is furious at what has happened, and most of
all at Eula’s conduct. She thinks that Eula might at least have sent
Gavin a flower. But Eula, according to her lights, is to do something
more generous than that. Having come to realize Gavin’s hopeless
love for her, she goes up to his law office one evening and offers
Gavin not a flower but herself—herself for at least the evening.
So we have the romantic young man of twenty-three, trembling
with a desperate love for his Guinevere, and Eula who does not see
herself as a Guinevere and who, indeed, couldn’t be more direct and
explicit in her handling of the situation. Her first words of explana
tion for her visit are: “I thought it would be all right here. Better
here.” And when Gavin in shocked amazement repeats the word,
“Here?” his goddess goes on to say: “Do it here. In your office. You
can lock the door and I don’t imagine there’ll be anybody high
enough up this late at night to see in the window. Or maybe—” And
with this sudden new thought, she breaks off speaking and starts
pulling down the shades.
Gavin is aghast. Unless he stops her, in a moment she will be
pulling off her clothes. He does stop her—with a bitter taunt about
her adultery with Manfred de Spain, and tries to show her the door.
But Eula refuses to take umbrage, remains calm and practical, and
in the course of the conversation that ensues, makes it plain that she
has offered herself to Gavin not to persuade him to drop his law suit
against her lover Manfred. She has come to Gavin simply because
she knows that he is unhappy, and she goes on to say, “I don’t like
unhappy people. They’re a nuisance.”
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This, from Eula, is the unkindest cut of all, and Gavin remarks,
bitterly, “So you came just from compassion, pity.” Gavin is crushed,
but he is also in a state bordering on terror. Twice, he blurts out,
“Don’t touch me.” And when Eula orders him to “Lock the door,”
Gavin says “I might—would—have struck her with my out-flung'
arm, but there was no room. ...”
In its shocking contrasts, in its sudden reversal of expectations, in
its utter deflation of the passionate lover, the whole scene is comic;
but it is much more than comic. It is blindingly revelatory of Gavin’s
character. What is his conception of love, after
Note that Gavin is
no high-minded young Joseph tearing himself out of the clutches of
a Potiphar’s wife, for he has known all along that Eula is a married
woman. He is even sure—in his bones, at least—that Manfred de
Spain is her accepted lover. Moreover, up to this moment on the
very brink of consummation, he has claimed to be passionately in
love with Eula. What kind of man is Gavin?
Note further that this confrontation with Eula is no temporary
aberration. Gavin’s attitude, exhibited here, presumably has some
relation to other aspects of his love life; for example, his failure to
marry until he is fifty years old, and his failure to propose marriage
to Eula’s daughter Linda, though he had always manifested a great
concern for her and though Eula had begged him to marry Linda.
Gavin’s relation to women and his concept of romantic love, then,
does call for some explanation. If it can be made comprehensible, it
may throw light on his general idealism, his tendency to assume a
posture of detachment, and his general preference for the contem
plative life rather than active participation. Indeed, it has a bearing
on his whole view of reality.
I do not, however, propose at this point to engage in a psychologi
cal analysis of Gavin. I doubt the efficacy of the method and, anyway,
I lack the requisite expertise. What I plan to do instead is to relate
Gavin’s notion of love to the general tradition of the romantic
passion as it has developed in the last millenium of Western civiliza
tion. In that millenium one can find it everywhere—in the trouba
dour poets of Provence, in the stories that developed in the Arthu
rian cycle of romances, such as the love of Lancelot for Guinevere or
of Tristan for Iseult, as it shows itself in the nineteenth century in
some of Wagner’s music dramas, and as it is treated by many of the
great English and French novelists, or—to come down to our own
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century—as it informs the life and poetry of William Butler Yeats.
The best analysis of such romantic or chivalric love that I know of,
however, is to be found in two books by Denis de Rougemont. They
are, to give them their titles in English, Love in the Western World and
Love Declared: Essays on the Myths ofLove. I must beg your indulgence,
therefore, if I take a few minutes to sketch Rougemont’s theory. I
think that I can promise you that it will not be dry and pedantic, but
interesting and even exciting.
In the first place, Rougemont agrees with most of the other
authorities in holding that chivalric love is a phenomenon of the last
millenium in the West. You do not find it, for instance, in ancient
Greece. It has apparently never existed in the Orient. Take note that
Rougemont is not talking here about sex or about affection for a
mistress or a wife, emotional patterns that are ubiquitous and uni
versal. He is speaking of a special idealization of sexual love, a
transcendent passion in which, for the man, the beloved woman
becomes a kind of goddess. Romantic or chivalric love has—through
its intense idealization—an affinity with the medieval cult of the
Virgin Mary, and through its deprecation of all mere legalisms, an
affinity with free love, the passion that scorns all the restraints
imposed by society. Thus, Lancelot and Guinevere are chivalric
lovers as Guinevere and her duly wedded and lawful husband, King
Arthur, could not be.
In short, the courtly or chivalric lover wants something far more
ethereal and transcendent than any mere union of the flesh, for his
erotic longing is finally lodged in his head and not in his loins. Gavin
Stevens, then, proves himself to be the true chivalric lover in refus
ing such a fleshly consummation when Eula offers herself to him, for
Gavin is in love with a dream, a dream, to be sure, that Eula seems to
incarnate, but a dream nevertheless, and he refuses to relinquish
that dream. It has far greater value to him even if the impossibility of
realizing it renders him desperately unhappy. Eula’s practical wish
to ease his pain and make him happy misses the point completely.
Now, I do not mean that Gavin is necessarily fully conscious of all
this. He need not be, and his emotional state on the evening that
Eula entered his office was indeed obviously confused. But there
need not be any confusion in our own minds about what is going on
in this instance. Eula is, in Gavin’s eyes, Guinevere or Iseult, the
impossible she whom he must perforce worship from afar. But when
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she refuses to play Iseult to his would-be Tristan, when she refuses
to be impossible—when she steps down from her pedestal and
makes herself almost matter-of-factly available, we are not to be
surprised that Gavin recoils in bitterness, anger, and even some
thing like terrified revulsion.
A few moments ago I remarked that chivalric love refused what
we would call a normal fulfillment in marriage. Rougemont argues
that the troubadour poets were influenced by the heretical sect of
Cathars. The Cathars, because of their ascetic distrust of the flesh,
would have nothing to do with it; but less Puritanical chivalric lovers,
those who did not abjure sex
such, also had their case against
marriage. For marriage, in the Middle Ages, among the ruling
classes in particular, was often a marriage of convenience—a means
for allying one family to another, for transferring lands and wealth,
for securing coveted possessions. Certainly among the nobility, mar
riages were usually arranged, and if love developed, well, that was a
pleasant dividend, but not essential. But for the chivalric sensibility,
true love was soiled by considerations of social and economic advan
tage. True love must be spontaneous and free.
Marriage, even to this day, has not stood very high in the tradition
of romantic love. One of the section headings in Rougemont’s Love
in the Western World is entitled “Marrying Iseult?” Marriage with
Iseult is inconceivable, for to marry her is to have her “dwindle into a
wife,” as Congreve’s Millamant phrased it. Or, as Rougemont puts it:
“In countless nauseating novels there is now depicted the kind of
husband who fears the flatness and the same old jog-trot of married
life in which his wife loses her ‘allure’ because no obstructions come
between them.”
This tradition comes right on down into our own time. Heming
way, for example, cannot conceive married love’s being able to
maintain the brilliant flame of romantic love. It is no accident,
therefore, that he sees to it that his true lovers are incapable of union
(as in The Sun Also Rises since the hero has been emasculated by a war
wound), or else that he has the heroine die in giving birth to her first
child (as in A Farewell to Anns), or that events of the war limit the
lovers to a mere three days of bliss (as in For Whom the Bell Tolls).
One finds a similar situation in Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby.
Gatsby is the true chivalric lover who lives in a dream and in a sense
dies for a dream, whereas his beloved, Daisy, and her wealthy
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husband are not romantic lovers at all. They have a convenient
arrangement together and they are eminently practical. Nick Car
raway reserves his bitterest comment for them. He says: “they
smashed up things and creatures and then retreated back into their
money or their vast carelessness or whatever it was that kept them
together. . . .” We may be sure that it was not a romantic love that
kept them together.
To return to Rougemont for a moment: he remarks that there is
one requirement absolutely necessary for chivalric love. It must not
risk losing its intensity. Fulfillment threatens to diminish it. Con
tinual fulfillment is almost certain to tame and domesticate it. Hence
the need for some barrier that will make consummation difficult if
not impossible. For the heretical Cathars of twelfth-century Prov
ence, the very flesh itself, as we have seen, was a barrier to the almost
morbidly “spiritual” love to which they aspired. The two souls strove
to unite in one clean transcendent flame, and the very materiality of
the bodies of the lovers got in the way. For the more fleshly
troubadour poets, marriage itself proved a sufficient barrier: chival
ric love was the all-but-hopeless adoration of the young landless
knight, yearning for the lady of the castle whose husband was his
liege lord. For Lancelot, it was his dangerous love for the king’s wife,
a love that had to be kept secret, yet to enjoy which he and Guinevere
risked everything. The fact that such love was forbidden and
dangerous gave it its special spice—and still does, as the darker side
of American suburban life testifies.
In sum, the real enemy of chivalric love, with its ardors and
intensities, its finespun idealisms and quixotic denials and post
ponements of gratification, is permissiveness and ready availability.
When the beloved woman becomes not a goddess, but simply a
mammalian organism conveniently at hand, then the transcenden
tal element necessary to chivalric love evaporates. Yet, as our own
age is beginning to find out, humdrum conventional marriage is not
the only enemy of rapturous love: the sex manual, the pornographic
novel, and the X-rated movie could conceivably reduce love be
tween the sexes to mere triviality.
In spite of the reputation of the rural South for violence and for
earthiness, anyone who has known this region in Faulkner’s day
knows that it also tends to be strait-laced and prim on one social
level, and fundamentalist and puritanical on another. Even today, it
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is probably the only section of the United States that still believes in
the doctrine of Original Sin and, accordingly, perhaps the only
section that takes sex really seriously—as a life-and-death proposi
tion.
Rougemont’s attempt to account for the development of chivalric
love among the troubadour poets by adducing the influence of the
puritanical and Manichaean Cathars has been criticized; and in his
second book he plays down this earlier emphasis on such dispar
agement of the flesh. Nevertheless, the suggestion that chivalric love
needs a certain kind of puritanism for full burgeoning fits Faulk
ner’s South like a glove. After all, who are Faulkner’s great chivalric
lovers? Labove, who belongs to a spartan family living up in the hills
and who is something of an ascetic—he is described again and again
as a kind of monk; Harry Wilbourne of The Wild Palms, who belongs
to a hardworking, God-fearing Protestant background; little Byron
Bunch, who for years methodically rode to a little church miles out
in the country to direct the singing; and Quentin Compson, who is,
whether or not God-fearing, thoroughly squeamish and over
sensitive on the whole issue of sex. In Quentin’s case there is also the
powerful barrier of incest—which he tries once to break through
but cannot. Quentin is indeed one of Faulkner’s chivalric lovers.
Another barrier that is still formidable even today is impuberty—as witness the stir raised a few years ago by the publication of
Nabokov’sLolita. Rougemont takes note of it in his Love Declared, and
actually borrows from Lolita the term nymphet. Is Linda Snopes for
Gavin a kind of nymphet? Is Gavin doubly a chivalric lover in virtue
of his curious ice-cream-parlor courtship of the daughter of Eula
Snopes?
Well, yes and no. Gavin clearly never thinks of surmounting the
barrier. He is careful to take no liberties with the young girl.
Moreover, he is by nature generous and helpful. His feelings toward
Linda are kindly, and they may be merely avuncular. I have no
desire to try to make him out a dirty old man. But his relationship
with Linda is obviously a very peculiar one—and later even more so
when Linda has become a grown woman.
When Linda returns to Jefferson as a young widow, Gavin still
does not propose to her, even though she tells him “I just must be
where you are,” and later, more passionately, “Gavin, Gavin. I love
you. I love you.” What are his barriers? Men have in the past
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achieved happy marriages with women more than eighteen years
younger than they. Eula begs Gavin to marry Linda. A number of
Gavin’s friends believe for a time that he will.
But Gavin does not marry her because, as I would judge, he does
not dare to tamper with a romantic dream. Maggie, Gavin’s very
perceptive and practical sister, observes that one does not “marry
Yseult.” Linda is for Gavin at least Yseult’s daughter—and he has
already long before predicted for her the life of an Yseult: she will
love once romantically and intensely, he insists, but will lose her love
and mourn him for ever after, unwilling to accept any second-best.
Gavin has in this instance made one of those self-fulfilling
prophecies. In love with the romantic dream himself, he has no
intention—by marrying Linda himself—of preventing the proph
ecy’s coming true.
Maggie has made her own prophecy: namely, that her brother will
eventually marry a widow with four children. She misses absolute
accuracy by only two children. Not bad, I should say; for in 1944
Gavin does marry Melisandre Backus Harriss, whom he had known
as a girl. In short, it would seem that Gavin felt in his bones that
romantic love, in the grand passionate manner, should not mix with
married love. Anyway, he doesn’t risk it, and his perhaps uncon
scious sense that they are, or ought to be, incompatible, is the best
proof of the power that the myth of romantic love exerts on him.
Did Faulkner get these insights into the nature of chivalric love
from reading Rougemont? No, he couldn’t have, and he didn’t need
to. For Rougemont is simply summarizing and systematizing—
though how brilliantly—what has been endemic in the culture of the
West for a thousand years. Faulkner could have got what he needed
to know from Gautier’s Mlle. de Maupin, which we know he read, or
from the early poetry of his favorite poet, W. B. Yeats, or from
Tennyson’s Idyls of the King, or from Wagner’s operas, from the love
songs of Tin Pan Alley, or even from the movies shown at Tyler’s
Air Dome picture show here in Oxford, Mississippi.
Leaving Gavin Stevens aside, how important to Faulkner was the
concept of chivalric love? Quite important, I should say. Look at
Soldiers' Pay, or Light in August, or The Hamlet, or The Wild Palms—
where the story of Harry Wilbourne and Charlotte Rittenmeyer
deals almost exclusively with this theme.
What was Faulkner’s attitude toward chivalric love? Did he take it
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seriously? Did he believe in it himself? These are good questions, too
good to be answered with a confident yes or no. If we are trying to be
accurate, we can say that Faulkner recognized chivalric love
a
pervasive and important feature of our culture. It has given rise to
some very great poetry, including Dante’s Vita Nuova. And it has
been the principal subject matter of the novel from its beginnings.
Chivalric love has its tragic aspect, and in a novel like The WildPalms,
to take a notable example, Faulkner has allowed his lovers their
tragic dignity. If chivalric love can be regarded as a kind of sublime
folly—a passion so transcendent that for its sake the world is well
lost, since no price is too great to purchase it—it can also be seen as
foolishness unmitigated. Faulkner is thoroughly aware of the comic
aspects of chivalric love. At times he is willing to laugh at the chivalric
lovers, as he does when Eula’s night visit to Gavin’s law office knocks
the stuffing out of that astonished young man. Even in The Wild
Palms Faulkner has not avoided certain comic implication. In the
mining community in Utah to which Harry and Charlotte have
retreated to avoid the infections of respectability and bourgeois
society, they are driven by the intense cold to share the same bed
with the lusty and uncomplicated Buckners. This pair shamelessly
satisfy their sexual urges, but Harry and Charlotte, the romantic
lovers that they are, are too fine-grained, too fastidious to do so. But
they have fled to the wilderness to keep their love pure and unspot
ted from the world only to find that they have taken the world into
bed with them.
Yet, whether considered to be a sublime transcendence, or a
foolish denial, of the flesh, the lover’s tendency to etherialize his
experience is one of the important elements in Faulkner’s work.
Consider the variety of chivalric lovers presented to us. I’ve already
mentioned the young schoolmaster of Frenchman’s Bend, Labove.
Though one could hardly exaggerate the differences in background
and personality between him and Gavin Stevens, Eula casts much
the same spell upon them both; or perhaps we put it more accurately
if we say that both men project upon Eula the same aura of divinity.
For Labove, she is not the Iseult of Arthurian romance, but some
divinity out of the Greek pantheon. But a divinity she is, and Labove
is obsessed. Moreover, much more is involved than powerful sexual
feelings. They are sexual and they are powerful, but they cannot be
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eased simply by visiting a brothel. They are driven up into Labove’s
head: they have become an obsessional erotic dream.
I could go on with other examples: Byron Bunch, the gallant little
unhorsed knight who selflessly comes to Lena Grove’s rescue, is at
once comic and admirable, and in his own way, as mad—or
irrational—as is Labove himself. I could even add Ike Snopes, the
idiot, who is in love with Houston’s cow. Even here, however, more
than mere sex is involved. Ike rescues her from the grass fire; he
garlands her head with a coronet of wild flowers. For Ike, the cow
becomes a kind of goddess, like ox-eyed Juno, the wife of Jupiter,
the queen of the classical pantheon.
Faulkner summons his greatest prose-poetry to the task of mak
ing the reader see the cow as she appears in the idiot’s adoring eyes.
And here Faulkner needs his greatest prose poetry to enable us to
grasp the fact that Ike too is a chivalric lover. For between this lover
and his beloved there yawns the most formidable barrier of all—
more fobidding even than incest—bestiality, man and animal in
sexual congress.
It is high time, however, to return to Gavin Stevens. In consider
ing him
a lover, I have neglected other important aspects of his
character and personality But, of course, there is only so much that
can be covered in one lecture. Yet, Gavin’s conception of love does
have a relation to the larger and more general issues and it will not
hurt to make one or two brief suggestions about them.
First, Gavin’s idealism (of which chivalric love is an aspect) is deep.
Gavin is somewhat given to theorizing—as in his account of what Joe
Christmas’s white blood and his black blood compelled him to do.
Second, there is the matter of Gavin’s view of women and of reality
in general. I believe that Faulkner would not have frowned on my
coupling so closely women and reality: he would agree that the
idealist’s ability to understand women—who constituted, in Faulk
ner’s opinion, the basic, the essential, the practical half of human
ity—is a reasonably good index of an idealist’s grasp of reality itself.
Maggie loves her brother Gavin and is aware of his solid virtues, but
she worries about the way in which he fails to see what women are
like, and she finds him unable to understand humanity in general.
Our last view of Gavin—it occurs at the end of The Mansion—is of
a flabbergasted man. He had badly miscalculated Mink’s undeviat
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ing determination to call Flem Snopes to account for repudiating
clan loyalty. Gavin had really believed it was safe to get Mink par
doned and that for a bribe of five hundred dollars he would agree
to leave the state of Mississippi. Worse still, Gavin had completely
misunderstood Linda. He is utterly shocked to find that Linda, the
woman whom he feels must be protected from even the knowledge
that Mink has refused the bribe and that her stepfather is in danger,
has in reality connived all along to get Mink out of prison just so that
he would have a chance to shoot Flem.
Gavin, who had so carefully formed Linda’s mind and had got her
to that romantic place, Greenwich Village, in order to fulfill his own
romantic dream of what she should be and do, is very close to
collapse at the end. We are told that Ratliff is as “Gentle and tender
as a woman” in opening the door of the car in which he will drive
Gavin home. He asks Gavin: “You all right now?” and, though Gavin
exclaims, “Yes I tell you, goddammit,” Ratliff is still solicitous of him,
though in proper Ratliff style, he turns his concern into a piece of
jesting badinage. He remarks that he hopes that Linda has no
daughter stashed out somewhere,” and that if she has, he hopes
Linda will never bring her to Jefferson, for, as Ratliff puts it, “You
done already been through two Eula Varners and I don’t think you
can stand another one.”
Gavin, the idealist and do-gooder, the man who would like to
believe the best of everybody, here ends up as a somewhat discom
fited Don Quixote. (If you fancy the analogy, you can regard
Ratliff as his realistic, no-nonsense, squire Sancho Panza.) Actually
the general analogy is not too far-fetched. In fact, I shall claim that
it fits my announced topic precisely. For surely Cervantes’ Don
Quixote de la Mancha is one of the great chivalric lovers of all time.
His wonderful imagination turned a plain country girl (not nearly so
beautiful as that staggeringly beautiful country girl Eula Varner)
into the noble Dulcinea del Toboso, for the love of whom he em
barked on all sorts of knightly adventures. Don Quixote is loveable
and gallant, a true gentleman, but, like Gavin Stevens, somewhat
impractical and not noted for realistic discernment. But what more
pleasant compliment could Faulkner have paid to Gavin than to give
him a slight resemblance to the courtly Don, the hero of one of his
favorite novels, one which he tells us he read regularly once a year.
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by Blyden Jackson

Faulkner’s lifelong sincere and close attachment to Oxford and its
environs cannot be denied. This special vicinity was the “little post
age stamp of native soil,” his Active version of which he once an
nounced himself the “sole proprietor.” But Faulkner read volumi
nously and without taboos. He congratulated Richard Wright, for
example, on both Native Son and Black Boy. He lived, at one time or
another, in New Haven, Toronto, New Orleans, New York, Pas
cagoula, Hollywood, at various places in Europe, and in Virginia. He
was familiar with Memphis. He consorted with all sorts of people in
America and abroad. He received his Nobel Prize in Stockholm.
Ralph Bunche was one of the four Americans so honored at the
same time. Faulkner, on one occasion, for more than three weeks
represented the United States at Nagano and other cities in Japan.
On a succession of occasions in his later life he was offically his
country’s cultural emissary, or felt he was, in Peru, Brazil, Greece,
Venezuela, Rome, the Philippines, Scandinavia, and Iceland. He
may have been, he was, the country boy he often claimed to be. But
he was a country boy who had acquired a very cosmopolitan mind.
The Negro in his fiction reflects the country boy, the Mississippi
native who knew and treasured Mississippi. But the Negro in his
fiction reflects also the very cosmopolitan mind: The American who
said openly that color in America would eventually disappear; the
man of the world who, without bigotry but with sympathetic ac
knowledgement of local customs, visited, or lived on, every conti
nent except Australia; the critic of Western culture allegorizing in A
Fable, with acid tongue but a contrite heart, of Western man crucify
ing Jesus Christ a second time; the Nobel laureate who made it clear
that his view of his fellow man was such that to him all people
everywhere were essentially the same, no matter how they acciden
tally differed in color, creed, or national origin.
And so Faulkner was not naive about people, white or black.
Incidentally, he said once that he preferred the Old Testament to
the New because, whereas in the New Testament the ideas seem to
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be foremost in importance, in the Old Testament the people are at
stage center. The people are what counts.1 And he was intensely
interested in people. He knew, of course, that most of his literary
reputation was derived from his image of the South. What redounds
to his credit is how sensibly he knew it. The people of Yoknapatawpha County, whether white, Indian, or Negro, were affected by a
tragic past. They had been outraged by the curse—his epithet—of
slavery. Separated from that past they were only more of his people
everywhere who were essentially the same. With obvious justifica
tions, he believed that he possessed an intimate awareness of the
habits of thought and patterns of behavior of the whites in the
community where he had grown up. He also believed that he posses
sed an equally intimate awareness of the baleful effects of a vicious
social system upon the lives and personalities of the Negroes in that
same community. The strategies, hence, which he publicly advo
cated, not to the delight of everyone, during the days of Sturm und
Drang along the interracial front after May, 1954, were based, he
thought, upon direct access to pertinent clinical information, as well
upon his fundamental abhorrence, if only as an apostle of indi
vidualism, of discrimination and segregation. And if he accepted
with equanimity the presence in the Faulkner family household of
an old-fashioned black servitor like Mammy Callie Barr, he likewise
accepted, apparently with no less equanimity, the presence as Public
Affairs Officer in the United States embassy in Rome of a Negro with
a Harvard Ph.D. who spoke seven or eight European languages.
The Negro is of little, if any, consequence in Faulkner’s earliest
fiction. Neither, for that matter, is Yoknapatawpha. A Pullman
porter plays an incidental role in the beginning of Faulkner’s first
novel, Soldiers' Pay, and Negro characters, none important, supply
some of the background in the Georgia setting where the main
action of the novel occurs. In Mosquitoes, Faulkner’s second novel, a
Negro chauffeur fleetingly appears. The Negroes in Soldiers' Pay
may be dismissed as, substantially, only stock figures, albeit for their
day, the day of The Birth ofa Nation, rather benignly so. The Negro in
Mosquitoes is virtually nonexistent.
It is with Sartoris and the delineation of Yoknapatawpha that
Negro characters do become of consequence in Faulkner’s fiction.
1 Gwynn and Blotner, eds., Faulkner in the University, Vintage Edition (New York,
1965), pp. 167-8.
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Much has been said of these Negro characters, of whom there are
many, and I am no Faulkner specialist. I do recommend, however,
that, in thinking of Faulkner’s Negro characters, at least three prob
ably helpful generalizations should be constantly borne in mind.
The first of these is that all of us are inescapably, to a significant
degree, creatures of fortuitous circumstance. The second is that
Faulkner made a brave and earnest attempt to say what he thought
his Negro characters were, not what anyone else pontificated they
should be. The third is that, for anyone and everyone, vicarious
experience, however veracious it may seem, is severely constrained
by its inherent nature. I, for example, am a Negro born and brought
up in a border town within the Negro middle class. The prejudices,
the nuances of thought, of which I am most unconscious, are the
prejudices and nuances of thought of that class. My life has over
lapped much of Faulkner’s. It pays me to remember the virtually
total extent to which a life like mine was almost of necessity an
abstraction to Faulkner, just as, until recently, a life like Faulkner’s
was, in equal measure, an abstraction to me.
Nevertheless, it does seem to me that the Negroes in Faulkner
after Soldiers' Pay and Mosquitoes both result from, as they contribute
to, a great sea-change in Faulkner. In that sea-change Faulkner the
independent, the self-reliant mature individual prepared to ex
press himself, inundates Faulkner the apprentice and mime, the
copier of styles and notions borrowed from other voices and the
beginner not yet sure of where he wants to go. I am, of course, here
saying nothing new. It is an old story that, once Faulkner created
Yoknapatawpha, as he did after his first two novels, he came, as it
were, into his kingdom. I need only emphasize here that his coming
was complete. It embraces his treatment of Negroes as well as his
treatment of whites. There is a moment at the beginning of Faulk
ner’s involvement with Yoknapatawpha, in
and even in its
later companion piece, The Unvanquished, as Faulkner is still assem
bling Yoknapatawpha and still exploring it to achieve rapport with
it, when his Yoknapatawpha Negroes, much in the manner of his
Negroes in Soldiers' Pay and Mosquitoes, continue to be relatively
perfunctory, when they are still more an importation than an ema
nation from himself. But that moment is only a passing phase. It is
only the moment before the cataclysmic action of a new biochemistry
in his creative imagination transforms him to his bone and marrow.
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As Yoknapatawpha becomes increasingly a genuine reality to him,
as it increasingly exercises its total sovereignty over him,
that less
and less can he content himself with repetitions of already existing
models in literature and popular lore, and more and more must he
respond to the exclusive perceptions of his own artistic vision, his
Yoknapatawpha Negroes alter their essential natures. They be
come, in a very profound sense, his private creations, born almost
without alloy, of his recollections and his ruminations about the
South and the people in it. It is after this alteration, and under its
spell, that he produces the Negroes of The Sound and the Fury,
Sanctuary, Light in August (if Joe Christmas is a Negro), Absalom,
Absalom!, Go Down, Moses, Intruder in the Dust, where he is most
resolutely the civil-libertarian,
Requiemfor a Nun. The alteration
is never reversed, and never materially diminished. The Negro does
not figure prominently in the Snopes trilogy because Snopesism is
the subject of the novels in that trilogy. It is a subject, presented as
Faulkner presents it, to which, after all, as in As I Lay Dying, Negroes
are, and should be, peripheral. Even so, in The Reivers Ned does not
differ from the true Yoknapatawpha Negro. It is only that The
Reivers, initiation story that it is, is also a tall tale. Its controlling mood
casts upon Ned a light less of high seriousness than of low-comedy
burlesque. Thus, Ned conforms to his environment. He does not
depart from Faulkner’s general conception of the Negro in Yok
napatawpha.
In Sartoris, then, old Simon, vain about his white folks, is the
legendary house Negro par excellence. Putterer and grumbler, and
something of a rascal on a petty scale, he can, and does, rely upon his
white Sartoris boss and patron to replace the money he has stolen
from his church to further an amour of his with a woman much
younger than himself. Old Simon’s daughter is given to singing
Negro songs. His son returns from World War I corrupted by the
atmosphere of France until his insolence,” literally, with a piece of
stovewood, is knocked out of him. And old Simon’s grandson, Isom,
bids fair to become another Simon. The Unvanquished depends upon,
as it expands,
So it is, consequently, that adolescent black
Ringo, in The Unvanquished, joins an adolescent Sartoris, years be
fore the era of the novel, Sartoris, in shooting from ambush at a
mounted Yankee officer. So it is that the Negroes in The Unvan
quished are cut from the same cloth as the Negroes in Sartoris. Faulk-
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ner need never to have seen a real, “live” Negro and certainly could
not eventually have insisted upon being guided by his own self
gathered impressions concerning Negroes and their involvement
with the South to have produced the Negro characters in Sartoris and
The Unvanquished. These he could have gotten—at least in major
detail—from a tradition, the tradition which Sterling Brown anato
mized, and damned, years ago in his well-known definitive essay,
“Negro Characters as Seen by White Authors.”
But Dilsey Gibson of The Sound and the Fury is of a new, and a
Faulknerian, tradition. Like Simon Strother she wears what is clearly
a badge of servitude. The Compsons are her white folks and have
been through three generations. Faulkner, however, has invested
her with personal qualities and a relation toward a white family
which separate her from Simon by a whole spectrum of attitudes and
values. The Sartorises take care of Simon. With a wealth of Christian
charity and the strength of one who endures, Dilsey does all that is
within her power to take care of the Compsons. The image of the
traditional mammy tended once to blandish many whites and still
tends to infuriate almost all Negroes. Dilsey’s appointed role is that
of the traditional mammy.
is her appearance, much of her
etiquette and speech, and some of her ideas. Yet she tries physically
to restrain Jason Compson when he removes his belt in order to flog
his niece, Quentin. And she—significantly not as a part of the same
episode—tells Jason to his face, neither cringingly nor with any hint
of a menial’s tolerated levity, “You’s a cold man, Jason, if man you is.
I thank de Lawd I got mo heart dan dat, even ef hit is black.”2
For, of course, The Sound and the Fury makes an issue of the
proclamation that, not only compared to Jason, but to any Compson
of her time, Dilsey does have the greater aptitude and resources for
sympathetic coexistence with her human associates. She does have
“mo heart.” At a question-and-answer session during his lecture
ship at the University of Virginia Faulkner dramatized, in effect,
although without singling her out, Dilsey’s aptitudes and resources.
He spoke of what he called the “verities of the human heart.”
Courage he named first, whether the order signified anything or
not. And then he added honor, pride, compassion, and pity.3 Dilsey
has all of these within a character strengthened by fortitude amidst
2Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury, Modern Library College
3Faulkner in the University, p. 133.
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adversities; in addition, she has magnanimity. Yet from the view
point of the black reader Dilsey is flawed with, if nothing else, a
disquieting at least apparent stereotypical self-abasement. She is, it
can be argued, a black matriarch more dedicated to a white family
than to her own, and blacks have long harbored a particular aversion
to other blacks who exist only as the renegade tools of whites. In one
of the classic constructions of this black as the renegade tool of
whites, a white girl, always adorable, and sometimes ravishing,
passes through her youth into early maturity attended hand and
foot by a black female who
be, in any event, according to an
Aryan cult of beauty, neither adorable nor ravishing, nor ever a
likely candidate for romantic love. The white mistress marries. Her
own wedding occupies the black female more than the black female’s
own. The white mistress has children. These children take prece
dence over the black female’s offspring in the black female’s hierar
chy of responsibilities. And when the white mistress, or
of her
family, dies, the grief which devastates the black female is greater
than the grief she exhibits at the passing of any black, kin of hers or
not. All such perversions of the clan loyalties people are normally
supposed feel tend set Negroes’ teeth on edge. Beyond dispute,
a shadow, if not more, of them
be descried in Dilsey. On the
other hand, it should be
in her behalf, Dilsey has far from
neglected the blacks who form her black family. We do overhear her
lamenting the flight from home of her son, Versh, She has a hus
band, Roskus, to whom she seems comfortably attached. She and
her daughter, Frony, also seem to be mutually respectful of, and
compatible with, each other. So true is this, apparently, that Dilsey
lives, after the old Compson menage finally collapses, in Memphis
with this daughter Frony, who may have become a cipher in the
of the urban proletariat, but who has, it is evident, never been
only a cipher in the world of her mother’s concerns. Indeed, Dilsey
gives of herself, in The Sound and the Fury, both to her white family
and to her own blood kin. Still, of the two, admittedly the Compsons,
the adopted kin, are the kin to whom she devotes most of her time
and tears. Possibly, even probably, that is so because, given her
situation, it could hardly have been realistic otherwise. But we have
already alluded to Faulkner’s “verities of the human heart” and to
Dilsey’s possession of them. It is likewise so because Dilsey does, as
our allusion noted, abundantly possess, the “verities,” as well as
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fortitude and magnanimity. Color caste has doomed her to act as an
inferior to people who lack her stature a human being. It has not
doomed her to be their inferior. A servant in name only, against her
array of virtues the tragic errors of the Compsons stand forth in
stark relief. And it may well be, surely through Faulkner’s inten
tional innuendo, that, against a similar array of virtues seen in a
wider range, the tragic errors of an entire social order stand forth in
a configuration no less stark.
What Faulkner thought about American color caste he was, when
he was called upon to express himself, at no great pains ever to
conceal. He recognized its function, the manner in which it conve
niently preserved a chasm between whites and Negroes. He recog
nized also
tenaciousness. It had all the sanctions of an institution
which extended for many years into the past. God, some could say,
in spite of the numerous healthy mulattoes around them, meant for
whites and Negroes to live apart—the whites as masters, the Ne
groes as willing subordinates. Mere men, therefore, were not to
question a divine fiat, a law of nature. But Faulkner was not so easily
deterred from relying upon his own perceptions. Nothing, possibly,
more confirms his resolve to see Yoknapatawpha as it was, and not in
compliance with a creed imposed upon him, than his refusal to
accept as holy writ any prohibition as to how he should speak about
color caste.
Light in August, for example, presents Joe Christmas, who knows
his mother is white. About his father’s color Joe has only reports, the
apocryphal elements of which impale him upon a perpetual wheel of
fire. Sometimes Joe lives white. Sometimes he lives black. Recur
rently, he indulges in a sadomasochism which could be a conse
quence of his morbid uncertainty about his racial identity. He dies,
shot and castrated, as a Negro who has murdered his white
paramour. Obviously, more than one aspect of the dementia of
racism, as of other possible pathologies of the human psyche, is
examined in Light in August, The title of the novel, as Faulkner
testified, does refer to light. Faulkner had noticed that there did
seem to be, in August, a strange luminosity upon the landscape in
northern Mississippi.4 His art imparts what may well be received as a
similar strange luminosity to his novel, a light which adds its own
strangeness of visual effect to the strangeness of the story of Joe
4Faulkner in the University, p. 74.
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Christmas, Here is a man who has enough troubles without his
troubles over race. If nothing else, he
his troubles over sex. And
yet he must acquiesce, it
seem unnecessarily, and even, usually on the most provocative occasions, become an aggressor, in
letting race complicate his life. There is no way, in the light ofLight in
August, not to mark
lack of a healthy negative capability. Excessivism maddens him, as it maddens all racists, perhaps none more
than racists who make a fetish of that nonexistent thing, racial
purity. Joe Christmas' excessivism,
the refractions of insight it
returns on color caste, is more visible in Light in August because
excessivism, comic as well as tragic, lending even more strange light
to an all-pervasive strangeness of the light, is ubiquitous in Light in
August. It may be found not solely in Joe Christmas himself. It is in
the Fundamentalist religiosity of Simon McEachern, in Joanna Bur
den’s conduct in her ostracism before she meets Joe Christmas, and
in her starved nymphomania after she begins her affair with him, in
the Reverend Gail Hightower’s entranced visions and his persis
tence in attempting to retain his pulpit, in "Doc” Hines’ venom and
paranoia, in Percy Grimm’s fascism, and even in Lena Grove’s placid
pursuit of the indefatigable weasel and ne’er-do-well, Lucas Burch.
Faulkner considered Joe Christmas one of
three most tragic
characters. The other two, he thought, were Dilsey and Thomas
Sutpen of Sutpen’s Hundred in Yoknapatawpha and of the novel,
Absalom, Absalom!5 Sutpen is white. He appears one day
Yok
napatawpha with a score of wild Negroes and a French architect. He
takes over Sutpen’s Hundred, builds a house upon it, marries Ellen
Coldfield of Jefferson, and has a white son and daughter by her. His
past intervenes when the mulatto, Charles Bon, acting as a white,
arrives upon the Mississippi scene. Bon is also Sutpen’s son. He is
destined to be killed at the gate of the Sutpen mansion by his
half-brother in order to prevent his marriage with his half-sister;
for his half-brother, who had reconciled himself to incest, once he
knows of Bon’s Negro blood, cannot, and will not, reconcile himself
to intermarriage. Sutpen, we are told, had a grand design. Bon
in 1865. Sutpen is killed in 1869. His last son, the one who killed
Bon, and his last daughter, Negro Clytie, perish in a fire which
destroys his delapidated mansion
1910.
that is left of
grand
5Faulkner in the University, p. 119.
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design is his Negro great-grandson, a dark-skinned hulking idiot,
Jim Bond.
I like to think that I am here, hopefully among other reasons, to
provide a candid account of some of the reactions from blacks to
Faulknerian Negroes. I must pause, therefore, over Jim Bond. I
have heard it said by friends of my own color whom I respect that
Jim Bond proves how repugnant to Faulkner was any thought of
intermarriage. Faulkner, say these friends of mine, preferred even
incest to a mixing of the races. Perhaps he did. Yet I think Jim Bond
proves nothing so conclusive. Lucas Beauchamp, to whom we shall
shortly come, was even more miscegenated than Jim Bond. And
Lucas Beauchamp is anything but a hulking idiot. Indeed, I think,
Jim Bond only proves that Faulkner, like any truly great literary
artist, was eternally bemused by the wondrous nature, the tangled
webs as well as the logical convergences, of human life. A long trail,
full of the unforeseen, of incidents which turn back upon them
selves, and of illustrations of the many ways in which human beings
may defeat their own ends, leads from Thomas Sutpen, fourteen
years of age, at the threshold of the front door of a big house in
Virginia being told by a Negro servant in livery that he can enter
only from the rear to Jim Bond, in the next century, wandering away
from the flames which have consumed a house, a white man and a
black woman and, as we have seen, a dream. This trail, indeed,
includes a visit by Thomas Sutpen during the final days of the Civil
War to a bivouac in Carolina where his white and mulatto sons were
retreating with a Confederate unit before Sherman’s men. It was the
visit used by Sutpen to tell his white son that Charles Bon had Negro
blood. Bon saw his father then. But he only saw him. The father
avoided Bon, a Bon who was now on a protracted alert from long
waiting, and hoping, for his father to acknowledge him. When,
therefore, Bon rode back to Sutpen’s Hundred with his half
brother he may have been courting death. That is not to say that Bon
wanted to be white. He may, or may not, have. His mother had
lavished a sumptuous existence on him in New Orleans, an existence
far more sybaritic than any existence in, or around, Sutpen’s
Hundred. He knew, too, that his mother had never ceased to seethe
inwardly from her sense of injury over Sutpen’s discard of her.
There were ample grounds for him to seek from his father not only
recognition, but also revenge. There are indications in Absalom,
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Absalom! that Bon thought of revenge. But there are also indications
that he thought of many things, that he was swept by many passions,
that he was good and bad. As a matter of fact, he probably did, and
did not, want to be white. He probably did, and did not, want
revenge. For Bon was human. He could want more than one thing,
even more than one conflicting thing, at one and the same time. But
a sheriff’s deputy in Pantaloon in Black,” one of the stories in Go
Down, Moses, says to his wife that Negroes are not human. “They
look,” this sheriff deputy deposes, “like a man and they walk on their
hind legs.” He adds more, but he concludes, speaking in language
too fine for him, “When it comes to the normal human feelings and
sentiments of human beings, they might as well be a herd of buf
faloes.”6 Faulkner strives throughout Yoknapatawpha to prove this
deputy wrong. And he strives because he must. He had become
committed in Yoknapatawpha to his own version of truth, a version
in which he was determined to distinguish between theory and fact.
He may not always have succeeded. Probably no person can. We are
all raised so that some theory becomes, for all of us, inseparable from
fact. We are taught things we believe hardly without knowing that
we only believe them. Some of that kind of teaching, that kind of
theory
fact, does seem discernible in Faulkner.
I return, for example, to Sutpen. When he adopts his grand
design, when he decides that some day he will match, or more than
match, the Virginia planter whose Negro insulted him, he goes to
Haiti. Apparently he arrived in Haiti after Christophe’s death. But
Boyer’s Haiti was hardly more avilable for plunder to a casual white
than Christophe’s. Moreover, one must have a theory about Haiti
different from the one on which I was brought up to believe that
twenty black Haitians would, in the 1820s, wittingly or unwittingly
have accompanied anyone, white or black, from their free land,
where they already were not happy with mulattoes, into a land
where people even whiter than mulattoes were enslaving blacks.
The Haitian black today has closer ties with Africa than his Ameri
can counterpart. The Haitian black of the 1820s was more African
than the Haitian black today. In Haiti he was already too far from his
ancestors. You and I, I concede, inhabit a world in which people are
capable of doing curious things. But Sutpen’s black exotics from
Haiti, who reverence Sutpen so that they surrender their freedom to
6 Go Down, Moses, Modern Library, p. 154.
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him and with whom he can fight tooth-and-claw in sport, always as
the victor and always as the God-like master assured of their con
tinued servility, do not fit with my concept of Haitians.
To me they fit with Faulkner’s theory of Reconstruction. I was
taught that Hiram Revels and Blanche K. Bruce, the two Negroes
who represented Mississippi in the national Senate, one for a year,
the other for a term, during Reconstruction, were able men. Both
had some experience of higher education. Revels attended Knox
College in Illinois; Bruce, Oberlin in Ohio. Both owned records of
solid achievement in various capacities before they were elevated to
the Senate. John R. Lynch, the only Negro from Mississippi sent to
the House of Representatives during Reconstruction, was at least
the peer in ability of both. Lynch, who died in Chicago in 1939 at the
age of ninety-two, served in Congress for three terms after having
been a distinguished member, and a presiding officer, of the Missis
sippi legislature. He bought and owned plantations outside Natchez
which he apparently sold for handsome profits. He was a paymaster
in the Army. Self-taught, he wrote two books, Facts ofReconstruction,
and an autobiography into which he incorporated much of Facts of
Reconstruction. To such books as Claude Bowers’ The Tragic Era and
George Fort Milton’s The Age of Hate, Facts of Reconstruction is a
spirited rejoinder. Lynch objects to any picture of Reconstruction
which holds that Southern legislatures then were dominated by
Negroes; describes all Negro politicians and elected officials disas
trously ignorant, childish, and venal, even for that time; explains
Negro voters solely as pawns for carpetbaggers and scalawags; vil
ifies such attempts to help the freedmen as the Freedmen’s Bureau;
and leaves the general impression that, during Reconstruction,
Negroes had no worthy leaders of their own color nor any respect
able aspirations for American citizenship. Faulkner understandably
was taught a theory of Reconstruction in agreement with versions
like those in The Tragic Era and The Age ofHate. It is not necessary to
assume that Faulkner believed about Reconstruction for all of his
life all that he was taught or to postulate that everything which he
was taught was false and scurrilous to note how largely the Negroes
in Yoknapatawpha accord with the picture of Reconstruction to
which Lynch strenuously objected. One may note the Negroes seek
ing freedom, without leaders in their own ranks who can cope with a
group problem, swarming as fecklessly as lemmings at a river cross
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ing, in The Unvanquished. Or one may remark the absence in Yoknapatawpha of any Negro like John
Lynch, unless it be Peebles,
the Memphis Negro lawyer in Light in August, whom the reader
never sees. Or one may turn, outside of Faulkner’s fiction, to Faulk
ner’s stress upon the desirability of white teachers in Negro schools.
On such subjects as the Negro we all have much, perhaps too
much, to remember and we are all in a position to be affected by
large, connected bodies of intelligence which may, or may not, be
true. After Absalom, Absalom! Faulkner was not finished with his
intense contemplation of the Negro. From Dilsey to Joe Christmas
and Charles Bon and, certainly, to Lucas Beauchamp, he pro
gressed, whether he so intended it or not, through increasingly less
veiled attacks on color caste. In Dilsey he is almost neutral on the
subject of color caste itself. With Joe Christmas and Charles Bon, he
at least deals directly with it and defines it in terms which emphasize
its sordid aspects. Eventually, he lets Negro Lucas, in Go Down,
Moses, retrieve his Negro wife from a white man after a clear show,
on Lucas’ part, of force. True, Molly, Lucas’ wife, assures Lucas that
she has lived in the house of the white man, a kinsman of Lucas, only
as the nurse for the white man’s motherless infant. But her assur
ance does not detract from the picture Faulkner gives of Lucas, the
picture of a Negro who will go to any length to maintain his human
dignity, whatever the dictates of color caste. And, of course, in
Intruder in the Dust, Lucas has not changed. He treats white Charles
Mallison, on his first encounter with him, as he would any other boy,
white or black. Even in jail, held for the murder of a white man
which Charles Mallison will take the lead in proving he did not
commit, Lucas does not act the nigger.
We have Faulkner’s specific statements as to the genesis of In
truder. It started, he said, from his interest in writing a detective
story, one which would profit from the curious difficulty of a man,
accused and in jail, who could not get anyone to help him. But
Faulkner admitted that, once he thought of Lucas, Lucas took
charge of the story, and the story became, as Faulkner put it, a great
deal different from the story he started with.7 Intruder shows, I think,
a very admirable thing about Faulkner and his treatment of Negroes
once he had become his own man as a writer. There is a passage in
Light in August in which Gavin Stevens, the kindly intellectual, a
7Faulkner in the University, pp. 141-2.
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native of Yoknapatawpha with degrees from Harvard and Heidel
berg, is explaining Joe Christmas. He chortles of how Christmas’
white blood made him do this, his black blood made him do that.8 To
gibberish about blood, and racist gibberish of any kind, that is, to
connected bodies of intelligence about Negroes preposterously un
true, Faulkner opposes portraits like those of Lucas. And when he
frames such portraits, when he puts them in perspective, he tends to
do it as he does with his portrait of white Ike McCaslin, browsing
over ledgers kept, none too literately, by his dead father and his
dead father’s dead twin brother, and piecing together thus the story
of his white grandfather’s begetting of a son upon the body of his
own daughter by his Negro concubine, one Eunice, who, horrified,
drowns herself. The story speaks for itself. It is not about some
mystique which makes Negroes into Negroes and whites into whites.
It is about the evil of arbitrary power. And slavery conferred upon
whites the prerogative to exercise, with impunity, arbitrary power. It
guaranteed the whites, and Negroes, of Yoknapatawpha an evil
legacy to overcome. Faulkner apprehended that legacy and
af
termath through organs of perception strongly parochial, yet also
strongly transcendent of parochial restraints.
That, of course, is again a reference to the country boy with a
cosmopolitan mind. For to Faulkner, being a country boy did not
interfere with his participation in a world which carried to a far
horizon’s rim. He combined both of these aspects of his existence to
make a philosophic and aesthetic whole, his conception of reality out
of which he wrote. Like Ike McCaslin he had hunted in the big
woods. Like Ike McCaslin he had pondered over the Southern past.
His experiences outside the woods and away from his home town
only sharpened his appreciation for what he considered elementary
truths and the manner in which he believed men should live both for
their own good and for the good of the big woods. He passed
judgment on his South. It had broken what should have been a holy
covenant with itself when it engaged in the exploitative ownership of
land. Ike McCaslin understood that when he would not accept title
to the property others referred to as his patrimony. It had also
broken what should have been a holy covenant with itself in
exploitative ownership of Negroes. Of those Negroes, Ike McCaslin,
at twenty-one, said to his cousin, McCaslin Edmonds, who had been
8Faulkner, Light in August, Modern Library, pp. 393-4.
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a father surrogate to him, “They are better than we are. Stronger
than we are. Their vices,” he said, “are vices aped from white men or
what white men and bondage have taught them.”9 There Faulkner
does speak through a mouthpiece character. There, teacher and
preacher, he does speak in his own person to the South he wished to
recall to what he thought it should be, the South he loved, the South
he had put into Yoknapatawpha, but also into his dreams of a better
world.
His Negro characters in Yoknapatawpha are part of that South,
not only Dilsey and white-or-black Joe Christmas and Charles Bon
and Lucas Beauchamp’s Ned, but also Nancy Mannigoe of Requiem
for a Nun and the Negro principal and his scholars in The Mansion,
and half-Indian Sam Fathers of Go Down, Moses, and others, includ
ing, beyond Yoknapatawpha, Tobe Sutterfield of A Fable. It is a
South which Faulkner believed must save itself, without external
aid. The Negroes in it are better than the whites because they have
less to save, less from which they must be redeemed, and because
they, despite acquired vices, have lost fewer of the virtues sym
bolized by the big woods. They differ from the kind of Negroes
found in Thomas Dixon or Thomas Nelson Page, or even in Missis
sippian Stark Young’s So Red the Rose. They are not odious brutes,
nor must they fulfill the fate assigned to them by God and nature
only in abject submission to some white authority. Faulkner went
through a period in his life when he quietly supported the NAACP.
Yet in 1960, when Paul Pollard, a Negro who had once worked for
him, wrote to him from Connecticut, then Pollard’s home, and asked
him to take out a life membership in the organization, Faulkner
refused. Even though he had, at the time, his special reasons,10
Negroes like the Negroes in the NAACP—like Thurgood Marshall
and Charles Houston, Marshall’s mentor, or Sidney Redmond of
Jackson, Mississippi, like Houston, a Harvard lawyer—were abstrac
tions to him. And so, just as there are no John R. Lynches in
Yoknapatawpha, there are no Marshalls, no Houstons, and no Sid
ney Redmonds.
I wish there were some. But then, I did not grow up white in
Mississippi over fifty years ago. Faulkner did. And when I think of
that I must not only pay tribute to his art, which needs no tribute
9 Faulkner, Go Down, Moses, p. 294.
10Blotner, Faulkner: A Biography (New York, 1974), p. 1758.
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from me, but also to his integrity, both as a writer and a man. His
Negroes do have a Negro smell, although he readily points out that
the Negro smell is almost surely a result of the way Negroes have had
to live rather than of any innate biological effluvia. His Negroes kill
with razors. I have never seen a razor-wielding Negro. He may
too—albeit here, some might say like many Negroes—favor mulattoes over their darker racial compatriots. However, Faulkner never
did pretend to be anything but a white Mississippian. He never, that
is, in his fiction, asserted a knowledge of Negroes whom some white
Mississippian might not well have known. The people of the real
Yoknapatawpha were his people. He bore them in his heart, both for
what they were and what he wanted them to be. Upon that he
founded all his mature fiction, whether of whites or Negroes. Upon
that, in the final reckoning, he created Negro characters who, what
ever else can be said, or occasionally not said, of them, are at least a
testament of his desire to speak honestly of a dark page in the
American past and of his willingness to have that page revised in
order to improve for all of us, black, white, or whatever color, the
America that is yet to be.
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Two Mississippi Writers:
Wright and Faulkner
by Blyden Jackson

The book in which Richard Wright tells the story of his youth is
called Black Boy. In it he provides an account of his experiences
through the first nineteen years of his life, nineteen years which he
spent growing up in the South, living from Natchez to Memphis on
both sides of the big river. Black Boy ends with Wright’s furtive
departure from Memphis for Chicago.
The bulk of Wright’s life was spent outside the South. He was born
near Natchez in 1908. He went to Chicago in 1927. He never lived
again in the South. In Chicago he supported himself and his family,
when they were not on welfare, joined and withdrew from the
Communist Party, and began to write for publication. He lived for
nineteen years in Chicago and New York. He married twice in New
York, on both occasions to white women. His first marriage was
brief. Until recently it tended to escape the notice of Wright biog
raphers. His second wife, by whom he had two daughters, survives
him. It was with this second wife that he went to France. He was in
France for most of 1946. With his family he settled in Paris in 1947,
although he never relinquished his American citizenship. His sec
ond daughter, incidentally, was born in France. He died in Paris in
1960.
The picture, thus, that we have of Wright is the picture of a
Mississippian who did not stay in Mississippi. That is different, of
course, from the picture we have of William Faulkner. Faulkner, boy
and man, lived in Mississippi. Moreover, Faulkner is buried in
Mississippi, whereas Wright’s ashes—he was cremated—repose in a
tiny bin in the famed Parisian cemetery, Père Lachaise. In his liter
ary reputation Faulkner is associated most with Yoknapatawpha, his
mythical, but actually highly literal, county in Mississippi. Fame
came to Richard Wright from his creation of the character Bigger
Thomas, whose milieu is the Northern urban Negro ghetto. Of
Wright’s books, Uncle Tom's Children is a collection of short stories, all
five of which are set in the Delta South. Black Boy, as
have seen,
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never leaves the South. The Long Dream, a novel, is set in the Missis
sippi town, Clintonville, probably a close replica of Natchez. Two of
the eight short stories in Eight Men are Southern. “Between the
World and Me,” which may be the most meritorious of the nineteen
poems and the haiku that Wright put into print, concerns a lynching
which occurs certainly in the South and probably in Mississippi. Of
some fifty articles, essays, and lectures by Wright which were pub
lished, perhaps four by title can be connected with the South. And
Twelve Million Black Voices, subtitled “A Folk History of the Negro in
the United States,” accompanies the American Negro folk from
their old homes in the agrarian South to their new homes in the
urban North. But not only is Chicago, which can be, of course,
opposed to Mississippi, exclusively the scene for Wright’s novel,
Native Son, of which Bigger Thomas is the protagonist. Wright’s
novel, The Outsider, begins in Chicago and shifts to New York, where
it remains until its conclusion. His novel, Savage Holiday, which has
no Negro characters, is set in New York. His novel,Lawd
is set
in Chicago. His book, Black Power, is substantially a thoughtful
traveler’s memoir of a visit to the country then the Gold Coast and
now Ghana. His book, Pagan Spain, is a similar memoir of a visit to
Spain. His book, The Color Question, deals with the conference at
Bandung in Indonesia of third-world nations in 1955. His book,
White Man,Listen, collects essays and lectures by him which do not, in
the topics which they profess, classify him as a Mississippi author. Six
of the short stories in
Eight Men are not Southern; by far most of
his published articles are not. His contributions
a working re
porter and journalist, principally in New York City for The Daily
Worker, tend almost invariably to be concerned with Harlem and
Communism. And even the letters of his presently available for
scrutiny are hardly correspondence which apparently has much to
do with Mississippi or the South.
It cannot be said, then, that Mississippi a subject exercised the
kind of a monopoly over Wright which it did over Faulkner. Once
Faulkner created Yoknapatawpha he did become, with exceptions
which only serve to prove the rule, a Mississippi writer who wrote
about Mississippi. In a sense Wright was more volatile. Existen
tialism intrigued him in The Outsider. Freudianism intrigued him in
Savage Holiday. There was a time when he was a Communist. There
was a time, with all his enduring respect for Marx, when he became
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an ex-Communist. In Black Power the end of colonialism is on his
mind. InPagan Spain he muses about the Spanish soul. On the other
side of the globe from Mississippi, Wright drafted The Color Question
with his attention obviously focused on a new power-politics for the
world. Back in Europe—back, that is, from far-off Asia—he was
still, in White Man, Listen, no longer apparently a Mississippian
talking about Mississippi. Instead, he expounded about Negro liter
ature and the protest it represented, about the aspirations of people
of color and the kind of noxious thinking, as in Joseph Conrad’s The
Nigger of the Narcissus, which he once aptly aphorized, made it
agreeable to whites to believe that it was right for them to treat
Negroes wrong, and wrong for them to treat Negroes right. Wright,
indeed, had come a long way from the humble, obscure sharecrop
per’s cabin in the Mississippi Delta where he first saw the light of day.
His artistic consciousness, then, may now have seemed as far re
moved, as distant, from his home state as his physical presence. And
yet there is evidence that Mississippi possibly had a stronger hold on
him than is often recognized. There is evidence that, no matter
where he went, or what he did, or tried to do, Mississippi had set an
everlasting seal on him. There is evidence that it may well be in
formed and true to think of both him and Faulkner as writers who
were not only born in Mississippi, but who, until the ends of their
days, were Mississippi writers.
I have suggested that Wright was more volatile than Faulkner. I
thus intend, however, nothing pejorative to either man. Identified
as closely he was with Yoknapatawpha, Faulkner still had a wide
range of interests in literature and society. Even so, he did not
pursue as many disparate goals in his literary activity as Wright. It is
understandable that Michel Fabre should have begun the name of
his life of Wright with the words, “the unfinished quest.” We have
noted already both Wright’s changes of residence and changes in the
subjects which conspicuously engaged him as a writer and a thinker.
He was in quest of something which, presumably, he never found.
But that is not a rare condition among normal human beings. Nor
does it preclude a seeker from having lasting ties to things he has
already found. In Wright’s case, for example, nothing which he did,
or wanted to do, interfered with his constant concern for racial
justice. I think, moreover, that nothing which he did, or wanted to
do, disrupted a firm set of reflexes formed early in his consciousness.
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I agree with James Baldwin. Baldwin had watched Wright in Paris
with Sartre. He has compared Wright’s never flagging competence
to admit to himself the frequent obduracy and perversity of cir
cumstance with the tendency of Sartre and most, if not all, of Sartre’s
disciples to nourish their speculations in philosophy with worlds
made to order for the intellectual games they wished to play. And so
Baldwin came to a conclusion. He said of Wright, “I always sensed in
Richard Wright a Mississippi pickaninny, mischievous, cunning and
tough. This seemed to be at the bottom of everything he did, like
some fantastic jewel buried in high grass.”1
I shall return in only a moment to Baldwin’s assertion of Wright as
always at bottom a Mississippi pickaninny. It is essential to the
picture of Wright I feel justified in trying to defend. Nevertheless, a
word from Wright himself about what he thought Mississippi finally
came to mean to him I believe should be injected here. It is a word
derived from an episode which Wright presents in Black Boy.
Richard Wright’s father has been variously described as a share
cropper and a mill worker. He was certainly, when Wright was born,
cultivating cotton as a tenant farmer in the vicinity of Natchez. But,
when Wright was still a very small boy, in 1911, Wright’s father took
his family with him to Memphis, where he clearly hoped, he surely
would have said it, to do better than he was doing in Mississippi.
Nothing went truly well for Wright’s father in Memphis. Within two
years or so he deserted his family. In 1915 Wright’s mother, with her
two now fatherless sons, retreated from Memphis. Eventually, her
husband, who was never to be reunited with her, drifted back to
Mississippi and back to manual labor on the land. Meanwhile,
Wright grew up and went North. With the publication of Native Son
in 1940 as a Book-of-the-Month Club selection he achieved almost
instant fame and fortune. In the wake of this success he married his
first wife and sojourned for a brief period in Mexico. Returning to
the East from Mexico, without his wife, he sought and saw his father,
near where Wright had been born, for the first time in twenty-five
years. Wright speaks of his father, on that occasion, as “standing
alone upon the red clay ... a sharecropper, clad in ragged overalls,
holding a muddy hoe in his gnarled, veined hands.”2 And then
Wright reports:
1 Baldwin, Nobody Knows My Name (New York, 1961), p. 184.
2 Wright, Black Boy (New York, 1945), p. 30.
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[when] I tried to talk to him I realized that, though ties of blood made us kin,
though I could see shadow of my face in his face, though there was an echo
of my voice in his voice, we wereforever strangers, speaking a different language,
living on vastly distant planes of reality [italics mine] .3

It is obvious that Wright’s confrontation with his father em
phasized, and dramatized, for Wright, the colossal extent to which
he was no longer a folk Negro in Mississippi. His father had made an
effort to leave Mississippi and failed. Thus, Memphis had been, for
Wright’s father, an end, a place where he had encountered a blank
wall. It had taught him how limited his life would be. For Wright, on
the other hand, Memphis had been a beginning which led on to
constantly expanding achievements and constantly richer oppor
tunities. Wright started in Memphis with reading. Posing as a Negro
errand boy sent by a white patron, he borrowed books from the
Memphis public library. In Chicago, he began to meet with, and talk
to, people he would almost surely not have met and talked with in
Mississippi. There were the intellecutals and ideologues in John
Reed Clubs and the Communist Party. There were the scholars at
the University of Chicago, with whom Wright’s initial contact seems
to have been arranged by Mary Wirth, not only at one time the
caseworker for Wright’s family, but also the wife of the distin
guished sociologist, Louis Wirth. There were the writers and artists
with whom he mingled largely the result of his connections with
Federal Theater projects during the Depression. Even before he left
Chicago Wright knew that he had become immersed in worlds about
which, or merely the semblance of which, his father had never
dreamed. And, of course, after he got to New York, such kinds of
worlds were accessible to him in even more profusion. That they
were, moreover, says nothing of the fact that merely to live in
Chicago and New York, without the added bonus of knowing intel
lectuals and artists, was to move in worlds beyond his father’s ken.
Wright would have been inconceivably insensate had he not felt that
he had left his father. He had. He had made all the additions of
which he was aware, and they were additions. But that is, of course,
Baldwin’s point. They were additions, superimpositions. It was un
derneath these additions, these super impositions, Baldwin felt, that
a basic Wright remained, a basic Wright who would never change,
the Mississippi pickaninny, as Baldwin called him, the fantastic jewel
3Ibid.
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buried in high grass, who had been made precisely what he was by
the environment of his highly impressionable boyhood and youth in
Mississippi.
What I have argued elsewhere about Wright, therefore, I want to
argue here: that the homeland of Wright’s creative imagination was
Mississippi, that it, too, was a fantasticjewel buried in high grass, and
that the further Wright got from that homeland, from the springs of
his art as they had been shaped in Mississippi, the less proficient
Wright became
an artist writing fiction. When Wright wrote
Native Son, and especially when he wrote the first two books of the
novel, before Boris Max, in his long courtroom speech, introduces
his Marxist indictment of capitalism along with his condemnation of
American racism, Wright is still a writer strongly affected by his
roots in Mississippi. It is true that, as earlier noted here, the locale for
Native Son is Chicago. And it is true, furthermore, that in Native Son
the Chicago setting is neither incidental nor insignificant. But, by the
time Wright addressed himself to the composition of Native Son he
had become able to synthesize as no black writer before him, and
possibly since, into one character, who would be Bigger Thomas, the
whole history and plight of the Negro in America. Bigger Thomas
and his family live in Chicago, but they had come from Mississippi.
In Ernie’s Chicken Shack in Chicago’s black Southside, seated, ill at
ease and anxious not to be seen, with his white employer’s daughter
and her lover, the Communist Jan, Bigger tells them of his father’s
death by violence at the hands of a Mississippi mob. Earlier in the
day he has played a game with a member of his gang in which the two
alternate at pretending to fill roles denied to Negroes by American
society. He has engaged in petty theft. At a movie he watches, with
ambivalent emotional reactions, whites living lives which he inter
prets as lives of ease, power, and excitement. Against the white roles
he plays with the fellow members of his gang and the whites he
watches at the movies, it is obvious that he correlates the petty
theft—from blacks, it should be carefully observed, not whites—as
the only thing America will let him do, as a black, from which he
might extract something of a measure of the ease, power, and
excitement America reserves for whites. His home is a broken home,
headed by a woman who narcotizes her misery with the deceitful
consolation of otherworldly religion. He is illiterate, poor, without
skills in the job market, afraid of the whites he hates and crushed by
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giant institutions organized, he believes, for the express purpose of
crushing him. That is Bigger Thomas in Chicago. But we must
retrace our steps. It is also Bigger Thomas in Mississippi. Indeed,
both in the novel and in the article, “How ‘Bigger’ Was Born,”4
which Wright wrote as his analysis of the genesis ofNative Son and in
which he describes Bigger Thomas as a composite of five bitter and
rebellious young blacks whom he had known, all in Mississippi,
Bigger Thomas represents both the Southern and the Northern
components in a continuum in Wright’s mind that indivisibly
blended Mississippi and Chicago. Wright was very aware of the
phenomenon of migration in the history of black America. He wrote
about it at length in Twelve Million Black Voices. And so he could see
and feel Mississippi as a part of black Chicago, but also, more
importantly for the present context, black Chicago as a part of
Mississippi. Although his novel,Lawd
was published after his
death, he wrote it in the 1930s, at about the same time he wrote the
short stories in Uncle Tom's Children. All of the stories in Uncle Tom's
Children, it will be remembered, are set in Mississippi. Lawd Today
seems to rely wholly on Wright’s experience of Chicago. It is an
experiment that does not benefit from the continuum, that does not
blend Mississippi with Chicago. Its protagonist, Jake Jackson, is a
Negro postal clerk, a little man with monumental personal problems
in the wasteland of a contemporary urban culture. It is possible to
theorize that Native Son, written precisely when it was, just afterL wd
Today and Uncle Tom's Children, synthesizes Uncle Tom's Children, with
its Mississippi settings, and Lawd Today, set in Chicago, just as it
synthesizes the Southern and Northern Negro folk. It is possible also
to theorize that whatLa Today, a story with no hint of Mississippi
in it, lacks, in comparison with Native Son, may be defined in terms of
lack of excellence art. There is art, I shall argue in a moment, in
Uncle Tom's Children, but there is nothing, as art, in Lawd Today like
scene after scene in Native Son. I instance, for example, the opening
scene of Native Son when Bigger kills the rat; or his colloquy on the
street, already mentioned, with the fellow member of his gang; or
his interview with rich Mr. Dalton, who will become his white em
ployer, where every tense, apprehensive move of his is right; or the
moment in the night when he carries, fearfully, Mary Dalton in a
drunken stupor to her room and looks at her, lying comatose on her
4Black Boy.
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bed, aware in erotic anguish that desire is welling up in him; or at the
end of a long night and day, the conclusion of his flight after Mary
Dalton’s murder has been discovered when he is finally brought to
bay on the rooftop of a ghetto tenement in a subfreezing wintry
landscape full of snow and ice and everywhere, it seems, the hostile
presence of his white pursuers. In Uncle Tom's Children, quite to the
contrary, there is art which does equal the art in Native Son. Indeed,
there may be in Native Son no artistic accomplishment quite so fine as
the total effect of the story in Uncle Tom's Children, Big Boy Leaves
Home,” and the proposition is at least worth considering that
Wright never again wrote a scene so full of accumulated power as
well as of intrinsic superb magic
the scene in Big Boy” when
Big Boy, only an adolescent, having started his day joyously truant in
the woods outside his home town and having escaped death at white
OF Man Harvey’s pond, where two of his three best friends are slain,
by a white adult, for only a boyish prank, observes, at night from his
place of concealment on one hill, the burning at the stake by a mob of
whites of his third, and last, best friend on another hill directly across
the highway from him.
Lawd
I believe, did not have the advantage of proceeding
from the same complex of creative impulses
those which gener
ated the stories in Uncle Tom's Children. That, I believe, is the big
difference between Laud Today and Uncle Tom's Children. In the
conception of Native Son, it seems to me, Wright, with Lawd Today to
remind him of Chicago, but composing from a train of association
harking back, most immediately through Uncle Tom's Children, to his
Mississippi background, did use resources in his imagination of
which Mississippi was an integral part. I find The Outsider a novel lost
in talk, and relatively a dead one. Wright wrote it with his intellect in
charge. In that intellect Mississippi, the Mississippi of Uncle Tom's
Children and Native Son, played little, if any, part. He suffers from a
similar disadvantage in Savage Holiday. This novel, we are told by
Michael Fabre, was largely inspired by an actual psychiatric case and
by the psychiatrist Frederic Wertham’s book, Dark Legend. Wright
was a close friend of Dr. Wertham. He had acquired an interest, an
intellectual interest, in psychiatry, as he later acquired an interest, an
intellectual interest, in Existentialism. Whether he ever assimilated
either of these interests to the best uses of his art seems to me highly
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doubtful. It may be instructive in this regard to compare The Oustider
and Savage Holiday with The Long Dream, written after both and long
after Wright had left Mississippi. One of the comments made, prob
ably with ample warrant, about The Long Dream is that it depicts a
Mississippi which no longer existed when the book was written. And
it should be emphasized that The Long Dream does not reach the level
of art as art reached by Wright both in the stories of Uncle Tom's
Children or Native Son. That it does not, incidentally, could be cited as
evidence in keeping with the anachronism of the novel’s Mississippi
scene, evidence, that is, that Wright, here in the sense of having
strayed too far from the source of his finest artistic impulses, when
he wrote The Long Dream, had been away from Mississippi too long.
Yet in The Long Dream Wright, at least back in Mississippi, and in
Mississippi as he remembered it, is able to do some things which he
does not do in either The Outsider or in Savage Holiday. In neither
book does he create a person or a scene or a flow of incident, or
anything else, which conveys both the criticism of life which he wants
to utter and the illusion of a genuine reality. But Bigger Thomas in
Native Son is both a character who comes to life and a symbol of
America’s abuse of Negroes. He is both a criticism of life and a
convincing illusion of reality. Big Boy in “Big Boy Leaves Home” is a
boy who seems to the reader actually a boy, the boy he is supposed to
be, and the witness he was forced to be at a lynching. Through his
eyes, moreover, the eyes of an adolescent undergoing an initiation,
the reader sees this lynching as a castration, a fitting symbol for what
American color caste possibly has done to the personalities of male
Negroes. Again, that is, in “Big Boy Leaves Home,” a work of art
criticizes life by means of the same maneuver through which it
simultaneously makes a fictive fake into a credible illusion. Compar
ably, in the climactic episode of The LongDream, when Tyree Tucker
begs to have Negroes on the jury which will try him for his complicity
in the violations of laws responsible for the holocaust of death at the
night club owned partially by him, Tyree, like Bigger Thomas and
Big Boy, seems a living person, yet through his speech and move
ments, with the speech and movement in the scene around him, the
abstract doctrine of civil rights for Negroes is transmuted into a
symbolic incident no longer abstract, but now a way for the long
dream which is the title of the novel, the dream that some day
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Negroes will be treated like other Americans, to live in the reader’s
consciousness through the actions, and the implications of the ac
tions, of Tyree.
It is in a sense, then, which encompasses much more than an
accident of birth that both Faulkner and Wright are Mississippi
writers. Take from either of them what the state contributes to them
and you have taken significantly from their art. That art won wide
recognition. If one thinks only of Negro writers, Wright’s position
may well be unique. It is agreed without dissent that Harry Ames in
John Williams’s novel, The Man Who Cried IAm, represents Richard
Wright. A character in that novel, another Negro novelist, confesses
to Harry Ames, “You are the father of us all.” And well he might. No
other Negro writer has had so great an influence on his fellow Negro
writers as Richard Wright. Faulkner’s esteem in America and the
world places him where few, if any, may look down upon him.
Neither Wright nor Faulkner finished college. Both set foot on every
continent except Australia. Both wrote poetry as well as prose. Both
worked in the movies. Faulkner wrote in Hollywood. Wright acted
in Argentina. Both, although from different perspectives and often
in different terms, spoke out against the mistreatment of Negroes.
Both owned farms. Faulkner’s was in Mississippi; Wright’s, at Ailly
in Normandy. They were born eleven years and over two hundred
miles apart. One was white. One was black. That fact alone did make
it difficult for them to know each other. It, beyond reasonable doubt,
largely accounted also for the dissimilar patterns of their external
lives. It does not follow that, had Wright been white, he would surely
have been as closely tied in residence to Mississippi as Faulkner, yet
we know that since he was black, he thought of his departure from
the state as an escape, a step he had to take even to live and certainly
to write. And we, likewise, know that Wright and Faulkner did not
write in the same way or quite about the same things. Wright was
angry, perhaps as angry as David Walker. Faulkner was more pen
sive, more comic, and more the lyric poet. Wright wrote of present
ills and future hopes. It is always today or tomorrow in his fictive
world. Yoknapatawpha’s past plays an important role in Faulkner’s
literary kingdom. The voice of Rosa Coldfield, the eyes of Ike
McCaslin probing through old books, bring back vanished days,
summon from what was people whom Faulkner clearly trusts will
illuminate for us what is. Even so, surely no one would contend that
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personal qualities alone, such as temperament and original talent,
separate Wright and Faulkner. Every black writer worthy of his salt
has written protest. Wright was a black writer worthy of his salt.
Many white writers have been able to do as Faulkner did, write
protest as they are writing other things, so that the protest is not as
bitter, direct, and perhaps indigestible to many readers, as Wright’s
protest. For, injustice to both Wright and Faulkner, it should be
observed again that both write protest, racial protest, in which
neither justifies a South, or North, that clings to a feudal anden
regime. There are differences between them in their attitudes toward
reality and especially in their prescriptions for social change. There
is no substantial difference between them in their rejection of the
veils which Wright fled when he left the South while he was still
young. And as artists, as the strange creatures driven, as Keats would
have it, to gather samphire, a dreadful trade, they differ not at all in
the ultimate source of their creative imagination. That is Mississippi,
Mississippi as each knew it in his ardent youth. For better or for
worse, Mississippi bore them both and reared them both to maturity.
For better or for worse, Mississippi must accept them both. And why
not? What other American state, if it only had the chance, would not
swap two of its native writers for Faulkner and Wright? I am from
Kentucky. I know, were I its governor, we surely would.
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Faust in Mississippi,
or, The Fall of the House of Sutpen

Absalom, Absalom!:

by Elizabeth M. Kerr

Gothicism in William Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha novels is perva
sive and varied; no two of these novels are closely similar in the
strategies by which Faulkner adapted the distinctive features of
Gothic fiction to serve his own purposes. Therefore, I shall concen
trate onAbsalom, Absalom! as representing the quintessence of Gothi
cism in Faulkner. My specific title will be better understood as I
proceed: "Absalom, Absalom!: Faust in Mississippi, or, The Fall of the
House of Sutpen.” My introductory remarks will serve to remind
this select audience of how other Yoknapatawpha novels illustrate
these features.
The term Gothic novel is used with reference both to the original
Gothic novel, as dealt with in literary history, and to modern fiction
by significant writers which continues the Gothic tradition in order
to evoke terror by exploring the darker side of modern life. The
Gothic romance which has burgeoned for the last fifteen years or so
exhibits the same basic features as the Gothic novel, past or present,
but exorcizes terror, often spurious, by a predictable happy ending.
In America, these romances are but a shallow, though enticing,
branch of the deep and dark waters of what might be called the
Father of Waters of American novels, the Mississippi to which
Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha stream is a chief tributary.
The Gothic novel, which originated in Horace Walpole’s Castle of
Otranto (1764), anticipated and then accompanied Romanticism in
literature in the revolt against the Age of Reason. Feeling, imagina
tion, the instinctive side of man’s nature and his darker impulses
again became the concern of poets and novelists. The development
of Gothic fiction in England was paralleled, with some time lag, by
that of American Gothic. From the beginning, Gothic fiction linked
medieval romance with romantic novels in such aspects as setting,
time, character types, and themes. The Gothic novel
a subgenre
disappeared because it became mingled with the main stream of
novels: in England, in the works of Sir Walter Scott, the Brontes, and
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Victorian novelists, particularly Charles Dickens and Thomas
Hardy; in America, in the works of Nathaniel Hawthorne and
Herman Melville. Certain elements have characterized Gothicism
from its origin to the present: concern with the irrational and the
unconscious aspects of the psyche; the use of setting and atmo
sphere to create a mood and to stimulate the imagination; the
heightening of interest by mystery and suspense; the abandonment
of realism as a major aim.
What might be called the naturalization of Gothicism in America
is traced by Leslie Fiedler in his indispensable study, Love and Death
in the American Novel.1 Fiedler’s analysis of Gothic fiction provides a
basis for identification of Gothic elements in Faulkner’s works which
show his relation to both the European and the American tradition
and which distinguish his influential contribution to American liter
ature.
According to Fiedler, Gothic fiction in America differs in themes
from that in Europe by substituting terror for love, death for sexual
ity, and dream and imagination for reason. The dream of Europe
became the nightmare of America: the Age of Reason was inade
quate as a philosophic basis for the conquest, in the New World, of
the primitive in nature and in man. Behind Gothic terror lies the
dream which men have pursued in their quest for truth, beauty, and
happiness. Behind the popular Gothic romance, with
happy
ending in which the daydream comes true, remains its shadow, the
Gothic novel with its undispelled nightmare. As Blanche Gelfant
said, “the obverse side of a Romantic aspiration toward beauty” is “a
fascination with the horrendous.”2 The darkness and mystery of
night and the dream side of the psyche are the essence of Gothicism.
American Dreams, American Nightmares is a collection of essays dealing
with the American experience, not with Gothic fiction: the title,
however suggests the relevance of that experience to Gothic in
terpretation. From the nightmare of Europe, which Gothic novels
and fiction with Gothic elements had reflected since 1764, settlers
fled to the Eden of America, bringing with them their Utopian
dreams. At the present time, despair over the fading of the dream
and the prevalence of the nightmare is reflected in the upsurge of
1 Leslie A.
Love and Death in the American Novel, rev. ed. (New York: Dell
Publishing Co., Inc., Delta Books, 1967).
2Blanche H. Gelfant, “Faulkner and Keats: The Ideality of Art in ‘The Bear,’ ”
The Southern Literary Journal, 2 (Fall 1969), 46.
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Gothicism. The nightmare aspects of Gothicism, the perils, the
horrors, the grotesque disorder, are heightened by mystery and
suspense, but essentially the nightmare effect is created by the reve
lation of the blackness in human nature.
In both European and American Gothic, the psychic horrors in
clude sexual perversions and aberrations. Relevant to these are the
medieval tradition of courtly love and the related sentimental cult of
chastity. Leslie Fiedler explained the consequent conflict of values:
“The idealized codes of love demanded the pure love of the mis
tress; the flesh required sexual satisfaction; the love of God de
manded the renunciation of both.”3 The male-tempter and
female-savior pattern, set up by the Clarissa Harlow tradition and
the Faust-Gretchen story, was represented by basic character types
common to both medieval romance and Gothic fiction. Woman was
split,
Fiedler said, “into Dark Lady and Fair Maiden, savior and
tempter, between whom the helpless male is eternally torn.” Fiedler
also explained that, in the American development, “The symbolic
vacuum left by the deposition of the Father is filled by the figure of
woman, Maiden and Mother,” the consequence of the conflict
between “Salvationist myths” and
Paul’s concept, stressed in Calvinistic Protestantism, “of the female as tempter.”4
The figure of woman
Maiden or Mother fostered the ideal of
innocence, which was to be preserved in women mentally by taboos
and physically by the rejection of sexuality except as a wifely duty.
The youth of both sexes might, by rejecting sexuality, come to reject
also maturity and reality. Hence the prevalence of taboo subjects,
such as sexual perversion and miscegenation: knowledge of such
subjects is attained by mature recognition of reality. Rejection of
adult sexuality may contribute to narcissism and the narcissistic
brother-sister incest, the most frequent kind in Gothic fiction: each
is seeking the self in the other. Homosexuality, which in the family
may be rooted in narcissism, is another kind of evasion of mature
responsibility. In the South, the most prevalent and most abhorrent
sexual offense is miscegenation, which Leslie Fiedler regards as “the
secret theme” of The Last of the Mohicans and “of the Leatherstocking
Tales as a whole.”5 It is almost but not quite the secret theme of
Absalom, Absalom!.
3
p. 54.
4Ibid., pp. 68, 79.
5Ibid., p. 205. Fiedler is inclined to see interracial homosexuality in any black and
white male pair, regardless of age and circumstances, if they are on amicable terms.
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Leslie Fiedler stresses the absence in the American novel of adult,
heterosexual love. The transformations of European Gothic themes
to express the “obsessive concerns” of American life, as identified by
Fiedler, are all exemplified in Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha novels.
Romantic solitude sought in the Alps by travelling gentlemen was
found in the New World by pioneers in primeval forests or unbro
ken prairies. Flight to escape oppressive society became in America
flight from women and society to the wilderness and male compan
ions. The iniquities of the Old World authoritarian church and state
and the corrupt social institutions were matched by New World
exploitation of nature and of man, as in the plantation system and
Negro slavery. Anti-Catholicism gave place to anti-Calvinism. The
defiance of damnation by Faust, “the diabolic bargain,” became the
center of the American Gothic novel, with the New World as the vast
stage for superhuman ambition. In a society founded by rebels,
rebels and outcasts could be redeemed in the general Romantic
revolt against the past and its values. The supernatural had to be
replaced by psychological phenomena which modern readers could
accept or at least regard with “a willing suspension of disbelief”:
these phenomena include universal experiences such as dreams,
rare occurrences, special psychic powers, and psychological abnor
malities.
Common in both European and American Gothic novels are
traditional character types. Prominent among leading male charac
ters are heroes or villain-heroes descended from Elizabethan
drama, culminating in the Faustian or Byronic hero—handsome,
melancholy, mysterious, and passionate, with exceptional capacity
for both good and evil.6 The Faustian hero has the additional quality
of demonic power. The more virtuous romantic hero is less interest
ing. The leading female characters offer parallels to the males: the
persecuted maiden rescued by the romantic hero is contrasted with
the evil strong woman, often dark, and sometimes a prostitute.
Faithful servants are likely to provide comic relief.
6InThe Haunted Castle: A Study ofthe Elements ofEnglish Romanticism (1927; rpt. New
York: Humanities Press, 1964), Eino Railo traces the development of the Byronic
hero in English literature (Chapter
“The Byronic Hero”). The type appeared in
Gothic romance and in Scott’s narrative poems before Byron gave it his name. Eric
Bentley notes that villains in melodrama “stem from the archvillain Lucifer : “Melo
drama,” Tragedy: Vision and Form, Robert W. Corrigan, ed. (San Francisco: Chan
dler Publishing Company, 1965), p. 221.
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Most typical of Gothic fiction and least common in other kinds of
narrative are the grotesque characters, who are abnormal in ap
pearance, capacities, and actions. Whether grotesque is limited to
characters or is extended to imagery and to incongruous juxtaposi
tions of all kinds, the terrible and the ludicrous are combined in
some distortion of what is regarded as natural and pleasing, some
nightmarish violation of the daylight world, some chaotic disruption
of order and harmony. Without referring to Gothic fiction, Ihab
Hassan notes the prevalence and the effect of the grotesque in
Southern writers: “The grotesque, as clown and scapegoat, is both
comic and elegiac, revolting and pathetic.”7
Of the three images with which Irving Malin deals in The New
American Gothic, the archetypal castle or its equivalent is prevalent in
both popular Gothic romance and serious Gothic novels. Malin’s
second image, the voyage into the forest, also has been present in
Gothic fiction from its beginning: in the American dream and the
American experience, the solitude, mystery, and danger of the
wilderness dominate the transformation of the Gothic into an
American genre. A third kind of setting adds another nightmare
image: enclosed places, representing retreat and asylum or impris
onment or both. Taking the phrase from Truman Capote’s Other
Voices, Other Rooms, Malin refers to the “other room” in the haunted
castle, “ "the final door’ through which the ghost-like forces march.”
The other room is the transformation in New American Gothic of
the haunted castle, “the metaphor of confining narcissism, the pri
vate world.”8
On the cover of paperback Gothic romances the castle is the
background for the figure of a girl in flight. Flight is one of three
Gothic narrative patterns of dream-like motion. The Persecuted
Maiden may be fleeing, as Fiedler noted, “through a world of ances
tral and infantile fears projected in dreams”; pursued by the villain
and threatened with violation, she may also be fleeing from her own
darker impulses. But the flight of the “typical protagonist of our
fiction,” Fiedler said, has been away from civilization, away from
“the confrontation of a man and woman which leads to the fall to
7 Ihab Hassan, Radical Innocence: Studiesin the Contemporary American Novel (Prince
ton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1961), p. 78. Most of the works cited by Hassan
as exemplifying grotesques are thoroughly Gothic.
8Irving Malin, New American Gothic (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1962), pp. 11, 80.
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sex, marriage, and responsibility.”9 The hero may also be a man in
flight from guilt, pursued by conscience and justice. In contrast with
the flight-pursuit pattern is the quest, the positive voyage orjourney
directed toward a goal; it may be a quest for self-realization, for an
initiatory encounter with the world. Dealing with some of the same
post-Faulknerian authors that Irving Malin does, Ihab Hassan sees
this fiction
ironic tragi-comedy, “a parody of man’s quest for
fulfillment.”10 The quest may, however, be literally the equivalent of
a familiar traditional theme, the search for identity which involves
ascertaining the facts of one’s parentage and finding one’s father
and family. The quest may be an evil one, such as murderous
revenge, or a noble one, such as a search for truth and justice.
A third pattern of motion, purposeless wandering, contrasts with
both flight and quest. The stories of Cain and Ishmael and the
Wandering Jew have been absorbed into the Gothic tradition: wan
dering imposed as a doom or punishment casts a man out of society,
sometimes literally into the wilderness.
The American naturalization of Gothicism was particularly easy
in the South, where the plantation world somewhat resembled
feudal society and where the ruined or dilapidated plantation man
sion, like the Gothic castle, symbolized the collapse of a social order.
The influence of Sir Walter Scott transmitted and preserved the
Gothic tradition in the South and strengthened the Southern white
Protestant version of medieval courtly love, the cult of the white
goddess which could evoke fervid devotion only in a racially mixed
society. Furthermore, Calvinistic repression of sex moved from New
England to the South during the religious awakening of the early
1800’s, with the consequent equating of sin and sex; the image of
woman as temptress became the obverse of the image of woman as
savior. Fiedler sums up this duality by saying that the underside of
adoration was “fear and contempt”: women were goddesses or
bitches.11
In America, only the South could provide writers with an emo
tionally satisfying parallel for the ruined castle. But the mood of
tender melancholy inspired by the Southern ruin has a personal,
family, and community significance lacking in most Gothic haunted
9Fiedler, p. 26.
10Hassan, p. 118.
11 Fiedler, p. 312.
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castles. The Gothic romance and the Gothic novel were naturalized
particularly and uniquely in the South.
Thus the South provided William Faulkner with a reality which
could be depicted with the strong contrasts of the Gothic genre to
reveal social and psychological truths less accessible to purely realis
tic and objective treatment. Seldom, however, does the modern
Southern Gothic novel play it straight and depict society and charac
ters in conventional fashion, in terms of the myth and the tradition.
As in Absalom, Absalom!, strategies such as point of view, discon
tinuity, ironic inversion, exaggeration, and parody are employed to
give new meaning to the old formulas and, in Fiedler’s words, to
evoke “the nightmare terror,” the “blackness of blackness.”12
Cleanth Brooks aptly describes Absalom, Absalom! as the greatest
and least understood of Faulkner’s novels; “more than a bottle of
Gothic sauce to be used to spice up our preconceptions about the
history of American society.”13 But analysis of the ingredients of
that bottle of Gothic sauce is useful in discovering how, out of
traditional elements, Faulkner concocted a strikingly original work
which by its implications reveals truths about American society and
universal human passions. Albert J. Guerard, in reference to
Thomas Hardy, observed that “what both surrealism and natural
ism discovered was more than Gothic horror” and continued: “Wil
liam Faulkner has consistently used the distortions of popular
story-telling—exaggeration, grotesque horror, macabre coinci
dences—to achieve his darker truth; they are part of his reading of
life.”14 In Absalom, Absalom! that darker truth is “darkness to appall.”
The significance of the Gothic tradition in any one of Faulkner’s
Yoknapatawpha novels can be fully appreciated only when Gothic
elements in setting, character types, themes, patterns of action,
scenes, and episodes are identified. The setting of Absalom,
represents Faulkner’s most impressive use of the moralized land
scape which,
Fiedler remarked, has been taken over by later
Southern writers, largely women: “. . . Mississippi has taken on for
the imagination of the world the symbolic values attributed in the
12Leslie A. Fiedler, The Return of the Vanishing American (New York: Stein and Day,
1968), p. 18.
13 Cleanth Brooks, William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country (New
Yale
University Press, 1963), pp. 295, 296.
14 Albert J. Guerard, Thomas Hardy: The Novels and Stories
Harvard
University Press, 1949), p. 4.
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earliest years of the gothic to Italy. Against a background of miasmic
swamps and sweating black skins, the Faulknerian syndrome of
disease, death, defeat, mutilation, idiocy, and lust continues to evoke
in the stories of these writers a shudder once compelled only by the
supernatural.”15
Absalom, Absalom! is the only novel by Faulkner in which the entire
history of the “haunted castle” is given, from the time when it was
created in the primeval wilderness by brute force directed by
inflexible will. The mansion is first seen in its pristine state against a
wilderness, then as the center of a prosperous plantation, followed
by gradual decline during the Civil War until it was a “rotting shell”
of a house surrounded by “fallow and rain-gutted and briarchoked old fields” when it finally went up in flames. William York
Tindall recognized the house as the central image, a symbol to
Quentin of the South.16 The creation of the house, as part of the
Design conceived by a Faustian ambition, and its destruction are
effected within two generations: Henry, son of Thomas Sutpen, was
destroyed with the house after a four-year living entombment in
that mausoleum, as Shreve called it. This compression and use of the
recent past is an American modification of the Gothic traditional
settings, relics of old civilizations and often remote in both time and
place. The “castle” is haunted—by Henry, by Quentin, to whom the
past was more vivid than the present, and finally by Jim Bond, the
shadowy symbol of the retribution visited upon the Sutpen family in
this “house of Atreus.”
The other castle” is an ironic inversion of the tradition: in the
unpainted, shabby, tomb-like Coldfield house, with its “quality of
grim endurance” (p. 10), the “princess” Rosa was immured, a prin
cess whom no prince ever wooed save with an unspeakable, outra
geous proposal, a princess who was born old and never grew up, a
rose who knew neither bud nor bloom in the “Coldfield” of her hate.
The inversion is given an extra twist: not the princess but her father,
by his own volition, was shut in a tower where he died.
Within both of these castles are closed rooms; those at Coldfield’s
are the room where Quentin and Miss Rosa talked, “dim hot airless”
(p. 7); the attic room into which her father nailed himself and died
15Fiedler, Love and Death, p. 475.
16 William York Tindall, The Literary Symbol (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, Midland Books, c!955), p. 264.
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of starvation; the room outside which the child Rosa listened at
closed doors and from one of which her aunt made her escape. In
the Sutpen house the “other rooms” include the one in which the
fourteen-year-old Rosa, lurking from “one forbidden door to the
next” saw the picture of Charles Bon (pp. 145, 147); the room in
which, behind a closed door, Charles Bon was placed in his coffin;
the darkened room to which Ellen Coldfield Sutpen retreated to live
her last years; the “bare, stale room whose shutters were closed too”
(p. 373) where Ellen’s son Henry lived his last consumptive years and
where he burned to death. All of these rooms, like the old Gothic
dungeons and towers, symbolize the isolation and alienation of the
characters, whose stories Quentin and Shreve recount in a closed
room at Harvard of a frigid January night.
As the castle is translated into American terms, splendid or hum
ble,
the characters show original variations and inversions of
Gothic types, gaining significance by the deviations. At first glance,
the Sutpen family resembles that of romances and Clarissa Harlow in
which a tyrannical, patriarchal father tries to force his persecuted
daughter to marry or forbids her to, unhindered in his purpose by
his suffering and ineffective wife. Though Thomas and Ellen Sut
pen fit the character types of the parents, Sutpen’s interference with
Judith’s marriage plans is well justified and is only a minor aspect of
his role. He is a Faustian obsessed hero-villain, exemplifying the
“diabolic bargain” which Fiedler regards as central to the total sig
nificance of the Gothic novel.17 From the time Sutpen as a boy was
turned away from the front door by a liveried Negro servant, he was
driven, Rosa said, by a “compelling dream which was insane”
(p. 166): she did not know the origin of the dream. The dream begat
the nightmare, and both are characteristic of Gothic emphasis on the
dream aspects of life. Northrop Frye, referring to one kind of tragic
hero, very precisely described such a study of obsession as Faulk
ner’s: “the obsession takes the form of an unconditioned will that
drives its victim beyond the moral limits of humanity.”18 William
Brown identifies Sutpen’s obsession as a paranoiac dream of gran
deur, involving extravagant aspiration. Typical of paranoiacs is the
17Fiedler, Love and Death, p. 134.
18 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press,
1957), p. 40.
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flaw that doomed him to failure, the innocence which made him
unaware of the feelings of others.19
The other Sutpens also show original variations on typical Gothic
characters. As romantic hero and heroine, Henry and Judith show a
reversal of masculine and feminine characteristics: Judith was fasci
nated by seeing her father fight with Negroes, but Henry was
nauseated. Judith, never the sentimental heroine, was always
courageous and resolute, and during the Civil War played the role
of the man of the family. Clytie, the faithful servant in the Gothic
cast of characters, was never used for comic relief. Wash Jones,
another faithful but somewhat comic servant of peculiarly American
nature, did not become “a criminal tool of the tyrant,” like some
Shakespearean and Gothic servants.20 On the contrary, in a final
assertion of manhood he cast off his subservience and murdered the
master he had faithfully served.
Sutpen’s other family connections swell the roster of typical
characters with untypical variations. Like Ellen, Eulalia Bon was a
suffering wife, but both wives had married willingly and Sutpen did
not deliberately inflict suffering on either. He outraged Rosa but did
not persecute her; when she fled he did not pursue. Milly, the only
victim of seduction, was willing and was easily bought, with the tacit
approval of her grandfather. Charles Bon doubles with Henry as a
romantic hero, but his glamorous charms slightly suggest the Don
Juan type. Malcolm Cowley’s description of Absalom, Absalom! iden
tifies Charles as a Byronic hero: “It seems to belong to the realm of
Gothic romances, with Sutpen’s Hundred taking the place of the
haunted castle on the Rhine, with Colonel Sutpen as Faust and
Charles Bon
Manfred.”21 Judith is the romantic heroine; tradi
tionally her rival, the octoroon wife of Charles Bon, would be the
Evil Dark Woman contrasted with the fair and delicate heroine. But
the octoroon wife is more delicate and romantic than Judith and
mourns at the grave of Bon while Judith stands calmly apart, “in the
attitude of an indifferent guide in a museum” (p. 194).
The most obvious Gothic heroine is Miss Rosa, whose initial narra
19William R. Brown, “William Faulkner’s Use of the Material of Abnormal
Psychology in Characterization” (Ph. D. Dissertation, University of Arkansas, 1965),
pp. 127, 116, 138, 143.
20Railo, The Haunted Castle, p. 51.
21 Malcolm Cowley, The Faulkner-Cowley File: Letters and Memories, 1944-1962 (New
York: Viking Press, 1966), p. 13.
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tive sets the Gothic tone. She is grotesque in appearance, like “a
crucified child” in her too-tall chair. As Peter Swiggart notes, she is a
kind of satire on Southern romanticism,22 with her poems to Con
federate heroes, her dream-romance inspired by a picture of
Charles Bon, her ludicrous attempts to play a feminine role. Her
grotesqueness includes her becoming, in her dream of love, “all
polymath love’s androgynous advocate” (p. 146). Her flight from
Sutpen, unpursued, after her brief dream of being the sun in his life,
was a return to the prison of her own house, where she became even
in her own sight a “warped bitter orphaned country stick” (p. 168).
The actual center of the Gothic tale is Quentin Compson, to whom
the story was told and retold until he not only lived it more intensely
than his own experience—“IfI had been there I could not have seen it this
plain" (p. 190)—but identified himself with Henry, as Shreve iden
tified with Charles Bon. The theme of the double, suggested by the
passages when “it was not two but four of them riding two horses”
(p. 334), is recurrent in Gothic fiction. The identification of Shreve
and Quentin with Charles Bon and Henry suggests that the
homosexuality asciibed by Mr. Compson to Henry, in explaining
Henry’s attitude toward Bon, is true also of Quentin. Similarly, the
incestuous love of Henry for Judith, in Mr. Compson’s account, is
paralleled in The Sound and the Fury by that of Quentin for Caddy,
whose existence is not even hinted at in Absalom, Absalom!, by nar
rators or in Quentin’s verbalized thoughts. Deviations from normal
sexuality are climaxed in the marriage of Charles Bon’s son to a
subhuman black woman. The fruit of this union is the last grotesque,
the idiotJim Bond. Rosa’s dehumanizing descriptions of Sutpen and
Clytie and Mr. Crompson’s butterfly metaphor for Ellen contribute
to the impression of grotesqueness.
With such American-Gothic adaptations of setting and character
types, the story of Sutpen reconstructed by the narrators is a tragic
Gothic tale of inheritance and doom. Within the total scope of the
novel are encompassed all six phases of tragedy according to North
rop Frye’s categories, ending with the “undisplaced demonic vision”
in which the chief symbols of that vision, the prison and the
madhouse, are threats removed only by the burning of the house
and the deaths of Clytie and Henry. Jim Bond is still threatened. But
22 Peter Swiggart, The Art of William Faulkner’s Novels (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1962), p. 152.
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despite the impressiveness of Sutpen as the hero in “the typical fall
of the hero through hybris or hamartia,”23 he is not truly a tragic
hero. Robert Heilman distinguishes between the tragic hero who
faces “basic conflicts,” “errs knowingly or involuntarily,” and “comes
into a new, larger awareness” and the hero of melodrama who is
“pitted against some force outside himself” and does not experience
inner conflict.24 The strongly melodramatic qualities in Sutpen as a
villain-hero and the shift in emphasis from the fourth phase of
tragedy, the fall of the hero, to the other five and to the fates of his
victims contribute to the dominance of the Gothic over the tragic;
this dominance is reinforced by the other elements of Gothicism.
Sutpen is a Faust figure, a man on a quest to achieve his superhu
man Design. All of his physical journeys after he left the Tidelands
as a boy were in pursuit of his Grand Design: to establish an estate
and a dynasty which would, as Faulkner said, “take revenge for all
the redneck people against the aristocrat who told him to go around
to the back door.” His basic innocence, his belief that he could live by
a rational design to be achieved by willpower, resulted in what
Faulkner referred to as a “dehumanizing contempt for people.”25
The humiliation which gave rise to Sutpen’s design was suffered in
turn, ironically and fatally, by Wash Jones: his murder of Sutpen is
thus parallel to Sutpen’s Design: revenge for humiliation by an act of
self-assertion in defense of honor. Wash was sane; he reacted in hot
blood against the man who treated him and Milly as less than animals
and gave his own life to defend his honor. Sutpen was paranoiac; he
carried out his Design in cold logic, far from the source of his
traumatic humiliation. In effect, Sutpen becomes the double of the
white planter who had him turned away from the door, but whom
Sutpen’s Design had left unscathed.
Because Sutpen’s Design required a dynasty, his story involves the
Gothic theme of inheritance. But the traditional refusal of the
usurper to recognize the rightful heir becomes Sutpen’s refusal to
recognize his own rightful heir, his elder son Charles Bon. Like
Walpole’s Manfred, Sutpen turned to seduction a last desperate
means of preserving his dynasty. Manfred’s designs on Isabella, who
23Frye, pp. 223, 221.
24Robert B. Heilman, “Tragedy and Melodrama,” in Tragedy: Vision and Form,
Robert W. Corrigan, ed., pp. 248, 254.
25 William Faulkner, Faulkner in the University, Frederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L.
Blotner, eds. (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1959), p. 97.
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was to have been his daughter-in-law, Isabella regarded as incestu
ous. Sutpen’s designs on Rosa, his sister-in-law, would in English
law have been incestuous in 1866 as in Shakespeare’s time. Thus
incest is suggested
a symbol of family continuity in all three
Sutpen men, father and sons.26
Unlike the traditional Gothic, however, the story of Sutpen and
his Design, compressed into one community from 1833 to 1910,
epitomizes a whole society. The relationship between Sutpen and
Charles Bon, Faulkner said, “was a manifestation of a general racial
system in the South,” a “constant general condition.”27 This use of
the Gothic to present social conditions in a powerfully imaginative
heightening of a continuing reality is an achievement in the new
American Gothic in which Faulkner is still unsurpassed.
Central to Absalom,
is the father-son relationship. The
story of Charles Bon, as reconstructed by the narrators, also follows
the quest pattern in developing the romance of Charles and Judith
and in the theme of the search for identity and a father. The image
of the journey in Bon’s story centers in Sutpen’s Hundred until the
Civil War turned the quest for love to the quest for honor. The
crucial journey of Bon and Henry to New Orleans, in December,
1860, followed Sutpen’s journey there in search of evidence of Bon’s
identity. After the war, Charles’s return to the quest for love,
foreshadowed by his letter to Judith, brought upon him the fate to
which his blood doomed him: Henry shot him to prevent incestuous
miscegenation. According to the conjectures of Shreve and Quen
tin, Henry could condone simple incest. In a kind of desperate
irony, Charles Etienne, son of Charles Bon, also defied the doom of
blood but did so by marrying a primitive, brutish Negress. Cleanth
Brooks observed that the pertinence of the Sutpen story “to the
tragic dilemmas of the South” lies in the story of the children, “which
embodied the problem of evil and the irrational.”28 The Gothic
aspects underline these meanings.
Miss Rosa emphasizes the theme of doom and retribution; igno
26Brown,
143,145. In Chapter 5, “Two Wives, One Mother-in-Law,” of Roads
to Ruin: The Shocking History ofSocial Reform (Penguin Books, 1966),E. S. Turner deals
with the struggle
England to legalize marriage
a sister-in-law, which was
opposed on the grounds that it would legalize incest (p. 111); the Bill was finally
carried
1907.
27Faulkner in the University, p. 94.
28Brooks, pp. 319, 318.
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rant of Sutpen’s motives and the identity of Charles, she did in fact
see the Design ruined and the children destroyed and was the victim
of his treatment of people like animals. The authentic Gothic note,
sounded in her references to “the two accursed children” and their
devil’s heritage” (p. 135), is echoed by other narrators. Observing
the patterns of “jurisprudential metaphor” in Miss Rosa’s narrative,
Marvin K. Singleton sees the frame of the novel like a hearing on a
Bill in Chancery before Quentin and Shreve. The medieval allusions
and imagery, the feudal aspects of the plantation world and Sutpen’s
concept of his role, and Sutpen’s pompous, legalistic speech further
contribute to the Dickensian impression, appropriate to the Gothic
mode, of age-old tradition and heritage. Singleton finds that the
retelling of the Sutpen story resembles the custom in equity plead
ing that “Bills in Equity characteristically contained the same story,
told three times over, though with a slightly different tonal emphasis
each time. . . .” 29 The destruction of the House of Sutpen is justified
by divine and human justice.
The title Faulkner finally chose, Absalom, Absalom!,30 is a clue to
the theme of inheritance. Because Sutpen’s desire to found a
dynasty was stronger than his paternal feeling, he never uttered the
lament for either of his sons that David did for Absalom. All Sutpen
needed was a male substitute for Henry. The title suggests another
essential theme, brother-sister incest. Absalom killed another son of
David, Amnon, for violating their sister, Tamar (II Samuel, 13).
Henry, represented as desiring Judith himself and countenancing
her incestuous marriage to Bon, killed Bon to prevent miscegena
tion. Thus the Biblical theme of brother-sister incest, not condoned
by Absalom, becomes the Southern theme of miscegenation. The
mystery of why Henry killed Bon is solved only at the end of the
penultimate chapter, though Miss Rosa told about the murder in
Chapter Thus Faulkner used the Gothic technique of suspense to
give maximum force to this crucial explanation.
29Marvin K. Singleton, “Personae at Law and in Equity: The Unity of Faulkner’s
Absalom, Absalom!,” Papers on Language and Literature, 3 (Fall 1967), 367.
30The stages of composition of Absalom, Absalom! are traced by Joseph Blotner in
Faulkner: A Biography (New York: Random House, 1974). In the spring of 1933,
Faulkner was trying to combine “
” and “Evangeline” with the title A Dark House
(Blotner, p. 828). In the fall of 1934 he wrote to Harrison Smith: “I have title for
which I like . . . : ABSALOM, ABSALOM!; the story is of man who wanted son
through pride, and got too many of them and
destroyed him” (p. 854).
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As revealing Quentin’s quest for truth and understanding, of
himself and the South, Absalom, Absalom! takes on a new dimension.
His quest involved one physical journey, with Miss Rosa to Sutpen’s
Hundred, to find the solution to the mystery. The role of Quentin as
listener and narrator, pondering over, wondering about, and recon
structing the Sutpen story, Faulkner expanded in revision to
heighten the Gothic mystery and suspense,31 and to establish Quen
tin as the dominant character.
The first five chapters, preceding Quentin’s journey to Sutpen’s
Hundred in September, 1909, contain Miss Rosa’s information
about the Sutpen-Coldfield story, the only first-hand information
provided by a character-narrator. The Gothic tone is established
both by Quentin’s impressions and memories, in the dim coffin
smelling gloom” of the wisteria-scented Coldfield house, and by
Miss Rosa’s account of the ogre of her childhood who became the
hero whom she agreed to marry. Her summary of events includes
Gothic “castle,” doom, heritage, hubris, violence, and mystery.
I saw what had happened to Ellen,
sister. I saw her almost recluse,
watching those two doomed children growing up whom she was helpless to
save. I saw the price which she had paid for that house and that pride; ... I
saw Judith’s marriage forbidden without rhyme or reason or shadow of
excuse; I saw Ellen die with only me, a child, to turn to and ask to protect her
remaining child; I saw Henry repudiate his home and birthright and then
return and practically fling the bloody corpse of his sister’s sweetheart at the
hem of her wedding gown; I saw that man return—the evil’s source and
head which had outlasted all its victims—who had created two children not
only to destroy one another and his own line, but my line as well, yet I agreed
to marry him. (p. 18)

The Gothic strategy here is not surprise but expectation: the
question is not what happened but why. On review of the passage,
the limitations of Miss Rosa’s and the town’s knowledge are appar
ent. To that knowledge, Mr. Compson, in Chapters II and HI,
added his conjectures about some of the mysteries indicated in Miss
Rosa’s summary and about the characters of the Sutpens and the
31 On March 30, 1935, Faulkner made fresh start on the novel about Sutpen, with
the title Absalom, Absalom! at the top of the page; Shreve and Quentin, at Harvard, are
characters (Blotner, p. 889). Gerald Langford sums up this aspect of Faulkner’s
revision: Faulkner's Revision of Absalom, Absalom!: A Collation of the Manuscript and the
Published Book (Austin and London: University of
Press, 1971), p. 11.
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Coldfields, the relationships between them, and the motives for
their actions. In Chapter II of the manuscript version, Mr. Compson
knew the identity of Charles Bon.32 In Chapter V Miss Rosa told her
own story as she and Quentin drove out to Sutpen’s Hundred: her
feeling toward Charles Bon whom she never saw; the murder of
Bon; Sutpen’s return from the war; her brief engagement to Sutpen
and her outraged flight from Sutpen’s Hundred. At the end, as she
and Quentin approach the house, she tells him: “There’s something
in that house. . . . Something living in it. Hidden in it. It has been out
there for four years, living hidden in that house” (p. 172). What was
hidden we learn two hundred pages later.
Up to this point, the building up of Gothic mystery and suspense
depends on the point of view of the narrators and their limited
knowledge of the facts, which Faulkner limited even more in the
final revision of the manuscript.33 From this point on, Quentin and
Shreve are telling each other the story, which Quentin has told
Shreve in part and is now completing after receiving his father’s
letter, dated January 10, 1910, saying “Miss Rosa Coldfield died
yesterday” (p. 173). Quentin finally reveals what he had known ever
since he went to Sutpen’s Hundred in September: who was in the
house; who and what Charles Bon was; therefore, what Sutpen must
have told Henry before Henry left home and when he saw Henry in
1864; why Henry shot Bon; why Wash killed Sutpen. Some dust is
neatly thrown in the reader’s eyes when Shreve comments on how
much more Quentin knows, since he had “been out there and seen
Clytie,” than Mr. Compson or General Compson had known. In a
previous passage (p. 266), which was a late insertion in the manu
script, Quentin explained to Shreve that he had told his father what
he learned after his trip to Sutpen’s Hundred, but he did not specify
what he told. Cleanth Brooks advances the plausible theory that only
through Henry could the “dark secret” be known;34 thus, to main
tain Gothic suspense concerning identity of characters, Faulkner
was carefully manipulating his narrative to achieve maximum delay
in disclosing vital facts. Faulkner’s strategy is justified by Shreve’s
and Quentin’s identification with the other two young men and by
their interpretation of psychological motives and reconstruction of
32Langford, pp. 9, 82.
33Ibid., pp. 5-11.
34Brooks, p. 438.
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what can not be proved, as in the story of Charles Bon’s mother and
the lawyer. The central mystery has been explored by all of the
narrators in a spiraling ascent to the truth as Quentin and Shreve
conceive it: who was Charles Bon? why did Henry renounce his
heritage? why did Henry shoot Bon? Three reasons were advanced.
Mr. Compson’s was that Bon’s previous marriage to the octoroon,
though not a legal barrier in Southern custom, might constitute a
moral barrier in Henry’s eyes; this was admittedly an unsatisfactory
explanation (p. 100). The second reason, which introduces the
theme of Bon’s search for identify and a father, was that Bon was
Sutpen’s son and thus the marriage of Bon and Judith would be
incestuous and would be part of the “current of retribution and
fatality” started by Sutpen (p. 269). But Shreve and Quentin, aided
by Mr. Compson’s interpretation of Henry as homosexually in love
with Bon and incestuously in love with Judith, imagine how Henry,
assuming the arrogant pride of a scion of nobility, could justify the
incest (p. 342). The third reason, confirmed by Faulkner’s Chronol
ogy and Genealogy at the end of Absalom, Absalom!, is that Charles
Bon had Negro blood. This also solves the mystery of why Sutpen
put aside his first wife and child as not conjunctive to the Design
(p. 264). Although Quentin must have known before the beginning
of Chapter VI all that his grandfather told about Sutpen, as well as
what his grandfather did not know, Faulkner omits these facts in
Quentin’s thoughts as he and Shreve imaginatively live the story of
the other two young men. What, Shreve and Quentin ask them
selves, could cause Henry to shoot Bon, whom he loved, in order to
prevent the marriage with Judith which Henry initially promoted
and persisted in promoting even when his father forbade it? Not the
idea of bigamy. Not the threat of incest. Only the threat of miscege
nation. Shreve and Quentin seem to be imagining in unison, as in
unison they identified with Bon and Henry, in the dramatic recon
struction of the return of Henry and Bon to Sutpen’s Hundred: Bon
says to Henry, just before Henry shoots him, “So it's the miscegenation,
not the incest, which you can't bear" (p. 356). Corollary to the themes of
miscegenation and incest is the theme of Bon’s search for identity
and his willingness, Shreve and Quentin conjecture, to renounce
Judith if Sutpen
give any sign of recognition of Bon as his son.
Here the contrast with the traditional Gothic pattern underlines the
significance of this situation: traditionally there would be a recogni
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tion scene and the true heir would be restored to his heritage. Thus
by his refusal to recognize Bon, Sutpen brought his Design down in
ruins, as the whole Southern system was brought to ruin by rejection
of the sons it begot. The seriousness of the implications of the
Sutpen story is emphasized by the complexity with which Faulkner
handled the Gothic pattern and the creative collaboration he re
quires of the reader.
Any one of the chief techniques of Gothic fiction—the omniscient
author; the first-person narrator, generally a major character and
often the heroine; third-person, limited point of view—would have
restricted Faulkner in establishing Gothic tone and building up
Gothic suspense, as well as have prevented the dialectical method of
conducting the “detective” search for truth and understanding. Miss
Rosa’s impassioned style and her demonizing create the Gothic tone
which is echoed with variations by the other narrators. Quentin and
Shreve preserved her concept of and terms for Sutpen and realized
that they sounded like Mr. Compson (pp. 181, 207, 211, 261). Eric
Bentley’s justification of the dialogue of melodrama is pertinent to
this Southern Gothic tale couched in nineteenth century language:
“An elevated rhetoric is a legitimate and indeed inexorable demand
of melodrama. Ordinary conversation would be incongruous and
anticlimatic.”35 Extension of Quentin’s point of view outside the
dialogue plus occasional modification of that point of view by the
author’s voice provide margins to give the necessary flexibility to the
narrator technique. With this method, the author’s role is so incon
spicuous that we do not look to him to explain Quentin’s motives for
withholding information from Shreve. Deviations from plausibility
in the Gothic tradition do not require rational explanation.
In comparison with the central mystery of Bon’s identity and
Negro blood, so carefully sustained until near the end, other solved
and unsolved mysteries are of minor consequence but contribute
materially to the Gothic effect: Where Sutpen got his money? What
deals he made with Coldfield? What he said to Rosa to outrage her?
Whose picture Judith held after Bon was killed? Who was in the
house?
The answer to this last question, upon which all of the other
answers to the Henry-Bon-Sutpen mystery depend, is revealed in a
memory passage in which Quentin finally relives the experience in
35 Bentley, “Melodrama,” in Tragedy: Vision and Form, p. 224.
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the Sutpen house. This passage not only symbolizes the end of
Sutpen’s Design, which involved both estate and dynasty, but is the
culmination of Gothic horror, exceeded only by the final holocaust.
Quentin forced an entry, under cover of darkness, into the ruined
mansion, now haunted by all he knew of the family tragedy; he
confronted Clyde, the “tiny gnomelike creature in headrag and
voluminous skirts,” with “a bunch of enormous old-fasioned iron
keys in her hand” (pp. 368, 369), and saw
Rosa knock Clyde
down; he saw the idiot, Jim Bond, “saddle-colored and slack
mouthed . . . the scion, the heir, the apparent” (p. 370); finally the
confronted Henry, yellow and wasted on yellow sheets in an airless
room. The authentic horror of Quentin’s memory justifies the com
positional maneuvering necessary to place it near the end of the last
chapter.
Michael Millgate refers to tableaux representing “a number of
crucial moments of recognition, truth, disillusion” and cites some of
them, such as Henry and his father in the library.36 Gothic tableaux
are the fictional equivalent of the tableaux of melodrama, as
explained by Wylie Sypher: “The limit of the 19th Century imagina
tion is the final expressive tableau, a stasis, a consummate act.” The
narrators in Absalom, Absalom! all being products of the “19th Cen
tury imagination,” it is suitable that they express themselves in the
Gothic mode which resembles melodrama, held by Sypher to be “a
characteristic mode of 19th Century thought and art.”37 The nar
rators’ imaginations create for the reader macabre scenes, scenes of
grotesque incongruity, and scenes of violence in the Gothic settings,
past or present. The themes involve many such Gothic scenes and
episodes, in addition to the images or episodes of flights or journeys
already noted. The general somberness of tone begins with the
scenes of the first dialogues, in Miss Rosa’s darkened room and on
Compson’s front gallery at dusk. Only in the last scene, at Harvard,
are the speakers clearly visible. Mr. Compson’s letter, describing the
funeral of Miss Rosa, ends the sequence of “present” events and
initiates the last dialogue. The letter evokes in Quentin’s mind the
image of the ultimate holocaust in which Clyde, mistaking the ambu
36 Michael Millgate, The Achievement of William Faulkner (New York: Random
House, 1966), p. 164.
37 Wylie Sypher, “Aesthetic of Revolution: The Marxist Melodrama,” in Tragedy:
Vision and Form, p. 260.
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lance brought by Miss Rosa for Henry for the Black Maria, burned
the house with Henry and herself in it. This is Northrop Frye’s
point of demonic epiphany.”38 Quentin’s reconstruction of the past
concludes with the combination of his own past with the narrative
present in the death of Henry. Thus the major scenes in present
action, what happens in 1909-10, are all Gothic. The lack of any
daylight scenes in present action contributes to the Gothic atmo
sphere.
Quentin’s memories and related scenes emphasize death and
darkness. His experiences at Sutpen’s Hundred before 1909 in
cluded his terrified flight with other boys from Clytie and Jim Bond
and the scene with his father in the Sutpen family cemetery in the
rain. The tombstones under the cedars symbolized Sutpen’s mega
lomania. Under one tombstone lay the murdered body of Sutpen,
finally humbled in death when, splendid “in his regimentals and
saber and embroidered gauntlets” (p. 186), it was tumbled in the
ditch when the mules bolted.
Such scenes of grotesque incongruity recur in the episodes of
Gothic violence in Sutpen’s story. Bernard R. Breyer’sjustification of
violence as a literary tool in the work of Southern writers, including
Faulkner, applies especially to the Gothic works which predominate
in the fiction cited: “they wish to use it as the most dramatic manifes
tation of man’s proud, perverse, volcanic, unregenerate . . . unre
constructed soul.”39 No major character in modern fiction better
deserves this description than did Thomas Sutpen, who, even at the
moment of his death, died in proud “innocence,” unenlightened.
His Design began when he was turned away from the front door of
the mansion and suffered an affront to pride and dignity such as
caused his own death. Between those initial and terminal points,
Sutpen’s life was a series of violent scenes: the slave insurrection in
the West Indies, “a theater for violence and injustice and bloodshed
and all the satanic lusts of human greed and cruelty” (p. 250), where
he proved both his courage and his lusts and won a wife and a
fortune; the building of Sutpen's Hundred in the wilderness, him
self naked among the naked Negroes; his fighting with his own
Negroes or whirling up to the church door “in a thunder and a fury
38Frye, p. 223.
39 Bernard R. Breyer, “A Diagnosis of Violence in Recent Southern Fiction,”
Mississippi Quarterly, 14 (Spring 1961), 67.
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of wildeyed horses and of galloping and of dust” (p. 23). The long
episode in which Sutpen hunted the fugitive French architect, as if
he were an animal or a slave, is full of Gothic pursuit and firelight
and darkness. It is climaxed by the grotesque image of the architect
in the tattered remnants of his French elegance, surrounded by the
Mississippi wilderness, the niggers, and the dogs. This tableau is
premonitory of the destruction of the elegance the architect helped
to create and of the purpose the elegance was designed to serve. The
murder of Sutpen by the scythe in Wash’s hands, cut down by time,
equals in horror the last scenes in the mansion. From Sutpen, Wash
had derived a sense of his own dignity. Sutpen’s greater concern for
his mare than for Milly, mother of his daughter, destroyed at once
Wash’s ideal of manhood and his own self-esteem: he took his
revenge for the same reason that Sutpen conceived his Design. Both
Sutpen’s death and Wash’s are treated, however, with Faulkner’s
characteristic distancing of physical details of Gothic horror: we see
only the raised weapons.
The sentimental, romantic scenes associated with the Gothic
heroine are as notably absent in the story of Judith as the traditional
scenes of violence are present in the story of the villain-hero, her
father. As a woman, Judith was proud, resolute, and enduring. The
only romantic scene is an unrealistic one imagined by Quentin and
Shreve (pp. 294-95). Judith is described by witnesses in crucial
scenes: giving Bon’s letter to Mrs. Compson; standing in front of the
closed door, holding her wedding dress; standing at Bon’s grave;
greeting her father; conducting her father’s funeral. As the
tombstones, the scythe, and his regimentals are symbolic objects
associated with Sutpen, the letter, the dress, and the picture of Bon’s
wife and child are symbols ofJudith’s doom. If Judith had emulated
her Biblical namesake and committed a deed of Gothic horror, she
could scarcely have been farther removed from either the fragile,
trembling, tearful heroine or the passionate, foolhardy one of
Gothic romance.
The Grand Design in Absalom, Absalom! began with Sutpen’s day
dreams and ended with nightmare. The prevailing Gothic tone and
atmosphere and the abundance of traditional themes, patterns of
action, and scenes are uniquely joined with a basic realism which
avoids the clear moral contrasts of Gothic romance and of the
Southern myth of the past, in which black and white take on
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racial-moral symbolism. The social reality beneath the Gothic
themes and patterns rests on this fact: all the descendants, legitimate
or illegitimate, white or part Negro, suffer when denied rights,
dignity, and love. In that social reality families and society are
doomed. This truth emerges from the Gothic coloring and trap
pings if the Gothic tradition is fully recognized and the transforma
tion and adaptation of it are appreciated. Michael Millgate is quite
right when he identifies both American and European influences in
Absalom,
and concludes: “Faulkner’s familiarity with En
glish and European literature has often been ignored or underesti
mated by American critics, and the result has sometimes been not
simply a misunderstanding of the nature and sources of many of his
images and allusions but an insufficiently generous conception of
the whole scale and direction of his endeavor.”40 Millgate’s discus
sion of the influence ofJane
on Absalom, Absalom!, especially the
parallels between Rochester and Bertha Mason and Sutpen and
Eulalia Bon, suggests that hereditary insanity and hereditary Negro
blood, however imperceptible, are somewhat equivalent taints as a
barrier to marriage. Millgate fails to recognize distinctly American
Gothic influences, such as the Faust theme, and he is incorrect in
concluding that Faulkner’s use of the Gothic tradition owes as much
to European sources as to American ones. In Absalom, Absalom!
Faulkner utilized all of the resources of the Gothic tradition to
produce a distinctively American transformation of the Gothic
novel; the fall of the house of Sutpen evokes authentic shudders but
also has profound implications in relation to American social his
tory.

40 Millgate, p. 162.
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The Women of Yoknapatawpha

by Elizabeth M. Kerr

In discussing Faulkner’s women characters I shall not attach labels
to Faulkner’s attitudes toward women nor to the women he created:
simple classifications are inadequate for either the author’s attitudes
or for the characters he created, men or women alike. All his
characters must be viewed in relation to the society in which they
lived. Faulkner created that society
a world in which men and
women shared the eternal verities, the human conflict and struggle,
and the moral imperatives, a world in which both men and women
were capable of good and evil and were to be judged, as Faulkner
judged them, by their deeds, the consequences of their choices.
Faulkner’s characters dramatize, negatively or positively, the verities
which he affirmed. In The Sound and the Fury, he said, Dilsey exem
plified his belief “that man will prevail, will endure because he is
capable of compassion and honor and pride and endurance.”1
These verities, plus courage and pity, Faulkner asserted to be the
“edifice on which the whole history of man has been founded. . . .
Man has endured despite his frailty because he accepts and believes
in these verities” (p. 133). Faulkner believed that man chooses these
values from the heritage of the past, but that human experience is a
never-ceasing conflict of man “with himself, with his fellow man or
with his time and place, his environment” (p. 19), because “man is
trying to do the best he can with his desires and impulses against his
own moral conscience, and . . . the social conscience of his time and
his place” (p. 59). In this human conflict, Faulkner saw man as
having “free will to choose,” but functioning “against a Greek back
ground of fate” (p. 38), those circumstances and accidents beyond
his control which restricted his choice. No doubt Faulkner would
have agreed with Paul Tillich’s statement that “Man becomes really
1 William Faulkner, Faulkner in the University, Frederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L.
Blotner, eds. (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1959),
5. Further
references to this source will be given by page numbers in parentheses in the text.
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human at the time of decision."2 Faulkner believed that man was
“compelled to make choices between good and evil sooner or later,
because moral conscience demands that from him in order that he
can live with himself tomorrow.
moral conscience is the curse he
had to accept from the gods in order to gain from them the right to
dream."3 The choices that determine the course of one’s life are
equally crucial to men and women, but the circumstances of Yoknapatawpha society offered women fewer choices than men en
joyed, And of course only men had the prerogative to choose and
court a mate as long as they lived. Incumbent upon both men and
women in Faulkner’s view is the necessity to work out their own
salvation (p, 73) and “to take a responsible part in the human family”
(p, 81), For, he said, the acceptance of responsibility increases all of
us and the refusal of it diminishes all of us (p, 238), Faulkner
repeatedly classifies people by their way of facing and coping with
problems and choosing an attitude and acting accordingly: “The
first says, This is rotten, I’ll have no part of I will take death first.
The second says, This is rotten, I don’t like
I can’t do anything
about it, but at least I will not participate in it myself, I will go off into
a cave or climb a pillar to sit on. The third says, This stinks and I’m
going
do something about it. . . . What we need are people who
will say, This is bad and I’m going to do something about it, I’m
going to change it” (p. 246). It is fitting, therefore, to consider
Faulkner’s characters, men or women, in terms of their choices,
motives, and consequent actions, the aspects of behavior with which
Faulkner was concerned in life and literature alike.
Within the social framework of Yoknapatawpha, a maledominated society offered limited choices of activity and life
patterns to girls and women, and generally failed to provide them
with education and experience, under wise tutelage, to prepare
them for adult roles and for coping with personal and social prob
lems, By a single major difference between Lafayette and Yoknapa
tawpha counties, Faulkner limited the opportunities of Yoknapa
tawpha girls for education, independence, and self-realization. The
University is forty miles from Jefferson, outside the county; there
fore in the Yoknapatawpha chronicles no girl could live at home and
2Quoted by René Dubos, “A Symposium on Morality,” The American Scholar,
XXXIV (Summer, 1965), 369.
3Jean Stein, “William Faulkner,” Writers at Work, Malcolm Cowley, ed. (New York:
Viking Press, 1958), pp. 138=39.
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attend the University. None of Faulkner’s fictional parents were able
and willing to send daughters to the University, though some could
and did send sons there or to Harvard. None of Faulkner’s Yoknapatawphan girls had the example of women who had chosen well
and had succeeded in their life roles. Thus Faulkner’s women
characters were born into a world much more limited than that of
young men, with whose initiatory experiences Faulkner was deeply
concerned, and who could choose an occupation, be educated for it,
and marry or remain single. The male McCaslin and MacCallum
households have no female parallels. And the girls could not even
get them to a nunnery in Yoknapatawpha! They might well have
said, with Alma Winemiller of Tennessee Williams’ Summer and
Smoke'. “Most of us have no choice but to lead useless lives.”
Though Faulkner thought women were “marvelous,” he con
fessed to knowing “very little about them” (p. 45). This lack of
knowledge is revealed in his assumption that female intuitive wis
dom renders initiatory experience unnecessary for girls. But neither
his girls nor most of his women show much evidence of that wisdom
and often came to grief for lack of it. The few wise old women, such
as Aunt Jenny and Miss Habersham, imparted their wisdom to boys,
not girls. Maternal wisdom is most notable in Granny Millard, whom
Faulkner conceived after he discarded the two Sartoris girls of
Sartoris and created the two boys, Bayard and Ringo, whom Granny
mothered in The Unvanquished.
The Southern concept of women, the socio-historical context in
which Faulkner’s women must be viewed, is dealt with in my article
in the Mississippi Quarterly (Winter 1961-62). The life of an upperor middle-class white girl was expected to follow a prescribed pat
tern. She was not expected to get a college education or earn her own
living. With a little bit of luck, she might fall romantically in love with
a boy of her own class, marry him if his and her parents approved,
and have a family. Or she might marry without being in love. That
was it! Variations from this norm range from real or counterfeit
approximation to it to violation or denial of it. Upon this choice, or
the lack of it, all other choices of a woman’s life depended, but a
whole sequence of choices must often be considered. Therefore, I
shall outline the chief variations on the norm before discussing
individual women characters. I shall dispense with the tedium of
naming titles with each reference to a character.
The ideal marriage, in which the girl’s choice is approved by all the
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parents and in which the marriage is generally successful, is rare.
Margaret Mallison and Lucius Priest’s parents are apparently ex
amples. The marriage which superficially seems to conform to the
pattern may deviate from it, in reality, before and/or after the
wedding, as in the marriage of Caddy Compson and Herbert Head
or of Temple Drake and Gowan Stevens. Open or secret choice of an
unacceptable husband or mate may violate the accepted pattern.
Miss Quentin, Caddy’s daughter, ran away with a carnival man.
Parents may deny a girl choice, either by refusing the man the girl
chooses or by coercing her to marry the man of their choice. Sutpen
forbade the marriage of Judith to Charles Bon; Mrs. Compson
forced Caddy to marry Herbert. Or choice may be denied by exter
nal circumstances: Judith Sutpen was isolated on the plantation and
the war removed all eligible men in the county. That a girl might
choose single blessedness was, of course, unthinkable, unless she was
independently wealthy, in which case she was unlikely to remain
single anyhow. The state of widowhood was the most commendable
way of escaping both the tyranny of a husband and the stigma of
being an old maid.
Outside of respectable society, white girls were less subject to
restrictive influences. Such a girl might choose to conform to the
patterns of respectable white society as a means to social and eco
nomic advantage. Lena Grove, despite her lapse from proper be
havior, wished to behave like a lady and was willing to marry without
love for the sake of her child. A choice of a respectable way of life
outside of marriage, such as Essie Meadowfill’s position at the bank,
probably was no advantage to her socially. And of course a girl’s
choice or acceptance of prostitution put her beyond the pale of
respectable white society; Miss Reba could only imitate tea-table
gentility, no matter how many of the leading male citizens might
patronize her establishment for other amusements.
The choices of black women were usually determined by white
society. Black women could marry and have their own families if
they accepted their menial status and performed their duties in the
white world. Dilsey Gibson and Molly Beauchamp are shining
examples of those who bore their responsibilities to both white and
black families. But whereas a notorious black prostitute like Nancy
Mannigoe could be employed in a white household, a white free
lance prostitute, like Ruby Lamar, would be denied a roof over her
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head. The roles expected by whites of black women limited or
denied a black girl’s choice of a respectable life; she could earn a
living only in a menialjob, and she could not protect herself against a
white man and might be victimized by both black and white men.
Faulkner said that Nancy was “just doomed and damned by cir
cumstances to that life” (p. 196). For the black women who rejected
the submissive roles expected by whites, there might be only one
alternative within Yoknapatawpha, suicide. Nancy attempted it;
Eunice, mother of Tomey, succeeded, rather than live with the
knowledge that Tomey’s child was the son of Carothers McCaslin,
Tomey’s father. Time does not permit discussion of Faulkner’s black
women characters, but it is significant that his portrayal of them is
always sympathetic, and that none of them deliberately chose evil.
In discussing individual characters in light of their choices and
their conformity to or deviation from the accepted patterns in Yok
napatawpha society, consideration will be given to time of action, the
factual information available to the reader, the method of narration,
and the sympathetic or unsympathetic impression received by the
reader. Since this select audience is familiar with Faulkner’s works, I
need not dwell upon the fact that characters reappear and that the
entire story of a character may have to be pieced together from
several works. The various crucial choices made by a man or woman
follow a sequence from an initial choice of a mate, with or without
marriage, or from an initial lack of choice. The order in which
characters will be introduced will follow roughly that of the options
or lack of options as outlined above, with necessary overlapping to
accommodate changes in time or circumstances and grouping based
on relationship between characters.
A remarkable fact about Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha chronicles is
that there is no account of romantic courtship and marriage fol
lowed by commendable family life. Logically and chronologically we
can begin with the Sartorises, the most admirable of whom we meet
after she became a childless widow. Married and widowed by 1862,
Jenny Sartoris Du Pre first appears in Sartoris, in 1919. Her “piercing
eyes which saw so much and so truly”4 seem to share the author’s
vision concerning the Sartoris men. Born in 1839, married at
twenty-one, widowed at twenty-three, Jenny Sartoris presumably
4 Sartoris (New York: Random House, 1929, 1956), p. 308.
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married Du Pre for love, within the aristocratic Carolina pattern.
Bayard Sartoris said that she spent a few nights with her husband
before he was killed in battle.5 In 1869 she brought to her brother’s
household in Mississippi a hamper full of colored glass, a few flower
cuttings, and two bottles of port (Sartoris, 8-9; “There Was a
Queen”).6 As a war-widow, she chose family responsibility, giving
the Sartoris men her unsentimental devotion without self-pity. She
is an admirable character despite her inability to cope with old
Bayard’s inertia or young Bayard’s frantic activity; she is benevo
lently bossy but ineffectual. Faulkner regarded her as “fine and
gallant,” one of the unvanquished women who never surrendered
and who deplored the defeatism of death-seeking men like the
Sartorises (p. 254). Honesty, rectitude, and unsentimental loyalty
governed her relationships with others. In Sartoris she gave Narcissa
good advice, unheeded, about Sartoris men and anonymous admir
ers; in Sanctuary she gave Horace moral support in his efforts to aid
Lee and Ruby, and in “There Was a Queen” she died of shock, in her
nineties, when Narcissa sold her body to save her reputation. With
the confidence of assured social status, she lacked the prim conven
tionality of respectable but unaristocratic society. In the novels and
stories in which she appears, her advanced age gave her freedoms in
speech and attitudes which were denied to younger women who
were still capable of the capital sin, illicit sex.
Akin to Aunt Jenny in character but a later creation, Granny
Millard of The Unvanquished also appears only in old age, as seen
during the Civil War by her young grandson, Bayard Sartoris. Of
her marriage we are told nothing; her daughter married John
Sartoris. Left in charge of the Sartoris plantation, the servants, and
young Bayard and Ringo, his Negro companion, Granny Millard
was involved in a series of moral choices in which she strove to retain
her integrity but yielded to benevolent impulses. From lying to save
the lives of Bayard and Ringo, she stooped lower in accepting, as
restitution, property to which she had no claim, and then descended
to deliberate trading with forged orders to get livestock from the
Union troops in order to aid the poor and to rebuild Sartoris after
the war. Asserting the worthiness of her motives, she recognized the
5 The Unvanquished (New York: Random House, 1938), p. 263.
6 “There Was Queen,” in Collected Stories of William Faulkner (N ew York: Random
House, 1950), p. 728.
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baseness of the means and publicly confessed, prayed for forgive
ness, and took upon herself the burden of the sins into which she
had led Bayard. She paid with her life for her wrong choices. Her
influence and the lesson of her downfall aided Bayard in the one
positive choice he made, not to murder the man who killed his
father, in “An Odor of Verbena.” By encouraging Bayard in this
choice Aunt Jenny reinforced the influence of Granny. Here
Bayard’s point of view confirms the impression given of Aunt Jenny
in Sartoris and links her with Granny Millard as an effective influence
upon the young. Both are women of strong character and firm
convictions, with whom Faulkner was in sympathy even when he
dramatized Granny Millard’s serious errors and their consequences
and Aunt Jenny’s ultimate failure to provide a backbone for the
Sartoris men. She died too soon to complete her final endeavor, with
young Benbow Sartoris.
The story of Drusilla Hawk, cousin of young Bayard’s mother,
presents a direct contrast with that of Aunt Jenny, though they were
nearly the same age. When her fiancé was killed at Shiloh, Drusilla
found war an exciting alternative to the stupid life of a Southern
wife and mother (pp. 114-15). A scandalous figure, with short
cropped hair and wearing pants, Drusilla rode her horse, Bobolink,
with the troops of Colonel John Sartoris. At the end of the war, she
accompanied Colonel John to Sartoris and helped to rebuild the
house the Yankees had burned. Her first choice of a conventional
life she had rejected completely after her fiance was killed, but
eventually that life was forced upon her, in “Skirmish at Sartoris,”
her mother and the concerted force of her mother’s peers in Jeffer
son. In the verbal equivalent of a shotgun wedding, Mrs. Hawk
forced Colonel John to marry Drusilla to wipe out the stain of
Drusilla’s having lived with him at Sartoris. Neither of them wanted
to be married, but Colonel John, as a gentleman, could not refuse to
marry a lady and Drusilla apparently feared gossip more than war.
Independence from men seemed not to occur to her a possibility.
In “An Odor of Verbena,” Drusilla made amorous overtures to her
stepson, Bayard—an episode which Faulkner curiously forgot
(p. 256). Later she tried to make him act in accordance with the code
she did accept, the masculine code of blood revenge. In the contrast
between Drusilla and Aunt Jenny in this episode, Faulkner endorses
the choices of Bayard and rejects those of Drusilla, though with
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some sympathetic understanding of her nature which could find no
acceptable expression in her world and time.
With Drusilla’s mother who forced Drusilla into a loveless mar
riage, Faulkner had no sympathy. The letter she wrote is a parody of
the Southern myth of chivalric gyneolatry: it said in part: “my
husband . . . laid down his life to protect a heritage of courageous
men and spotless women” (p. 231). When she saw Drusilla in brogans and overalls, having been working in the sawmill, Mrs. Hawk
exclaimed, “ ‘Lost, lost. Thank God in His mercy that Dennison
Hawk was taken before he lived to see what I see’ ” (p. 231). Mrs.
Hawk assumed the worst and fully expected Drusilla to be pregnant,
and on the familiar basic principle in Yoknapatawpha that any
marriage is better than no marriage, arranged the marriage that
gave Drusilla a stepson almost her age. The marriage was saved
from disaster and scandal only by the murder of Drusilla’s husband,
not by her choice of virtuous conduct as a wife.
In the twentieth century, there seemed to be few marriages that
approximated the ideal. That of Margaret Stevens, sister of Gavin,
to Charles Mallison, is one of the few. We are told nothing about
Mallison prior to the marriage. Margaret, as presented from the
point of view of her son, Chick, and her brother, Gavin, seemed a
satisfactory wife to the rather colorless Mallison and a good mother
to Chick. The presence in the Mallison household of Margaret’s
father, Judge Stevens, until his death and Gavin until his belated
marriage contributed much to Margaret’s domestic happiness.
Faulkner’s final decision to make Margaret and Gavin twins inten
sified the close brother-sister and uncle-nephew relationship in The
Town and The Mansion. Margaret’s choices seem to have resulted in a
better than average marriage, thanks to Charles Mallison’s tolerance
for in-laws.
Gavin’s marriage to Melisandre Backus Harriss in 1942 is related
in “Knight’s Gambit” (1949). Faulkner inserted the romance of
Gavin and Melisandre into The Town, to prepare for their marriage
in The Mansion. There is no hint in “Knight’s Gambit” of Gavin’s
devotion to Eula from 1908 to 1929, and to Linda thereafter. The
belated marriage of Gavin and Melisandre consummated the ro
mance between them before World War I which, had it then culmi
nated in marriage, might possibly have resembled the Southern
ideal—save for Melisandre’s extreme youth and Gavin’s incorrigible
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adolescence. Melisandre’s socially undesirable first marriage oc
curred only because of Gavin’s mysterious failure to pursue his
courtship.
Late in the Yoknapatawpha chronicles occur two examples of
wives who actively aided their husbands in worthy efforts. Mrs. Wall
Snopes encouraged and helped Wall to live down his Snopes
background and to establish a grocery business which benefited the
whole community
Town). Essie Meadowfill in The Mansion first
worked at the bank and discharged her duty to her tyrannical father
and “his gray drudge of a wife”—a typical Yoknapatawpha pair—
before she married the Marine corporal, McKinley Smith, whom she
had met secretly, and helped him to establish a home and become a
farmer.
Ironic contrast between appearance and reality characterizes the
stories of Yoknapatawpha women in all periods, antebellum to post
World War II. In 1859, Sophonsiba Beauchamp, in “Was,” adopted
the role of a Scott heroine, granting her favor to a chivalric knight, in
order to mask her predatory designs and unremitting determina
tion to capture the girl-shy, elderly Buck McCaslin. No circum
stances are told of the marriage which took place after the war and
produced Isaac McCaslin in 1867. The McCaslin twins were appar
ently the only eligible males, if they could so be regarded, within a
reasonable distance of Warwick, so perhaps Sophonsiba’s despera
tion is forgivable: better marriage to Buck than old-maidhood with
her brother Hubert. The story of Thomas Sutpen and Ellen Cold
field perfectly exemplifies the marriage based solely upon social
convention, with no pretense of romantic love or any other kind on
the part of man or woman. Sutpen married Ellen for respectable
status in Jefferson; Ellen married Sutpen to obey her father, who
derived some mysterious profit from the deal, and to realize her own
social ambition. She wept at the splendid wedding, which had only
two guests, but thereafter, Mr. Compson said, “She seemed not only
to acquiesce, to be reconciled to her life and marriage, but to be
actually proud of it.”7 As chatelaine of the largest plantation in
Yoknapatawpha Ellen dramatized not only the world of pure illu
sion but also the appalling reality when, after “the absolute halcyon
of her butterfly’s summer” (p. 74), she retreated to a darkened room
7Absalom, Absalom! (New York: The Modern Library, 1964), p. 68.
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to die a
death. To Ellen, love had no relation to marriage, if she
thought of love at all. When she was planning the wedding ofJudith
and Charles Bon a social triumph for her, Bon was to her a mere
object, and love between the woman and man was no more necessary
or desirable than it was to Mrs. Hawk when she engineered the
wedding of Drusilla and Colonel Sartoris. Ellen reaped what her
choice or acceptance of a loveless marriage had sowed.
After World War I, the conventional image of the ideal Southern
woman as sweetheart, wife, and mother served to mask the desires of
Narcissa Benbow and Temple Drake. In Sartoris, Narcissa’s aggres
sive tactics were concealed from young Bayard and Aunt Jenny by
her role-playing
the white-clad virgin; this role and the self
image it represented were Narcissa’s response to her brother
Horace’s idealization of her and to the Southern myth it reflected.
Narcissa wavered between attraction to and repulsion from Bayard
while he tried to kill himself in his reckless exploits. Her failure to
destroy the mash notes from Byron Snopes, as Aunt Jenny advised,
and her persistent visits to Sartoris indicate that her attraction to
sexuality was stronger than her culture-conditioned aversion to it.
Her marriage to Bayard lasted not much longer than necessary to
insure a Sartoris heir: Bayard fled after his grandfather’s death
before Christmas, and his son was born at the time of his suicidal
airplane crash in June. Widowhood suited Narcissa: she could live at
Sartoris and receive the attentions of Gowan Stevens without gratify
ing his desires. When Horace disregarded her wishes, she acted in
secret to betray him. Her visit to the District Attorney destroyed
Horace psychologically and Lee Goodwin physically, but that fact
caused no ripple in her serene stupidity. Her choices were designed
to maintain in her and the public eye the image of herself
the
Southern ideal woman, pure as the lily. The shamefulness of her last
choice, a weekend in Memphis with the Jew from the FBI to pre
vent him from making public the letters from Byron Snopes, she
atoned for by baptismal immersion, white clothes and all, in the
pasture creek at Sartoris. Before she died, Aunt Jenny recalled facts
about Narcissa which readers of Sartoris and Sanctuary would not
know: Narcissa was already secretly engaged to Bayard when she
began her visits to Aunt Jenny, before John was killed. Aunt Jenny
could not live with the knowledge of Narcissa’s final dishonorable
conduct. The justification of Aunt Jenny and the condemnation of
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Narcissa are voiced by Elnora, who saw it all and who, we learn, was
the daughter of Colonel John Sartoris.
Narcissa in Sanctuary is comparable in some respects to Temple
Drake, who, despite her flapper costumes and manners, also chose
to subvert the Southern ideal of white womanhood to her own selfish
purposes. But unlike Narcissa, Temple deliberately chose to do what
she knew was evil and irresponsibly fled from the consequences, the
murder of Tommy and the arrest of Lee Goodwin. Narcissa’s
treachery toward Horace and Temple’s perjury in court led to the
lynching of Lee Goodwin, an effect more extreme and horrible than
Faulkner at first envisioned.8 Temple went beyond Narcissa in her
appeal to the Southern myth when she took refuge behind her
father and brothers and the whole of conventional society to save
her “honor,” whereas Narcissa pulled wires in secret to preserve the
family name unblemished. In reality, as Temple confessed in Requiemfor a Nun, she had sought her encounter with evil and had been
gratified by the consequences. Having posed as the injured inno
cent, Temple could then continue the masquerade by marrying
Gowan Stevens and playing the role of the country-club-set wife
and mother. Her affair with Red’s brother recalls that with Red in
Sanctuary, with new elements: a touch of blackmail and the facts that
she is a wife and a mother. The death of her baby resulted from this
last choice of evil. It is uncertain whether that desperate act which
Nancy paid for with her life effected in Temple the change of heart
which Nancy hoped for.
Unlike Narcissa and Temple, Belle Mitchell, in Sartoris, is almost
refreshingly simple, though not harmless, in her deceptive role
playing. Wife of Harry Mitchell, mother of Little Belle, mistress of a
fine house in Jefferson in which she could draw victims into her toils,
Belle played the role of temptress to Horace. He was not deceived
but yielded nevertheless. She ruined the life of the simple, loving,
and generous Harry, and destroyed Horace’s self-respect and
peace; at the end of Sanctuary Little Belle was imitating her mother
as a heartless coquette, using her sexuality as a lure for the unwary
male. With horror, Horace had realized that Little Belle was like
Temple and that the guise of innocence masked evil.
8 In the unpublished galleys, Lee Goodwin was not lynched. Gerald Langford,
Faulkner’s Revision ofSanctuary: A Collation of the Unrevised Galleys and the Published Book
(Austin and London: University of Texas Press, 1972), pp. 38, 119.
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The motives of Mrs. Compson and of Belle Mitchell in their
marriages are complementary: of an earlier generation, Mrs. Comp
son chose to marry Jason for the social status of a prestigious name
and an ancestral mansion; Belle chose to marry for money to buy a
mansion and shine in Jefferson society. Mrs. Compson most resem
bles Mrs. Hawk in her concern for appearances, manifested in her
insistence on marrying Caddy—pregnant
Drusilla was not—to
Herbert Head, a marriage more clearly doomed to disaster than was
Drusilla’s. Both brides, of course, wore white, complete with veil.
(Drusilla’s veil was a bit of a nuisance when she acted as voting
commissioner after Colonel John shot the two Burden men.) To
Mrs. Compson, and no doubt equally to Mrs. Hawk, sin was sex and
sex was sin and ignorance was bliss. The unloved children of Mrs.
Compson were, as Caddy said, cursed and doomed. And Caddy’s
daughter,
Quentin, was doomed for the same reason: she was
at the mercy of this same unloving Mrs. Compson and of the sadistic
Jason who resembled his selfish mother.
Another daughter of a loveless marriage is Eula Varner. As a
prospective husband, Flem Snopes, paid to marry Eula to give her
child a name, is even worse than Herbert Head. The Varners at least
did not deceive Flem, as Mrs. Compson deceived Herbert. Caddy
and Eula allowed themselves to be married without their own wishes
being considered. Each girl yielded to parental pressure in order to
provide for the coming child. The impossibility of the girl’s family or
the child’s father assuming responsibility is obvious to the girls and
to the reader. Equally obvious, on reflection, are the facts that
neither girl was equipped to provide a living for herself and the
child, except by prostitution, and that to neither would the idea of
being self-sufficient and self-supporting have ever occurred.
Caddy, Faulkner said, was his “heart’s darling” (p. 6), and Eula was
presented sympathetically by the admiring Ratliff, and the myth
making omniscient author.
A girl might make an unacceptable choice, in open or secret
violation of the conventional pattern, by her marriage or outside of
marriage. Miss Emily’s father drove off any suitors. When he died,
Miss Emily made an unacceptable choice of a Yankee, socially her
inferior, and killed him to prevent the humiliation of being jilted by
the man she had stooped to accept. Both Temple and Caddy, as
already noted, chose promiscuity before marriage, in rebellion
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against family pressures. Temple’s choice to run away with Red’s
brother, in Requiemfor a Nun, caused Nancy to kill the baby to bring
Temple to her senses. Caddy’s return to promiscuity after Herbert
cast her out is recounted in the Appendix to The Sound and the Fury.
Her own experience in the Compson household should have pre
pared Caddy for Miss Quentin’s flight from a family which lacked
even the love Caddy had received from Benjy, Mr. Compson, and
Quentin. By Faulkner’s use of Jason’s self-revelation in III and the
omniscient author method in IV, Faulkner made the pressures to
which Miss Quentin succumbed more vivid than those Caddy ex
perienced. When Melisandre Backus’s unidentified fiance disap
peared after World War I, she married the wealthy Mr. Harriss to
save the family plantation; her improvident father and her delin
quent suitor thus were responsible for her choice. Mr. Harriss
proved to be a bootlegger whose wealth attracted only sychophants
and a bullet. For social contacts Melisandre had to depend on a few
friends from her schooldays or live abroad. By the time she married
Gavin Stevens her children were grown. Melisandre is presented
from the point of view of the sympathetic Chick Mallison, relying
more on the tales of his elders of Melisandre as a girl than on his own
observation of her as the mother of grown children.
Eula Varner Snopes is the chief violator of marriage vows with
whom Faulkner and the narrators are in sympathy. Her love affair
with Manfred de Spain represented eighteen years of faithful adul
tery, during which Eula preserved her marriage with Flem to pro
vide Linda with the semblance of a conventional home and parents.
Eula’s choice was not necessarily the only one possible nor the best,
but the story is told by the admiring Ratliff, the adoring Gavin, and
the fascinated boy, Chick, who are all too much aware of Eula’s
charms to exercise dispassionate reason. Why couldn’t Eula divorce
Flem and marry her wealthy lover and, if necessary, go elsewhere to
live? This is a realistic, not a literary, question. The literary answer is
that the characters had to stay in Yoknapatawpha. Faulkner
explained Eula’s suicide
her way of defending and protecting
Linda, for whom it would be better “to have a mother who commit
ted suicide than a mother who ran off with a lover” (116,195). Eula’s
earlier choices or failure to choose led to this fatal last choice. Her
daughter Linda, sent off by Gavin to Greenwich Village, by her
choices responded to the example of the mother she had loved, to
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the influence of Gavin, and to bohemian life of the Village: she lived
with Barton Kohl, a communist Jewish sculptor for several years
before marrying him and going to Spain. Faulkner seems to have
invented the most unacceptable white lover-husband possible, in
terms of Yoknapatawpha conventions. Her choice of such a man was
a predictable consequence of Gavin’s influence and of his sending
young and inexperienced girl to that environment in 1929; there
fore one must hold him responsible. And the delay in the marriage
may well have been Linda’s attempt to make Gavin marry her
himself. The marriage was ended by Barton’s death in the Spanish
civil war. One must hold Gavin responsible also for Linda’s making
him an accessory to Mink’s murder of her stepfather, Flem. As the
courtly lover who virtuously had been refusing to marry Linda since
she was in her teens, Gavin compounded the injustices imposed
upon women in Yoknapatawpha and did not offer her the choice of
a marriage which would allow her, like Galatea, to come down off
her pedestal and be a real woman. (Of course, when Faulkner wrote
The Town and The Mansion, Melisandre was waiting in the wings for
her entrance in 1941.) We learn of Linda’s grievances only through
the narrators, who obviously were not fully aware of her feelings;
she could not even talk normally after she was deafened in Spain.
Those grievances do not, however, seem to justify Linda’s retaliation
for the errors Gavin made in his years of devoted service to her.
Linda’s well-meant efforts to aid the Negroes in Jefferson were
ineffective because she lacked understanding and skill and was an
object of suspicion in Jefferson
a communist: her New York
experiences gave birth to and defeated impulses not demonstrated
by any other Yoknapatawpha woman.
Women who were denied marriage by their parents or by adverse
circumstances might never have an opportunity to marry. The Civil
War created such circumstances for Judith Sutpen, taking from her
not only the man her father forbade her to marry but all the other
eligible youths and burdening her with responsibility for the planta
tion. Judith is one of Faulkner’s most interesting and admirable
women, as she is revealed through others and through local legend.
Having had no choice, she accepted and endured; she told Quen
tin’s grandmother that she had considered and rejected suicide as an
escape
128). Although she saw human beings as puppets, trying
to weave their own patterns on the loom of life and tangling with the
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threads of others (p. 127), she persisted in doing her duty with no
hope of material or heavenly reward. After her father’s death she
provided a home for Charles Etienne, the son of Charles Bon by the
octoroon woman, and then for Charles Etienne’s brutish black wife.
Judith died of yellow fever, contracted in nursing Charles Etienne,
who died after she did. Judith was the victim of Sutpen’s megaloma
nia and of Henry’s infatuation, so Mr. Compson theorized, with
Charles Bon and desire to have him as a brother-in-law and vicari
ously to enjoy both Bon’s love and Judith’s (p. 96). The one suitor
Judith knew was the one man in all the world whom she should not
marry, her half-brother.
Rosa Coldfield, Judith’s young aunt, was even more deprived
of choice: her father, her circumstances, and her appearance and
nature all doomed Rosa to remain single. But Judith’s romance and
the picture of Charles Bon induced in Rosa dreams of love. After the
war she responded eagerly to her one offer of marriage, from her
brother-in-law, Thomas Sutpen, transformed from the ogre or
demon of her childhood to a war hero. The offer, however, proved
to be contingent on her producing a son to Sutpen before marriage,
and she fled in outrage which lasted for forty years. So she died a
victim of heredity and circumstances, instead of a victim of Sutpen’s
megalomania, as her sister Ellen had been.
While Miss Rosa was living alone and scrounging food from the
neighbors’ gardens, Miss Habersham, descended from one of the
three founders of Jefferson, and her two Negro servants were rais
ing chickens and vegetables and peddling them about town. In
expensive gloves and shoes but cheap dresses and an ancient hat, she
never lost her dignity and gentility, and the townspeople respected
her. Her courage, wisdom, and integrity and her loyalty to her
Negro foster-sister and brother, Molly and Hamp, whose grief she
shared in “Go Down, Moses,” enabled her, in Intruder in the Dust, to
save the life of Lucas Beauchamp and, by so doing, to make a man of
Chick Mallison. She surpassed Aunt Jenny and Granny Millard in
choosing action which did not compromise her ideals and in aiding
youths, Chick and Aleck Sander, to accomplish worthy deeds. Al
though Miss Habersham is the incarnation of one of Faulkner’s
favorite principles,Noblesse oblige, she is unique in Yoknapatawpha,
an independent, self-reliant woman, who used her strength to help
others without dominating them. The true aristocrat did not fear
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losing status through unconventional behavior, like Miss Haber
sham’s, that was in no way disgraceful, but an older woman could do
what a young woman could not, however innocent her intentions
and actions.
A lower-class white girl had less to lose than a young lady and
more to gain by her choices. Those who chose marriage, often
without love, within the conventional pattern of respectable society
usually were pursuing a romantic ideal or some material goal. A man
did not need to offer marriage to a girl of a lower class: Sutpen found
that a few trinkets sufficed to buy Millie Jones. But Sutpen’s lack of a
sense of honor in dealing with Millie caused Wash to kill him. Girls
who held out for marriage were more ambitious and less vulnerable
than Millie, whom Wash had failed to guard. Ike McCaslin’s wife, a
carpenter’s daughter, married Ike in the belief that she could make
him claim his McCaslin inheritance. Through ambition she made
the wrong choice: Ike would not yield, so she denied him children.
She gained only a life of frustration and enjoyed only her revenge.
Addie Bundren gave up teaching to marry Anse. Faulkner conjec
tured that “probably she married Anse because of pressure from her
people,. . . She was ambitious probably, and she married against
her inclination and she saw nothing ahead of her but a dull and
dreary life as a slave ... no pay, no compensation” (p. 114). Mar
riage to Anse as a choice motivated by ambition is a thought
provoking concept. Addie found some satisfaction in motherhood
but dealt unfairly with her children, rejecting Darl and favoring
Jewel, son of Whitfield, the minister. Reputation was important to
both Addie and Whitfield, so Jewel’s parentage was kept secret.
Addie’s concealment of her adultery and Dewey Dell’s desire for an
abortion showed that appearance was all-important even in rural
life on a low economic level. Addie’s last bid for conventional respect
and dignity was her wish to be buried in the Jefferson cemetery.
Addie’s neighbor, Cora Tull, is one of the few women represented as
escaping from male domination: no doubt her family of daughters,
rare in Yoknapatawpha, helped Cora to subjugate Vernon. Cora
enjoyed unshaken confidence in her own righteousness and sound
judgment; from her point of view, at least, she had chosen well. Cora
arouses no sympathy in the reader, and Addie evokes mixed feel
ings; they are among the few women in Yoknapatawpha who are
allowed to speak for themselves.
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Lena Grove is unique in Yoknapatawpha. An orphan, living in
poverty with a brother, she had no opportunity to meet eligible men;
Lucas Burch, definitely ineligible, she met by stealth. But Lena had
an ideal which she strove to attain by her own actions: even when she
was engaged in the unladylike ordeal of walking from Alabama to
Mississippi to find the father of her unborn child, she showed
courage and endurance and behaved like a lady. She clung to the
simple ideal that a child should have both mother and father, at least
by the time it was born. Her belief “in the possibility for happiness
and goodness” (p. 97) she communicated to Byron Bunch, thus
redeeming him from his voluntary exile from the community of
man and his abdication of responsibility. She released Lucas from
his responsibility, and at the end Byron is about to assume that
responsibility as a privilege. Despite her decorous behavior and her
ideal of family life, Lena was indifferent to conventional judgment
on her innocent and instinctive conduct. Because she did not regard
herself as a fallen woman, no one else so regarded her. Her instinc
tive wisdom is that of an unreasoning nature which chooses accord
ing to the unsentimental dictates of the heart.
Even more underprivileged than Lena was Faulkner’s last hero
ine, Everbe Corinthia, who shared Lena’s instinctive attraction to
gentility. Everbe, however, was more intelligent and complex than
Lena. A naive, friendless orphan, without resources, Everbe was
initiated by Aunt Fittie into the profession she practiced at Miss
Reba’s in Memphis. Between Aunt Fittie, the procuress, and Otis,
the peep-show operator, Everbe originally had no chance to experi
ence the gentility for which she yearned. When she met young
Lucius Priest, she was
attracted by his chivalric conduct that she
chose to give up her profitable and not unpleasant life at Miss Reba’s.
After this act of moral choice, she unselfishly chose to relapse for
once into the old ways, in order to “buy loose” the horse Lightning
from Butch in time for the race. Even young Lucius came to under
stand and forgive her sin. After the drudgery of keeping house for
the constable and his invalid wife, Everbe Corinthia married Boon
Hogganbeck. Their child, Lucius Priest Hogganbeck, was better off
than Boon or Everbe in having parents of respectable status in
Jefferson.
When women like
Reba and Ruby Lamar became prostitutes,
they knew what they were doing. Their choices made them social
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outcasts. The fact that Ruby’s father shot Frank, her suitor, may
explain Ruby’s failure to marry. Both Ruby and Miss Reba are
sympathetically portrayed by Faulkner as omniscient author; he
depicts them as having more humanity and compassion than Nar
cissa or Temple. Reba and her husband, Mr. Binford, and Ruby and
her common-law husband, Lee Goodwin, were better examples of
marital loyalty than many Jefferson couples.
The county Faulkner created resembles Lafayette County but
does not encompass it. Women in Oxford led lives with no parallels
in Yoknapatawpha, but until recent years the basic shaping influ
ences in the two societies were similar. In this male-dominated
society woman was put on a pedestal from which she fell to her own
ruin, regardless of who or what caused her fall. Men made the rules
of the sex-marriage game, umpired it, and called fouls on women
but not on men. Men, with their greater freedom of choice, were
usually the aggressors; even the temptress did not pursue men but
enticed them. The tyranny of men over women in marriage had
disastrous effects on children, but boys could more easily escape.
Men exercised power to perpetuate power in every social relation
ship and social institution. Within the restricted spheres in which
women functioned, Faulkner portrayed them
seldom either
achieving self-fulfillment or effectively exercising their responsibil
ity. Those women who succeeded in these respects he admired. The
only women he condemned were hypocrites who lacked love and
compassion and who warped or destroyed the lives of others. Like
Dante, Faulkner considered the sins of the flesh less serious than the
sins of the intellect, in which warmth and mutuality were lost. Faulk
ner’s prevailing attitude toward the women of Yoknapatawpha
showed understanding of the restrictions which limited their op
tions, sympathy for them in their struggles acceptably to
their
place in society, and pity for those who were defeated. Faulkner
even found in his heart “A Rose for Emily.”
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William Faulkner, Addie Bundren, and Language
by Richard Godden

I

It is a commonplace that in 1917 a generation of Americans went
to war for soiled words and came back determined to purify them.
Hemingway knew that “glory,” “sacrifice,” “sacred” belonged in the
meat yards of Chicago. Dos Passos could taste how “the clean words
our fathers spoke” had been slimed and fouled.” E. E. Cummings
in the Enormous Room of a French prison reverenced a man called
Zulu who could only emit the phonetic noises “Muh” and “Mog,” but
who was “a master of the well chosen silence.” The consensus had it
that language was in decay. To stop the rot Hemingway retreated to
small concrete words. Dos Passos piled up more and more evidence.
E. Cummings, like the Dadaists, longed to bury printed matter
under blocks of abstract color so that dirtied words might be seen as
just one of the resources available to the artist—a diminished one.
Faulkner was never an ambulance driver. He got no nearer war
time Europe than a Royal Air Force training camp in Canada—but I
would like to suggest that, by using peculiarly Southern values
against Southern myths, Faulkner achieves a purification of lan
guage not only more astringent than any of his American contem
poraries, but strikingly different in kind from the linguistic attitudes
that characterized the major modern figures, Joyce, Eliot, and
Pound.
To back up the claim, I shall analyze a passage from the Addie
Bundren section ofAs I Lay Dying. This may seem a narrow way into
a broad subject, but Faulkner critics have long focused on Addie
Bundren in their debate about Faulkner and language. I think that
too often they choose the wrong piece of Addie Bundren and so fail
to hear the details of what she is saying.
II
He did not know that he was dead, then. Sometimes I would lie him in
the dark, hearing the land that was now of my blood and flesh, and I would
think: Anse. Why Anse. Why are you Anse. I would think about
name
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until after a while I could see the word as a shape, a vessel, and I would watch
him liquefy and flow into it like cold molasses flowing out of the darkness
into the vessel, until the jar stood full and motionless: a significant shape
profoundly without life like an empty door frame; and then would find
that I had forgotten the name of the jar. I would think: The shape of my
body where I used to be a virgin is in the shape of
and I couldn’t think
Anse, couldn’t remember Anse. It was not that could think of myself as no
longer unvirgin, because I was three now. And then I would think Cash and
l that way until their names would die and solidify into a shape and then
fade away. I would say, All right. It doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter what
they call them.”1

Anse. Why Anse. Why are you Anse.” Addie is in fact asking a
riddle which could be worded, “When is the man Anse, the word
Anse?” Riddles work by reducing several terms to one term, “When
is a door not a door? When it’s ajar.” A door and ajar are not the
same thing but the riddle, working on the pun in “ajar,” tricks two
words, “door” and “jar,” for a moment into one, “ajar.” The game
pleases because it promotes a mystery and solves it with a solution
that is at once satisfying and impossible; a door is no more ajar than
a man is a word.
Riddling impulses are present in Addie’s determined effort to
make Anse fit his name. Her attempt asserts that language is a literal
system, within which each word exists in a one to one relationship
with a thing. Addie by asking the question, “How does a man earn
his name?” tries to guarantee the answer, “Because it is natural to
him.” She takes as her model for the naturalness of language a
proper name, the most referential of terms (a man’s name very
rarely needs to be explained, it usually points to one particular man,
unless there happen to be five Anses in the room at any one time).
But Addie is still not sure that the riddle is going to give her the right
answer—after all the name “Anse” is a word consisting of four
arbitrary phonemes: in the cause of naturalness, Addie substitutes a
storage jar for the word “Anse” and takes her riddles to the kitchen
where she pours Anse’s blood like molasses into thatjar. Rephrased,
the riddle reads, “When is the man Anse a storage jar?” The answer,
“[when he is] a significant shape profoundly without life like an
empty doorframe.” This is an approximate answer since it replaces
the vessel with a shape that is only “like” an empty doorframe; it is
1 William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying (The Modern Library, New York, 1967), p. 165.
Subsequent pagination refers to this edition.
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however significant on two counts: it is lifeless, i.e., Anse’s blood has
coagulated into a cold molasses; it is nameless, “and then I would
find I had forgotten the name of the jar.” The solution that substi
tutes a pot for Anse and a doorframe for both, may seem to mystify
more than to satisfy. Nonetheless each substitution is one stage in a
systematic purification. A word is remade as an object and that object
becomes an empty space seen through an open door. During the
cleaning up a man dies and his name is erased. The doorjamb that
marks the last in this series of substitution is hardly an answer to the
riddle but it is a shape that has a double characteristic. It is a silent
and apparently empty space. It can be diagramatized. Addie has
not solved her problem, but she has rephrased it a threshold that a
riddle might cross.
Addie lives in a physical world; neither she nor her thoughts
escape the limits of the Bundren farm; her imagination works with
the resources of the Mississippi hill country, and her language
reflects the physical realities of her surroundings. Just as she keeps a
clean house so she uses a neat language in which words must have a
physically realizable value. Words come to her mind much as domes
tic utensils might come to her hand—pots, doorframes, spiders,
molasses, clothes, and blood. She insists that even abstractions can be
tidied away into physical objects by the simple expedient of compar
ing them to those objects:
We had to use one another words like spiders dangling by their mouths
from beam (p. 164)
words that are not deeds . . . coming down like the cries of geese out of the
darkness (p. 166)
I would think of sin as garments which
would remove (p. 166)

The similes like the riddles are quite undisguised. In each case
Addie substitutes a thing for an abstraction—spiders for dialogue,
geese cries for words, garments for sin; the substitutions are justified
by the silent assumption that nothing could be more natural. Addie’s
imagination, like her domesticity, dislikes loose ends and so her
monologue is full of riddles and geometries whose resolution is
simply a matter of tidying up.
Having set the molasses jar aside in an insecure mental niche, she
tries the riddle of Anse’s name again. Addie, lying in bed, “by (Anse)
in the dark,” touches her own slackening body and finds another
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entrance in the shape of ajar—under her hand she has material for
a further riddle:
I would think: the shape of my body where I used to
a virgin is in the
shape of a
and I couldn’t
Anse, couldn’t remembering. (p. 165)

The missing word marked by the gap in the typography could be
one of two: “hymen55 (“the shape of my body where I used to be a
virgin is in the shape of a hymen55) OR “phallus55 (“the shape of my
body where I used to be a virgin is in the shape of a phallus55 [that
broke the hymen]). Ideally the word should incorporate both. Addie
needs a word that will trick the two into one. That word is “Anse,”
since it was his phallus that broke her hymen. But even now, know
ing the answer, Addie will not use the word. (“ couldn’t think Anse”
implies that she couldn’t think of the name then, but can now.)
Instead she leaves a space the print. By doing this she is describing
her hymen as a space without words—the pause is a blank thought;
blank because it is silent, silent because Addie has made a choice.
Addie has linked “hymen” or virginity to silence, and this involves a
rejection of the equally likely answer which would link “phallus” or
fertility to a word—“Anse.”
It is typical of Faulkner that virginity like silence is a negative
value: virginity exists as a felt reality at and after the moment of its
loss; silence can best be heard after noise.2 Nevertheless for a mo
ment in Addie’s mind the negative value exists as a positive. The
pure space in the text is the positive answer to her riddle, “When is
the man Anse, the word Anse?”, which could be rephrased as the
riddle of language, “Why is a man, a word?” Answer, “because he is
the violator of an original and silent purity.” But farmers’ wives have
no use for such answers and Addie moves away from the riddling
gap, to the fact of being the mother of two:
It was not
three now

I could think of
(p. 165)

as no longer unvirgin, because I was

2 Faulkner allows even Henry Sutpen
fleeting suspicion that his sister’s virgin
ity is precious only insofar as it is there to be taken:
Henry was the provincial,
clown almost, given to instinctive and violent action,
rather than to thinking, who may have been conscious that his fierce provincial’s pride
in his sister’s virginity was a fake quality which incorporated in itself an inability to
endure in order to be precious, to
and so must depend upon its loss, absence to
have existed at all. Absalom, Absalom! (Chatto and Windus, London, 1960), p. 440.
Subsequent
refers to this edition.
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This escape from a difficult riddle is as unsatisfactory as it is labored.
The triple negative, cancelled out, leaves “I could not think of myself
as being a virgin.” But an “un” and a “no” are not easily disposed of.
It is impossible to make a total denial in literature because the
positive sign remains in printed evidence and more often than not is
longer than the negative. Addie wants to forget the riddle and its
tiresome equations—“virginity = silence,” “fertility = language”—
but her evasion draws attention to itself; a regrown hymen, a word
like “unvirgin,” and the hasty erasure of two sons are not easily
passed. Furthermore, her compromise solution (I should imagine
one of the most quoted pieces of literary graphmanship) is patently a
falsification:
And so when Cora Tull would
me I was not true mother, I would think
how words straight up in thin line, quick and harmless, and how terribly
doing goes along the earth, clinging to it, so that after a while the two lines
are too far apart for the same person to straddle from one to the other,
(p. 165)

This formula is reached because Cora nagged and a riddle proved
problematic, but it, more than any other statement in the novels, has
stimulated influential generalizations about Faulkner’s attitude to
ward language. Olga Vickery’s is typical: “one of his basic attitudes is
that language and logic act to obscure truth rather than to reveal
it. . . barrenness attends all discussion.”3 The remark is I believe
doubly mistaken; in As I Lay Dying as a whole, words are inseparable
from acts—Whitfield, with a voice “bigger than himself,” is a man of
words who breaks his word—for Addie he does,” but having
crossed a river in flood, he fails to “do,” that is to “say.” Anse, a less
tautological example, is forced by a promised word to get to Jeffer
son. While doing
he behaves like a man who knows that bridges
down, teams lost, and barns burned earn him a place in every
barber’s shop, on every porch, and anywhere in Yoknapatawpha
where stories are told. Anse does too become a byword. In Addie’s
section, the graph | does not match the shape | ] or its modified
version “
”, printed as a gap in the text. General claims about
Faulkner’s view of words will have to come to terms with the hole in
3 Olga Vickery, The Novels of William Faulkner (Louisiana State University Press,
1959), p. 8.
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the text, rather than with a verbal graph drawn in exasperation to
obscure the issue.
A great deal of Addie’s section leads the reader back to“
” or at
least to a sense of an unstated theme. There are several points in the
monologue where questions are almost asked, whose answers imply
a subtext which, recovered from Addie’s inarticulacy, would offer an
account of language complete that it would also be an account of
the world.
That’s when I learned that words are no good; that words don’t even fit what
they are trying to say at (p. 163)

“At” is awkward; it gives direction to speech which is not generally
thought of as so forcefully directional. What is it that all words are
directed at?
OR, “I knew that the word was like the others, just a shape to fill a
lack” (p. 164). The word that is a shape to fill a lack, rather than a
gap, is the sign of some original loss which caused the “lack.” How
did this loss occur?
OR:
I would think of him dressed in
I would think of him as thinking of me
dressed also in sin, he the more beautiful since the garment which he had
exchanged for sin was sanctified. I would think of the
as garments which
we would remove in order to shape and coerce the terrible blood to the
forlorn echo of the dead word high in the air. (pp. 166-67)

Addie’s adultery is sinful before it is sexual—it is the sin that makes
her hot for it. The stripping of the clothes is dogmatically urgent.
Clearly Whitfield did not have Addie, as he must have had any
number of Addies behind the tent at a revivalist meeting. She “took”
him because he was “the instrument ordained by god” with whom
adultery would be an offence “utter” and “terrible” enough to echo
the original sin. God would have to hear. If the sob of their passion
could be shaped it might do more than echo above them through the
woods. Addie has been taught by Anse’s usage that the “dead word”
is “love.” The image she uses here shapes an echo into a vessel and
fills it with blood. A word that is flesh is one that regains value,
proving by its quasi-religious example that all words might regain
their values, and in so doing fall silent. That term which is natural is
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never more than an echo, because, as a shared meaning, it doesn’t
need saying. In the adulterous episode that Addie describes, purity
grows from profanity and silence rises out of a word. On whose
authority do such events occur?
OR:
But then I realized that I had been tricked by words older than Anse or love,
and that the same words had tricked Anse too (p. 164)

What are the old words and what source gives them their original
status?
In each case the unstated question raises the issue of the origins of
language. Addie has been trained to almost ask this kind of question.
She is the child of Fundamentalist theology. Her father traced the
Calvinist stress on Original Sin to its logical dismissal of life, for
mulating it for his daughter as the central text “The reason for living
is getting ready to stay dead a long time” (p. 167). Her lover must
have reinforced the lesson: named for George Whitfield, an
eighteenth-century circuit rider who claimed, “The fall of man is
written in too legible characters not to be understood: Those that
deny it by their denying prove it”.4 The remark is well within
demagogic range of itinerant preachers during the 30’s, who em
ployed a similar rhetoric to persuade their congregations as to the
originality of their sin. The tone of Addie’s section is therefore
understandably doctrinal. She inhabits a spiritual and geographical
region where fundamentalist sects insisted upon the value of per
sonal testimony. Southern Presbyterianism and Southern Method
ism both stress that each man talks directly to God, and is a micro
cosm of the Fall and of a problematic redemption. However, neither
institution offers a measure of whether or not the testifier is saved
beyond more of the same, more systematic self scrutiny, more per
sonal testimony. Driven in on itself by the absence of theological
certainty the puritan imagination has often been solipsistic. Alterna
tively it avoids doubt by adopting conviction: Doc Hines and
McEachern are a type common in Yoknapatawpha. Addie vacil
lates—her schoolroom sadism is the gesture of a fanatic, but the
4
Whitfield, “The Seed of the
and the Seed of the Serpent,”
collected in Selected Sermons of George Whitfield (The Banner of Truth Trust, London,
1959), p. 85.
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fanaticism is desperate. Her language is at once private and dra
matic, riddles appear next to profundities. Obscurity generates
own rhetoric, and the monologue might at times be a sermon whose
terms are as cryptic and convinced as any that Hightower gave to
Jefferson. One thing is plain. Addie has a conviction, beyond per
sonal arrogance, about the representative originality of everything
in her life. Her virginity, to her, was the first that was ever lost; her
adultery occurs in the eye of God; her children might well be divided
tribes; her refusal of Anse is murder and her words are as new as
Adam’s—none of them is expendable since each word must contain
what it names, in a word so ideally natural that it need not be said and
can be left silent.
Addie’s world is filled with oppositions, between death and life,
deed and word, Whitfield and Anse, child and child. The point
about what I am rather unsatisfactorily going to call her rage for
origination is that the secondary term of every opposition must be
reabsorbed by the primary. For example, male and female exist as
an opposition, but when Addie remembers her marriage bed she
absorbs Anse and can no longer imagine him; as she puts it, “I took
Anse.” The problem for the reader is how have the two become one,
just how has the opposition between the sexes been overcome; why is
living a preparation for death, or linguistically in the case of the first
riddle, how does a man become his name?
Effectively Addie never gives us the answer, but led by her com
pulsive mixture of intuitive linguistics and primitive nonconform
ism, it is, I believe, possible to attempt one. Addie frequently men
tions “dark voicelessness” (p. 166) “voiceless speech” (p. 167) and
“the dark land talking of God’s love” (p. 166); because this language
is silent it must be associated with the silent gap in the text, and so
form part of a clue to the first riddle. A remark like “the dark land
talking of God’s love” implies some original place, where in an
earlier time a language was spoken that man can no longer hear.
Since this place is linked to the gap in the text it must be a presexual
place in a prelinguistic time: the nearest symbolic approximations
that Addie can offer are the hymen and silence.
Given Addie’s compulsion to understand what she cannot quite
understand, a hypothetical piecing together of the story served by
these symbols seems justified. It is a version of Genesis set in Eden
before mankind was split into Adam and Eve. The garden is silent;
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in it man lives in such amity with God that he is at one with all things,
whether they are animals or objects—as a result of this he has no
need to differentiate them from himself by naming them. The place
is thoughtless, wordless, and sexless. This location adds a further
term to Addie’s equation. Eden is the source: “Eden = virginity =
silence.”
The story has a sequel. God divided man into man and woman,
the single unit was doubled with the removal of the rib. The newly
created woman ate the apple and offered man sin in two forms,
sexual knowledge (a source of infinite multiplication) and knowl
edge as thought, which since we think in words is language (itself a
source for the infinite multiplication of ideas). The sequel is the Fall
which as the first moment of fertility and language adds a new initial
term to Addie’s second equation: The Fall = fertility = language.”
According to this story language is synonymous with the Fall; like
God’s curious creation of man in his own image, like the division of
man into man and woman, like the expulsion from the garden into
the world—it is one more division. The gap between every word and
its object is for Addie the gap between man and God. Language is
the Fall and it happens every day.
In this Addie’s Eden is more stringent than the Eden of Genesis.
According to the Old Testament Adam was a namer before the.
division of the sexes, nouns were part of his God-given task:
And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field, and
every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam see what he would call
them; and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name
thereof (Genesis Ch. 2, v 19).

However, the words used by Adam have a divinely sanctioned
naturalness. As part of Creation they seem physical in the way that
the physical world is physical; that is to say, they contain the mate
rials to which they refer. Their distinctive quality can be felt in the
comparative value that we still give to “name”
against “word.”
Something of the shock that Eve’s appearance had on these names is
recorded by Mark Twain in his Extracts from Adam's Diary:
“Monday” This new creature with the long hair is good deal in the way. It is
always hanging around and following me about. I don’t like this; I am not
used to company. I wish it would stay with the other animals. . . . Cloudy
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to-day, wind in the east; think we shall have rain. ... We? Where did I get
that word? ... I remember now—the new creature uses it.5

“We” is not the container of anything, it is an arbitrary sign. Linguis
tic abstractions begin to appear.
“Wednesday” I wish it would not talk; it is always talking. That sounds like
cheap fling at the poor creature, slur; but do not mean it so. I have never
heard the human voice before, and any new and strange sound intruding
itself here upon the solemn hush of these dreaming solitudes offends my ear
and seems false note. And this new sound is so close to me; it is right at
shoulder, right at my ear, first on one side and then on the other, and I am
used only to sounds that are more or less distant from me.

Conversation pursues the occasional namer with an excess of words.
Friday” The naming goes recklessly on, in spite of anything can do. I had
very good name for the estate, and it was musical and pretty—
GARDEN-OF-EDEN. Privately, continue
call it that, but not any
longer publicly. The new creature says it is all woods and rocks and scenery,
and therefore has no resemblance to a garden. Says it looks like a park, and
does not look like anything but park. Consequently, without consulting me,
it has been new-named—NIAGARA FALLS PARK. This is sufficiently
highhanded, it seems to me. And already there is a sign up:
KEEP OFF
THE GRASS
My life is not as happy as it was.

Things require more than one name. As words multiply, writing
appears not simply on signboards, but on the diary pages left blank
by Adam before the opposite sex turned up.
Addie’s version of this story of all kinds of separations and multi
plications derives from a still more original division. Addie speaks
enigmatically of “hearing the dark land talking of God’s love and His
beauty and His sin” (p. 166). But how can God sin? Why should this
sin be linked to beauty and love? What let the dark land in on the
secret? Three questions which are clues to a first version that pre
dates Genesis. God sinned when he divided himself. He made man
after his own image as a mirror in which to see and love his own
beauty. The Earth knows because, split from heaven, it too was part
of the first fall.
5 Mark Twain, Extracts from Adam’s Diary (Harper, New York, 1901), p. 3. Sub
sequent pagination refers to this edition.
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This reconstruction may sound fanciful; however, I do believe
that this story, or one very like it, will give consistent answers to the
riddles in her monologue. For example, “Why is the man Anse, the
name Anse?” The riddle has two equally valid answers, a gap in
the typography which is the sign for a silent and sexless Eden, or
“Anse,” which is the sign for a fertile and fallen word. Addie solves
the contradiction by trying to ignore the second possibility. Her
whole life has, it seems, been lived to erase the equation, “The Fall =
fertility = language.” She was a virgin who married in spite of
herself, a mother outraged by each pregnancy, a silent woman
unable to resist words. Her funeral plans are a last attempt to prove
the primacy of “Eden = virginity = silence”; by insisting on a
Jefferson burial, she returns not simply to her place of origin, but by
lying in her family plot she cancels out her second (marital)
name—Bundren, and reverts to her maiden name—a name which,
because we never hear it, is silent.
My reading is willfully theoretical, but it seems to me that I have
more licence for this than Addie’s mathematical turn of mind.
There is nothing in my equations odd as the oddness of the title. I
started with a riddle simply because the novel’s title is a riddle. As I
Lay Dying, “I” riddles: for a long time the reader probably assumes
that the “I” refers to Addie, but her section complicates rather than
affirms the assumption. If “living is getting ready to stay dead”
(p.. 167), the “I” should refer to the living and not to Addie, who is
dead. In this case it is an anonymous pronoun asking for a name, by
begging all names. “Dying” riddles: tradition has it that the whole of
a life may pass before the eyes of a dying man, but Addie is in her
coffin before we reach her last testimony. The title, in her case,
might be more aptly phrased As I Lay Dead, unless the participle is
intended to redeem the pronoun from death, by saving it from the
natural outcome of time and its story. The possibility is not without
seriousness given that Addie’s goal is Eden. I started with a riddle
about language because the entire narrative depends on Anse’s
word: As I Lay Dying is based on a verbal contract, fulfilled to cancel
out his given word. I started with Addie’s riddle because, although
her section is late, it reveals the extent to which she invented her
family. Two children will make the point; Cash is conspicuously
silent because Addie made him a reticent child, “Anse had a word
too, love he called it. . . (but) Cash did not need to say it to me, nor I
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to him” (p. 164); Darl is a word-man because for Addie his concep
tion was a matter of words, not of sperm:
Then I found that had Darl. At first would not believe Then I believed
I would kill Anse. It was as though he had tricked me, hidden within word
within a paper screen and struck me in the back through it. (p. 164)

Above all I started with Addie’s riddle of language, because it and
the equations derived from it reappear constantly in Faulkner’s
work.
III

The general assumption that Faulkner and Addie share a mythol
ogy of language may be accurate, but if this is so it does not boil down
to a mutual mistrust of words. Addie does claim that some words are
arbitrary, but her every effort is to cure rather than to mistrust them.
Her literalness persuades words back through the wall of language
into the reality of what they signify; this is an initial step: ideally she
wants the words on the page (indeed, on all the pages) to drain
through that hole in the text to the silence that is the original tongue.
Since her linguistic and her sexual attitudes are intertwined, verbal
cancellations are attended by the reduction of sexual multiples. The
redemption of silence is marked by the restoration of the hymen.
Mentally she kills Anse, “And then he died, he did not know that he
was dead” (p. 166). With or without the theological subtext, the
“murder” is vicious. More dangerously, it may sound like nonsense.
I suspect, however, that by this stage Addie’s voice has imposed its
own logic so that when the reader hears that one death is insufficient
and that the evidence of the children must be removed, he is more
concerned to discover the sense than to point the nonsense.
gave Anse Dewey Dell to negative Jewel. Then I gave him Vardaman
replace the child I had robbed him of. And now he has three children that
are
and not mine. (p. 168)

The calculation has two answers; either Dewey Dell and Jewel are
removed (Vardaman replacing them, to bring Anse’s total to
three—Cash, Darl, Vardaman) or Dewey Dell and Vardaman to
gether make up the sum of the princeless Jewel, who remains Ad
die’s child. The second possibility, far from rupturing the psychic
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hymen, puts its presence to the test. Jewel, the child of a sanctified
man and conceived in God’s sight, is his mother’s cross” and her
“salvation” (p. 160). The woman who claims of the natural birth of a
child, My aloneness had been violated and then made whole again
by the violation” (p. 164), can only believe that as Jewel is her Christ,
so she is his Virgin Mother.
Addie’s systematic purifications are at odds with the linguistic
atmosphere in which Modernism developed. Ulysses, The Waste Land,
and The Cantos depend upon an assumption about the arbitrary
nature of the linguistic sign. When Joyce declared the voices of his
Dubliners “paralysed” and made it difficult to understand a word in
Ulysses, except in relation to another word in Ulysses, he might have
been dramatizing a remark by Ferdinand de Saussure:
In language there are only differences. Even more important: a difference
generally implies positive terms between which the difference is set up; but
in language there are only differences without positive terms. Whether we
take the signified or the signifier, language has neither idea nor sounds that
existed before the linguistic system, but only conceptual and phonetic
differences that have issued from the system. The idea or phonic substance
that a sign contains is of less importance than the other sounds that sur
round it.6

The paragraph is an accurate summary of The Waste Land’s form.
In January, 1922 Eliot sent Pound the first draft of a narrative poem
shaped through Tiresias, the central narrator. The returned manu
script has been likened by Hugh Kenner to “a dense mosaic.”
Tiresias, whatever Eliot may say in the Notes, has been relegated to a
short piece in one section—one of many pieces arranged in a rela
tionship of difference. The Waste Land is not properly a mosaic; small
coloured pebbles are generally set in mortar to describe an outline.
Pound’s pen cleared outline away; indeed his cuts are so scrupulous
that what remains is at first glance random. The bits and pieces of
The Waste Land do not refer back to anything behind or beyond
themselves—whether to Tiresias or to a bundle of myths—their
meaning, along with the meaning of each line and each word, cannot
be grouped outside “the play of signifying relations that constitutes
language.” Meaning as a fully constituted presence has vanished.
Pound in his A.B.C. ofReading tells a story that makes the same point:
6 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (McGraw-Hill, London,
1966), p. 120.
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If you ask an average Westerner what ‘red’ is, he will tell you colour, and
then if you
him what a colour is, he’ll tell you that it is a vibration or a
refraction of light, and then you
him what that is and you get, modality
of being, or non-being”, or at any rate you get in beyond your depth, and
beyond his depth.7

As an alternative Pound proposes the Chinese ideogram for “red”
which combines the abbreviated picture of “rose,” “iron,” “rust,”
“cherry,” and flamingo.” This is a proposition rather than a defini
tion drawn up from a set of relations; it tells us what red means by
giving us four different examples of ways in which it is manifested.
Pound admits that language is metonymic, that is that it substitutes
before it names. Eliot knew this; he simply lacked the confidence of
his editor, who by 1922 had began to practice the idea in The Cantos.
Individual lines in The Waste Land illustrate Pound’s method and
Saussure’s theory, well if not better than does the overall form.
These fragments I have shored against my ruins
Why then He fit you. Hieronymo’s mad againe.
Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata.
Shantih shantih shantih

The first thing to note is that the search for origins produces seem
ingly useless information. What are we supposed to think when an
annotator, in this case Eliot himself, tells us that “Why then Ile fit
you. Hieronymo’s mad againe” comes from Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy'.
that “Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata” means “Give, sympathise, con
trol,” and that:
line 433: Shantih, repeated as here, is a formal ending to an Upanishad.
‘The peace that passeth all understanding’ is our equivalent to
this word.

The information is true but it is like being told that red is a certain
range of vibrations on the spectrum; we don’t know what to make of
it. Recognizing that there is a problem here, we may open a dictio
nary for a definition of “Upanishad,” fetch a copy of Kyd’s play, look
at a second copy of Collected Poems so that we have the Notes con
stantly in front of us—and, balancing an embarrassing number of
texts—still be no nearer an answer. The mistake is to try to make the
Ezra Pound, A.B.C. of Reading (Faber, London, 1958), p. 19.
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words go back to a meaning at all. Eliot himself hints that meaning as
nomination has gone away: “Shantih . . .‘The Peace which passeth
understanding’ is our equivalent to this word.”
Take the single line “Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata.” The relation
between these three words and how Eliot is using their differences
tells us how to read them. Datta means Give, but if Eliot had written
the line as “Give, Sympathise, Control” something very different
would have happened. What difference is there between Datta and
Give? Sound. The Sanskrit sounds older, more originally religious
than English. But in the act of following up this hunch and saying
Dayadhvam, with resonance, the problem of pronunciation springs
to mind: to imitate a Hindu is to try to be like him and at the same
time to hear our difference from him. The pull is in two directions;
we want to fill the word with sonorous power but feel embarrassed.
The difficulty is not the link between the word and the meaning
(“sympathise” is after all given in the Notes and is not much help) but
the link between us and the word, and the word and those that
surround it. The line, like the poem, is about how language works.
Addie’s section is at odds with all this. “The linguistic sign unites
not a thing and a name but a concept and a sound image” (p. 66).
Saussure’s insistence separates the word from its referent, and pre
pares the way for the shift of attention in modern linguistics from
semantics which is the history of the origins of words, to syntax
which is the study of how words relate to one another in their
context—from the source of the word to how the word performs in
relation to other words. Frederick Jameson calls this the implicitly
“lateral” movement of the Saussurean model, a movement which
deflects from “the whole question of the ultimate referents of the
linguistic sign.”8 However, it should be added that Saussure’s sub
stitution of “concept” for referent and “sound-image” for name has
a second and equally important effect—it is liable to dematerialize
the external world. Addie resists both developments. She listens to
other people’s words going straight up in thin lines “quick,” “harm
less,” and arbitrary; she watches as they decreate whatever it is they
claim to name, but she will not accept what she sees and hears as
evidence of necessary truths. Instead she talks about the “older”
words, attempts to redeem a natural language and to protect it with
8 Frederick Jameson, The Prison House of Language (Princeton University Press,
1972), p. 32.
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theology. Ideally Addie, by setting each word in a one to one relation
with its ultimate referent, would cure the rupture language made in
nature—restoring both to God. Or, to make use of the terminology
of the linguistic philosopher, Jacques Derrida, she
link every
signifier directly to “a transcendental signified” whose meaning
be located outside the system of linguistic difference.
Addie’s theories are not without supporters among modern lin
guists. Indeed Jacques Derrida9 accuses Saussure of committingjust
Addie’s offense, when the Swiss linguist claims a privileged proxim
ity to meaning for the spoken over the written word« Like Addie, the
oralist grades words—by doing so he implies an inner life, or preexpressive sense, to which speech is closer than print. Saussure
argues that writing is a violence against the first, the spoken lan
guage of man. Derrida believes the distinction false because lan
guage is precisely the system where “the central signified, the origi
nal or transcendental signified, is never absolutely present outside a
system of differences.” There is no point of origin, no natural
meaning, because
“Anse” whether spoken or written differs
from the man Anse. In
essay “Speech and Phenomena” Derrida
defines this difference« Two things happen when a word is used; the
user “differs,” that is he expresses a distinction or a nonidentity with
a thing; also he “defers,” that is he imposes a delay, putting off until
later the possible naming that is at present impossible. However,
even here, origination is present in both Derrida’s terms—“to dif
fer” suggests a final affinity, which “to defer” will only delay. Saussure’s reverence for oral words and Addie’s claims for old words
share a semireligious feel for the natural roots of language. This
Derrida cannot dispel. Although signs are an arbitrary gathering of
phonemes, the act of signification remains natural; for whether the
user says “Anse” or writes “Anse” down, he is at least as likely to
behave as if he is bridging a gap, as he is to believe that he is
describing a schism.
Words then are both arbitrary and natural. Addie’s riddle tries to
9 Jacques Derrida, Speech and Phenomena and Other Essays on Husserl’s Theory of Signs
(Northwestern University Press, Evanston, 1973), particularly the essay, “The
That Keeps Silence.” I am also indebted to an unpublished essay by Walter Michaels,
“Displaced Persons: Derrida and the Modernists.” While I disagree with the conclu
sion he reaches, I am thankful for his help both in this essay and in conversations
about Derrida and Pound. Walter Michaels now teaches at John Hopkins University.
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resolve the contradiction. I would suggest that the oral condition of
Southern culture and the demagogic practice of fundamentalist
faith makes her antagonistic toward the arbitrary principle that has
caught the imagination of the twentieth-century artist. Addie insists
that words have an origin; this she discovers in the silence that
precedes sexuality.
Her adherence to an original version leads her to defeat, or at least
to modify, her own sexuality: Anse/the phallus is murdered and
pregnancy is aborted into the virgin birth. The cultural source of
this location is the Calvinist myth—a myth that acts upon Addie, but
one with which her creator spends a great deal of his career strug
gling. Faulkner accepts that words are female, but variously recom
bines their sexual and their linguistic elements, in an effort to miti
gate a logic which must condemn the verbal artist to silence, and the
female character to spinsterhood.
Feminine entanglement with the problematics of language ex
tends far beyond As I Lay Dy ing; earth-women abound in Faulkner’s
fiction, not for random mythic purposes but because, no matter how
monosyllabic, they make men talk. The absence of the absentwoman, a Caddy, an Addie, or a Temple Drake, is as effective in this
as the monosyllables of Jenny Steinbauer, Eula Varner, and Lena
Grove.10 Language at its source is a temptation offered by the
female. In addition, it is the primary medium for knowledge and
therefore even for a lapsed Methodist is potentially criminal in
expression as in source. This may explain why Faulkner sees a slight
stain on consciousness, a stain which deepens the further a character
moves from innocence and the more elaborate his thoughts become.
The Faulknerian intellectual is male; he is a talker who, whether he
knows it or not, talks endlessly about women. His pursuit of the
subject leads him in two directions: he can become the comic (joining
Janarius Jones, Fairchild, and Jason Compson) or the victim (along
with Joe Gilligan, Gordon, and Quentin Compson). It is interesting
that a second appearance by the comic guarantees his translation
into the victim; witness the change in Horace Benbow between
Sartoris and Sanctuary and the darkening humour of Gavin Stevens
10The two classifications are extreme; Faulkner will sometimes fuse silence and
absence to reinforce his point—keeping Caddy’s voice for the most part out of the
second half of The Sound and the Fury, and sending Eula Varner to Texas for the aptly
named “Long Summer” (Book 3) of The Hamlet.
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from The Town to The Mansion. There is no movement in the oppo
site direction.
One sure alternative
the stain is silence. Certainly the mute
fascinates Faulkner; a surprising number of characters silent by
birth, inclination, or accident populate Yoknapatawpha, Addie
would approve their silence and Faulkner often marks it with
Christ-like features, ranging from the title that gives the early bellow
of an unnamed idiot in “The Kingdom of God” a religious articula
tion, through Mahon's double paternity and Benjy's age, to Joe
Christmas’s initials. But a theological credential is a mixed blessing;
all mutes are impaired mentally and some sexually—Mahon (impo
tent war victim), Benjy (castrated idiot), Tommy (murdered simple
ton), Joe Christmas (castrated and lynched psychopath), Jim Bond
(congenital idiot), Ike Snopes (idiot
love with a cow). It would
seem from this list that Faulkner adheres to Addie’s pattern, pairing
silence with virginity and language with fertility, but that his em
phasis is very different. When the price of innocent silence is such
conspicuous suffering, it must be better to talk—even about women.
Equally numerous, but more problematic, is the silent central
woman, Caddy, Addie, Temple, and Lena are, for very different
reasons, given few words but each is the source of many. Their
contradictory silence is as conspicuous as their contradictory virgin
ity; each, again for different reasons, is seen as a virgin—Benjy and
Quentin insist on their sister’s innocence, and even Jason can only
think of her sexuality at the risk of a headache; Addie tries to cancel
out children and husband; the Jewish lawyer makes a case for
Temple as a Southern virgin; and the common man, Bunch, earns
his artist’s name, Byron, in his efforts to deny Lena’s nine-month
pregnancy. In fact, each woman is either precociously sexual or
inescapably fertile. Caddy and Temple are high class kept women.
Addie is the mother of five and Lena, with only one child, clearly has
a long way to go. The problem is yet another version of the riddle’s
equations, but the terms have been cross-coupled so that virginity is
linked to fertility and silence to language. This absolute contradic
tion (present in Addie's psychic virginity) is hardly noticeable here
because these women are mythic and their lack of a personal psy
chology allows them
blur rather than to raise contradictions. In
The Mansion Faulkner plays his neatest trick on the Calvinist ethos
and in so doing effects his most delicate piece of special pleading for
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the innocence both of language and of the sexual woman: Linda
Snopes is rendered almost silent by a Spanish bomb which damages
her palate; however, Jefferson makes up all kinds of stories about
her Spanish-Republican sympathies, while Gavin Stevens writes
frantically on her note tablet. The same useful Spanish explosion
kills her husband almost before he has arrived in the novel—an
accident which leaves his young widow sexually mature and to all
intents and purposes virginal. Linda is a quiet virgin in full posses
sion of loud knowledge.
Clearly Faulkner is fascinated by the contradictory nature of
language, but underneath all the variables what is he actually saying?
Each recombination of Addie’s equations shares two constants, a
concern with the origin of words and a determination to declare that
source a female place. Such a declaration made from within a Cal
vinist tradition, equates the fertility of language with sin, and it is this
stain that Faulkner struggles to purify. Perhaps the most curious of
his attempts to rewrite the Fall is his account of incest. Where
language equals sin, it is not surprising that words at their most
precocious will be associated with the more precocious aspects of
sexuality. The artists of the early novels are often sexually deviant,
the form of their deviancy being most consistently incestuous. It is
possible to discover literary, historical, or personal reasons for this,
to brand it “ill used inheritance” or “obsession.” The poets of the 90’s
and the minor Symbolists turned language and sexual standards
upside down in almost equal proportion. Faulkner did have an
attractive stepdaughter. Both answers seem right, yet neither feels
wholly satisfactory. The question remains; why should a man with
out a sister be concerned with incest, and why should that concern
involve extreme linguistic experimentation? Lévi-Strauss has con
structed an analogy between kinship and language sign systems.11
He argues that despite
different manifestations among human
groups, the incest taboo is the structural principle on which kinship
is based. The circulation of women determines the shape of the
family and
finally the shape of society. The taboo governing the
circulation depends for its authority on a system of differentiating
signs; for example, if there were no system of signs separating
“sister” from “other than sister,” a man might, after an absence of
11 Claude Lévi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology', particularly Part I, “Language and
nship.”
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some years and by mistake, marry his sister; therefore, quite reason
ably, matrimonial rules and language are one and the same thing—
their source, the prohibition on incest. Lévi-Strauss does not deal
with the universality or origin of taboo itself. In The Scope of An
thropology he acknowledges, without answering, Durkheim’s belief
that the institution exists in Western Societies only as an obsolete law,
and recognizes, without incorporating the fact, that the harmful
consequences of consanguinial unions are a recent discovery. If
pushed, he might concede that the taboo, which is not found in the
animal world, contains an element of coercion and that, therefore,
the linguistic sign is an artificial division well as original value—
but Derrida would not be countenanced. The weight of Lévi-Strauss’
thought provides language with a natural source in the incest taboo.
Despite its omissions, this hypothesis can be interestingly applied
to Faulkner. The character who contemplates incest seeks to upset
more than his parents—he challenges the terms of his own identity.
Lévi-Strauss notes “the double identity of Oedipus, supposed dead
and nevertheless living, condemned child and triumphant hero” 12
The remark has a wide application; the incestuous son wishes to be
the father, as well as to be the child—the incestuous brother desires
to be both lover and blood relation. Certainly Quentin Compson in
The Sound and the Fury claims to have created his own father, while, in
Absalom, Absalom! as the central narrator, he effectively does so. At
the close of Absalom, Absalom! the same character doubles for the
incestuously jealous brother (Henry Sutpen) and the father
(Thomas Sutpen). In As I Lay Dying, Darl’s clairvoyance multiplies
him into Jewel and Dewey Dell; indeed his sister fears him as she
might fear a rapist. Such escapes from the unity of identity are
achieved because both the characters in question experiment with
language, and their deconstruction of themselves is part of their
separation of words from a semi-natural basis.
However, the deviant with his perverse words, stimulates Faulk
ner to a last-ditch redemptive effort. Incest was the Eden-crime.
Edmund Leach makes the point with great clarity in his essay,
“Genesis as Myth”: In order that immortal monosexual existence in
Paradise may be exchanged for fertile heterosexual existence in
reality . . . Adam must acquire a wife. To this end Adam must
12Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Scope of Anthropology (Cape, London, 1971), p. 15.
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eliminate a sister.”13 At the gates of Eden one flesh, Adam and
Adam’s rib called Eve, had to become two fleshes. Since Genesis
records no alternative partners, brother and sister became husband
and wife, and the Biblical account ignores its own implication—that
incest was committed in the marriage bed.
Incest was the first of many multiplications—one flesh/two
fleshes, immortal/mortal, Eden/Earth, thing/word. It was the act
that got man out of Eden into the world and
such it broke the
silence in earnest. Language was no longer a God-given toy; it was
instigated as a system of differences, where outside the garden
difference would multiply, requiring words to keep pace with it. It is
easy to see how the redemptive imagination might cast the incestu
ous hero as the champion of a monosexual Eden: attracted to his
own blood he seeks to escape the social and sexual differences
organized by language—and by recommitting the original sin to
reapproach the original unity. Certainly Quentin and Darl, al
though they multiply themselves, do not go forth and multiply. The
psychic union between sister and brother is not undertaken with
children in mind; indeed Quentin contemplates self-emasculation,
and Darl locked in Jackson is removed from temptation. Just as
these characters do not procreate, their linguistic creativity for all
its ingenuity is finally impaired. Silence intrudes; Quentin prepares
for suicide by clinically purging his rhetoric; Darl foaming “yes” is
not only at a loss for words but has lost his voice. The redemptive
twist is as labored as it is unconscious. However, its details are
important in that they suggest that Addie’s silent stories figure
largely, if silently, in Faulkner’s imagination. His use of incest is
open to mythic explanation. Certainly in his works the crime often
lacks an adequate psychological basis and still more strangely is
without criminal stain. This is because it is the linguistic aspect of
deviancy that intrigues Faulkner. Incest, for the Faulkner reader,
whether or not he has access to the theology, feels like an innocent
crime since inescapably in the sub-text it is the innocent crime.
Other perversions, though less consistently related to the central
myth, reinforce the hero who desires to heal language. The incestu
ous brother is set outside social codes by his indulgence of additional
sexual quirks; Quentin’s latent ability to stimulate Shreve, coupled
13Edmund Leach, Genesis as Myth and Other Essays (Cape, London, 1971), p. 15.
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with his fascinated memory of Versh’s mutilation story,14 establish
an opposition to sexuality as fertility; Darl recalls an apparently
casual moment of masturbation, and Joe Christmas shares in both
his onanism and in Quentin’s submerged homosexuality. More
dramatically Light in August links the castration complex to silence
with a lynching in which the removal of the male member confuses
social language and stimulates a perversely potent jet of blood, “[it]
seemed to rush out of his pale body like the rush of sparks from a
rising rocket”.15 Jefferson will not easily account for the metamor
phosis of a black phallus into a white phallus, and Faulkner’s
rhetoric celebrates the destruction of social codes as an obscurely
religious triumph. The castrated man is potent because his ruined
body has a positive place in the original myth of asexuality, and the
siren wail that sounds at the end of the ritual passes out of the realm
of hearing” (p. 440), not just because it is unbearably loud, but
because it marks the defeat of language, according to the old story.
At levels less perverse and more distinct, the carefully maintained
bachelor status of the two major narrators of the triology and Ike
McCaslin’s recovery from the wire-noose of his wife’s sexual caress
in “The Bear” are socially defensible modes of dismemberment.
Each of the three figures combines an escape from fertility with a
restorative quest. Ratliff and Stevens between them purify the
stories of the town; their constant revision of Snopes anecdotes sets
words in the purer linguistic medium of oral discourse, whose con
stantly moving system of approximation disposes of words that do
not adequately name. Moreover, Ratliff is a master of silence, and in
The Town instructs his collaborator in its usage as the foundation of
all careful discourse. More like Addie, Ike McCaslin pays off and
hopes to cancel out the children of his grandfather’s miscegena
tions; in addition, he refuses to benefit from the sale of the wilder
ness to timber companies whose locomotives penetrate his child
hood garden-like snakes.
14 William Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury (Chatto & Windus, London, 1959),
p. 114. “Versh
me about man mutilated himself. He went
the woods and
did it with razor, sitting a ditch. A broken razor flinging them backward over his
shoulder the same motion complete the jerked skein of blood backward not looping.
But that’s not it. It’s not having them then I would say O That That’s Chinese I don’t
know Chinese.”
15 William Faulkner, Light in August (Chatto & Windus, London, 1960), p. 440.
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Each example, whether masculine or feminine, repeats and reor
ganizes the terms of Addie’s equations, in order to return language
at least to a graduated purity. Faulkner shares, mistrusts, and mod
ifies Addie’s restorative impulse—an impulse that informs such
seemingly diverse concerns as psychology, style, theology, and sexu
ality.
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Collecting Faulkner
by William Boozer

I don’t know about you, but I have something to write home
about. Here I am, a poor boy Faulkner collector (which is not the
contradiction it might seem), “teaching” a “course” on Faulkner at
Ole Miss. Not bad for a country boy from Alabama, then Kentucky,
lately Memphis, and now Nashville.
No pedigree is necessary, but permit me a personal note on just
who I am and why I’m here. As of April of this year, I’m in industrial
development work for the State of Tennessee. For twenty-seven
years, I’ve been first a newspaperman and more recently in organi
zation work. Little of what I’ve done, except perhaps milking cows
and hoeing Kentucky corn, would excite the Vanderbilt Agrarians
or William Faulkner. All of my newspaper work was in Memphis,
where on assignment one night I talked by telephone with William
Faulkner, and later saw him in Sears’ basement. On top of all this,
I’m a Baptist preacher’s son, and all of us know what Faulkner had to
say about the Baptists.
So already, you are wondering what a Baptist industrial developer
is doing posing as the resident Faulkner freak of Memphis and now
of Nashville. I am, purely and simply, a Faulkner collector. I make
no pretense at scholarship. I happen to enjoy very much reading
and learning from a man I consider to be America’s greatest writer
and one of the world’s all-time champions. I admire the great power
of his prose, and its poetic beauty. I like the challenge he ’most
always offers. I like the way he supposedly created characters, then
turned them loose and followed them around to write down what
they said and did. How can you help but admire a man who would
write his mother from Paris that he had written some poetry that was
so modern that even he did not know what it meant?
in the spring of 1949 I came down here from Memphis State
College to attend a Southern Literary Festival. I’ve since come to
love Oxford, Mississippi. No where else can you go to a football
game in Hemingway Stadium, sit high enough in the west stands,
and see Rowan Oak! Well, that April of 1949, they were all here—
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Stark Young, Elizabeth Spencer, John Crowe Ransom, and Harry
Harrison Kroll, my teacher and Jesse Stuart’s good friend and
teacher. Faulkner wasn’ I had read “The Bear” in Walter Havighurst’s Masters of the Modern Short Story in an English class. That was
all of Faulkner I had seen, and all I knew was that there was a writer
who lived here who was supposed to be pretty good. But he wasn’t at
the Literary Festival. I asked why, and was told that Mr. Faulkner
did not attend literary affairs. Well, I thought that rather crude of
him. I decided that I might get more out of a visit with him than the
afternoon program. So I went riding out to Rowan Oak, uninvited
and intruding as so many did. Jill Faulkner answered my knock,
telling me that her father was at Sardis in his boat. I’ve told Jim Webb
this story—how fortunate for me that Mr. Faulkner was not home.
“On the contrary,” Dr. Webb told me. “You may have caught him at
an opportune time. You were a student. You may have spent one of
the most enjoyable afternoons of your life.”
Anyway, my curiosity was charged. I decided to read this writer
who preferred his boat over us looming literary luminaries. I picked
up, guess what—The Sound and the Fury—not knowing a thing of
what it was about nor how it was written and why. I could not even
have defined stream of consciousness. On about page thirty I put it
down in confusion if not disgust. I tried again in 1951 after the
Nobel Prize, and got perhaps forty pages into something very
obscure—Absalom, Absalom! I think. Thirteen years later, in 1964, I
read John Faulkner’s My Brother Bill, and for the third time got
interested enough in William Faulkner to try to read him. I decided
that the only way for me to take him on was to line him up in the
order he was published, start at the beginning, and go to the end. It
took me a year, and without any conscious design I found myself
collecting him.
My collection, then, dates to only eleven years ago. Not a very long
time and, unfortunately for me, covering a period when prices of
Faulkner were soaring. Still, it was early enough that my copy of the
limited, numbered, signed edition of The Reivers cost me $35; it
brings about $125 today. And early enough that my copy of The
Marble Faun, signed twice by Faulkner and once by Phil Stone and
bearing the elusive dustjacket, cost much less three years ago than it
brings today.
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Let’s shift gears now. In journalistic terms, this
be something
of a what, where, how and why discussion of collecting Faulkner.
We
be looking in three main directions: (1) The search, dealing
with first editions, periodicals, collateral material, and miscellany;
(2) The where and how of the search, and (3) Today’s costs, followed
by a mention of some institutional collections, and some suggestions
of things to do and not do.
We
not get into any philosophical discussion about collecting,
beyond this comment: I have had one Faulkner scholar say to me
that the quarrel he has with collectors is that they hoard material and
hide it from scholars. Collectors in turn complain that the scholars
and the libraries are grabbing everything off, putting it forever out
of circulation, and driving the prices up. My reply to the former is
that there is nothing in my Faulkner collection that is not available to
any serious student of Faulkner. There is no real defense of the
latter complaint. Deposit of scarce and rare Faulkner in libraries
preserves this material for generations to come, and makes available
to all of us what we cannot find or what we cannot afford.
If you are already collecting Faulkner, here are some things you
know or
want to know. If you’re not collecting, this could be a
beginning—or be of help in search of others, since the techniques of
collecting apply to ’most any author.
First Editions (points, jackets, bindings): Trade Editions. The
collector wants all of Faulkner in first trade edition. “Trade editions”
are those that are on sale over the counter in any bookstore. You
want these in mint or near-mint condition, meaning unmarked,
sound inside, good clean cover, with dust jacket (or dust wrapper, as
you may prefer), and without owner’s name or bookplate—unless it
is Faulkner’s name, or the signature or bookplate of someone close
to Faulkner; we will be discussing “association” copies later. Most of
Faulkner in first edition is so marked, or reads “First published in”
whatever year, but it is not always easy to distinguish between “first
edition, first printing” and a subsequent printing of a first edition.
You have a first edition of Knight’s Gambit if your copy states nothing
about edition on the copyright page; a second or other subsequent
edition will be so stated. Then there are “points” which help in
determining edition and printing. An example is the dropped “I” on
page eleven of As I Lay Dying. A first edition, first issue of Sherwood
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Anderson’s Winesburg, Ohio reads “lay” in line five of page eightysix, and has broken type in the word “the” in line three of page 251.
One “point” that is pointless, as Carl Petersen tells us in his Faulkner
Collector's Notebook, is that of “Jefferson” for “Mottstown” on page
340 of Light in August; Linton Massey states that this error appears in
all Smith & Haas printings and is repeated in New Directions and
Chatto & Windus reprints.
Jackets do not generally pose a problem, but in the case of Mos
quitoes the collector wants first editions in each of two jackets that
were used. The collector must contend also with variant bindings in
some cases. The Town, for example, appeared in first edition in red,
orange, and beige bindings. Go Down, Moses and Other Stories ap
peared in first edition in black cloth, ivory, two shades of red, and
two shades of blue.
Signed, Limted
In addition to the regular trade edi
tion, the collector wants all of Faulkner in signed, limited, numbered
editions. Everything that Faulkner published from These 13 (in
1931) on was issued also
a limited, signed, numbered deluxe
edition except for five titles (Light in August, Intruder in the Dust,
Knight's Gambit, Collected Stories, and Big Woods—plus The Portable
Faulkner, The Faulkner Reader and later collections of stories,
sketches, essays, and speeches). This means fourteen “regular” titles
in signed, limited, numbered editions. In addition, there are Idyll in
the Desert and Notes on a Horsethief, both issued only in signed, num
bered deluxe editions. The Wishing Tree was published in a num
bered, limited edition as well as the regular trade edition.
These special editions are generally on special paper and specially
bound. Some are boxed, some issued in glassine wrappers, some in
tissue wrappers.
Limited Editions Only. Faulkner also had four works that were
privately printed in numbered editions only—Salmagundi, Miss Zilphia Grant, Jealousy and Episode, and Mirrors of Chartres Street. Very
collectible also are Sherwood Anderson and Other Famous Creoles, with
caricatures by William Spratlingand the foreword by Faulkner (250
numbered copies), and ThisEarth, a poem in a numbered, unsigned
edition that sold for 25 cents when published in 1932 and which
brings as much as $125 today.
Review, Other Advance Copies. Commanding premium
prices, and very desirable to the collector, are copies of books that go
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out in advance of the publication date, for review by media. You
want these with the review slips, giving date of publication, laid
in—as well as such other material as photos and news releases that
are sometimes enclosed. Extremely collectible are sets of galley
proofs, uncorrected page proofs, and salesmen’s dummies.
Association Copies. This can be one of the most enjoyable
pects of collecting, finding copies of works that were once owned by
persons close to the author. Some collectors concentrate just on
association copies. One on my shelf is Faulkner at Nagano, with
“Linscott/1/17/57/Do not remove from house” penciled on the
flyleaf. Robert Linscott was one of Faulkner’s editors at Random
House. My copy of Anderson’s Winesburg, Ohio bears Conrad
Aiken’s name on the flyleaf. My copy of Eudora Welty’s On Short
Stories once belonged to George Marion O’Donnell. Indicating what
a certain name or inscription can do to the price of a book is an entry
in the spring, 1975 catalogue from a dealer in Berkeley, California.
A copy of The Wild Palms is offered with the inscription “To my old
and good friend Hal Smith/Bill Faulkner at Home 30 March 1953.”
Harrison Smith published eight of the early Faulkner books, includ
ing all of the biggies except Absalom, Absalom! ndThe Hamlet, before
Random House took over. This copy is offered $1,275. Inscribed
me, it might be worth $250—but for the signature, not the
inscription.
Foreign Editions. Faulkner has been published in more than
forty countries, so this field is wide open and inviting. Most com
monly available are the Chatto & Windus London printings. You
acquire these in your own travels, from friends who go abroad, by
corresponding with foreign publishers, from book dealers and cata
logues, and from lists available at your library.
Paperback Firsts. These are important
any comprehensive
collection. You want the New American Library’s Signet Modern
Classic paperback of Sanctuary for the Introduction by Allen Tate;
Signet’s The Unvanquished for the Foreword by Carvel Collins; the
Signet Giant of Sartoris for the Introduction by Robert Cantwell, and
Signet’s The Night Before Chancellorsville and Other Civil War Stories
because it is edited and introduced by Shelby Foote, and contains
Foote’s “Pillar of Fire” and yet another printing of Faulkner’s “My
Grandmother Millard and General Bedford Forrest and the Battle
of Harrykin Creek.” There are other examples of new material that
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accompanies reprints. No Faulkner collection is complete without
the Modern Library titles. Faulkner himself did the introduction, in
New York in 1932, to the Modern Library edition of Sanctuary. The
Modern Library edition of The Sound and the Fury contains the
Appendix done by Faulkner for Malcolm Cowley’s Viking Portable
Faulkner.
Periodicals. Another rewarding search is that of periodicals—
the mass circulation magazines such as Saturday Evening Post, literary
magazines such as The Double Dealer, and all of the
of Harper's
Atlantic Monthly. American Mercury. Scribner's. Story magazine and
others containing Faulkner stories. In Atlanta once, I came within a
few months of finding the August 6, 1919 New Republic magazine
containing “L’Apres-Midi dun Faune,” Faulkner’s first appearance
outside Oxford and Ole Miss. You are looking here for first appear
ances of stories appearing later in book form, and you pay more for
these now than the books once cost. Also, if you have plenty of room
at home, or can build an addition to the house, you may elect to go
after the scholastic journals with articles and criticism on Faulkner.
There is no end to these, but some which are musts to any Faulkner
collection include the Faulkner summer issues of The Mississippi
Quarterly.
Then there are newspapers. I have the full issue of The Commercial
Appeal of November 11, 1955, containing a page one article on
Faulkner’s appearance at the 21st annual meeting of the Southern
Historical Association in Memphis,
the full text of Faulkner’s
remarks on “American Segregation and the World Crisis” on page
eight. Another newspaper
can still buy in Oxford is the William
Faulkner souvenir edition of The Oxford Eagle for April 22, 1965.
Still another prize in my collection is the beautifully satiric summer
1956 Southern Reposure tabloid which Faulkner had a small hand in
and which is described in Joseph Blotner’s biography. Also com
manding a premium price today is the complete Faulkner issue of
Contempo. published February 1, 1932, and the November, 1951
Harvard Advocate devoted to Faulkner.
Collateral Material: Photos These
can find cheaply, or you
can pay dearly. One of the best looking photos of Faulkner on my
wall is a Henri Cartier-Bresson picture of him, in his classic left
hand-on-upper right arm stance, two dogs at
feet, which was cut
from the November, 1971 Modern Photography magazine; I paid
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10 cents for it at a used book store in Lexington, Kentucky. If not
already familiar with them, you’ll want to know about the prized
photos available from Jack Cofield and William Connell in Oxford.
Those who are proficient with camera can with reasonable effort
and expense put together their own collection, as Elizabeth M. Kerr
has done, of black-and-white photos and color slides of Faulkner
country—of Rowan Oak exteriors and interiors, the farm, back
country, Ole Miss and the Mississippi Room, the Courthouse and
square, the grave, and the people of Yoknapatawpha. Even what is
left of Miss Reba’s Memphis can be a part of a collector’s Faulkner
gallery.
Letters. I have only three originals. But I cannot tell you what
they are worth, except to say that I wouldn’t sell mine for anything. I
have seen only one Faulkner letter listed in a catalogue. It was a
typed letter signed, and the price was $300. An autograph letter
signed, of course, would be worth more, and the value of any would
depend somewhat on content and to whom written. Until more
Faulkner letters show up at auction and in the catalogues, their
dollar value will remain speculative.
Critical Works about Faulkner. As with scholastic journals con
taining critical appraisals of Faulkner, the list of books about Faulk
ner seems endless, and new ones appear every year. Ways of track
ing these include reviews in journals, the annual supplements to
Louis Rubin Jr.’s Bibliographical Guide to the Study of American Litera
ture, the publications of the Modern Language Association, Pub
lisher's Weekly, the summer issues of The Mississippi Quarterly, and
your bookstore. No Faulkner collection is complete without certain
ones of these—Ward Miner’s The World of William Faulkner, Irving
Howe’s William Faulkner: A Critical Study, Campbell and Foster’s
William Faulkner, Cleanth Brooks’s William Faulkner: The Yoknapa
tawpha Country, Malcolm Cowley’s Faulkner-Cowley File, Michael
Millgate’s The Achievement of William Faulkner, Hyatt Waggoner’s
From Jefferson to the World, Joseph Blotner’s fine biography, his cata
logue of Faulkner’s library, and Faulkner in the University, with Fred
erick Gwynn, the extensive work of James Meriwether, and that of
Carvel Collins and Elizabeth Kerr.
Speeches. As we all know, Faulkner began to speak out after
receiving the Nobel Prize. Some people think that some of his best
writing was in his speeches. Highly collectible are the three March,
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1951 Spiral Press printings of the Nobel speech in editions of 1,500,
2,500, and 3,500 copies. And there are a number of foreign print
ings of the speech. Others have been reprinted in attractive formats,
including the paper read at the Southern Historical Association
meeting in Memphis, and a favorite of mine, “On Responsibility,” to
the Delta Council at Cleveland, Mississippi in 1952. (I have what the
Delta Council reported was its last copy, so this one probably is hard
to find.) His speeches to Jill’s high school graduating class and the
one at Pine Manor Junior College, are easily obtained in Xerox, and
the principal speeches are included in James Meriwether’s Essays,
Speeches, and Public Letters (Random House, 1966).
Recordings, Tapes. In my collection is an eight minute tape of
Duncan Gray reading the Faulkner funeral service for reporters
prior to the funeral. Available for purchase are a Caedmon album of
Faulkner reading the Nobel acceptance speech and selections from
As I Lay Dying, A Fable, and The Old Man, and a Listening Library
album of him reading selections from The Sound and the Fury and
Light in August. From Recording for the Blind in New York, you can
borrow a tape of Faulkner reading “That Evening Sun.”
Bibliographies, Catalogues. Difficult to find in the real thing
are catalogues of early Faulkner exhibits, but they do turn up. In
most cases, you’ll find Xerox copies easy enough to find. They start
with Robert W. Daniel’s Catalogue of the Writings of William Faulkner,
published on the occasion of the first Faulkner exhibition, at Yale, in
1942. Every bibliography or catalogue owes something to this first
one and to each succeeding one that continues to correct errors and
provide new material. Others every collector should be familiar with
include the published record of the exhibition, “The Literary
Career of William Faulkner,” at Princeton in 1957, which consists of
James Meriwether’s check list and the hardback bibliographical
study. (There are now three versions of Meriwether’s
Career:
the 1961 original, a pirated version out of Pennsylvania, and a 1971
reissue from the University of South Carolina Press.) Now in short
supply is a catalogue, in a numbered edition of 500 copies, of an
exhibition of Faulkner manuscripts at the University of Texas in
1959 (compiled also by Dr. Meriwether). There are several check
lists and catalogues of criticism available, plus the Two, Three, and
Four Decades of Criticism from Michigan State University Press, John
Bassett’s Annotated Checklist of Criticism (1972), and Dorothy Tuck’s
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Crowell’s Handbook of Faulkner, which is helpful in any reading of
Faulkner. Certainly, no collector
want to be without Meriweth
er’s
Career, Linton Massey’s “Man Working" 1919-1962—A
Catalogue of the Faulkner Collections at the University of Virginia, and
Carl Petersen’s fine Each in Its Ordered
A Faulkner Collector's
Notebook.
Movie Work. We all know about Faulkner’s Hollywood years.
Interesting to movie buffs and Faulkner collectors alike are all full
sheet and half sheet posters of movies on which he worked, window
cards, stills, screenplays, and the various accounts of those years.
You might surprise yourself at how much of this you can get from
movie poster firms that service theaters.
Works by Faulkner Family Members. Colonel Faulkner wrote
six books, several of which are available from University microfilms
at Ann Arbor. If you want a real challenge, there are thirty-six
printings of the Old Colonel’s White
of Memphis on which you
can work. You’ll want at least two of these printings, the first (1881)
and the 1953 printing from Coley Taylor—the latter for Robert
Cantwell’s introduction.
John Faulkner wrote nine books. Five of them had paperback
printings only (one of these, Cabin Road, was brought out in
hardback by LSU Press in 1969). A good William Faulkner collec
tion, in my opinion, has all nine of John’s works in first editions, as
well as the Old Colonel’s titles and Murry Faulkner’s The Falkners of
Mississippi (LSU Press, 1967). Fun reading, also, is John Cullen’s Old
Times in the Faulkner Country (with Floyd C. Watkins), and the fine
William Faulkner of Oxford put together by Dr. Webb and A. Wigfall
Green.
Miscellany. Gems in any Faulkner collection—but quickly men
tioned before moving along—are the Ole Miss Yearbooks and copies
of Scream magazine and The Mississippian with Faulkner stories,
poems, and drawings. Also in the hard-to-find column are school
books with William Faulkner’s name in them, paintings by Maud
Faulkner (easier) and John Faulkner, and sketches by William
Faulkner (very difficult). As difficult to find as original sketches by
Faulkner are paintings by John Faulkner. He sold or gave away very
few, and most of his work is still owned by the family. People would
ask John to sell them this or that painting. He would usually explain
that it was not for sale, but he would do the person another painting
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of the same thing, and it would be better because he had had the
practice on the original. So, while originals or even “copies” are hard
to find, you can photograph certain ones, have them enlarged,
and— I have done with two favorites—have them framed and
hung on the wall. The avid collector goes after these things, as well as
books from Phil Stone’s library and all Stone material relating to
Faulkner, No Place to Run, an only novel by Philip Alston Stone,
Faulkner’s godson, and winners of William Faulkner Foundation
Awards (first novels by Reynolds Price, John Knowles, Cormac
McCarthy, Charles Simmons, Thomas Pynchon, Frederick Exley, L.
Woiwode, Robert Coover, Robert Stone, and Lawrence Hall).
The real Faulkner freak will even find that William Faulkner wore
Johnson & Murphy shoes, and try a pair for himself. If he’s a pipe
smoker, he’ll want to try some Dunhill My Mixture No. A10528, and
have a Dunhill pipe or two about the house—preferably Faulkner’s.
Where and How. Where does one look? You haunt secondhand
bookstores. If you’re lucky, as Ward Miner was in 1951 in Bath,
England, you might find a Marble Faun for $5.88 or some such
fortunate price. You go to estate sales, garage sales, and flea mar
kets. You attend or bid by mail at the major auctions. You search the
back corners of antique shops. You let key dealers know what you
are looking for, and get on their mailing
for catalogues. The lists
and catalogues range from mimeographed and multilithed versions
to beautifully done books which are in themselves collectors items.
And you trade with other collectors. Some collectors buy two of
everything, setting one back as a “trade” copy, or simply building a
dual collection. Other sources for your search of Faulkner and
others are the book sales or book fairs put on by Friends of Library
groups and alumni organizations
fund-raising projects.
I went to an estate sale in Memphis one day, and learned after
getting there that some of what was being sold had belonged to a
lady who with her husband had been close to Faulkner. It consisted
of a sizeable wooden crate about one-third full of papers and
newspaper clippings. They were in an attic, and the temperature
must have been
degrees up there, and my time was short. I went
downstairs and told the lady in charge about what I had seen and
asked what she would take for all of it. We agreed on $3. I put the
box in the car trunk and went home. At one the next morning I was
about one-half inch from the bottom, having found nothing of real
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interest, when I came across a photo of Faulkner standing beside his
Waco. The original is now hanging over my desk at home. It is the
only picture in Blotner’s biography of Faulkner smiling, and it will
be used again in a bicentennial book being done by the Saturday
Evening Post.
Today’s Costs. Not all of Faulkner has gone beyond reach of
those of us with just ordinarily-endowed pocketbooks. For $25 and
under you can still buy The Reivers, The Town, The Mansion, and
Requiemfor a Nun in first editions. Sinful auction prices, and highway
robbery in lesser circles notwithstanding, most of Faulkner (16 titles)
is in the moderately-priced $25 to $100 column: Absalom, Absalom!,
Big Woods, Dr. Martino, A Fable, Go Down, Moses, A Green Bough, The
Hamlet, Intruder in the Dust, Jealousy and Episode, Mirrors of Chartres
Street, Light in August, Pylon, These 13, This Earth, The Unvanquished,
and The Wild Palms.
Bringing $100 to $250 today are As I Lay Dying, Mosquitoes, Notes on
a Horsethief, Sanctuary, Sartoris, Soldiers' Pay, and The Sound and the
Fury.
Fetching $250 to $500 are Idyll in the Desert, Salmagundi, and
Sherwood Anderson and Other Famous Creoles.
The value of The Marble Faun has been put at between $3,500 and
$5,000. MissZilphia Gant will bring between $500 and $700 depend
ing on condition.
If you bought all sixteen (the fourteen “regular” plus Idyll in the
Desert and Notes on a Horsethief) of Faulkner’s signed, limited, num
bered, editions at today’s top catalogue prices you would plunk
down a total of about $4,505. If you added The Marble Faun and The
Marionettes to that, the total could come to something like $43,000.
Some recent auction prices are really dizzying. Everyone has
probably heard about the $34,000 that the University of Virginia
paid for a copy of The Marionettes at a February 27, 1975 auction at
Swann Galleries, and the copy that Howard Duvall and Dr. Don
Newcombe have more recently returned to Oxford from Itta Bena,
Mississippi. At the same auction in New York, a New York book
dealer paid $1,000 for a first trade edition of Mosquitoes, which a
moment ago I put in the $100 to $250 column (actually, it is worth
somewhere between $
and $200 today). I bought my first edition
of Mosquitoes, unjacketed, last October from a used book dealer for
$35. What does this tell us? It tells us that the real range for Mos
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quitoes currently is somewhere between $35 and $1,000!
A signed, numbered copy of Go Down, Moses and Other Stories was
purchased at the Swann auction by a New York book dealer for
$3,000. Up to that time, the highest price I had seen on that title was
$900.
there are many variables as to prices: condition, presence
or absence of the dust jacket, unsigned or signed (and to whom).
Those folks at the Swann Auction were obviously in a buying mood
and had plenty of money in their pockets. The fact that the signed
Go Down, Moses brought $3,000 does not necessarily mean that it is
worth that amount. The next copy to auction may be in equally good
condition and bring $1,000.
For current values, you look in several places. You watch the
auction records and catalogues of book dealers. Other helpful
guides include Van Allen Bradley’s Book Collector's Handbook of Val
ues.
Prominent Collections. Chief among the institutional collec
tions are those of the Universities of Mississippi, Virginia, and
Texas. Others include the U. S. Military Academy at West Point, the
O. B. Emerson Collection left to Joint University Libraries in
Nashville in memory of Randall Stewart, William Wisdom Collec
tion at Tulane, and material at Yale and Harvard. The serious
collector and student of Faulkner will want to spend time at each of
these places. And don’t overlook the little Evans Memorial Library at
Aberdeen, Mississippi (population 6,200) where Miss Lucille Pea
cock presides over two copies of The Marble Faun, one of them
signed. She is proud that her little library has many Marble Fauns
as Ole Miss, Tulane, Yale, Texas, and Harvard.
Do’ and Don’ts. Do be patient, discerning, and, of course,
honest. For some years, I have made a practice of keeping an index
card record of my collection—which I keep in a fire-safe place.
Contained on the card are the author’s name, title, place and pub
lisher and year of publication, and a record of signatures or inscrip
tions. In the lower left corner I note the date and place of purchase.
In the upper right corner I record the price paid; if it is something I
paid $5 for, and I see it later in a catalogue or other reliable source at,
say, $10, I pull the card, cross through the amount paid, and enter
the current value below. I also carefully file away invoices and
cancelled checks on major purchases.
Do not pass up something you do not have because of condition
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(unless it is ragged beyond respectability or readability). Put it on
your shelf, then improve on it later. You can always sell or trade the
old or less desirable copy. Do not read anything (Faulkner nor
anyone else) with the dust jacket on the book. Lay the jacket aside
until you have finished reading the book. It used to be that books on
shelves in dust jackets were considered tacky (I suppose because it
implied that there was dust in the house), but that day is gone. Do not
use Scotch tape on any dust jacket or book. Since it is your book, of
course, you can do anything you want to with it, but if you write your
name and date and place on the flyleaf, you devalue the book. I
stopped putting my name in books in ink long ago, at the same time I
threw away my bookplates. My practice is to write my name and the
date I finish reading a book in light lead pencil at the back. This can
easily be erased later without damaging the book or its appearance.
Lastly, some advice to the bored: Try turning off the TV and pick
up something to read. Try to avoid the “housewives” novels, unless
you are a housewife who has someone to tidy up the house and who
is in the habit of reading your life away. Watch out for the “best
seller” lists; best seller does not mean best reading. Find yourself an
author who has something worthwhile to say, and read on. It might
be the start of a collection. As H. Richard Archer wrote in an article
on collecting Faulkner in the fall, 1952 issue ofFaulkner Studies: “It is
not possible to offer established rules for collecting the many books
and magazines which contain (Faulkner).” All we know for sure is
that “the joy of the chase is often as exciting as the kill.”
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Faulkner and Mississippi
by Carvel Collins

In this lecture I want to talk about the fact that Mississippians
often have thought William Faulkner denigrated Mississippi and
about how we might partly explain that. In doing I want to use As I
Lay Dying for the chief illustration.
First of all, William Faulkner obviously loved his home state. He
said so, his works show it, and it would be natural for him to feel that
way. Just two or three illustrations so there will be as much time as
possible for looking at certain relevant aspects of As I Lay Dying:
When producers wanted to buy screen rights to Light in August
Faulkner said that if they made the picture in Hollywood he would
charge them $300,000 but if they made it in Mississippi he would
charge them $150,000. In a nice little sentence this clipping says, “So
they decided to do it in Mississippi.” Faulkner said of himself, “I
write about Oxford because it’s all I know. I’ve lived here all my life
and any time I’ve been away, I’ve come back as soon as possible.” And
most of his works,
you have been seeing all this week, are em
bedded in Mississippi. I found one aspect of that fact somewhat
trying but in the end satisfactory and amusing: Whenever I came
here in the years following 1947 I felt I could not ask Mr. Faulkner
about his work, for I assumed that was taboo; so we talked about
other things. But after I had visited Oxford a number of times he
must have found it quite funny that though I was here to learn about
his writing I could not ask him about it; so his compassion took over:
As I was walking out of his house early one morning to get into my
car for a day of questioning people about their associations with him,
he came as close to buttonholing me as I think he would ever
do—you cannot think of him really buttonholing anybody—and,
stopping me there on his porch with great amusement, especially in
his eyes, he ran off a list of people I should talk with and a list of
Oxford and county buildings and places and events he had used in
his works—answering many of the unasked questions I had wanted
to put to him in the previous years and had felt I should not. So, he
himself was quite willing to point out that in detail he had used as a
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base for his fiction the region you have been seeing during this
conference.
But William Faulkner, of course, wrote through that regional
reality to something larger. Earlier today in speaking with a discus
sion group it seemed suitable to point out that when Camus and his
colleagues, while the Germans were occupying France, turned to the
works of William Faulkner they did not do so because they were
interested in the history or sociology of a particular region in a
foreign country. Surely it was because they found that Faulkner
speaking to the human condition in general. In 1958 a professor
here at the University of Mississippi, John Pilkington, put it very well
in an article which observed that Faulkner had expanded the Missis
sippi locale into the universal.
Faulkner himself said, “A writer doesn’t write about a place. He
writes about people, and people are the same wherever they are.”
Many people in this state, though, have not liked what Faulkner
wrote about life in Mississippi. One’s files are full of recorded objec
tions to the picture which William Faulkner presented to the world.
To give you just two or three samples: This first clipping is from a
Mississippi newspaper:
The “Deep South Mayhem” school of literature has become the biggest
money-maker for New York publishers. Land below the Mason-Dixon
Line is presented as peopled with decadents, degenerates, perverts, half
wits and poltroons by authors indigenous to the South. . . .
The father of this school of Southern defamation is William Faulkner.
thousands of disciples, with nothing to recommend them but possession of
typewriter and some slight knowledge of Freud, make the whole region look
like “Snakepit.”
he has been awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.
The leaders of the South . . . should start revolt against these propagan
dists of degradation. The United Nations might use the UNESCO to pro
test.

There has been, of course, some regional support of William Faulk
ner. For example, The Commercial Appeal of Memphis, a newspaper
aimed at Mississippi as well as Tennessee, while discussing Faulk
ner’s works in this 1951 clipping did say that literature “would be
dull indeed if [it] were monopolized by sweetness and light.” But the
objections to Faulkner’s treatment of Mississippi have been con
tinual, and I will read from one more such clipping because it
contains an element I want later to look at while using As I Lay Dying
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for illustration:
." Mr.
. . . Faulkner’s desire for money has . . . led
him to writing of unnatural rape
puzzled about that for some
time] and the stink of bodies long dead but unburied. . . .” My talk
today grows out of the latter part of that accusation because Faulk
ner’s permitting the corpse of Mrs. Bundren in As I Lay Dying to go so
“long dead but unburied” has been cited more than once as evidence
that his works fail to give an accurate impression of life in this state.
Quite aware of such objections to his fiction, Faulkner said in
1959, “I fear some of my fellow Mississippians will never forgive that
$30,000 that durn foreign country gave me for . . . writing stuff that
makes my own state ashamed to own me.” And now to read to you a
related statement by Faulkner, which is in this
article, clipped
from The Western Review: Lavon Rascoe asked him, “Why do you
present the picture you do of our area?” and added “. . . don’t you
think it gives a wrong impression?” Faulkner replied, “Yes, and I’m
sorry.” Today I want to discuss with you the question, What is going
on here; why did Faulkner, aware that he was giving a wrong
impression, continue to give it?
One of the first relevant points is that much early criticism consid
ered Faulkner to be a sociologist. An influential early essay by
George Marion O’Donnell contributed to that conception. A good
poet, a sensitive critic, O’Donnell gave important help to Faulkner’s
career by early saying that he was a real writer, by early saying he was
worth reading, by plugging Faulkner’s works with, for example, a
regionally influential book reviewer on one of the Memphis news
papers. O’Donnell’s famous essay led many to think that Faulkner’s
main, if not sole, concern was with the social and political conflict in
Mississippi between the highest class and the lowest. O’Donnell
presented that idea in an imaginative way, but when his followers
took it up,
often happens, they sometimes simplified it until it
became brutally sociological as though Faulkner had only one sub
ject. I have to deal delicately with my conception of George Marion
O’Donnell: When he came to teach in Cambridge and had not yet
found an apartment, he stayed for a week with my wife and daugh
ter and me. My daughter then was very young, tiny, and O’Donnell
volunteered a remark about her which would delight any parent:
“She is tremendously precocious without being a monster.” Obvi
ously O’Donnell was a man of excellentjudgment.
I want to stress
that it was his disciples who forced his conception of Faulkner’s
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works into an excessively sociological direction. Faulkner, aware of
that conception, said in 1956 that “it does sort of amuse me when I
hear ’em talking about the sociological picture that I present in
something like As I Lay Dying, for instance.”
Residents of Mississippi have been inclined to object to William
Faulkner’s fiction not just because some of his characters are rapists
or half-wits or people who, in what seems to many to be a half-witted
way, haul a dead body around for a long time but because that fiction
seems to them in general to contain an insufficient magnolia quo
tient. Faulkner was making a localjoke when in Sanctuary he gave the
name “Binford” to the fictional character whose mistress ran the
brothel. An actual and very upright Mr. Binford was then famous in
this region
a book and movie censor opposed to pornography.
But he objected to another aspect as well: he is said to have wanted,
for example, to prohibit the screening of the now famous movie The
Southerner because it showed large numbers of shacks rather than
the proper proportion of excellent, larger houses which were avail
able. And Mr. Binford’s feeling on that and related matters has been
shared by many others loyal to this region
they have read the
works of William Faulkner.
Faulkner, of course, received innumerable influences other than
local geography and event. For one thing, he read widely, as we all
know. When he once visited at my house in Lincoln, Massachusetts,
and I asked whether I might have in some friends, he said, “Cer
tainly.” So I weeded the possible list to find those who would not ask
for autographs. I was delighted that Mr. Faulkner seemed to like
them—so much, in fact, that after lunch when we went into the
living room he stood with his elbow on the mantel and gave an
extended account of life in Mississippi in a straight, fascinating
monologue. Later, when one of the guests asked where else he
planned to visit in New England, Mr. Faulkner said, with an amused
expression, that he was thinking about going to Nantucket “to see
whether that slippery-footed cow is still there.” He presumably was
referring to the passage early in Moby-Dick in which Ishmael, over
whelmed at Nantucket by the maritime aspect of the island and
making tail-story elaborations about it, says that the only choices of
food are fish chowder or clam chowder and speaks of a cow who is
standing on the beach with unstable support because each of her feet
is on the head of a codfish. Faulkner in this indirect way seemed
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willing to make clear that he knew Melville’s work in detail, as any
reader of the chapter on the bear in Go Down, Moses is aware.
But about taking a dead body lengthily around Mississippi: The
Bundrens, as you remember, place Mrs. Bundren’s corpse in a
coffin, haul it on a wagon, upset it into a river, and park it overnight
in a barn which one of them sets on fire. As the days of their
transporting the coffin go by, the olfactory sense of the people whom
the wagon passes is outraged. And before the cortege ends
prolonged journey, it is accompanied by vultures flying steadily
above it. In short, your ordinary, everyday Mississippi funeral.
Obviously the citizens of Mississippi who object that this is an
inaccurate picture of life in this state are quite justified. The trouble
is that professional literary criticism of Faulkner’s work did not come
forward early enough in an effective way to help them understand
that Faulkner in one sense was not writing about Mississippi. An
essay by T. S. Eliot may have been vital to Faulkner by helping point
him in the direction that made his best works so great that we are all
gathered here this week because of them. That famous essay, pub
lished in 1923 in The Dial, a magazine available to Faulkner, was a
review of James Joyce’s novel, Ulysses, and it is there that Eliot
identified and named the mythical method” as Joyce’s way of writ
ing his novel. My point is that Faulkner wrote As I Lay Dying by that
mythical method and in doing so skillfully connected the death and
overlong funeral of Addie Bundren to Greek mythology and was in
no way intending to represent Mississippi in sociological or local
color fashion. When Faulkner, asked whether he thought he gave “a
wrong picture of this area,” replied, “Yes, and I’m sorry,” he gave
that answer in part, I believe, because of his use of the mythical
method, which I want now to discuss.
Eliot in that review of Ulysses described how Joyce had arranged
for us to follow the surface story of Dublin in 1904 and at the same
time continually—and significantly—remember the Odyssey and its
mythic characters and events which he relates to the story:
It is here that Mr. Joyce’s parallel use of the Odyssey has a great impor
tance. It has the importance of a scientific discovery. No one
has built a
novel upon such foundation before: ... in manipulating a continuous
parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity, Mr. Joyce is pursuing a
method which others must pursue after him. [Eliot was one who was to
pursue it often, and Faulkner was another.] They will not be imitators, any
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more than the scientist who uses the discoveries of an Einstein in pursuing
his own, independent, further investigations. It is simply way of control
ling, of ordering, of giving shape and a significance to the immense
panorama of futility and anarchy which is contemporary history. It is
method already adumbrated by Mr. Yeats, and of the need for which I
believe Mr. Yeats to have been the first contemporary to be conscious. It is
method for which the horoscope is auspicious. Psychology (such as it is, and
whether our reaction to it be comic or serious), ethnology, and The Golden
Bough have concurred to make possible what was impossible even few
years ago. Instead of narrative method, we may now use the mythical
method. It is, I seriously believe, step toward making the modern world
possible for art. . .

The next sentence seems to me very moving as one thinks of
William Faulkner, far from publishing centers and at that time
artistically alone, reading these concluding words by Eliot: “And
only those who have won their own discipline in secret and without
aid, in a world which offers very little assistance to that end, can be of
any use in furthering this advance.”
The essence of the mythical method as Joyce used it in Ulysses all of
you know, but I should give a brief recapitulation with a minimum of
illustration. Joyce made the events in Dublin parallel to the events in
the Odyssey. He arranged Leopold Bloom’s character and involve
ments to remind us of Ulysses, and Stephen’s to remind us of
Telemachus. The Dublin newspaper office, continually used by
critics as a handy example, reminds us of Homer’s cave of the winds
and is a critical commentary on twentieth-century journalism and
its output. When a citizen of Dublin throws a food container after
the fleeing Bloom we remember that the Cyclops threw a rock after
Ulysses. At the end of Joyce’s novel, when Bloom is lying with his
head at the foot of the bed, the scene contains more of the mythical
method’s fundamental inversion than just that: Bloom, here at the
end of Ulysses like Ulysses at the end of the Odyssey, is in bed with his
wife, but he is unlike Ulysses—who has slain Penelope’s suitors—
because Molly Bloom is about to leave with her lover on a concert
tour. No Ulysses, Bloom is not in full command of his “kingdom.”
In constructing The Sound and the Fury by the mythical method
Faulkner headed each of the four sections of the novel with a date,
the sequence of the four dates being a Thursday, 1910; Good
Friday, 1928; Holy Saturday, 1928; and Easter Sunday, 1928. Care
fully examined, these sections clearly present characters who are in
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detailed inverted parallel to Christ during Passion Week just as the
impractical and in many ways unsuccessful Bloom of Joyce’s novel is
parallel in an inverted way to the overwhelmingly competent
Ulysses. On Thursday of Holy Week, Christ had the Last Supper,
talked with His Father, was captured by a mob, and was taken to be
judged. In Quentin’s monologue of The Sound and the Fury, to which
Faulkner gave the date of a Thursday, Quentin is captured by the
mob of immigrants, he is taken to be judged, he remembers a long
talk with his father, and he has a last supper with fellow students.
The details of the parallel are innumerable, but to give just one
example, on Maunday Thursday the bells are silenced, not to ring
again until Easter morning when Christ is risen; Quentin, on the
Thursday of his monologue, continually tries to silence the Cam
bridge bells by escaping from their sound. Faulkner does all of this
realistically; Quentin Compson is not a Christ figure, he is “real,” a
son of the Compsons who is at Harvard.
To move to the next day in The Sound and the Fury—and I
continue to be sketchy because this still is not our subject—on Good
Friday Christ was put upon the cross at noon and His spirit, accord
ing to liturgy, left the cross at three in the afternoon. Jason Compson
in his monologue, which is headed by the date which was Good
Friday, 1928, enters cotton speculation at what is also noon and is
sold out at what is also three o’clock—by Jewish brokers. In the
Middle Ages, Good Friday had
one of
official aspects the
vilification of the Jews, and Faulkner presents Jason’s anti-Semitism
as part of his defective character. Jason in this commercial crucifix
ion—and parallel details here as elsewhere are voluminous—is
different as possible from Christ. That is the point. When I began to
present this concept years ago in opposition to the widely-held early
view that Faulkner’s novels were primarily discussing sociological
matters, some readers objected that it was sacrilege to equate Christ
and the vicious Jason Compson. I suppose it would be, but I was
saying that Faulkner made the unloving Jason exactly, in the mythi
cal method’s detailed but inverted way, unlike Christ.
Benjy Compson’s monologue, given by Faulkner the date which is
Holy Saturday, 1928, shows the retarded Benjy as a submerged
person who reminds us, in the mythical method’s inversion, of
Christ in the underworld on that day. Christ went into the under
world, planted a cross, took over from Satan, and harrowed Hell to
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select for salvation the good people who had died before his dispen
sation. Benjy in his monologue is also in a world of death: he has a
hobby a miniature graveyard, he likes to visit the family cemetery
plot, he remembers the killing of pigs. He is led around by a boy
called Luster (Satan is traditionally thought of as a shining one) who
dominates Benjy, even to the point of burning him. Christ domi
nated the underworld on Holy Saturday; Benjy, on Holy Saturday
of 1928, in the mythical method’s inversion, is dominated.
In the final section of The Sound and the Fury, which is headed by
the date of Easter Sunday, 1928,
Quentin is not to be found that
morning in her room where some of her clothing is strewn about
because she has left in a hurry. On Easter Sunday morning Christ
was not to be found in His tomb, and that His grave clothes were still
there was interpreted as a sign of affirmation. We, unlike the obser
vers of Christ’s empty tomb, feel sure that
Quentin will never
return.
Though parallels of this sort can be rich sources of episode and
detail for an author, surely one of their chief functions for Faulkner
was to provide contrast. Before Christ went up to be a redeemer
through love He gave His disciples the eleventh commandment:
“That ye love one another as I have loved you.” The Sound and the
Fury, in spite of the widely accepted critical view that it primarily
depicts the decay of the Mississippi aristocracy, is about the psycho
logical problems of a family and the emotional disaster which re
sults. It is not about economic conditions in Mississippi, it is not an
examination of how well-to-do families such as the Compsons were
thought to have been replaced by others as they lost their land; they
do lose their land, but the novel actually gives no explanation of that.
The Sound and the Fury is not a work of sociology, it is a work of
psychology. The Compsons go down to disaster, and by using the
mythical method to contrast their situation with the Christian ideal
of love, Faulkner makes us even more aware of the extent and
nature of their failure.
Faulkner in The Sound and the Fury used Christian religion as a
contrast to the unloving way of the Compsons; in As I Lay Dying he
used Greek religion for a similar purpose. That part of Greek
mythology which he used was the worship of Demeter in the Eleusinian Mysteries. Years ago, in the 1957 special Faulkner issue of The
Princeton Library Chronicle, I published an account of this matter. I
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had been reading As I Lay Dying, thinking of The Golden Bough which
Eliot mentioned in his review of Joyce’s Ulysses, and wondering
about small, somewhat odd things which appear in Faulkner’s novel.
There is nothing overtly placed inAsILay Dying in order to guide us
at once to think of a so-called “hidden” parallel—nothing like the
title of Ulysses which Joyce put there to guide us to the Odyssey or the
liturgical dates which Faulkner put in The Sound and the Fury to help
us notice the inverted parallel with Passion Week—but there are in it
several somewhat strangely emphasized items. Having to go off to a
class, I asked a graduate student assistant to look in the index of the
one-volume edition of The Golden Bough to see whether several of
those somewhat strangely noticeable items were clustered around
any particular pages. When I came back from class he told me that
many of them appeared in the account of the myth of Demeter.
When one looked further it became at once quite clear that Faulkner
was making use of the religion of Demeter in writing As I Lay Dying
and that, as with The Sound and the Fury, the religion is one of love and
that
relationship to the surface story is inverted.
In writing As I Lay Dying Faulkner gave himself the entertaining
project of repeating in it much of The Sound and the Fury but making
it different. Here are interior monologues but done in a different
way. Here too is a family with a daughter pregnant and unmarried
but presented differently. To go through this quickly, and repeating
some of what I published long ago: Demeter, buxom and comfort
ing, is the all-loving mother. Addie Bundren, thin and grim, is a
completely nonloving mother to her son Darl. When Darl in his
monologues, of which he has more than any other character, con
tinually shows that he believes his mother never gave him attention,
we think he is imagining or at least exaggerating. Then well along in
the book when we read Addie’s only monologue we find her saying
that she actually never did give attention to him. The novel, I
continue to argue, is chiefly an account of the damage to Darl who
finally is driven to the insane asylum by his mother’s unloving
mistreatment of him. The religion of Demeter emphasized love and
fertility: As you know, when Persephone was picking flowers Hades
abducted her into the dark underworld. Demeter, in grief at the loss
of her daughter, withdrew her support from fertility. When Deme
ter was able to get Persephone back from the underworld, she again
fostered fertility and growth. You will remember that Dewey Dell
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Bundren, picking not flowers but cotton, is working down a row
saying to herself that if her cotton sack is full when she gets
the
end of the row she will let Lafe make love to her. Lafe must have
extrasensory perception, for a little later, in one of the book’s many
humorous passages, when she asks him what he is doing he replies
that he is picking into her sack. They get to the end of the row, the
sack is full, Lafe takes her into the thrice-mentioned “secret shade,”
and she becomes pregnant. Thereafter Dewey Dell’s desire is to get
an abortion. If
want a one-hundred-and-eighty-degree reversal of fertility, surely abortion is that. For Faulkner to have one of
the novel’s characters which remind us of the mythology of Deme
ter, goddess of fertility, trying to have her unborn baby taken from
her is an effective application of Joyce’s mythical method.
The fanning of Addie which appears in As I Lay Dying puzzled me
some because in the surface story of the Bundrens there is a slightly
too noticeable emphasis on it. Fans were very much a part of sum
mer life in the days before air conditioning. As remember from
childhood on farms near small country towns, many business firms
issued their advertising on cardboard fans like those
have been
seeing this week nostalgically used as menus at The Warehouse
Restaurant here in Oxford. So it is realistic enough for Dewey Dell to
be using a fan at Addie’s deathbed, but the fan was one of Demeter’s
most notable symbols because of its use at the threshing floor to
winnow grain, of which Demeter was the goddess.
Jewel Bundren is the
of Addie and minister Whitfield, a man
of God; in some versions of Greek myth Dionysus is the son of
Demeter and the head god. Jewel does seem to be presented in
intentional inversion of Dionysus, whose worship the Greeks joined
with the worship of Demeter. For example, he is wooden, stiff, and
not free while Dionysus was associated with freedom from restraint.
That alone, of course,
not prove anything, but a number of
details appear which give support to this contention. As samples,
when the barn is burning and Vardaman watches the men coming
out
fight the fire wearing nightshirts and carrying lanterns, he
notices that the lanterns light 'the men’s hairy legs. That is quite
realistic in the surface story. But just as Jewel Bundren is at the grim
center of these excited hairy-legged fire fighters, Dionysus was at
the center of his followers, “the Pans, Satyrs, and Silenuses” who,
Frazer wrote, were “closely associated with him and are represented
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more or less completely in the form of goats.” When Jewel brings the
coffin out of the burning barn, the novel says of the sparks which fall
on his undershirt that they “bloom like flowers.” That too is realistic
enough, but to remember that Dionysus was depicted as garlanded
with flowers seems reasonable when reading a novel with
many
other references back to myth. Jewel’s sudden and unexplained
appearances and disappearances correspond to the epiphanies of
Dionysus. And Faulkner must have enjoyed himself he incorpo
rated such small details of the parallel as this: he presented Jewel
when a young boy so sleepy from secretly working for a neighbor
through many nights that Addie found him at milking time dozing
and fallen forward into the partially filled dairy pail. That is com
pletely realistic yet probably related, in view of Faulkner’s general
practice and his specific technique in this novel, to an aspect of the
worship of Dionysus—the mysterious, ritualistic statement, “I a kid
fell into the milk.” Faulkner does seem to have arranged for us to
notice the connection of Jewel with that Greek god.
Now and then in As I Lay Dying the mythic matters surface in ways
which reduce the realism of the twentieth-century story as they
never did in Joyce’s Ulysses or, for that matter, in The Sound and the
Fury. There is oddly notable stress on the sulphurous air over the
Bundren’s side of the river, which may be to help us remember that
in the mythic parallel their side of the river is related to the lower
world in which Hades kept Persephone. When Tull stands on the
Bundren’s side of the flooded river and looks at the bridge, which is
under water at its middle but rises from the water at the other bank,
he thinks, slightly too pointedly, that going to the other bank would
be like coming up from the underside of the world. Speaking of the
bridge, I might point out that the novel says the bridge was built so
that Dr. Peabody could travel back and forth across the river. A
symbol of doctors is the caduceus, the staff with entwined serpents
which was the symbol of the god who could travel back and forth
between the upperworld and the underworld.
When I published this conception years ago in the article I just
mentioned—an article which was too short to include the volumi
nous supportive details—there was considerable hostility to it. Come
to think of it, there still is. Some people did not and still do not like to
hear such a theory, partly because of their firm belief that As I Lay
Dying is literary sociology or history. Frederick J. Hoffman early did
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what he could to kill off the spread of this conception that Faulkner
used the mythical method. The editor of the Sunday Book Review
section of the late New York Herald Tribune sent me in 1951 the
newly published volume titled William Faulkner: Two Decades of Criti
cism, edited by Hoffman and Olga Vickery, and said that right then
she had so many reviews to publish in such limited space that I
should only write a review of it if I found it overwhelmingly out
standing. Though there were, you know, excellent articles in the
book, I felt that the study of Faulkner already had moved beyond
some of it, especially Hoffman’s introduction. When I told her that I
did not think it was as overwhelming
she required, she did not
publish a review. Hoffman naturally was unhappy when no review
appeared in the Sunday Tribune; so he asked the editor about it. To
my misfortune she must have been nodding, for she told Hoffman
that she had not printed a review because Carvel Collins had said the
book was not worth reviewing. Hoffman—who, as those of you who
knew him will remember, had at least
much vanity as you and
I—was furious with me and told me so. Like many of you I have got
in trouble by writing reviews, but that was the only time I ever got in
trouble by not writing one—and prolonged trouble at that. Over the
following years students of Hoffman’s occasionally told me that in
classes he sometimes made considerable fun of my published state
ment that Faulkner had used Freud in The Sound and the
(Hoffman’s book entitled Freudianism and the
Mind had men
tioned The Sound and the Fury but had not noticed Faulkner’s elabo
rate, basic, and deliberate use in that novel of Freud’s schematization
of the human personality) and of my published conception of As I
Lay Dying which I am discussing here today. Later, ten years after my
nonreview, Hoffman and Vickery assembled their Three Decades
revision of that anthology of Faulkner criticism, and in his introduc
tion to it Hoffman did not stoop to argument but merely put both
concepts away forever by contempt. I wrote him that I am always
eager to learn and asked him to help me out by explaining why he
felt so sure that Faulkner could not be doing that sort of thing. He
replied that such criticism did “not lead to an appreciation of the
novel’s complexities” and went on to say that he always would object
to any such “reductive criticism: mythologizing, for example,
‘Christ-ing,’ etc.” It is true that such criticism does not lead to
appreciation of what Hoffman early had decided were the com
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plexities of those novels, but that possibly should be no one’s desire.
Certainly the next part of his reply does not seem helpful; it would
mean, for example, that all those who have said Joyce made use in
Ulysses of an extended parallel with Homer have been wrong, that
T. S. Eliot was less perceptive than Hoffman when Eliot wrote in his
review of Ulysses which I quoted a moment ago that “Mr. Joyce’s
parallel use of the Odyssey has a great importance.” Hoffman’s view
was perhaps partly motivated by the fact that such criticism of
Faulkner’s works presented overall interpretations so thoroughly
contrary to his own that it inevitably would seem to him and to his
followers to be irrelevant and, as one follower, to be mentioned in a
moment, called it, “inconsequential.”
You can see that Mr. Hoffman and I did not get very far with this.
After his death I thought that his kind of argument about such
works As I Lay Dying would end, even his fellow editor of those two
anthologies of Faulkner criticism, for example, having ultimately
moved a short distance away from the position she had taken in her
earliest Faulkner studies. But that proved too much to expect, for
one of the more recent articles onAsILayDying, published in 1973 as
part of an all-Faulkner issue of a Canadian journal named Mosaic
and written by a Canadian professor named Joseph Gold, carries on
the Hoffman tradition. It is not hard to see why, for the author of the
article had said earlier in a book which he made from his
Hoffman-directed doctoral dissertation that Hoffman “taught me
to read and to write, as he must have taught many others. I cannot
repay my debt to him.” He does, however, make an attempt in his
article to repay that debt by attacking, in a gratuitously personal and
extremely inaccurate way, the conception of As I Lay Dying which I
am re-presenting to you today. And his article does demonstrate, as
he said, that Hoffman taught him how to read and write, for he tries
to keep alive in his article Hoffman’s conception by denying that in
As I Lay Dying Faulkner used any mythical parallel whatever. The
editors of Mosaic had invited me to write for that same all-Faulkner
issue a lengthy article on The Sound and the Fury, an invitation I
declined because I had stopped publishing anything about Faulkner
until Joseph Blotner would finish writing his biography. Their invi
tation had led me to think the editors possessed magnificently good
judgment. Naturally! So I was more than usually surprised that they
would publish such an article as Professor Gold’s, which I am not
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alone in finding defective, the 1973 volume of American Literary
Scholarship: An Annual having judged the article “lightweight” and
“trivial.” The chief problem with the article is that because its author
was fully committed to the opinion that even Faulkner’s early
are essentially upbeat he had to perform unsupportable Procrus
tean alterations on this tragic novel. But one of the critics I respect
very much has pointed out that surprise is not in order: such articles
unfortunately will continue to appear because many editors and
readers, having been brought up on reductive critical views of
Faulkner’s works such as those which Hoffman and like critics fos
tered, not only prefer them but are eager to be aggressive in their
maintenance. As Robert Scholes has written in another connection,
“Frequently—usually—knowing something easy is a way of not
knowing something hard.”
The Bundren’s overly extended transportation of Addie’s body,
which understandably seems to many Mississippians, as pointed
out earlier, to be culpably unrepresentative of burial practice in this
state, surely is present in the novel because of an extended journey
which was a significant feature of the worship of Demeter. For
illustration by just one example from the many elements of the
Bundrens’ trip which have their counterparts in the Greek religious
journey, will select cakes. Dewey Dell Bundren claims to have been
carrying the cakes which Cora Tull tells us so lengthily about baking
and trying to sell, but Anse, accusing Dewey Dell of lying, says that
she has not brought the cakes on the journey to Jefferson. major
feature of the Greek religious journey was the carrying of cakes
which, formed into shapes associated with fertility, demonstrated
the affirmation present
the worship of Demeter—an affirmation
absent in the Bundrens’ relationship to her inverted counterpart,
Addie. In creating this illustrative detail, as with innumerable ele
ments, large and small, of As I Lay Dying—as well as of The Sound and
the Fury, Sanctuary, Absalom, Absalom!, and other works—Faulkner’s
primary purpose in arranging the surface story was not to give an
accurate account of regional life but to invoke an ancient presenta
tion of hopes for human behavior and by
doing to point up more
dramatically the psychological tragedies of his modern protagonists.
The Bundrens’ absurdly long journey is not intended to be
the
service of accurate journalistic regional reporting.
When go around the country lecturing about Faulkner’s life and
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works, I find myself stressing that no one person can make a myth
and that, contrary to what some critics have claimed, Faulkner was
not trying to do that but, to repeat, was holding up the established
myth as an ideal—here in As I Lay Dying as before in The Sound and
the Fury an ideal of love—and here presenting in contrast with the
static myth the nonstatic life of the Bundrens. For example, one
feature of the worship of fertility at Eleusis was, according to a
source which Faulkner used, for the priestess and the hierophant to
go behind the sacred altar and down into an underground room to
perform a ritual marriage in the interest of fertility and salvation.
Dewey Dell, wanting an abortion, goes to the drug clerk lout who
takes vicious advantage of her: He gives her a powder of no efficacy
and says that he
give her the final part of the treatment later. So
she comes back that night to the closed drugstore, leaves her brother
Vardaman on the doorstep, and goes with the clerk around behind
the prescription case, which perhaps is to remind us of the sacred
altar at Eleusis for the clerk earlier has been pointedly warned away
from it because he is not a registered pharmacist, down into the
drugstore cellar, there to copulate with him—ritualistically, on her
part—in the interest of an abortion. Faulkner hardly could present
more dramatically the opposite of the love and fertility which were
essentials of the Eleusinian Mysteries.
Faulkner in As I Lay Dying and other works was, like Frazer and his
other sources, a comparative religionist. Demeter had her counter
part and recognized predecessor in the Egyptian goddess Isis, some
times represented in the form of a cow. As Vardaman sits waiting in
front of the closed drugstore, Faulkner sends a cow wandering
down the street of the town. Those of you who have lived in small
country towns and know that livestock does get out and that their
hooves make an interesting sound passing at night along the paved
streets will have found this As I Lay Dying cow to be very realistic, in
no way forced or Egyptian. But the novel says that as she comes by
the drugstore she is lowing mournfully as though for her lost calf.
The passage is very moving to the reader, for Dewey Dell, in one
sense lost or abandoned, is at that moment being violated under
ground in the drugstore cellar.
The title of this novel always interested me. I do think that Faulk
ner constructed As I Lay Dying in a planned one-to-one similarity
with The Sound and the Fury; interior monologues, mythical method,
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even, uncharacteristically, a drawing in each—of an eye in The Sound
and the Fury and of a coffin in As I Lay Dying. He made the family
structures much the same in the two novels, though he added one
character in As I Lay Dying by amalgamating parts of two characters
from The Sound and the Fury and putting them together to make an
additional Bundren. It turns out that Faulkner also chose and used
the titles of the two books in much the same way: The title of The
Sound and the Fury obviously has a literary source,Macbeth. The title
of As I Lay Dying certainly also has the air of coming from a literary
work. For a long time I looked for the source of this title. I looked,
for example, through translations of the Odyssey because As I Lay
Dying involves a journey and because its surface story has an air of
the archetypical, which, as I mentioned a moment ago, The Sound
and the Fury does not. Finally I gave up. I would never ask an author
what he intended in a novel; it is his duty, if asked that question, to
lie. That is one of the problems with the published books of tran
scriptions of question-and-answer sessions with Faulkner. But I
would not mind asking any author for the source of an element in a
novel if it could be checked objectively. I was not where Mr. Faulk
ner was; so I got in touch with a man who was seeing Faulkner often
and asked him to ask about the source of the title. When he kindly
asked Faulkner, Faulkner promptly said it was from a translation of
the Odyssey and with precision gave the name of the particular
translator and said that the title came from the eleventh book, a
speech by Agamemnon in the underworld. I was glad that the
underworld aspects of As I Lay Dying—in the parallel with Perseph
one, lost in that region and later its queen—had come to mind
before Mr. Faulkner identified the source of the title, that the
information he supplied was an element of confirmation rather than
the original lead. In the passage which the source of Faulkner’s
title, Agamemnon tells Ulysses about reaching home and being
killed by his wife and her lover and goes on to say:
... I, as I lay dying
Upon the sword, raised up my hands to smite her;
And shamelessly she turned away, and scorned
To draw my eyelids down or close my mouth,
Though I was on the road to Hades’ house.

At this point I should tell you for my own protection that I am in
favor of the Equal Rights Amendment, because I want to suggest
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that Addie is not the heroine which most of the early criticism, and
even too much of the recent, has said she is and because I am
drawing your attention to the eleventh book of the Odyssey which is
thought by some experts to be one of the first anthologies of stories
emphasizing the perfidy of women. The heart of this matter is that
Agamemnon’s wife has killed him—and that is bad enough—but in
Greek belief, if you will recall Antigone, it is important to give a
corpse—even that of Antigone’s treacherous brother who had at
tacked his own house—token burial, presumably because of our
common mortality and the eternity of the afterlife. So along with her
murdering of Agamemnon is his wife’s perfidy in not giving him the
last rites which will ease him in eternity. Knowing Faulkner’s source
of the title is important in correcting one of the clichés of criticism
about this novel: The usual assumption in the early years after the
novel appeared was that the “I” in the title refers to Addie Bundren.
She is the one who is to be buried and her monologue appears well
along in the journey to her burial ground; so critics early thought of
her as the one who is dying. That probably contributed to the once
widely-held, significant misconception that Addie is attractive, that
she is reliable, that Faulkner admired her. After I had pointed out
that misconception in one of the discussion sessions this week a
young woman came up to me afterward and said, “I am so delighted
to hear you say that. Right from the first time I read As I Lay Dying I
thought Addie was a bitch.” So all is not lost.
In The Sound and the Fury Faulkner used the famous passage from
Macbeth not only for his title but throughout the novel. Because I
published this too some years ago I will not go into it here except in a
hurried way: Shakespeare’s “Out, out, brief candle!” appears in
Benjy’s section in the nature and treatment of his birthday candles.
Quentin’s monologue certainly contains “a walking shadow,” which
he mentions many times. Jason surely is “a poor player that struts
and frets”
he shows off in front of the cotton speculators at the
telegraph office. The basic tale is first “Told by an idiot.” And the
ending brings in “sound and fury, / Signifying nothing”: on the next
to last page, in the scene at the monument in the square, Benjy, who
has been moaning and crying from time to time in the novel, makes
his greatest noises of distress, and in describing them Faulkner uses
a significant word from Macbeth’s speech, calling them “tongueless;
just sound.” Then Jason enters the scene. Often furious earlier, here
he is at the peak of his fury. Faulkner, with too much taste to use the
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word, just shows us the condition. Then Benjy changes mercurially—which fits in with the Freudian material Faulkner consciously
used in this novel, a concept I have been peddling several years and
for which I now have further evidence— that at the end, the novel
says, his eyes are “empty.” Faulkner did not print the word “no
thing,” but emptiness is that. Faulkner here in this small way, just as
throughout his works in similar and much larger ways, expects us to
collaborate with him—as, for example, at the end of The Unvan
quished. That novel tells us earlier that Drusilla likes verbena because
it is “the only scent you could smell above the smell of horses and
courage.” Her complete statement is in our minds when at the end of
The Unvanquished Bayard finds that Drusilla has placed on his pillow
the sprig of verbena which, in the very last words of the novel, is
filling the room “with that odor which she said you could smell alone
above the smell of horses.” There Faulkner lets you and me add the
words “and courage” in ourjudgment of Bayard as he expected us at
the end of The Sound and the Fury, as I have been arguing, to join
Benjy’s “just sound” and Jason’s fury and, then, the nothing in
Benjy’s eyes with the title passage from Macbeth. I feel he had a
similar expectation at the end of As I Lay Dying'. It is Darl—not, as
was thought for so long, Addie—whom we are to think of in relation
to the pronoun in the novel’s title. Like Agamemnon, Darl through
out the novel is in distress—because a woman, his mother, will not
give him any support at all. At the end of the novel, in Darl’s last
monologue, he is locked away insane at the state hospital, where,
with his hands at the bars of the windows, “looking out, he foamed.”
Agamemnon told Ulysses in the passage I have just quoted to you
from which Faulkner drew this novel’s title that his murderous wife
would not “draw my eyelids down or close my mouth, / Though I was
on the road to Hades’ house.” We can only look and foam through
eyes and mouth which are not closed. Looking out and foaming,
Darl in the mad house, which is about as near as we can come on
earth to “Hades’ house,” is suffering the ultimate distress because
from Addie, like Agamemnon from Clytemnestra, he did not re
ceive even the most elemental decency.
In this connection—and repeating that I favor the Equal Rights
Amendment—I want to point out that critics and readers for a long
time admired Addie not only because the misunderstanding about
the pronoun in the novel’s title led them to consider her central and
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because she seemed more forceful than the other members of her
family but also because she made a statement about the relative value
of words and deeds, a statement admiringly quoted in most criticism
of the novel. We all agree that deeds, the saying goes, speak louder
than words, but I think it is probably just as incorrect to assume
automatically that Addie is Faulkner’s direct spokesman in that
statement as to assume that he admires her general behavior. Faulk
ner could not have been entirely hostile to words while writing more
than twenty books. Nor did he in practice share Lieutenant Henry’s
famous objection in A Farewell to Arms to certain words of rather
large import; after all, Faulkner made his well-known public state
ment in favor of “love and honor and pity and pride and compassion
and sacrifice.” In As I Lay Dying Faulkner presents Addie trapped
by Calvinism. When she is destroying her son Darl she herself is a
victim of her own parent, her father, who so fully impressed on her
the Calvinistic opinion that the only purpose of living is to get ready
to be dead a long time. That view, as one of Faulkner’s sources points
out, is hostile to life, to the fertility worshipped in the Eleusinian
Mysteries. It sees our earthly life as insignificant, which is one of the
reasons Addie, though she accepts her first-born as part of the
minimum requirement of marriage, completely rejects her second
child—Dar —and therefore, as soon as she knows she is carrying
him, exacts from her husband the promise to bury her someday in
Jefferson, away from him and their children—in short, the basis for
the entire novel. Her Calvinistic rejection of life—and of words—
leads to her famous statement, which probably is famous because
many readers prefer expository writing to fiction. They often—and
without being aware of it—prefer the comfort of what they think are
direct statements by the author to the uncertainty of symbolism and
other aspects of fictional technique. And they often deny the au
thor’s privilege to be dramatic and write speeches which are to reveal
the nature of a character and only mistakenly can be taken as
statements of the personal view of the author. It was pleasant here at
the conference to listen to a paper by one of the participants,
Richard L. Godden, which skillfully presented technical support of
the view that Addie’s statement concerning words and deeds is not
what most critics have thought it is. I urge you to reexamine the
widely-held conception that Addie is not only a heroine but that she
is speaking directly for Faulkner when she discusses words and
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deeds. To think that way may be to think the way my friends who are
history professors do when they ask me to drop all "that Englishteacher nonsense" and tell them precisely in which paragraph of
Absalom, Absalom! Faulkner states flat-out what he thinks about the
history of this region. The only answer I ever have been able to give
to that is more "English-teacher nonsense."
Though the only proofs of the validity of critical conceptions of
fiction must come from the fiction itself, one little event early gave
somewhat heartening support in spite of the opposition from such
early critics as Frederick Hoffman and his fellow believers: During
talks with Mr. Faulkner here in Oxford and in New York and
Massachusetts I trotted out various conceptions I had of
—such as the one have been speaking to you about this afternoon.
Though always very courteous, he never
"Yes” or “No”—
and I
have been disappointed
him if he had. But before
long I received a letter from the Director of Chatto & Windus,
Faulkner’s London publishers. She said,
I am writing at the suggestion of William Faulkner, who tells me that you
are writing a
book on his work. As you may know, my firm has
published Mr Faulkner for many years, and if you have not already made
arrangements with an English publisher for your book, we should very
much like an opportunity of seeing it when it is done.

That, of course, is no proof of anything, but considering Mr. Faulk
ner’s usual relationship to critical opinions about his work found it
supportive. It certainly made me feel more comfortable in presenting conceptions which—though by now adopted by some critics—
then were unpopular with almost all Faulknerians, who too often
were comfortably trading back and forth the early essentially socio
logical conceptions which so delayed the establishment of Faulkner’s
reputation.
It is not surprising that citizens of Mississippi could be confused
about Faulkner’s novels if professional critics for such a long time
could consider As I Lay Dying, for example, to be an account of a
family of almost wholly admirable Thomas Jeffersonian yeomen.
And if many professional critics did not consider As I Lay Dying to be
anything except Faulkner’s presentation of Mississippi folks, it is
quite understandable for some Mississippi readers to have felt that
As I Lay Dying is supposed to be an accurate picture of life and death
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in this state, that it is inaccurate, and that Faulkner did wrong to
write When you think about what Faulkner’s purpose was, to draw
on the life he knew but to go far beyond it toward the more universal
and to do so in this novel by his adaptation of Joyce’s mythical
method, equating his characters in an inverse way with Demeter and
other personages and events of myth, which there has only been
time here to take up sketchily, I do not feel that we should consider
the residents of Mississippi to have been particularly imperceptive.
Most of them have been making a living in ways other than literary,
and if the professionals who were making their living by writing
criticism did not figure this out, why should civilians be expected to
do so? Faulkner more than anyone else, of course, would have been
aware of all this (and more!) and presumably was thinking of it
when, having been asked that question whether he thought his
novels gave an inaccurate picture of this region, he replied, “Yes,
and I’m sorry.”
If Faulkner were still alive he still could make the other remark
quoted earlier: “ . . . it does sort of amuse me when I hear’em talking
about the sociological picture that I present in something like As I
Lay Dying, for instance.” Perhaps the strident, emotional tone in
which some critics reject interpretations of the sort I have been
touching on here is explained by a point which John Barth made in
the “Author’s Note” to his Lost in the Fun House where he wrote that
“the discovery of an enormous complexity beneath the simple sur
face may well be more dismaying than delightful.”
But Faulkner’s home region was not without understanding of his
artistic situation: a newspaper which had objected that his novels
presented a denigrating picture of Mississippi, nevertheless ended
the article in this—final—clipping by praising him because he
“never compromised—not for money, not for popularity, and not
for an easy audience.”
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Panel Discussion

I
PANELISTS

Howard Duvall
Robert J. Farley

Phil Mullen
James W. Webb

Webb We have some people here this morning that I’ll introduce
to you. This is Robert J. Farley, Dean Emeritus, School of Law. He
was closely associated with Oxford and the community well as with
the University and William Faulkner. I think his chief distinction
among us was being the youngest mayor of Oxford for some time.
Here’s Phil Mullen. During Faulkner’s heyday he was with the
Oxford Eagle. You will see him in the film William Faulkner of Oxford.
Here is Howard Duvall, a contemporary of Jill and a close friend.
Now I’ll invite questions.

Questioner
University.

I’d like to know how Rowan Oak was acquired by the

Webb Well, you might be putting me on the spot. I’ll try to be brief
but will relate some matters that led up to the acquisition. I first met
Mr. Faulkner in 1948, in the fall. Over the years our acquaintance
was most casual, even distant. I wanted to talk to him but I thought of
him as being a rather private man. I couldn’t go whooshing to him
with pencil and paper and ask what he meant by so and so. Common
ground was not easy to find. In 1960, I was appointed chairman of
the English Department. Dr. Bill Strickland was and still is chairman
of the Department of Modern Languages. His stepfather, Mr.
Goldsborough, had retired from legal practice and was devoting
much of his time to being an excellent portrait painter. Bill and I
worked ourselves up to the point of approaching Faulkner about an
oil painting of him for the Faulkner Collection. He agreed and
seemed pleased. I raised the funds by subscription—writing letters
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to people on the campus, in town, and to individuals interested in
Faulkner over the United States. This venture got us all well ac
quainted. You can believe that I never got quite “carried away,” but I
was smitten. Genius that I believed him to be, I found him to be easy
and interesting and even humorous when the situation was right.
We went to the barn on one occasion to look at his horse Stonewall. I
grew up on a Mississippi farm and I found that we could talk about
horses, mules, dogs, and even rats. With a twinkle in his eye he could
be whimsical and speculative while talking about animals. To him
the rat is the most intelligent of animals. “Why?” I asked. Briefly he
answered, “The stupid ones don’t live long.” I didn’t ask him about
his books or writing.
Later I worked up the courage or recklessness to ask him about his
many awards, including the Nobel. At the time they were in the
Mary Buie Museum which was owned and operated by the town of
Oxford under the curatorship of Mrs. Herron Rowland. I asked him
about seeing them placed with the Faulkner Collection in the Uni
versity library and waited a moment for his reply. He looked at the
ceiling by way of reflection and then looked right at me. “Jill and
Mrs. Rowland collected these things as they were awarded and put
them in the museum. As long as Mrs. Rowland is curator I want
them to stay there, but the minute she resigns or retires you may
move them.” I replied, “Mr. Faulkner, you can’t be any fairer than
that.” They are now in the Faulkner Collection of the Ole Miss
library.
Now, I’ll try to answer your question. When Mr. Faulkner died on
July 2, 1962, he left Mrs. Faulkner at Rowan Oak alone. She was
persuaded by her daughter Jill to come and live near her at Char
lottesville. After waiting a proper time I went over to the Lyceum
building to see Mr. Hugh Clegg, Director of University Develop
ment, having retired after many years with the F.B.I. I suggested
that it might be possible for the University to acquire Rowan Oak
and to perserve it as a kind of memorial. Mr. Clegg, a man of vision,
thought well of the idea. He stated that he would approach Jill on the
matter and added that he might enlist the assistance of Jack Faulk
ner, brother of the author, and also retired from the F.B.I. after
years of service. He and Mr. Clegg had been long time friends and
colleagues. Anyway, Mr. Clegg went to work on the matter. At this
time, however, Jill was reluctant to sell the home but stated that she
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would agree to lease it to the University for twenty years for ten
dollars. Mr. Clegg then asked what I thought of that. I said, “Let’s
take it.” Then he asked if I would assume responsibility of looking
after it. Naturally I answered “Yes.” Later Mrs. Faulkner came down
to discuss and close matters. It was a chilly afternoon and we all sat in
the library at Rowan Oak. After negotiations were concluded, Mrs.
Faulkner, a tiny and frail and wonderful little person, commented,
“If having Rowan Oak proves to be an asset to this university in
time of trouble, I will be pleased.” This was late in the year of 1962.
Mrs. Faulkner and the immediate members of her family were
granted the privilege of staying in the home during visits in the
summer—and did. One evening, while sitting on the east lawn, she
informed me that no doubt eventually Rowan Oak would become
permanent property of the University of Mississippi. I told her that
we would be pleased.
Mrs. Faulkner died in 1973. Not long afterwards, Jill called me
one morning at 7:30, saying that she was now ready to sell the home
to the University. I told her that I would call Chancellor Porter
Fortune as soon as our conversation was over. When I called I found
that he had gone to the University airport—leaving town. I told Mr.
Yerby, his administrative assistant, that it was an emergency. The
Chancellor came to the phone and I gave him the message. He was
pleased and in turn called Mr. Tommy Ethridge, attorney, and
asked him to take it from there. The University purchased the
home, along with its 32 acres ajoining the campus, for $170,000.
I will close with one more statement. A few years ago we had
among our list of distinguished visitors William O. Douglas, Justice
of the U.S. Supreme Court. Upon leaving the grounds he asked me
who owned the home. As modestly as I could I replied the University
of Mississippi. He shot back, “No. It belongs to the world.” I believe
he is right. Anyway, we don’t sell admission tickets.
Mullen Jim, I would like to read two things that I think the audi
ence would be interested in. In a special edition which I published in
1966, which reprinted much of what I had written before in the
Eagle and the Canton, Mississippi, Herald, I wrote this:
William Faulkner wrote some of the most violent, brutal, and shocking
passages in literature. At the same time, he has written some of the most
beautiful, romantic, sensitive, and nostalgic. Perhaps I misread them but it
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seems to me that the critics mainly miss the fact that much of Faulkner’s
writing was done as if in the thoughts and the observations of an adolescent
In that period of life when events are the most poetic, when nobility is
the most admired, when the majesty and power and mystery of
and life
are at their greatest, and when all humanity is bigger than

And, of course, I say if you don’t believe it just read The Bear, “Barn
Burning,” or one of the greatest, The Reivers.
Now all through their lifetimes Hemingway and Faulkner were
natural contenders for the number one writer in the world, or at
least in America. In one of his books, Hemingway spoke of William
Faulkner as the authority on the bawdy houses in Memphis, and
mentioned him by name, and I don’t think Bill particularly liked
that. When Hemingway published The Old Man and The Sea in Life
magazine, he wrote Life and said, “This is a greater honor than the
Nobel prize.” I clipped it out and mailed it to Bill and said, “Sour
grapes, as far as I’m concerned.”
I have a brother who is an egghead and was acutally the Faulkner
buff more than I was, and he indirectly arranged one of my best
Faulkner quotes. He said to me, “Ernest Hemingway must have felt
very bad, working as hard as I know he does, to have labored on
Across the River and into the Trees and to have come up with nothing.”
I met Bill coming out of Kroger’s one day and I repeated that to
him. Bill said, “Hemingway tries too hard. He should be a farmer
like me and just write on the side.”
I want to tell one more thing and then I’ll sit down. You will see the
William Faulkner of Oxford movie tomorrow night. I was in Paris,
Tennessee, in 1952 and I got a thick letter from the Ford Founda
tion. I thought it was some big publicity and started to throw it away,
but I opened it up. It was a letter saying that the Ford Foundation
had picked Faulkner to be the writer in America on the Omnibus
Series and that Bill had just been through there on his way to Paris,
France, and had asked that they employ me to be the coordinator for
the making of the movie. They sent along a script, and it was the
most outrageous script I had ever read. One line I remember said,
“This will be a film about an American writer in an obscure Ameri
can town that reaches fame.”
I sent the script back and said, “I
can’t help you; forget it.” And I said, “Besides, Oxford is not an
obscure town.” I said, “After all, Grant slept there.”
So they called me on the phone and said, Mr. Mullen, we’ve got to
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have you. We can’t make this movie without you.” They said, “We’re
scared of William Faulkner.” So I said, “Well, all right. Send some
body down here with some sense and we’ll make the movie ’cause I
ain’t a damn bit scared of him.” So they sent a poet named Harry
Behn from the University of New Mexico. I suggested that we just
write it like it happened: the impact on a small town of somebody
who the small town had not particularly admired or looked up to
and who knew him
well, and what happened when he got the
Nobel Prize. And so that’s what we did. It just tells the story. That’s
the reason I’m in it, because AP called me that morning, when
Faulkner’s winning the Nobel Prize was announced, a Friday morn
ing, and I had a slight hangover, Bob, and I wasn’t feeling like
working. And they said they had to have the story.
I called Bill on
the phone. I said, “There is one damn newspaper man you’re going
to see this morning.” He said, “Who’s that?” I said, “That’s me.” He
said, “Well, come on.” So we went it from there.
I would like to tell this one further thing. He said, “Phil, would it
be unethical if I read your story before you filed it?” I said, “No, but
they’re yelling for it. I’m going to phone it in.” He said, “Well, call me
when you finish and I’ll run down to your office and read it.” It took
me two hours to write that story. The AP, of course, used it around
the world. He came in and read it. And he said, “Do you have to
mention my mother?” I said, “Well, Bill, she’s an artist. I think I
should use it.” He said, “All right.” He came down to a line where I
said he had served with the RCAF. He said, “Change that to I was a
member of the RCAF.” He said, “I saw no service.” He said, “Your
story is all right,” and turned around and walked out.

Questioner I was going to ask Mr. Mullen to tell us about the actual
filming of that.
Mullen Oh. Well, as it happened most of the principals were still
here. Bill Asger, the man who gave—well now, here goes another
one of my favorite stories. Dr. Byron Gathright was in that class, and
Bill Asger was the Episcopal rector. He gave a baccalaureate address
and spoke for five minutes.
Byron told Bill, “Mr. Bill, if you’ll do
as well by us, I’lljoin your church.” So Bill spoke for exactly four and
a half minutes.
But we came down with a very fine director and camera man, and
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Bill was a movie maker himself. That’s what he should have been all
his life, a movie maker. Now he did tell me to bring him four fifths of
whiskey. When he offered to pay me for them, I said, “No, we’ll
charge these to the Ford Foundation.” He liked that. So, he worked
absolutely perfectly with the crew; I wasn’t with him all the time, but
he made suggestions. I think it’s probably the unique literary film in
the country because I dare someone to come up with one of Shake
speare, or even Hemingway. Well, anyway, we reenacted the gradu
ation address and we had some of the same girls. Jill wasn’t there but
we had the same rector and the same speech.
Another favorite story about that actual graduation was that I was
at a garden party that Jill gave during the week. Bill got up and
walked me to the gate and I said, “You gonna write your talk or are
you gonna give it off the cuff?” And he looked at me and said, “You
want a copy of it?” I said, “Yes, me and AP and UPI and all the ships
at sea.” And
he talked so softly when he actually delivered the
speech that nobody could really hear what he said and the AP man
was sitting beside me and he said, “Phil, I didn’t get what he said.” I
said, “Well, come go with me.” So I went backstage and he was being
very courteous to a very little girl from Grenada who had come up
there and he handed the manuscript to me. I still have it. And then
the girl called me from the University and said, “Oh, Mr. Mullen,
can you help me? A Harvard professor hired me to take down Mr.
Faulkner’s address and I simply couldn’t get it. Can you help me?” I
said, “Yes, Ma’am. TheEage will be on the street tomorrow and on
the front page will be that speech word for word carefully proof
read. It’ll cost the total sum of seven cents.”

Duvall I think Mr. Phil, Moon, keynoted a part of Mr. Faulkner’s
personality. In looking back on it, I believe William Faulkner, John,
Jack, the whole group, Dean—I don’t think any of them ever really
wanted to release their childhood. They cherished the memories of
their childhood and carried them right on through, and certainly
Mr. Faulkner must have in a great many of his writings, particularly
in something like The Unvanquished or
Mr. Faulkner loved
children. He really loved them, and I think he would reveal himself
to children more; you may correct me on this. He would play with us,
he would guide us in our games, he would take a great interest. He
was a man who was intense in his writings, and deep in his thoughts.
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When he was down there at Rowan Oak, when we were young and
growing up, we weren’t awed at Mr. Faulkner, the writer, at all. We
were only curious mainly as to why he didn’t go to work at eight
o’clock and come back at five like the rest of our daddies. That made
him more interesting to us because we could count on Mr. Bill to get
involved in the games. When we wanted to learn to make rubber
guns Mr. Faulkner taught us how to make rubber guns. And he was
pretty good at it.
Mr. Faulkner also had a great sense of humor, a wry sort of
humor. One afternoon we were out sailing. He loved to take the
children, and most of my sailing was done with him, even after I got
back from the Air Force. We got into a tremendous storm out at
Sardis one afternoon. Mr. Faulkner had purchased a sailboat from
Art Guyton; it was so heavy you could cross the Atlantic in it without
any trouble. The only trouble is we put it on Sardis where we don’t
have very strong winds. Mr. Bill would say, “We’re going sailing,”
and that really meant we were going out and just sit on Sardis
Reservoir two or three hours and sweat it out, hoping something
would come along and push us back into shore. This particular
afternoon, Miss Estelle and Faulkner and Hunter Little and myself
went out. It took about an hour and a half to get out of the Cove. Mr.
Bill was a very proud man. He had a little one-horsepower motor
that someone had given him as a hint. Sometimes he might want to
use it to get back in. It had never been put in the water and probably
never has because he wasn’t going to be towed in. We’d finally tacked
out that far, to get out into what we thought might be some wind,
and we were becalmed as usual, but it was a pleasant afternoon. We
might not have passed three words with Bill, though sometimes he’d
talk your head off. Not about writing, of course, but aboutjust things
on the reservior, poring over problems of what we call nowadays
environmental things.
We noticed this huge storm developing at the upper end of the
lake; it was the southwest part of Sardis Dam, which is forty-four
miles long: beautiful water, a conservation dam. It looked like we
had some hope that we might get back in to shore for the first time on
our own power. Well, all these commercial fishermen were just
piling off the lake fast as they could go. Most of the time, while we
were becalmed out there, these commercial fishermen, who all knew
Mr. Faulkner, would come by and ask him, “Mr. Bill, would you like
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for us to tow you in?” He’d say, “No, thank you kindly, I believe I’ll
just sit it out.” And that’s what we’d do, sweat rolling down our faces.
But this particular day after the squall started, we commented to Mr.
Faulkner that this time we thought it might be good to crank up that
motor for our safety, to go ashore because these commercial fisher
men were piling on in. I’ll never forget these two men passed us just
lickety-split toward Cole’s Camp. They got within ten or fifteen
yards offshore and that boat went down. I don’t think the water ever
touched them. They were just like walking on water. They just kept
on going. We passed out the life jackets and Mr. Bill wouldn’t take
one. He said, “No thank you, don’t believe I will.” So, Miss Estelle put
on one, Hunter put on one, and I put on one. Mr. Bill had some sort
of R.C.A.F. cap and I was told, maybe incorrectly, that Queen
Elizabeth had given it to him, because he had been in first aid in
World War I and never gotten in the R.A.F. overseas. Anyway it was
a very prized cap of his and it blew overboard. Well, Hunter being a
fantastic swimmer and a very fine sailor—he taught sailing at camp
at Maine and North Carolina—he knew all these nautical terms. Mr.
Bill started rolling off these nautical terms and it was all I could do to
hang on. So, I was hanging in the bottom of the boat. Hunter
jumped overboard and got Mr. Bill’s cap back. A little dinghy was
floating in the back, we had it tied to the sailboat. If it hadn’t been for
that dinghy, I don’t believe Hunter would have made it. The waves
were at least six feet high. So Hunter got back in and gave him his
cap back and Bill thanked him. About ten minutes later the dinghy
broke with us and disappeared. Things really looked bad. That’s
when Mr. Faulkner said something about, “Howard, I believe I will
take that life jacket.” So I handed him a life jacket and I said, “Mr.
Bill, are you getting scared?” And he said, “Naw, just getting cold.”
And he never would tell me he was scared, but I felt sure that he was
a little bit scared.

Farley I think I’ll tell the story about Faulkner and a friend driving
into the lake. One of Faulkner’s attributes was imperturbability and
just as this storm illustrates, he never did get excited.
Duvall

Never changed expressions.

Farley This story I got from Hugh Evans, who was a very close
friend of Bill’s and his neighbor in later years. A few months after
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Sardis Lake was built, they had closed the dam and covered what is
now called the Old Sardis Road, a gravel road from Oxford to
Sardis. It ended at the lake somewhere out near Clear Creek. Hugh
Evans and Bill Faulkner were riding out in Hugh’s automobile to
look at the lake one moonlit night. They drove out the Old Sardis
Road and the moonlight was such that you couldn’t tell where the
water started and the road ended. So, Hugh went dashing out right
on into the lake and the water killed his engine. They rolled up their
pants and waded back to shore. After they got back up in the road
Hugh said, “Bill, you said something just before I hit that water.
What did you say?” And Bill said,—he was smoking his pipe—
“I said, ‘Goddamn, he ain’t gonna stop.’ ” He didn’t think enough of
it to yell it out again.
Mullen

Bob, tell them about the Delta Council people.

Farley That’s too long a story. Nobody else’d get to talk any, I’m
afraid.

Mullen Well, just the one thing, the one thing he suggested that
you do.
Farley Bill was in this period and, in fact, most of the time before
he won the Nobel Prize, always cramped for money. Maury Knowl
ton asked me to invite him to speak at the Delta Council where we
have an annual meeting and always have some prominent people,
usually a general, admiral, or an author. Anyway, we wanted to have
Bill Faulkner on it. That was unusual because he wasn’t thought of
very highly in the Delta. Anyway, I went to see Bill and I talked to
him about it. He said, “Aw, you know I can’t make a speech.” And I
said, “Yeah, you can. All you gotta do is write it out and read it.” And
I said, “We’re gonna pay you four hundred dollars.” That’s a small
amount now, but it was a big amount then. Bill was wanting to buy a
jeep and I knew that. Anyway, the four hundred dollars appealed to
him a good deal. He requested that I make the speech and he’d take
me over there and I told him that they hadn’t invited me to make the
speech. So he finally agreed to go.
The publicity was put in The Commercial Appeal and everywhere
that William Faulkner was going to be one of the speakers. About
three days before the date, which was in May, Bill telephoned me
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and said he was going to Italy. No particular reason, just that he was
going to Italy and wouldn’t be able to go over there. I told him he just
couldn’t do that to those people over there. They had all the public
ity out and people were there to hear him as well as others and he just
couldn’t do it. Well, he finally agreed again that he would go.
So, I was to take him over there. Alice, my wife, and I went by his
house about eight o’clock in the morning. Actually, he had forgotten
all about it and he was lolling around out there on the front lawn, if
you could call it a lawn at that time. And he had on an old linenjacket
that was dirty and a frayed shirt. To cap it all, he had on a hat that he
must have had back in about 1912. It was of that vintage and also of
that age, greasy looking in addition to being very much out of style.
Well, he got in and we went. He said he was ready.
I assumed that
he was doing that—he did fool us sometime—because he was speak
ing to what he called farmers (they called themselves planters, in
stead ofjust farmers) so he was going to look like one of them, and be
one. Anyway, he got in the car; we drove over there and when we
went to get out I was so bothered about that hat, I said, “Now, Bill,
I’m not wearing any hat, why don’t you leave yours in the car?” So he
said, “Well, I will.” So he didn’t look as bad as he might have.
We got there and were very cordially received. Photographers
and newspeople were there from the time we went to the sidewalk
and were conducted in. We had a lunch first, a dinner-on-theground with fried chicken and all the things that go with it. I don’t
remember whether he ate anything much or not. I didn’ But,
anyway, we finally got back inside and it came time for Bill’s speech.
He didn’t have a very strong voice and he didn’t use it as much as he
might have if it had been stronger. As luck would have the public
address system wasn’t on; something went wrong with it. There were
a few screeches when he’d say something and that was about all until
he got about halfway through his speech and then it suddenly came
on and you could hear the rest of it. But nobody, just like this other
speech, nobody, including me, that was sitting right up at front,
understood the first half of what he said. I learned afterwards that
he was telling them that he was glad to be there because he was a
farmer, just like they were, and a poor farmer.
he went along with
this first and then he finally gave a very nice address. Well, that’s
about all to it except that we left there and he autographed letters
and things and they took his picture some more. He was very
cooperative.
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We went out and got in the car and Maury Knowlton, the gover
nor of the council, called me out there and he said, “I’ve got that
check for four hundred dollars, but I spoke to Mr. Faulkner earlier
and he said, Just give me a case of whiskey.’ I’ve got a case of
whiskey, too, but I don’t want to insult him by giving him that four
hundred dollars if he doesn’t want it.” And I said, “Maury, give me
that check. He wants it.” Anyway, I took it back and I chastized Bill
for getting me in such an embarrassing situation. I had insisted upon
the four hundred dollars and then he’d said, “Just give me the
whiskey” and I said, “I’m a damned good mind to take the whiskey
myself.” He said, “Bob, you can have it or you can have half of it—I’ll
give you half of it and I’ll give you ten percent of the four hundred
dollars. I’m gonna make you my agent from now on.” I took the half
a case of whiskey. I didn’t get into the four hundred dollars.

Questioner When did you first know William Faulkner? How far
back does your friendship go?
Farley 1910. I didn’t know him very well when we were little boys.
I knew him, but we were not particularly friends.
Questioner

Farley

You grew up in Oxford?

Yes.

Mullen He forgot one point on that thing. Going over there Bill
turned around to Bob and said, “Bob, let’s do this thing a little bit
differently”; he said, “I’ll get up and make my speech and you get up
and introduce me.”

Duvall Dean Farley alluded to the fact that Faulkner always said
he was a farmer. And I’ve seen it written many times when they
asked him what he did for a living, he said “I’m a farmer.” It reminds
me of what happened last year out at Bill’s farm. We had a group out
there on a tour, and I got James Avent, the colored man who worked
for Mr. Faulkner, to talk to the group. I had some trouble doing it,
but I finally got him aboard the bus. I said, “James, you don’t have to
make a speech. Just take this microphone and I’ll introduce you and
they’ll ask you questions.” Well, a few questions went by and he’d
answer them yes and no when he could. Some lady in the back raised
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her hand and said, “Mr. Avent, I want to ask you one question. I
want to know what kind of farmer was Mr. Faulkner?” James im
mediately took his straw hat off and put it over his heart and looked
up there like Mr. Bill might be looking over the top of the trees at
him and he said, “Well, I’m gon’ tell ya’. I’ll tell the truth about it. Mr.
Bill, he wadn’t much of no farmer, but he sure was nice to us folks.”
He put his hat back on then. I guess Mr. Bill was probably one of the
worst farmers in Lafayette County, but it was a hobby with him and
he was going to raise those mules come hell or high water, which he
did. He wasn’t really much of a farmer, but he liked to tell folks that
he was a farmer. When he came back from Sweden, of course he had
all kinds of offers for talks. The only one he accepted was from the
Lafayette County Farm Bureau.

Questioner Can I get Dean Farley to tell that story just a very short
one, about Colonel Faulkner sitting up in front of the bank after he
had been deposed from the First National over to the Bank of
Oxford?

Farley I was using by way of illustration the fact that none of the
Faulkners were what you’d call democrats. All of them were pretty
autocratic, including Bill and his grandfather, who everybody called
Colonel Faulkner, J.W.T. I. He wore a white linen suit and carried a
hearing aid that looked like a fan; he was deaf. He put it between his
teeth and he could hear you. He was sitting out in front of Roland’s
drugstore with the Courthouse, of course, right in front of him. A
country fellow walked up and saw the great big chain across his
tummy and asked him what time it was. Colonel Faulkner put his
hearing aid up and he said, “What time is it?” And he heard him that
time and he shouted, “There’s a clock up there for po’ folks, look at
it!” The clock is famous—it never showed the same time on all four
sides.
Webb I know we’re running pressed for time, but I’d like to hear
Dean Farley tell the Ridley Wills story.

Farley This I told by way of illustration of two things. One was that
Bill Faulkner was a very devout Episcopalian. The other was his love
for privacy and his averseness to gentle association. There was a man
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named Ridley Wills, who wrote the column for The Commercial
Appeal, called “Rambling with Ridley.” He would go around to
different towns in the Mid-South and write up the town and a
character or two there. I had met him earlier—this was in 1924, I
think. And he had written Oxford up in The Commercial Appeal.
Anyway, late one afternoon, I had started walking to my T-model
Ford to go home, and Ridley Wills was standing there at the corner
where Colonel Faulkner was sitting. And he spoke to me and told me
he wanted to ask a favor of me. I said, “What’s that?” He said, “I want
you to take me out and introduce me to Bill Faulkner.” He said, “I’m
writing a novel, and I think that I can get some good ideas from him
about getting it published.” And I said, “Well, Ridley I don’t mind
taking you out there, but I can’t guarantee you how you will be
received, whether or not Bill will turn around and walk off or
whether he would talk to you or not.” “Well,” he said, “if you take me
out there I’ll take a chance on it.”
So we got in the Ford and went out there. When we got to the road
around the campus, we saw Bill walking across from the post office
towards his home. This was when he was living with his father in the
old Delta Psi house there on the campus.
I drove up to the place
where the path intersected the roadway. And he came up and spoke
to me, and I introduced him to Ridley Wills. I should mention that
Ridley had been to school, I think, at Vanderbilt originally and then
had had one year at Oxford, England, and then had come back to
Vanderbilt and taught English until he got to drinking so much, and
then they fired him, according to his own story. Anyway, he had
gotten this job with The Commercial Appeal and was doing very well
with it.
So, I introduced him to Bill and told him Ridley Wills would like to
talk to him. I told him who Ridley was, and he said, “Fine, well, let’s
ride around some more. Wait for me just a minute.”
he went in
the house. Mrs. Faulkner was having a bridge club out on the side
porch. He went directly in the house and in a few minutes came back
out again with something in his shirt front. He got in the car on the
back seat and Ridley and I were in the front and we started off,
driving out the Batesville road. Bill got out what he had hidden in his
shirt—a quart of white lightning. And we all started to drinking out
of the bottle just a little bit at the time. Someone had remarked, one
of his camping friends, that Bill never really did just drink whiskey,
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he just sucked on the bottle. He didn’t use big drinks, but he would
take little ones often. Anyway, we began to drink and pretty soon it
began to take its effect on everyone but me. Anyway, Ridley Wills
asked Bill, “If you could be anything you want to to be, what would
you be?” And Bill said, “Well, I think I’d be a lay reader in the
Episcopal Church.” And Ridley said, “You want to go to heaven,
don’t you.” And Bill said, “I certainly do. Don’t you want to?” And
Ridley said, “Naw, I can’t imagine anything more boring than being
up there. They would probably put me notjust playing the harps but
to manicuring the angel’s wings. I certainly wouldn’t want to do
that.” Bill reached over and slapped him on the shoulder and said,
“My boy, you don’t have the true Rotary spirit.”
We came back and stopped at the golf course where Bill and a boy
named Gerard Dean had a little shopper they called it. They sold
golfballs and softdrinks and other golfing equipment. Bill asked me
to stop and let him run in there. It was located right at what was the
first tee at that time at the University golf course which was right at
the corner of where the baseball grandstand is now. This shack was
in the corner and the tee was off a little to the left there. Bill went on
into the shack, and Ridley and I went on over to the tee and there was
Dean Kimbrough. And I might add at that time I had started
teaching part time in the law school. I knew that the other dean was
Dean Oliver Shaw, who was a comical looking sort of a person.
Mr. Shaw was there about to drive a ball off the tee. Ridley went
running around in front of him, took the club out of his hands, and
he backed off and Ridley gave it a swat. He dropped the club, and
started running down the fairway and retrieved the ball, in a weav
ing sort of way. He came right back with it and put it up on the tee
and picked up the golf club and handed it to Mr. Shaw again who
was nonplused. Anyway, Ridley then walked back on up toward the
shack. They left me standing there, and Judge Kimbrough, whom I
had known for along time, said, “Robert, who is that fellow?” And I
said, “I don’t know, Judge, some fellow that came here with Bill
Faulkner.”
II

PANELISTS
William McNeil Reed
William Roane
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Webb This is an informal meeting, so we’re just going to chat. On
our left is William Stone. We call him “Jack.” He was a young man in
Faulkner’s day. Next to him is Mr. William Reed. We call him “Mr.
Mack.” This is Aston Holley, local pharmacist who grew up with
Faulkner’s step-son Malcolm Franklin. On my right is William
Roane. We call him “Hoot.” First, I’m going to ask Mr. Stone to tell
us about when he first came to know Mr. Faulkner.

Stone I was very fortunate in knowing Bill Faulkner in three
different areas. One was in Charleston, Mississippi, which is a small
town about fifty miles south and west of Oxford. Another place that
I knew him was in Pascagoula, Mississippi, where my family spent
the summers when I was a child. He would come down and stay
three and four weeks with us at a time in between his visits to New
Orleans when he was with Sherwood Anderson. In fact, he wrote
Mosquitoes in the front yard of our house there on the Mississippi
coast. And then, of course, when I moved to Oxford I picked up on
the friendship. He was always close to the Stone family.
One incident I remember about this writing was sown in Pas
cagoula when he was writing
As I time it now, I must have
been five years old. He was writing. I overheard the grown people
say he was writing a book—so as a small, curious child I wandered up
to him and asked him what he got for doing that. I thought any
honest labor ought to be justly rewarded. He told me he got some
times a nickel and sometimes a dime. So, when I was five years old I
decided I wouldn’t be a writer. Another story about his writing and
his relating to children when he was writing involves Aston Holley,
who is a contemporary of mine and who was a childhood friend of
Faulkner’s stepson Malcolm. Frequently Aston would go to see
Malcolm and play on the grounds of Rowan Oak. One time, on a
summer day about like today, Aston came across the hollow and
found Bill in the back yard getting some sun and writing. Aston had
always been taught to speak to the grown people when he was in
their presence, like most Southern boys of that day.
Aston
stopped and said, “Hello, Mr. Bill.” Bill looked up and said, “Hello,
Aston.” He said, “Where’s Malcolm?” And Bill said, “He’s in the
house. Go on in.” Well, as Aston tells it, he made his mistake then. He
said, “What ya doin’, Mr. Bill?” And Bill told him. He said, “Well,
Aston, I’m writing.” So Aston—he was really lost then—he said,
“What are you writing, Mr. Bill?”
Bill looked up at him and said,
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“Well, stand there a minute, Aston, and I’ll read it to you.” At that
time Aston, being about ten or eleven years old, was anxious to get
on with his play with Malcolm, and he had to stand there while Bill
read him whatever it was he was writing. Of course, he said he was
perfectly miserable after being taught not to leave a grown person’s
presence until he was dismissed. He stayed there and suffered.
There is one other thing I would like to say. You heard Jimmy this
morning talking about the South Street Gang. Would you like to
hear what happened to the South Street Gang? Those boys grew up
and survived their rubber gun wars and the cannon shooting and
turned out one professor of English, two colonels in the military, one
biologist, a microbiologist, three doctors of medicine, an oil com
pany executive, a college instructor in pharmacy, an assistant direc
tor of athletics at Ole Miss, a journalist, two engineers, one television
and radio executive, two insurance executives, an oil geologist, a
successful lumberman, and two professors of law. So I think that
record was pretty good, and I’m glad the cannon shooting didn’t
destroy them all.
Reed Over the years the people of Oxford were most patient,
hoping that William would come along and write more about chil
dren, with whom he found the greatest happiness, I think. So many
people have spoken lightly of those patched trousers that he wore,
but many of us happen to know that they were not all done by
kneeling down checking the shoes on his fine horses’ feet or working
where mud was and so on. If you could have ever come along on
South Street or University Avenue or anywhere else in the town of
Oxford where some child spoke to Mr. Bill, you may be assured that
he was down on his knees listening to the child. Much could be
written about that.
We had a rental library in our drug store for many years. We
needed one because we didn’t have paperbacks. William was con
stantly searching for mysteries, and so were Mrs, Faulkner and
Malcolm. When we got the rental library going, that solved a great
problem. But we were losing our file cards. Students of the Univer
sity of Mississippi, bless their souls, would steal William’s cards and
keep his signature for an autograph. So what we had to do—and
William was the most cooperative person you nearly ever saw—we
had to ask him to stop signing the cards. He would just hold up the
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book and we signed it out and kept the card separate so the students
wouldn’t even see what he was checking out.
that worked out all
right. You know, he and his wife and Malcolm never returned a
single book that they ever borrowed. We had the understanding that
we’d call every third or fourth day and ask the maid or anybody who
answered, the phone if there were any books that belonged to
Gathright-Reed Drug Store and if they’d kindly put them out at a
place that was waterproof on the porch. If it did rain while the books
were out there, why the books would be safe.
the books would
come back the first time our delivery man would stop by. We would
charge respectively; that meant a little extra bookkeeping, but it was
good business. I don’t think Bill ever knew about it. Well, I men
tioned he never did return a volume and neither did the others.
Paperbacks replaced rental service.
Webb

Some of those rental books are still down at the house.

Reed I had hoped, Jim, that I had gotten them all back. That’s
neither here nor there. William early one morning came in the store
and his eyes were blazing black—I wish you could have seen the way
his eyes looked when he was mad. After saying “Morning, Mack,”
Bill said, “Mack, you talk too much.” Well, I was stunned. I didn’t
think I had talked very much and I said—I don’t know how I
managed to say it—I said, “Well, that’s doubtful. I know I read too
little.” And I did—I read too little. I didn’t have time; I was sick and
tired every day and night of my life almost, with the long hours in the
drugstore and all the bad health that was around. Mrs. Reed did her
very best to see that I read William Faulkner’s things. He was kind to
give me a book and every now and then—inscribed, autographed.
So I would say, “Just let me lie down a little bit and you just read to
me.” So I’d go to sleep. After I got one of his long sentences, I’m sure
that’s when I started to go to sleep. Anyway, he said, “You talk too
much.” So I said that I probably read too little, and doubtless was
forced sometimes to listen too much. Well, I wasn’t putting Bill down
and I don’t think he meant to put me down, but it was a fact that
there were times when anybody could almost be forced to listen too
much sometimes to people that would take advantage of you.
I remember one time when Bill went back to sit with Aston Holley
in the prescription department; that’s one of the few times that I
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ever saw him sit down in the store. As he sat there, there was a noise
that was disturbing him greatly; it was the radio that was up on the
counter close to where Mr. Holley stood. It was blaring away ter
rifically. When Aston was leisure for a moment, Bill said, “Aston,
does that thing have to keep on making that noise?” He said, “Why,
no, Mr. Bill, I wasn’t conscious of it at all.” Bill said, “It looks as if so
many people do everything they possibly can to have noise around to
keep them from thinking about what they ought to be doing.” Aston
said that that had stayed with him throughout all of these years and
he could understand how Mr. Bill was so concerned about it.
There’s one other thing I want to tell you. Please don’t ever worry
about William and his indebtedness, his bills. He worried a great
deal and I expect the rest of us did too, but don’t you, because those
things worked out all right. There were times when nobody knew
what was going to happen back then. The only time Bill ever paid a
bill in the store in my presence was one day when two or three fellows
were talking with William. A couple of friends and neighbors were
seated in the lounge in our store, and William came in and stood and
talked with them and asked them a few questions about the family
and others. Finally one of them said that his daughter was going to
marry, and he added, “The expense is killing me.” Well, Jill was
going be married, too, pretty soon. I think Bill must have been a
little bit concerned about it. Later a young lady who worked in the
store called me over to see something that Mr. Faulkner had left
there. He had stepped up to her after he had turned away from the
others and said—now this was in April—he said, “Miss Margaret,
will you see what my last September bill is?” And she said, “Why
certainly, Mr. Bill.” So she just went back and, without anybody
hearing, she handed the sheet over to him. About thirty minutes
later Margaret raised up a little something that was on the counter
that had been covered up and she opened it to look at and there
was a check. She called me and said, “I wish you’d look here.” It was
not for last September’s bill—it was paid up to date and was for a
very happy amount. You have no idea how much I enjoyed going
the bank. Thank you very much.
Webb

Hoot, will you take over here?

Roane Well,
you, we’re going to have to turn back the pages
of time pretty far back to, let’s see, about 1923 when I moved down
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there on what we then called Second Street, which is now South
Eleventh. So my family got hunkered down, I guess you’d say, down
there in our house. Before Mr. Bill moved to Rowan Oak there was a
family by the name of Harris who briefly rented the house and lived
down there. The house was in really bad shape back in those days.
Red Harris and I played out in the front yard under that big
magnolia tree that you all saw out at Rowan Oak. We spent a lot of
happy hours down there. Then Mr. Bill moved there in 1930 and
started restoring the house. Of course, his stepson Malcolm and all
of us were good friends. And going back, Jack, to talk about that
Second South Street Gang—our playground was all around Rowan
Oak in the sand ditches and the woods. Back then, you know, we
were little tykes—twelve, thirteen, fourteen years old. Well, we
could roll up a blanket, take some biscuits and sweet potatoes and fat
back—whatever Mama had in the oven up over the stove in the
warmer—and go down there and camp out at night. We did a lot of
camping out around Rowan Oak. Mr. Bill would come out and talk
to us. Lawrence Hutton and I used to cut through there on our way
to school and stop by and Mr. Bill would tell us stories there on the
tennis court. Anyway, we had this terrifying gang down there that
terrorized the neighborhood, as Mr. Mack Reed knows, fighting
with those rubber guns and sling shots and bows and arrows. And we
had different gangs. We had a Lake Street Gang over there with
Herman Taylor and all that bunch. And we had this Second South
Street Gang, which was us. We had the University Creek Gang. And
all of us were constantly scrapping with each other, you know,
fighting. Well, we organized our pirate gang down there, too.
Smokey Joe Hutton, he was our Captain Kid. And I was Buzzard Bill
the Bloody Butcher of the Bounding Billows. Lawrence Hutton was
Hack’em Hank the Howling Horror of the Heaving Horizon. Red
Harris was Wall Eyed Willie the Wicked Weasel of the Waves. And
Elton Ramsey was Dusty Dan the Daring Demon of the Deep. And I
mean we were tough hombres. We had this big ole platform with a
rail around it we used as a ship. We had our flour sack up there with
the skull and cross bones, and we had our rubber guns and wooden
swords, and we drank root beer out of liquor bottles. We were tough.
Anyway, to show you what a quick mind Mr. Bill had, little Mack—
Mack Franklin—came dashing across the woods one day and
wanted to join our happy throng—our bloodthirsty group. He was
down at the foot of the tree, and we were up there with our rope
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ladder. He was just beseeching us to let him join. We said, “Well
Mack, you can’t join.” He said, “How come?” We said, “You ain’t got
a bloodthirsty enough name.” So he said, “I’ll go to my pappy.” He
called Mr. Bill Pappy. He said, “I’ll go get my pappy to get me in
there.” So he scampered off and about half an hour he came back
through the woods yelling, “I got it, I got it.” And he leaped over the
rails and we said, “Mack, what did Pappy say your name was?” He
said, “My pappy said I was Mangling Mack the Man Eating Maniac
from Murder Mountain.” We said, “Well, come aboard.” So, from
then on Malcolm was Mangling Mack.
While we were living down there, Mr. Reed lived right next to our
house, and right across from us was Mr. Charlie Neilson and
Mary Louise Neilson. Mr. Chester McLarty remembers way back in
those times. Mr. Charlie Neilson died, and Miss Mary Louise was
from a very old family in these parts. She’s a cousin of the Neilsons
that were in that store business up town. Well, it came to pass that
they started paving our streets. I remember a big old landing out in
front of our house where the carriages used to come up and the
people would step out of the carriages onto the landing. Of course,
that had to be moved for the paving. So, all this machinery was going
up and down the street. And
Mary Louise Neilson was just a
real proper prim spinster. She would come out occasionally and sit
on the top of her steps coming down to the street and watch the
paving go along. And this old tough hombre, Captain Jack Hume,
came barreling in here. He was a roustabout with the old Barnum
and Bailey Circus. He had been all over the world. And he was a
tough talking fellow. I mean he could let it go when it came to
profanity. And he’d been everwhere. He was kinda’ the foreman of
the paving crew. So he shore ’nuff got to courting Miss Mary Louise,
and they got closer and closer. Every once in a while he’d get up and
go down there and cuss somebody out and then come back with his
hat in his hand and sit down. And then he started paying court in the
afternoon after he got through. He’d go brush up and come down
there and start dating her. And that was where the idea of “A Rose
for Emily” was conceived. It was right there across the street with
Miss Mary Louise Neilson and Captain Jack Hume.
Well, I worked up there at Mack’s Cafe in the old days. And Mr.
Bill he would come in there and I’d always make a beeline when he
and Miss Estelle came in, because Mr. Bill would always tip 15¢, and
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that was big money back then. He always tipped. And I remember
one time when he came in about mid morning and he had his mail
under his arm. He said, “Hoot, come back here and help me open
my mail.” I said, “Ok, Mr. Bill.”
we went back in this private
dining room. Nobody was back there. And I rolled my apron up and
sat down there. And I said, “Well, what do you want me to do, Mr.
Bill?” He said, “Just start opening some of that stuff and see what’s in
there.” So I opened it up and he said, “What’s that?” I said, “Mr.
somebody’s claiming kin with you from way up yonder in the North
somewhere wanting you to send them a history.” He said, “Aw, put
that aside.” And he wrote more things, inquiries and things like that.
And finally I picked up the Time magazine and shore ’nuff it was the
first picture he had had of himself on Time way back in the thirties.
Dr. Webb probably remembers exactly what year it was, way back in
the middle thirties I guess, middle to late thirties. And
I said,
“Look here, Mr. Bill. They got your picture on the front of Time.” He
said, “Really.” And he picked it up and looked at it and took his pen
out and wrote, “To my friend, Hoot Roane. William Faulkner.” And
handed it back to me. He didn’t look in it to see what they said about
him or anything. And that doggoned Lawrence Hutton borrowed
that thing from me to show to somebody, and I haven’t seen it since.
Mr. Bill was friendly and had a curious mind and was always
interested in what the young folks were doing, what the boys were
doing. We’d camp out in his yard down there. He always sidled
around there to see just what we were doing, how we were building
our lean-tos, and what kind of games we were playing. He was
interested in young people and their activities. I think about the only
time he ever mentioned anything about me in his work was the time
that Arthur Guyton was building the boat in his garbage. The
Guytons lived next to Mr. Reed and me. Arthur Guyton was just as
brilliant as he could be. He could do anything. He had a mathemati
cal mind, chemical mind—he was just brilliant. So, Arthur built this
beautiful sloop, sailboat, out there in his garage. He got the sails, and
everything done right to precision. Mr. Bill, when he was headed up
to Mr. Reed’s store or going to get his mail, would poke his head in
there to see how Arthur was coming along with the boat. They
progressed and they said, “We want you to help us sail her, Mr. Bill,
when we get her finished.” Bill said, “I sure want to help you put her
in the water, you know, launch that thing.”
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So gradually, after weeks and weeks, we finally got the boat
finished and took it out to Sardis reservoir. The morning of the
launching, I went up town and got this guy that drove a taxi, Nyles
Campbell. He’d been driving a taxi around town for a long time, and
was one of the colorful characters of Oxford. He had a good
voice—we used to harmonize on Saturday nights in front of Mack’s
Cafe. And then there was Arthur Guyton, he was with us, and Slug
Smallwood and Howard. The four of us got in the car and Nyles
Campbell was going to take us out to put that boat in the water. Sure
enough,
we went around the Square Mr. Bill was coming out of
the post office with his mail.
Arthur said, “Pull in, Nyles, and stop.
See if Mr. Bill wants to go out there with us to put that boat in the
water.” So, we pulled around there and stopped and yelled at him
out the window. He came on and got in the car with us, just happy to
be there. Well, Slug Smallwood had a pint of liquor stuck down in his
belt for the occasion—you know, to get that thing launched the right
way down there in Mississippi. Later on we put that boat in the water
and had a real happy afternoon.
But, later on after I came out of the war—gosh, that was years
later—well, I was down at Mr. Bill’s for a little party. Over in the
corner he mentioned that thing. It was on his mind. He said, “Hoot,
don’t you remember when we launched that boat out there at Sar
dis?” I said, “Sure do, Mr. Bill. That was fun.” He said, “Yeah, it
was.” It just passed over; I didn’t realize why he had it on his mind.
But later on he wrote this real fine article, “Mississippi,” for Holiday
Magazine back in about 1956. It was voted, I believe, the magazine
article of the year that year. He was telling about the history of
Mississippi. It just went way back from the Indians up to Mississippi
and his relationship and his life in Mississippi. In it he came to this
incident about launching a boat when he was getting middle-aged,
and he wrote, “When I get her finished, Mr. Bill, I want you to help
me sail her.” And each time he passed after that the undergraduate
would repeat that: “Remember, Mr. Bill, I want you to help me sail
her as soon
I get her in the water.” To which the middle—aging
Mr. Bill would answer always, “Fine, Arthur, just let me know.”
And one day he came out of the post office and voice called him from a
taxicab, which in small town of Mississippi was any motor car owned by any
footloose young man who liked to drive, who decreed himself a cabbie as
Napoleon decreed himself emperor. In the car with the driver was the
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undergraduate and a young man whose father had vanished recently
somewhere in the west out of the ruins of a bank of which he had been
president, and a fourth young man whose type is universal, the town clown
comedian whose humor is without viciousness and quite often witty and
always funny. “She’s in the water, Mr.
” the undergraduate said. “Are
you ready to go now?” And he was, and the sloop was, too. The under
graduate had sewn his own sails on his mother’s machine. They worked her
out onto the lake and got her on course all tight and drawing when suddenly
it seemed to the middle-aging that part of him was no longer in the sloop
but about ten feet away looking at what he saw—a Harvard undergraduate,
taxidriver, the son of an absconded banker, and village clown and
middle-aged novelist sailing a homemade boat on an artificial lake in the
depths of the north Mississippi hills. And he thought that was something
which did not happen to you more than once in a lifetime.

So we got that thing in the water and, of course, we got rid of the
booze, too. He’s really outdoorsy and had a very adventurous spirit.
(I’d say that booze was for christening purposes.)
I think one of the most delightful afternoons was, a memorable
afternoon, a time when, again, Slug Smallwood, myself, Billy Cox,
and Tommy Ethridge were detailed to go to Memphis to get a case of
liquor for Christmas. This was about 1946. Dr. Jim Silver here at the
University needed a couple of fifths; Commander Henry Baggett
needed a couple of fifths. So we put it together and decided we’d just
go on and get a case. So we tooted off to Memphis in Billy Cox’s
Terraplane car. We got up there and saw the town and got our
booze. I got an extra pint stuck in my belt; everybody carried a pint
back then. We wound up at the Hotel Peabody where they had this
huge fountain and it was real famous for its ducks swimming around
in the fountain, and it was a colorful place. And they say, they’ve
always said that’s the place where the Mississippi Delta began. The
northern extremity was in the lobby of the Hotel Peabody and it
went on down to New Orleans.
So, anyway we were in there and we had one for the road and one
for the driveway or something. I left the boys in there and went out
to watch the ducks swimming around in the colorful water spraying
it around and blowing around in there, you know. And while I was
standing there waiting for the boys to finish up in the Creole Room,
this firm pat came on the back of my shoulder, and I turned around
and Mr.
and
Estelle were standing there. He took his pipe
out of his mouth and said, “Hoot.” And I said, “Yeah, Mr. Bill.” He
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said, “Are ya’ll going back to Oxford this afternoon?” I said, “Yeah,
yeah, we’re fixing to go back in a few minutes.” He says, “Have you
got room for Estelle and me?” I said, “Well, let’s see, there’s four of
us. Three in the front and three in the back. Sure, sure Mr. Bill, we
got room.” He said, “Well, Estelle and I rode up on the bus this
morning to do some shopping.” They would just take off and do
what they pleased, so they just rode the bus up there. They probably
were going to ride it back until they ran into us.
So we piled in there. By the time I got the other three boys out of
there, Slug Smallwood was feeling no pain, just feeling no pain. So,
we got in the car and started out and cleared the last traffic light of
Memphis and started down 78. Just about dark, about bull bat time
we used to call it, milking time, whatever time it was was late in the
afternoon. I figured it was about time to have a little toot. Smallwood
was kinda taking a little brief nap, kinda nodding in the middle up
there. And I was in the back here and Miss Estelle was here and Mr.
Bill was over on the right side. Tommy Ethridge was riding shotgun
over on the right. Billy Cox was driving. So, after while we got going
down the road, and I leaned over and I said, “Miss Estelle, you want
a little nip?” She said, “Yes, I believe I will.” I said, “Mr. Bill, how
’bout you?” He said, “Believe I will.” So I eased that pint out and took
the top off. Miss Estelle lit a cigarette for a chaser, you know. So I
gave it to her and she took a little dainty sip. And I passed it to Mr.
Bill and he took his pipe out of his mouth and took a little sip. And
about that time Smallwood’s head flew up and he said, “I smell
liquor.” I said, “Slug, shut up and go back to sleep. You know that
liquor is locked up in the trunk of the car.” He didn’t know I had that
pint. He said, “I know I smell liquor.” I said, “There ain’t no way.”
He said, “Do you reckon a bottle of it busted in the trunk of the car?”
I said, “Naw, don’t worry about that. Just hush and go to sleep.” So
his head fell over again. And we passed it back a couple of times. Slug
said, “I know I smell liquor.” I said, “Hush, Slug. Just go on and take
a little nap.” So finally we made the run and got back home safe and
sound. And we distributed the bottles to their proper distribution
points and everything. But, I never shall forget trying to keep that
booze away from Slug Smallwood.
Webb Let me expand just a little bit for the benefit of you who are
considering Faulkner from the point of view of material and the way
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he uses material. Hoot said something a while ago about Miss Neil
son. I’d like to add that Miss Neilson and Captain Jack did marry and
they lived happily ever after.

Questioner Mr. Roane, at Rowan Oak I heard you alluding to the
horrifying story that Mr. Faulkner told you before the fireplace in
the parlor, but you didn’t tell us that story.
Roane About five or six of us went down there on a Halloween
night. It was just a perfect Halloween night. The wind was blowing,
it was raining, and the trees were rocking back and forth. Malcolm
and I were small then, so the grownups decided they’d tell some
ghost stories for the children’s sake. They turned the light out, and
we sat by this big cracklin’ fire at the fireplace in the living room,
there at the right where the piano is. Well, we were ringed around
that thing, with everybody telling stories. So finally Mr. Bill told one;
he could really tell some stories that could terrorize you. It’s been a
long time ago, but the gist of the story was this. Way up in the Pacific
Northwest there was a little ole whistle stop station in a remote area
of the Rocky Mountains. This howling blizzard was blowing. Mr. Bill
got the scene all set and said this fellow came in with his trench coat
on and sat down by this old pot-bellied stove in just a little old hut
thing there to wait on the train. While he was sitting there reading
the paper, this other figure came through the door with his hat down
over his head and his coat pulled up and his hands in his pockets. He
sat down across the little room with the stove between them. This
second guy looked at the first, and the first one didn’t say anything.
He was reading along. They didn’t make conversation, waiting for
the train. The blizzard was howling outside, snow was pecking on the
windows. This second guy said, “You know, it’s terrible about this
werewolf that they say is loose up here in these mountains.” And the
first guy grunted and looked up at him and said, “Yeah, you know, I
never heard of one of those things before, have you?” He was
reading on down and the second guy said, “Folks say the only way
you can tell a werewolf is to look at his hands—that third finger is
longer than the middle finger—and he’s got long eye-teeth hanging
down.” So he kept reading. After a while Mr. Bill just built this
horrifying night and howling blizzard and of course, it was one of
those white knuckle stories. We were holding our chairs, and he was
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building up to it and finally said, “And in the distance, way off, the
faint moan of the whistle of the train rose and fell as it was coming
down toward the station. This guy kept reading and all of a sudden
he looked up and this guy was coming at him with his fingers out and
his fingers were longer than that and the teeth were hanging
down”—and that was the end of it. I didn’t sleep for a month, the
way he told that story.
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Drake All of the people on the panel knew William Faulkner in
some way. The first panelist is Judge Lucy Somerville Howorth. She
was a student in the Law School when William Faulkner was enrolled
a special student at the University of Mississippi, and she came to
know him very well then. I want to say a word about Judge Howorth
because she is distinguished in her own right. After receiving her law
degree, with highest honors in her class, she married a fellow stu
dent, Joseph Marion Howorth, and established a law practice with
him in Jackson, Mississippi. Judge Howorth served as United States
Commissioner for the Southern Judicial District of Mississippi, rep
resented Hinds County in the Mississippi State Legislature, and
spent over twenty years in Washington, D.C., where she held several
important positions with the Veterans Administration and the War
Claims Commission. Judge Howorth and her husband now live in
Cleveland, Mississippi. It will be my pleasure to present her. The
next panelist is Mrs. Mary McClain, who has lived in Oxford all her
life with the exception of seventeen years when she was married to a
railroad executive and lived in Washington. Her family has lived
here for a long time, and she knows Oxford very well. Our other
panelists are Dean Faulkner Wells, Mr. Faulkner’s niece, and Vic
toria Black, the daughter of Victoria Fielden and the granddaughter
of Mrs. William Faulkner. Each member of the panel will probably
refer to Mr. Faulkner in a slightly different way. Mrs. Howorth knew
him as Bill. Mrs. McClain referred to him as Mr. Bill because this is
the name that people around the town used for addressing Mr.
Faulkner. Mrs. Wells and Mrs. Black called him Pappy. Because I
came to Oxford in 1951, I called him Mr. Faulkner. I had the
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privilege of living with Mr. Faulkner’s mother for two yearsjust after
I moved here. I came to know her and saw Mr. Faulkner through
her eyes. Mrs. Faulkner always referred to her son as Billy, and
sometimes I think of him as Billy. Now I’m going to call on our first
speaker, Judge Howorth.
Howorth I feel very much at home tonight because the trouble
with the projector reminds me of some of our problems at the old
Lyric Theater when we put on plays. The picture that we have just
watched gives William Faulkner himself—not as an actor, not as an
impersonator, but as himself. I was impressed in watching it to get
the feeling that he was really very little different in 1951 from the
young man who enrolled at the University of Mississippi in Sep
tember, 1920. The same day that he enrolled as a special student I
enrolled as a law student.
I would like for you to be able, if you could, to recapture the
campus in 1920. It was not anything at all like it is today. It was not a
conglomeration of buildings piled on top of buildings. There were
no automobiles to be nuzzling each other and crowding for space.
The campus was an expanse of lovely, beautiful trees with about
half a dozen spaced buildings. There was the Lyceum, which you see
today.
you stood on the steps of the Lyceum and looked to the
left, you saw the Library and beyond it the Chancellor’s residence.
Around the circle were the historic and beloved Chapel, now called
the Y Building, and the old Law School, which you call the Geology
Building now. As you stood on the steps of the Lyceum, on your
right was old Taylor Hall, which had a few classrooms and some
dormitory rooms. Next was Darden Hall, where the boys ate their
meals and where they had their rooms. On around the circle was the
post office. Yesterday Dr. Collins showed you a picture of the post
office and of a room in it labeled Books. Well, that was not a
bookstore. Don’t imagine for a minute that we had a bookstore. That
was a place where textbooks were dumped twice a year and where
the students scrambled to pick up what they needed from the stacks
on the floor. It stayed open a few weeks at the beginning of each
semester. In the center of the campus was the Confederate Memo
rial Statue; that was the trysting point of all the students because you
could never miss it. “I’ll meet you at the Monument,” we said. There
were benches where we would sit and watch the world go by. But it
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went very slowly; time was eternity to the students at the University
of Mississippi. All of life lay before them, so why should they hurry?
They strolled, they dawdled, and sometimes they held hands. Some
times they just strolled together, but they didn’t hurry—why bother
about getting to class on time? That was not too important. The
important thing—and I think it’s something that’s lost today—was
just to daydream a bit and take things as they came.
The first afternoon that I was out on the campus I saw a young
man, a graceful figure, coming across and calling out my name. It
was Ben Wasson. Life seemed a little brighter on the campus when I
realized that he was a senior law student. Since we didn’t have all
these lists of students handed around among us, we had to gradually
discover who was here. So we chatted. Both of us were from the same
town, but I’d been away for some years and had not seen Ben for a
long time. A day or two later he told me that he had a friend here
that he hoped I would meet. He thought this friend was very
talented; he was writing poetry and he wanted to write plays and he
was interested in the drama. Ben suggested that we form a dramatic
club. He insisted that he would do all the work and William
Faulkner—because that was the person to whom he referred—
would give artistic advice. They would depend on me for organiza
tional skills. The next day Ben arranged that he and Bill Faulkner
would be on the campus and meet me across from the Law Building.
And thus the Marionettes was formed. Some writer has said that
William Faulkner was a charter member. We had no charter; we just
organized ourselves sort of like protoplasm does in the biology class.
Ben was the president, I was the secretary, and we named Bill
Faulkner property man because we figured that that was a title and
would lend distinction to us, but it was a title which meant that
anybody could run around and get what was needed for the play—
sofa pillows, chairs, rugs, whatever. Of course, Bill Faulkner didn’t
do any of that. Ben knew the students pretty well; he knew the
talented ones. So we just invited various ones to join with us. Soon we
had the organization going. It’s an organization that I’ve always been
proud of because it survived the departure of the three founders. It
lasted for a number of years under the name that Ben suggested and
we adopted—the Marionettes. The name, of course, has become
even more famous in recent days because Bill Faulkner used it as the
name of a play he wrote.
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The group soon selected a play. The play we selected was a very
simple one, but after all we were rather simple people. Our play was
The Arrival ofKitty. We rented the Lyric Theater, and we chose a cast.
Bill Faulkner helped substantially as the director of that play. I
carried the title of director because I carried the responsibility of
getting the characters there to rehearse and of worrying about all
the details that a director must worry about. But Bill Faulkner was
very helpful in his directional advice and in his assisting the cast to
interpret the characters. Miss Ella Somerville, of Oxford, also was of
great help. The next play we put on, she directed entirely. We read
plays, we had meetings, we discussed drama, and we really hoped
that Bill Faulkner would write a play that we could produce. He
wrote three plays, but they were poetry, and they were impractical
certainly for a group such as ours to produce. He continued his
interest, although he attended the meetings very rarely. He didn’t
like anything like going and sitting still an hour or so while other
people wrangled or talked or even just joked. He was writing all the
time. He was writing poetry chiefly. When I would see him some
times, he would be sitting on a bench or I would be sitting on a bench,
and he would join me or I would join him. He would fumble in his
pockets and bring out his little bits of paper. Now Dr. Collins has
said, and I’m sure it’s true, that later Phil Stone gave him legal paper
on which to write. But then he was writing on the backs of envelopes
and on any little bits of paper he could scrounge. He would show
these, and he wanted somebody to read them. This was a fact of his
character as I
it then and as I see it now.
When I decided we needed more literary light on the campus, I
persuaded the editors of The Mississippian to let me undertake to edit
a column of book reviews and literary contributions. I named the
column “Books and Things.” I stole that from The New Republic. I
subscribed to The New Republic, and I don’t know whether that was
the only copy that came to the campus. But, anyhow, The New
Republic never objected to the lifting of its title. William Faulkner
made the first major contribution to that column. That was, I think,
in November, 1920. He continued through that session and the next
one. He was away in the autumn of 1921, but when he came back he
resumed. I believe it was in January, 1922, that William Faulkner
again appeared in the column. His first contribution was a review of
William Alexander Percy’s “In April Once.” If you will get Dr.
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Collins’ book and read these early writings of William Faulkner, I
think you will agree that that is a good review. He didn’t go over
board. He didn’t say this is a great poet. But, he wrote a fair review.
He was reading then books supplied by Phil Stone, who had a
standing order with a bookstore at Yale in New Haven. Bill passed
those books on to Ben Wasson, and Ben passed them on to me.
we
kept current. And it was one of life’s joys to me because I had been
concerned about where on earth I would get current literature. We
all were then and are today grateful to Phil Stone for supplying the
books. They were especially useful and helpful to Bill Faulkner.
Now I’m not supposed to talk too long, but I do want to tell you
two other things. In the spring of 1921 I was sitting on a bench with
Bill Faulkner when a man came by. He was not a student because he
was walking briskly, neatly dressed in a business suit, obviously on a
serious errand. Bill watched him and said, “I do not see how any
person can earn a living.” I had the perception then that for a split
second the inner man was showing through. I treated it very casually
and said perhaps—I don’t recall exactly—that probably what is a
burden to one man is an opportunity to another. What William
Faulkner was saying at that moment was that he could not see how
any human being could put himself in a bind and commit himself to
a regular schedule and to being where someone else could control
his actions and possibly his thoughts. At that date the heat was being
turned on Bill Faulkner to get out and hustle and get a job. He just
plain didn’t see how he could do that.
The other incident was in the spring of 1922 when the Marion
ettes decided to have a picnic. It was a beautiful afternoon that we
had chosen—April in the spring, with everything lovely. As we were
walking across the bridge going to Bailey’s Woods where there were
favorite picnic sites, we met William Faulkner. I remember his exact
words and first wrote them down for Mr. Collins in the early 1960s.
Bill said to me, “What’s all this?” And I said, “If you would come to
meetings of the Marionettes you would know what it is. We’re having
a picnic. Come on and join.” “Oh,” he said, “I couldn’t do that. I have
no food.” “Oh,” I said, “that’s foolish. You know there’s always twice
as much food
needed. Come on.” “Well, I will,” he said.
we
went, and it was an unusually happy occasion. Everything clicked—
the ants didn’t come, and the mosquitos—the mosquitos in that day
hibernated. They didn’t come out until about June. Now they stay
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out all year round. But they hadn’t come out, and it was cool enough
for the fire for cooking the weiners and toasting the marshmallows.
Everybody was happy at the way the evening was going. Then about
nine o’clock—now this wasn’t daylight-saving time; this was what
the Chicago Tribune used to call god’s time, so nine o’clock was about
what ten o’clock is now—Bill rose and came over to me and said, I
must be going.” I said, “Oh, don’t hurry off. We’ll all soon be going.”
“Oh,” he said, “I have to leave.” And then he said this—listen to the
exact language: “Thank you for a normal evening.” That remark
showed some inner turmoil. It was then I knew in those days that Bill
Faulkner would be a successful writer. He was trying to write plays,
and he was writing poetry. I didn’t know which way his talent would
turn. I didn’t know he would be receiving the Nobel Prize and that I
would be watching him in the pictures. But I did think that we had a
man of extraordinary talent.

McClain Judge Howorth has given us a good description of the
campus. In those days the University was small and so was Oxford.
In this small town literally everyone knew everyone by sight. I
cannot remember not knowing William Faulkner. To me he was Mr.
Bill.
The relation between my family and the Faulkner family goes
back to my grandfather and Colonel J. W. T. Faulkner. I have in
Colonel Faulkner’s handwriting—on two sheets of letterhead
printed “Gulf and Chicago Railroad Company, J. W. T. Faulkner,
President, Oxford Mississippi,
E. Davis, General Manager, Rip
ley, Mississippi”—an accounting and final statement of my grand
father’s having served
administrator of his brother’s estate, be
ginning in 1892 and closing May 3, 1900. When the First National
Bank was organized in Oxford my father, a much younger man, was
a charter member of the board of directors. And this was the time
Colonel Faulkner
named president. Through the years of the
two factions in the bank, Daddy was on the side with Colonel Faulk
ner and was with Mr. John even in later years. This Mr. John was
J. W. T. Faulkner, Jr. For those who lived in Oxford there was no
problem at all with the fact that we had four John Faulkners—Mr.
John, Colonel Faulkner, Johnsey, and John, Jr., we called the son
of Mr. J. W. T., Jr. He actually was John Faulkner IV. Those of you
who are studying Faulkner may find the four John Faulkners con
fusing, but it was not the least bit confusing to us.
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I remember Dean as a contemporary of my oldest brother, their
being in high school while I was still in grammar school. Boys would
gather on the lot next to Daddy’s barn to play ball. The younger
sisters just might be permitted to watch, provided they did not
bother the boys. The first incident which really made an impression
on me so far as Mr. Bill was concerned was when this same older
brother announced to my mother that he was through with going to
Sunday school. Mother and Daddy did not require us to stay for
church, but we were required to go to Sunday school, just as we were
required to go to public school. In those days children did what
parents required without too much argument. You have probably
already guessed that my brother’s revolt was brought about by the
minister’s charges against Mr. Bill.
There was also the relation between the Oldhams and my family.
The nurse for Ned, Miss Estelle’s brother, would bring Ned to play
with my brother. Or Ann, our nurse, would take William to play with
Ned. To get me out of Mother’s way, probably, I would be taken
along. As I was growing up, I was so impressed by Miss Estelle and
her sister that I named my dolls and paper dolls Estelle and Victoria.
In later years my sister, who is several years younger than I, studied
piano with Mrs. Oldham and loved her dearly.
By the time I was studying freshman English at the University I
was well aware of Mr. Bill’s writing. In fact, I had read and owned an
autographed copy of Soldiers' Pay, which was later borrowed by an
English professor who, when he was asked for it, had misplaced it.
When we went to freshman English class we were required to bring a
paragraph. Once we were told to bring an anecdote next time we
came to class.
my close friend and I were walking from the
campus to town, she said, If you’ll stop with me in Lucille and
John’s, I’ll walk on to town with you.” At that time they lived in a little
white duplex where the Standard Oil Station is, at the corner where
Maud’s house isAs
located. We stopped in, and Mr. Bill was there.
He said, “What knowledge did you gain today?” And Katherine
asked, “What in the world is an anecdote? We have to write one
before we go to our next class.” Mr. Bill said, “Kate, when do you
have to have it?” And she said, “Day after tomorrow.” He said, “I’ll
write one for you.”
we started to school on that day, Katherine
said, “Mary, look at this.” She showed me a sheet of paper with tiny
writing and said, “I thought I never would be able to copy it all; I’ve
got about two pages to turn in.” And with that she tore up the sheet
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which had Mr. Bill’s writing on it because she knew she was doing
something thatjust wasn’t quite right. At that time Dr. A. P. Hudson
was chairman of the English department. He had a theme review in
which the best and the worst of the themes, as we called these
paragraphs, would be published each week. Katherine’s anecdote
went in the theme review that week one of the best. If we had a file
of that, and I’m sure is somewhere, we would locate the one which
Mr. Bill wrote and which Katherine mply copied. When Sanctuary
was published, the father of this same friend was reading it. Upon
my asking whether I might read the book, he replied, “Mary, you
don’t want to read this book. You’re fond of Bill, and you’d never
feel the same about him.” Would you believe I continued to read Mr.
Bill’s other books as they were published, but did not read Sanctuary
until two years ago? I must admit that I saw the picture and had read
reviews and knew enough about it that I hardly needed to read it.
I enjoyed Miss Maud very much. During the last years that I was
teaching at the University before I was married, I would walk by for
her and she and I would go to the Porters sometimes as often as two
or three evenings a week to play bridge. While I lived in Washington
I returned to Oxford five or six times a year to visit my mother and
father. I always went by to see
Maud, who by now was well
engrossed in her painting. Sometimes we would sit in the living
room, but more often in the room where she painted. Frequently
she would show me something on which she was working. IfJohnsey
came in, he would join us. If Mr. Bill came by, he usually would
speak but go back to another room. I would make my departure
rather soon, for I would not intrude upon Miss Maud’s time with
Billy, as she called him.
Until the latter part of the Second World War, I had seen less of
Jack than the other sons. He telephoned one day, told me that he was
stationed in Washington, had married while overseas, and Suzanne
would be arriving that week. Since Suzanne did not speak English,
he was hoping that I might spend some time with her. My husband
and I enjoyed being with Suzanne and Jack, and the relationship
continued after their going to California, then New Orleans and
Mobile. In mentioning these relationships with members of the
Faulkner family, I may give you the impression that I am saying
nothing about William Faulkner. If in conversation with Jack he was
relating some incident which involved Mr. Bill, he would mention
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him as he would any other person. Miss Maud did the same thing.
The point I am trying to make is that friendship existed in a normal
way and Mr. Bill and his affairs were notour topics of conversation. I
remember being surprised over a little incident in Washington when
I shopped for a wedding gift. I’ve always put the invitation in my bag
in order to have the full name and address. I had selected a gift for
Jill at Martin’s on Connecticut Avenue. When I handed the sales
person the invitation in order for her to take the name and address,
she exclaimed, “Oh, this is William Faulkner’s daughter. Aren’t you
excited over going to the wedding!” She didn’t seem to understand
when I stated that I had been in Oxford only recently and would not
be going home at the time of the wedding. After that, when I would
go in Martin’s she would practically knock herself out getting over to
wait on me.
After my husband’s retirement from Southern Railway, we
moved to Oxford. We had not been here long when my husband
told me that he had met Mr. Faulkner and that Mr. Faulkner had
said that he was mighty glad to meet Mr. McClain because when he
made the trip to New York on the train he could answer the porters
and conductors that had not understood how he could live in Ox
ford and not know Mr. McClain. Later in the year Miss Estelle
invited us to a little supper party, with only twelve including Miss
Estelle and Mr. Bill. We never knew a more gracious host than Mr.
Bill that evening. I sat at supper to his right, and he said three things
that I could remember, just as Judge Howorth said, almost the
words that he used. He said, “Mary, I must find a snapshot that I
made of John Ellis falling off a calf, my having dared him to ride the
calf.” John Ellis was my younger brother, and he played with Mal
colm. Then Mr. Bill asked whether I had heard about the christen
ing of the dam. When I told him I had not he told the story of my
brother, Malcolm, and Art Guyton, who is now Dr. Art Guyton,
damming up a little stream near the house and of Art’s being so
precise in having the two younger ones do everything just so to be
sure the dam was just right. When they had completed it after much
work, Malcolm went to the house and got a bottle of beer and went
back and christened the dam. And with this, Art decided that the
water was polluted, so he broke the dam and let the water run
through. Mr. Bill claimed that he had a time because Malcolm came
back to the house to get the shotgun because he was so mad at Art.
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Now this could just have been Mr. Bill’s story, or this could have
really happened; I never heard John Ellis tell the story. Mr. Bill also
asked me if I remembered a certain professor, one of the most
respected professors on the campus. When I said “Yes,” he said,
“Well, I was on a ship with him one time coming from Europe. You
know, around Oxford we all thought he was a teetotaler, but you
should’ve seen him guzzling wine.”
The same year, during the Christmas season, Jill’s in-laws were
guests of the Faulkners and Miss Estelle and Mr. Bill invited a much
larger group for an open house. That evening Mr. Bill spent most of
the time standing over to the side doing little mixing and mingling.
A night or two later Miss Ella Somerville—the same Miss Ella that
Judge Howorth mentioned—included Mr. McClain and me among
her guests when she had a dinner party for the Faulkners and their
guests. Soon after we arrived, sort of out of the corner of my eye, I
noticed that Mr. McClain and Mr. Bill were seated on a small sofa or
love seat in the corner of the room. After some time I noticed that
Mr. Bill took Mr. McClain’s glass and his glass, went into the next
room, returning a little later with the refilled glasses and taking his
seat again by Mr. McClain. They sat and seemed to be talking, so
along with others I enjoyed the party and along with others did not
disturb the two. When we were walking to the car after dinner, my
husband said, “I like Mr. Faulkner, but he certainly is hard to talk
to.” When I chuckled, Mr. McClain wanted to know what was funny.
I told him that if Mr. Bill had not enjoyed their conversation, he
would have walked away. Mr. Bill must have enjoyed it, because on
other occasions he visited with Mr. McClain. Mr. Bill even came with
Estelle to an open house which Mr. McClain and I had. The
relationship between the two men says something to us. My husband
was not the least literary. He had fifty years as a railroad man, and
Mr. Bill just simply enjoyed him and that was all there was to it.
So much has been said from time to time about Mr. Bill’s not
speaking to persons. I should like to defend him on this point.
Through the years I passed him up town when he did not speak, he
seemed miles away. Yet, just as many times I passed him on the street
when he would bow and tip his hat with “Hello, Mary.” I remember
shortly after the birth of Jill’s first son I met him in front of Stevens
and Tatum grocery on South Lamar. He was superbly attired, and as
we came face to face, I said, “Congratulations to Grandfather.”
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Bowing graciously, he replied, “Thank you, thank you, Mary.” And
with another word or two, I entered the store and he went on toward
the square. In all this, I suppose I am trying to say that for me there
was a Mr. Bill whom I liked and respected. At the same time, I know
there was William Faulkner, a complex personality.
Drake Thank you, Mrs. McClain. Now I’m going to say a few
words about Mr. Faulkner’s mother in whose home I lived for two
years just after I moved to Oxford. She was always warm and
gracious and had a sense of humor; she was animated, but she was a
quiet kind of a person. She had an epigrammatic style of speaking.
One day Mrs. Faulkner asked me to tell her about my mother. I was
trying to fell her that Mother was quite a community worker and
very much interested in helping people—this, that, and the other. I
was going through a whole paragraph, and Mrs. Faulkner just
summed it up and said, “Yes, I know, the bird with the broken wing
type.” Of course, that was exactly right. I didn’t have to go on with
my paragraph.
Mr. Faulkner was certainly devoted to his mother in every way; he
came to see her regularly—in the mornings or in the afternoons. A
lady said to me recently that one of the sweetest things she remem
bered about Oxford was driving down South Lamar and seeing Mr.
Faulkner turn in to see his mother. Mr. Faulkner was very much like
his mother in
many ways. Mrs. Calvin Brown said that Mr.
Faulkner inherited his talent from his mother. Well, I don’t know
whether you can inherit talents or not, but he was very much like
her. Mrs. Faulkner was a very small person; in fact, she was small
that she was very much disturbed about getting something to fit her.
She told me. “When I go to town to try to buy clothes, the clerk shows
me children’s clothes.” As you know, Mr. Faulkner was small, too.
She believed strongly, as Mr. Faulkner did, in the right to privacy.
You heard his comment in the film that he did not want any intru
sions. When a writer from Life magazine wrote a review on the
Faulkners, Mrs. Faulkner was so antagonized by the article she just
went to the telephone and sent a wire. Her son Jack had given her a
subscription to Life for a Christmas present, so she had sent the wire
to Life magazine asking them to please cancel her subscription im
mediately.
She never intruded on me in any way; she never came in my room.
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We visited together in the living room or maybe in her room some
times or in the dining room where she did a great deal of painting.
She never intruded on Mr. Faulkner either. If she met him up town
when he seemed to be very deep in thought, she would just pass on
by. She said, “If I walk by Billy and I see that he’s thinking, I just
don’t disturb him.”
She was always very fair and very generous and did so many things
that I was not quite accustomed to having done for me or to knowing
that people did in those days, certainly not anybody with whom I had
ever stayed. Once in the summer I went on vacation and my mother
happened to be ill and I was gone longer than I expected to be. A
whole month or more had gone by and when I was going to pay her,
Mrs. Faulkner said she did not want me to pay her for the room
because I hadn’t used it. I couldn’t quite understand this, but I
couldn’t argue her down and so she would not take any rent. Well, I
had never had any treatment like that before, but Mrs. Faulkner,
like her son, felt that you should get what you pay for in this world.
Soon after I came to live with Mrs. Faulkner I realized that she
painted a great deal. She painted at the end of the dining room
where there were windows and she had a good light. She painted all
kinds of things—flowers, maybe more flowers than anything; a
great many homes here in Oxford have pictures of roses, violets,
pansies, irises, and magnolias that she painted. She also painted
portraits. She painted for the Dean of Women a portrait of her
mother and father when they were young and then a portrait of each
of them when they were older. And she copied masterpieces. She
had Negro scenes that she painted; they were not copied, of course.
She enjoyed painting and sold some of these paintings. This gave
her the feeling of independence. She used to tell me over and over,
“Oh, I’m running my own show.” She was glad to sell her paintings
and to have her own money and not feel that anybody really had to
help her. Now the scenes of Negro life were greatly admired by
someone who came to see Mr. Faulkner, a man from the East; he was
greatly impressed by them, and he took them all to New York with
him. When I came home in the afternoon from the office she told me
she was so elated to have him take these pictures off because she felt
there might be a chance that she would get some recognition, she
herself, for something that she had done. I thought how wonderful
it would be if she could get that recognition. Certainly she has had
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recognition in the eyes of the world through her son. A man who
came to do research asked me one time if I thought Mrs. Faulkner
realized his greatness. I said, “Indeed, she did.” Although Mrs.
Faulkner was such a quiet, demure, dainty little person, she was
worldly-wise in many ways and she realized how very great he was. I
think that certainly her memory will live on through her son in the
stature he achieved.

Questioner You and other speakers have indicated that you all
knew Mr. Faulkner in different ways and this accounts for the
different ways that you addressed him or that you think of him. I
understand part of this, but there is some of this I don’t quite
understand. I wonder if you could explain fully how one becomes, as
in the film, Stone instead of Phil Stone or how one knows, feels, or
senses how you should address a person.
Howorth I think it’s very simple. A mother calls her son one name.
A pal down the street uses another. When he gets to be a big
executive or a distinguished person, people use another form. I was
a fellow student with William Faulkner at the University of Missis
sippi. When he enrolled, I enrolled; I was Lucy, and he was Bill.
Drake I didn’t arrive until a long time after the time he had won
the Nobel Prize, and I called him Mr. Faulkner.

McClain I think we’re getting away from it now but I believe
through the South we’ve had a tendency to use special terms of
address. For a woman older than I, I would say Miss So-and-So. A
man, I would call Mr. John, if maybe I didn’t want to be so formal as
to say Mr. Faulkner. This is the way these things start. Now Mr. Bill
was older than I, so I wouldn’t have dared as a child walk up to him
and say, “Hello, Bill.” This may be just a Southern thing. Now my
husband would call me Miss Mary, and that was an endearing term;
he was older than I. If you noticed, I called him Mr. McClain. His
daughter said to me one time, “I do wish you wouldn’t call Daddy
Mr. McClain.” I knew him as Mr. McClain, you see, and I just never
did change.
Wells Vicki and I said “Pappy” because it is the closest thing to
Daddy.
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Questioner Is it a problem to be known as a relative of William
Faulkner’s? Are you uncomfortable here tonight because you are
here as relatives of his?
Wells

I’m incredibly uncomfortable.

Black
yes.

In everyday life, no. But being put on the spot, like tonight,

Wells But, then sir, Vicki and I were talking on our way here this
evening that when we were growing up it was not always a very
pleasant thing to be a Faulkner, to be a member of that family
because we were not always revered and people were not always glad
to see us. We were on the wrong side of the beer referendum, for
instance, and the wrong side of swearing, and that sort of thing. So
it’s nice to be socially acceptable for the first time. Vicki agrees.
Harrington Dean, would you tell us about riding horses?

Wells Oh, yes. Jill, as I’m sure most of you know, was a splendid
horsewoman. She rode beautifully. It was ajoy to see her ride. Vicki
rode very well.

Black

I broke my leg doing it.

Wells Somehow I was stuck at home one year when Jill was off and
married and Vicki was away in school in Switzerland, so I was the
only one there to work the horses. Every afternoon about three
o’clock Pappy would say, “It’s time to ride.” And I would start saying,
“Oh, dear Lord, let it rain.” But I rode every day, regardless, and I
hate it to this day.
Questioner I was just curious about whether or not there
outward hostility toward the Faulkners in the era in which Faulkner
was growing up in general? And I would like to get a little bit more
feeling of what it meant to be a Faulkner and what the family
perceptions of him were at the time when he was doing the writing.
Black Well, when I was just in junior high everyone thought he
was rather a character, a real Count No-count. We rode in this
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horrible, horrible car that had a hole right through the bottom. I lost
a bathing cap through it, and I thought, “You really are a Count
No-count when I can lose a bathing cap through your hole in your
car.” But then I rode to school one day and there was a lady who
taught typing and she came running up to me and said, “Bill Faulk
ner has won the Nobel Prize!” I said, “THE Nobel Prize?” She said
“Yes, the Nobel Prize.” And I said, “What’s that exactly?” And she
said, “Oh, that man that invented dynamite!” So, all of a sudden, he
was accepted. He was IT in this town. Until that time, he was
nothing, absolutely nothing. He was considered a drunk; he was a
scapegoat; he was a bad man.
Wells I was off in school in Little Rock when Pappy won the Nobel
Prize. Nanny had tried to telephone me early in the morning to
forward the good news, but somehow I had missed connections and
I did not know. When I walked into my English class, my teacher
said, “Oh, Dean, I know you are delighted that your uncle has won
the Nobel Prize.” And I said, “Oh, yes’m. Which one?” We were
naive, when we were growing up. I think Vicki and I probably
realized that Pappy was a very special person when we were in the
seventh and eighth grades when Intruder in the Dust was filmed here.
Suddenly we had all the Hollywood glitter. Do you remember
Claude Jarmon, Jr., the young man who did The Yearling? Well, he
was here, alive, and we were very excited about it. Once again, I was
off in school, in Clarksdale this particular year, but Pappy sent for
me and I was brought home and got to see the filming and then went
to the premiere of Intruder in the Dust. Suddenly it dawned on us that
somebody in our family was a very, very important man.

Black But all through those years, you must realize, we never
followed the man around with a notebook.
Questioner I’d like you to describe his routine, or lack of routine,
as you remember it.
Black His routine
completely outside of our lives. He started
at five o’clock in the morning. We’d hear the tap, tap, tap of the
typewriter, but we were just thanking God that we didn’t have to get
up that early to go to school. We would go to school; he might pick us
up, he might not. We would come home; we always had what we
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called dinner, our main noonday meal, at home at the dining room
table. Supper was sort of catch-as-you-can; it was nothing. He spent
most of the afternoons out in the pasture. Pappy was an environ
mentalist. At Christmas time, with all of those woods, we could never
go out and chop down a Christmas tree. We would go out and we
would chop down three scraggly pieces and staple them together.
And that’s how we made our Christmas tree.
Wells He was very kind to us. This has come up before, the fact
that Pappy did love children and he did enjoy them. I still find it
extraordinary that he took time to play with us. He was not a distant
figure. He seemed to enjoy children’s activities, and he found time
regardless of his schedules to be with us, which is a very precious
thing to me.

Questioner I guess I’m really asking how you saw him balance his
time when he was writing so much.
Wells Once again, when Vicki and I were small we were totally
unaware of the fact that he was writing, much less that the man was a
genius. How he organized himself is yet beyond me. I am almost a
totally disorganized person. I know that he did beautifully at what
ever plan he had. I know that he appeared in my later years at my
grandmama’s steps every afternoon at four o’clock. So it’s part of the
whole genius. That’s all I can say.

Questioner Possibly connections are being made between charac
ters in Faulkner’s novels and townspeople of Oxford. Did any of the
townspeople identify themselves in any of the novels? If they did,
did they ever get terribly insulted or did they get swelled heads?
Wells

They were insulted.

McClain I think the answer to that is the people, the ones we might
think he was writing about or using in a novel, did not read what he
wrote. I have always been tremendously interested in what scholars
say ofJason and Benjy. The first time I read The Sound and the Fury, I
thought Jason was a perfect description of a certain man I knew, and
the store Jason worked in is an accurate description of one I knew.
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Wells Pappy made up a family ghost for us which was a wonderful
thing to grow up with, though terrifying. Judith was the daughter of
the family who built Rowan Oak. When the Yankees came through
Oxford, Judith fell in love with a Yankee. Her family said, “You may
not marry a Yankee.” Evidently things got very complicated and
Judith walked up on the second story and threw herself off the
balcony and broke her neck on the front steps. Vicki and I grew up
believing that Judith lived in the house.

Black Yes, but in addition to that she did commit suicide and, of
course, she was then not fit to be buried in consecrated grounds so
she was buried underneath a magnolia in front of the house. Under
the magnolia there’s a mound, and that’s supposedly where Judith
was buried. It fitted in very nicely; there is a mound there. I’ve
wanted to dig it up so many times, but I’m scared.

Wells But she did appear for us regularly when we were little girls.
She walked in the light of the moon in July and then again at
Halloween. And she was an extraordinary looking lady—very tall,
very pale, with long, long black hair parted in the middle, and she
always wore a dead gardinia and long flowing white robes. And her
hands were skeletons. She was an extraordinarily frightening crea
ture, and Vicki and I, of course, believed in her tooth and nail.
Black Well, all I can say about Judith is that I don’t really believe in
her because I know that Pappy made her up. I know also that my
mother has seen her. Now who do you believe? My mother woke me
up once in the middle of the night when I was fourteen. And I don’t
believe any normal mother wakes her child up in the middle of the
night to say, “Judith is here.” And I said, “She is?” And my mother
said, “Yes, and I want you to see her.” And I said, “I don’t want to.” I
pulled the sheet up over my head, and I never did.
I don’t want to
call my mother a liar, but you know it’s hard for me to believe in, and
yet I have felt her down there. And that house will always have that
feeling for me. I cannot go down there without feeling that funny
sense of fear, of a chill that I think Judith is watching me. And she’s
not a bad ghost. Let’s get that straight. She is not bad. She’s just a
little mischievous, perhaps. But she’s not bad.
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PANELISTS

Blyden Jackson
Elizabeth Kerr

Carvel Collins
Evans Harrington

Carl Petersen
Harrington We might begin by asking panel members to give a
critical rating of Mr. Faulkner in comparison to his peers. Miss Kerr,
I know you’ve given some thought to this because we’ve discussed it
many times before. Could you address yourself to that?

Kerr Yes, I’d be glad to. First of all, it is a fact that William Faulkner
and James Joyce year after year attract more attention from the
academic critics than any other authors. The annual PMLA bibliog
raphies have many more entries for Faulkner and Joyce than for
anyone else. So that is just a hard fact. On the other hand, at last
year’s conference when I was asked the question of whether I would
put Faulkner above Dickens, I said, “No, I wouldn’t,” because I think
Dickens’ scope was much, much wider. He wasn’t concentrating in
just a very small area, and the number of memorable characters that
Dickens created is considerably greater than the number that
Faulkner created. But there are not very many people that could be
put above Dickens. One might also say that Dostoyevsky may have
been a greater writer of fiction than Faulkner. Of twentieth-century
writers, though, Faulkner and Joyce are staying right up there at the
top. Here is an interesting little point. I talked two weeks ago to
Harry Schwartz from Milwaukee. He used to own a bookstore, and
he was one of the first collectors of Faulkner. He even published
some of Faulkner in Salmagundi. He now very much regrets that he
missed the guess some years ago and sold at an auction his Faulkner
collection, including a copy of The Marble Faun, for which he could
now get about $4,000. He and some others thought that the Faulkner
enthusiasm would die down soon after Faulkner’s death, but it
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hasn’t. It is now 1975, and it still hasn’t died down. As I said, those
are hard facts.

Harrington I am not at all inclined to argue that Dickens is not
greater than Faulkner, but I think I saw some furrowed brows in the
audience. It’s true that unquestionably Dickens has more memora
ble characters than Faulkner, but there’s another aspect of Faulkner
that is related to Joyce—the experimentation, the brilliant manipu
lation. Dickens doesn’t have that kind of thing, does he?

Kerr Dickens for his day did that. The point is, you cannot com
pare the styles and techniques of the nineteenth century with those
of the twentieth century after the rise of Freudian psychology. What
Dickens does with abnormal states of mind and dreams and so forth
is just as striking as anything that’s been done since. Incidentally, I
have followed through all this Gothic in Dickens, and Faulkner got a
lot of his interest in Gothic from Dickens. Dickens, in his own time,
was considerably an experimenter. You may remember the first
person narrator in the whole novel of Great Expectations, the use he
makes of two different narrators in Bleak House, with Esther Summerson and his third person narrator presented in completely dif
ferent styles. Dickens did absolutely stupendous things, and he’s just
now in the twentieth century being appreciated for what he did
because his original readers were interested in the moral lessons.
When you read some of the earlier views of people, you wonder,
my goodness, how could people fail to see what we see now? A use of
symbolism in Dickens is one thing that modern critics are interested
in. You’ll find if you go back to Dickens—what you have taken for
granted because you began reading Dickens in your tender
youth—something that was pretty new when Dickens was writing.
All things considered, he lived in an age of greater experiment,
more radical experiment, and, comparatively speaking, Dickens was
just as original as Faulkner.
Collins If when you speak of range you shift from geographical
range to range in humanity, Faulkner’s range was wide.
I agree with you about Dickens’ being a pioneer, but I don’t read
novels a historian. I’m entirely selfish as I read; I want to read the
most entertainingly sophisticated thing I can read, and when it was
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written is not primary for me. Given the choice between almost any
Dickens novel and almost any Faulkner novel, I think I’d rather read
Faulkner because in Faulkner’s works so much is yet undiscovered.
Although Dickens is a delight, I find my delight a little greater in
Faulkner.

Kerr If you consider Dickens’ range in social classes, he goes from
the most abject poverty up to the aristocrats; in setting, he uses not
only London but many other places in England. He was interested
in schools, prisons, factories—in all manner of things of urgent
concern to the society of which he was writing. His range was greater
there, too. Now this is not to disparage Faulkner but just to point out
that in his choosing to limit himself to Yoknapatawpha—which I
heartily agree he should have done—he was adopting one kind of
limitation. But then in choosing to develop it
fully, to create a
whole new society, he was doing something that Dickens never did.
Yet, if you think of all the things Dickens was concerned with in the
life of human beings in the nineteenth century, he had tremendous
range.
Harrington

Professor Jackson?

Jackson I was hoping you would leave me out of this one. I guess
I’m sort of old fashioned in many ways. When I’m reading a piece of
fiction, I’m really reading for the story. I never have really been able
to read books without stories and really enjoy them. I may pretend
I’m enjoying them, but I’m not really. The truth of the matter is that
Faulkner was a whale of a story teller. I don’t think you really
capture it the first time you start reading Faulkner. You go back, and
you begin to realize how well this guy tells a story. He’s awfully good
at telling stories, and not many people can do that today. One of the
things that irks me a little bit about much of contemporary fiction is
that what I seem to get out of a lot of it is that the guy is telling me
“look how smart I am, I can do this and that.” So I appreciate
Faulkner as a story teller. Actually, I appreciate Dickens as a story
teller, too, but I like Thackeray about as much
I like Dickens. I
esteem Vanity Fair highly, but when I get to Henry Esmond and when
old Henry comes back and realizes he’s in love with the mother and
not the daughter, I’m crying. I tend to become involved with the
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writer I’m reading. If he is a good story teller and can do one or two
other things, I like him. Both Dickens and Faulkner can do many
admirable things.
As you can see, I have not answered the question; all I’ve said is I
think Faulkner’s a whale of a writer and there are many writers who
are whales of writers. I’m not going to fall off my horse on which one
is better or worse. I do eliminate some writers altogether from this
kind of steeplechase because they don’t belong there. I do want to
point out one thing. Talking about range, I want to remind you of
what Faulkner does. Faulkner tells different kinds of stories. For
example, Intruder in the Dust is a whale of a detective novel. It’s
altogether different from Absalom,
in this regard. It’s true
that Dickens tried his hand at detective stories, but he didn’t finish
EdwinDrood, did he? And he had an excellent tutor, because he and
Wilkie Collins were just like that. But I don’t really believe that
Dickens ever did that sort of thing. I keep reminding everybody that
The Reivers is probably underestimated, that it’s a whale of a tall tale.
Faulkner also did something that’s a little hard to do in a sequence
novel. He could, in places where you least expect it, where it requires
a real ability to keep what could be thought of as a small thing in
mind, he could bring it back and give you reflections, echoes. Let me
show you. You remember in “Was,” at the end, the second card
game, what you see is a real slicker, and the slicker is not Uncle Buck
there, it’s Turl. Once you see Faulkner doing that, when you get
down into The Reivers, you suddenly realize that Old Ned is another
Turl; he’s a real slicker. It’s beautiful how he can do this sort of thing.
Many writers can’t do it. One of the reasons I like Langston Hughes’
Not Without Laughter
much is that he does this and does it re
peatedly. People sometimes miss it. For example, Hughes has
scene early in Not Without Laughter where a cyclone tears the porch
off Sandy’s home. Sandy’s the little boy. So they build a new porch
and throw the wood from the old porch out in the yard. As time
passes and Christmas comes, Sandy’s mother is sick and his grand
mother can’t make enough money for them to buy him the kind of
Christmas present he wants. He wants a sled called a Western Flyer.
It’s a slick sled with iron runners and everything on it. His mother
knows he wants the sled and she can’t pay for one, so she goes and
gets an old carpenter to make a sled for him. You know what? You
know where the wood came from, don’t you? Sandy sees his mother
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through a window out in the back yard plucking around in this old
wood and he knows then that he’s not going to get the Western Flyer.
You feel the same way when you come back to Ned and Turl. You
know why these writers can do this sort of thing? Because they have a
sense of life. What you’re asking me now is to weigh the sense of life
that Faulkner had against the sense of life that Dickens had, and my
answer is that they had it and I don’t have it and I’m going to turn
this over to you.
Harrington Well, I suppose after that I should be kind and not ask
anybody to follow that act.
I’m going to change the subject
slightly. What Blyden says is true, of course; there are no answers to
these questions, but they’re the questions we like to debate. Mr. Carl
Petersen told us this morning very strikingly about his first en
counter with Faulkner. Would you tell us how you got interested in
Faulkner, Carl? That is a kind of a testimony of how good you think
Faulkner is.

Petersen In 1949 I read As I Lay Dying. I had never heard of
William Faulkner, and I was stunned that someone could use words
this way. I was deeply impressed that I, having grown up on the
south side of Chicago, could read about these people from a totally
different background than my own and could be excited about them
as people but at the same time conscious that the man that wrote this
was making me do things and putting me over the fences and
manipulating me but doing it so beautifully that I didn’t mind it one
little bit. Having become hooked at that point, I have been hooked
ever since. I was interested, Elizabeth, when you mentioned Harry
Schwartz selling his Faulkner. I talked to him shortly before he sold
his Faulkner collection in 1963, and at the time the market was very
high for Faulkner up to that point. Harry Schwartz said he was
selling his Faulkner because he needed the space. If he needed the
money, I am sympathetic with him for having sold his Faulkner. If
he sold his Faulkner because he thought it was a good time to dispose
of it, because the interest in Faulkner was falling off, I have no pity
for him whatever. If he didn’t have the inner passion to hang onto
Faulkner, even if interest did fall off—if no one shows up at next
year’s meeting, I’m still excited about Faulkner. I don’t need outside
support. I get that from Faulkner.
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It’s time for some questions. Yes?

Questioner Mr. Collins, who were some of the writers influenced
by Faulkner?
Collins There’ve been a good many. I think it’s interesting that
Robbe-Grillet, who wrote such novels as The Voyeur andJalousie, says
that he and the makers of the New Novel—which is about as new as
the new lecture hall at Harvard—found Faulkner extremely influ
ential to them in that of the older writers he was the one that was
closest to the thing they were doing, though it wasn’t the same, and
they could build on him. Using his work as a base, they didn’t have to
build
far as if they had used other writers. I bring this up in the
way of movements, not just individual writers. Hosts of individual
writers imitate Faulkner. Some learn from Faulkner, some imitate
Faulkner, and some write Faulkner’s works over again. The latter
occurred a time or two, and it’s one of the great ways to see how good
Faulkner really is. Styron, for example, has worked very closely with
Faulkner’s novels. I have a file folder labeled “Younger Writers
Influenced by Faulkner.” There are a great many. Many of them
learned good things from him. I know of no general movement
comparable to the New Novel, though Camus seemed to find Faulk
ner appealing in the same way. You don’t see Camus rewriting
Faulkner novels, but Camus felt that Faulkner, of the older writers,
was a writer that could speak to him. Camus denied his association
with existentialism, but the existentialists, when they turned to fic
tion, did say they thought Faulkner had been a model for them and
would become an available foundation well up near where they
wanted to build.

Harrington Of those categories you have, where would you put
Shelby Foote?
Collins Shelby Foote is an excellent novelist. If he makes use of
Faulkner it is a very creative use. He seems to have stopped fiction
while writing his fine history of the Civil War. He now is ending it,
and I hope he gets back to fiction right away.
One writer obviously influenced by Faulkner was Nathanael West.
He comes to mind at this moment because he is currently in the
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news; his novel The Day of the Locust has just been made into a film.
Once I heard a lecture by E. E. Cummings in which he said that a
good writer does not borrow, he steals. The whole audience
laughed, but half of them laughed much louder because they knew
Cummings was taking that statement from T. S. Eliot. In The Day of
the Locust West made such good, fully stolen, use of Faulkner’s
Sanctuary. Some years ago I published an article pointing this out:
West changed the town of degradation from the capítol of the
Mid-South to Hollywood. Faulkner’s Popeye as a child unpleasantly
cut up birds with scissors; West’s cowboy cuts up quail with shears. In
each novel a girl sexually attracts a group of men who are gathered
in the county. Brothels are involved in both. Each novel ends in a
holocaust. Among the little touches: In Sanctuary Temple Drake’s
father at the trial comes down the aisle and Faulkner speaks of his
aristocratic paunch, though a paunch is not generally associated
with aristocracy. West puts into The Day of the Locust a Hollywood
producer who is pretending to be Old South.
he stands in front of
the columns of his fake Southern mansion greeting his guests he
pretends to have an aristocratic paunch. There are other re
semblances, large and small, but I don’t hear anybody talking about
them because West didn’t borrow from Faulkner, he effectively and
quite properly stole.

Jackson I wanted to get in this because whether you have ever
thought of this or not, Faulkner influenced at least one Negro
writer. And I am able now to speak authoritatively. When I went to
Fisk, the librarian was Arna Bontemps, the Negro writer. We be
came very good friends. When I went to his office one day, he was
reading Faulkner. Arna explained that he read Faulkner because he
was learning how to write and he had not found any writer that
could teach him as much as Faulkner. If you are just reading Bon
temps lightly, you may not suspect that there’s any Faulkner in him,
but I want to suggest to you that you look at a short story of his. I
think the name of it is “November,” but I don’t trust my memory. In
this story you’re introduced to an old couple and you find that they
are preparing to put on their best clothes and get in their old car. As
I remember it, you’ve already discovered that the man is sick and he
can’t recover. They get in the car and drive down the road to a
stream; they drive into the stream and keep driving until, of course,
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the water’s over the car. That’s the end of the story. It’s a very
Faulknerian story.
There’s a young Negro writer named Ishmael Reed (he grew up
in the North but was born in Chattanooga) who reminds me of
Faulkner in one special way. I think you would agree with me that
Faulkner had a tremendous power of invention. When you’re read
ing a Faulkner story, often you say to yourself, “God, this guy can
really invent!” Well, if you read Ishmael Reed’s Yellow-Back Radio
Broke Down, you’re going to start saying to yourself, “This guy’s got a
power of invention like Faulkner.” It’s highly conceivable that Reed
has read Faulkner. It’s almost incredible that he hasn’t because of
the kind of writer he is. He’s also a college teacher.

Questioner Dr. Jackson, my memory is not very good either, but I
believe the name of that story is “Summer Tragedy.”
Jackson Thank you. I knew that was wrong. The story’s an
thologized quite a bit, too.

Questioner Dr. Jackson, would you say that Ralph Ellison’s The
Invisible Man was influenced by Faulkner, too?

Jackson Professor Kerr would be in a better position to answer this
because the use of the grotesque in The Invisible Man certainly does
connect him with Faulkner. I especially have in mind the final
episode—the riot in Harlem, which is just a circus of the grotesque.
Ellison’s sources are so numerous that it is sometimes difficult to
isolate them. I’m not going to talk at length about it. One of the
problems with Ellison is that he, to a degree that is most admirable,
has fused literary sources with the stuff that he got directly out of the
Negro poor and out of the black experience. This does make it a
little difficult to isolate this, that, and the other. But I think your
question is excellent and would bear pursuing. Professor Collins
mentioned a dissertation, and I think this would be a very good topic
for a dissertation.
Kerr Invisible Man is one of the most Gothic books ever written.
Ellison is using the entire gallery of Gothicism over and over again.
The whole thing is a series of initiations.
I’m sure there’s some
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Faulkner there. As Mr. Jackson says, he has many sources, but
Ellison and Faulkner are both using the same tradition.
Questioner Do you on the panel have any ideas about the future of
Southern literature? What direction it will
Harrington I don’t think that’s answerable, I really don’t. I wish I
knew the answer. It’s a good question.

Jackson There is a special stance, though, for Negro writers that I
have had occasion to think about because, if you’ forgive the per
sonal reference, I have written at least the first script of a tape on
black Southern writers. As I developed it, I began to realize that I,
like everybody that talks too much, had said some things in the past
which I now regret. I argued years ago that the setting of the Negro
novel is the Northern urban ghetto. I argued that Negro fiction is far
too monolithic. I said that it was monolithic in its setting, it was
monolithic in its character, and it was monolithic in its atmosphere.
So I was arguing that when you examine Negro literature, and
remember that until 1909 our Negroes in America lived in the
South, you don’t get the South. But then, when I was working on this
tape, I made some modifications. If present trends in this country
continue, I am prepared to argue now that there is going to be a new
relationship between Negro writers and the South. You’re going to
get the new writing about the South coming from Negro writers
writing about the South in a way which has never been really true
before. A good augury of it is Ernest Gaines’ The Autobiography of
Miss Jane Pittman, where you get a Negro writer coming back to the
South and treating it in a way which is, in spite of the criticism, much
more sympathetic and much more full of a sense of what the South
was like. Of course, Gaines’ book had already been anticipated to
some extent by Margaret Walker in her novelJubilee where she does
do a very interesting thing. Up until her Jubilee I always had the
feeling that Negro writers found it difficult to write about slavery
and Reconstruction because they were tense about it and so angry.
And you can understand why. There’s no reason for them not to be
really. But inJubilee you get a woman going back in her own family
really because Vyrie Brown is actually her ancestor and she’s saying
things about the South in a way that really only Langston Hughes
has been able to say as he does in Not Without Laughter.
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Questioner The use of time in Faulkner is very similar to the
context of time in Proust and Bergson. Is there evidence that Faulk
ner read Proust?
Collins Yes, there is excellent evidence that Faulkner read Proust.
Faulkner gave a copy of Creative Evolution by Bergson to Joan
Williams and wrote in the front—these are not the exact words but
the gist of it—“you
find this hard going, but it’s indispensible for
you if you want to become a writer.”
the only inference we can
make is that Faulkner had read it too.

Questioner I’d like to know how Faulkner arrived at the title for
Requiem for a Nun.
Collins I don’t know how he did. The astonishing thing is how
extremely early that title cropped up as the title of a manuscript
Faulkner was working on. Carl Petersen can speak to this much
more precisely than I, for the only place I have seen this early
reference to the title is his collection. Carl?
Petersen The clipping on that was 1934, just about the time Dr.
Martino was published. Dr. Martino was published April 16, 1934,
and there was a notice in one of the New York papers that it was
coming out. Meanwhile, Mr. Faulkner was working on two novels
entitled Requiem for a Nun and Dark House. I was fascinated by Dark
House, trying to figure out which novel could be Dark House. Just as
with Saul Bellow almost any of his novels could be The
almost
any of Faulkner’s novels could be Dark House. I was gratified when I
found the words dark house in Absalom, Absalom!.
Collins If you want to have negative comments here about Faulk
ner I’ll give one. Requiemfor a Nun, the central dramatic part, is very
poor fiction. For one thing, it is based on Sanctuary and requires
readers to know Sanctuary. It seems to assume that readers do know
the earlier novel; then it seems to decide that they don’t and pro
ceeds to retell Sanctuary in capsule form. This recapitulation is not
successful—if it were we wouldn’t need the original Sanctuary. It is
awkward. And there are other difficulties. The manuscript he was
writing in 1934 under the title Requiemfor a Nun may very well be the
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book published much later with that title, for it may have taken that
long to write a book which has so many troubles!

Harrington I would like to add, too, that it is also responsible for
reams and reams of terrible students’ writing. They read those long
things where “they (the dogs)” are chasing “them (the something)”
while they (the men)”—and so on; he didn’t take time to straighten
out his pronouns. It is not good English, even if Faulkner did write
it. And I have to tell my students that day in and day out in creative
writing courses. They think, man, Faulkner didn’t even get his
pronoun references straight. If he could put the antecedent in
parentheses, we can do it, too.
Well, we must bring this to a close. Thank you all.
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Faulkner: The Man and the Artist
by Carvel Collins

This evening I want to discuss a few widely-believed biographical
and critical clichés which seem to be false. When I go around the
country lecturing about Faulkner and his art, members of the audi
ences bring up these particular clichés most often; so this lecture is
the result of a statistical study.
Discussion sessions or lectures earlier this week which ran beyond
the programmed time only interfered with other discussions or
lectures. But this lecture is to be followed by a party. So I have kept it
flexible: I hope to discuss four of the more important popular,
questionable concepts, but if when the time is up we have gone
through only two or three of them I will stop right there and we can
leave for the Holiday Inn.
The first false cliché which I want to discuss is that William Faulk
ner was rather shaky when organizing the structure of his novels.
The second, equally false, is that Faulkner’s works are not autobio
graphical. The third, that Faulkner was isolated artistically from his
literary contemporaries. And the fourth, if it does not interfere with
the party, is the unsound belief that the voluminous published
statements by Faulkner the man are a useful guide to our interpre
tation of his work as an artist.
To look at the first of these concepts which seem to be incorrect—
that Faulkner was shaky when he came to organizing the structure of
a novel. The Wild Palms supplies an example of the early operation of
this idea.
you know, it has a structure which is not conventional:
two separate stories, one called “Wild Palms” and one called “Old
Man,” are interlocked—first chapter of “Wild Palms” followed by
first chapter of “Old Man,” then the second chapter of each, and so
on. Early critics often said that the two plots bear no relation to each
other, or insufficient relation. Clearly, one publishing house
thought they were not related: back when the world was young and
paperbacks cost twenty-five cents, a publisher brought out “Old
Man” as one volume and “Wild Palms” as another so that to recover
what Faulkner had written you had to spend fifty cents and read the
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two books alternately. This arrangement certainly suggested that
the publishers thought Faulkner did not have anything in mind
when he put the two plots together in the original volume. Actually,
of course, he had made them a unity, and many articles have been
published to point this out; I am not here rushing to you a new idea.
I merely bring this up as one early example of the conception that
Faulkner was not in control of his works.
Ernest Hemingway made a statement on this subject which is
partly flattering and partly not. He said that Faulkner had such great
ability that Hemingway would have been content just to have been
Faulkner’s manager. This reminds me of a statement by one of the
more colorful and imaginative graduates of this University, whom
Faulkner knew rather well and greatly enjoyed, and who is known to
some of you here tonight “V. P.” When I was interviewing him in
Paris he said with feeling, apparently because of some immediately
current episode, “Women are marvelous, but they need direction”
Hemingway obviously felt that way about William Faulkner, saying,
in effect, that Faulkner had great speed but not enough control.
Sean O’Faolain, holding the same opinion, injected,
relative
terms, “genius” and “talent.” O’Faolain, a writer of first-rate fiction
and a fine human being, proved to be an inadequate critic of Faulk
ner in the period shortly after the awarding of the Nobel Prize. In
1953 O’Faolain was invited to come from Ireland to Princeton
University to give a series of lectures on modern novelists, one of the
lectures to be about Faulkner. Because O’Faolain had not spent
much time on Faulkner, a friend of his in Boston set up a dinner
party to which I was invited
that O’Faolain could ask me for
information about Faulkner useful to the lecture he would give at
Princeton. I was so informed—which was quite sporting: sometimes
people are doing that but you do not know it. Out of that dinner
came a small result which I find partly pathetic but mostly very
amusing. After the dinner O’Faolain went to Princeton, gave the
lectures, and later published them as a book, The Vanishing Hero. His
chapter on Faulkner in that book bears a subtitle: “More genius than
talent”—a version of the misconception we are discussing.
At the dinner, the purpose of which, as I just said, was to talk about
Faulkner, I began to describe to Mr. O’Faolain, among other things,
one feature of The Sound and the Fury: the carefully constructed
relationship between the events of the Compsons’ lives and the
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events of Christ’s Passion Week, an aspect of the novel which you
and I have discussed here earlier in this conference. At that time I
had just stumbled upon and puzzled out that elaborately detailed,
sustained, and well-rounded inverted parallel which runs through
out The Sound and the Fury and had not yet published anything about
it, having mentioned it only in one or two of my classes. But because I
found Mr. O’Faolain to be such an admirable man and likely to have
trouble in his lecture about Faulkner, I began to describe for him
that particular example of Faulkner’s skilled and systematic sym
bolism. Having got somewhat started in my mad flight, I suddenly
looked about and said to myself that this was a terrible thing to be
doing to our excellent hostess. Here is a most pleasant dinner and
here are two people talking shop, one of them holding forth as
though he, not the visitor, were the lecturer.
though the purpose
of the dinner was the conveyance of critical information about
Faulkner, I dropped at mid-point the presentation to Mr. O’Faolain
of Faulkner’s inverted Christ material in The Sound and the Fury.
I did not hear the lectures at Princeton, but when they appeared as
the book, The Vanishing Hero, I read the chapter on Faulkner with
fascination, the chapter subtitled “More genius than talent.” You
learn many odd things from that chapter. You learn, for example,
that. Gerald Bland, the self-entranced Harvard student, is possibly
the father of Caddy Compson’s daughter, which brings up the kind
of long-distance insemination we now practice with highly-bred
livestock. But what interested me most, and seemed both sad and
amusing, was one piece of evidence which the chapter presented to
support the concept that Faulkner wrote sloppy novels, that, as the
book maintains on page 76, “his psyche” was “completely out of his
control.” As an illustration of what it calls Faulkner’s “willful,
sporadic use of symbolism,” his “sporadic and capricious use of
symbolism,” the book brings up the parallel in The Sound and the Fury
with Passion Week: O’Faolain wrote that Faulkner drew our atten
tion to “the paschal time,” stuck with that symbolism for awhile, and
then, without bringing it to completion, dropped it.
I am glad to see you find that as amusing as I do. Actually this little
episode did not stop there: a British literary entrepreneur later
published a large volume discussing literature written in the English
language in which much of O’Faolain’s chapter on Faulkner re
appears—with no credit to O’Faolain, so far as I could make out.
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chatting at an extremely pleasant dinner party, one can point out
part of an element of a Faulkner novel and now—I don’t know who
reads such a book that one on literature in the English language, it
looks like one of the books published to be put on coffee tables—
somebody may have read that lifting of O’Faolain’s chapter which
lifted, and distorted, the point I started to make at dinner, somebody
far away, who now knows that Faulkner could not control the struc
ture of his novels.
Actually, as you all know, Faulkner was a very careful craftsman. I
think of two or three examples, not all of which could be known to
you and therefore might be of interest. Years ago when calling on
one of the people I had learned might have Faulkner documents, I
was allowed to work with the set of original galleys of Sanctuary, the
set on which Faulkner had made his elaborate revisions. As you
recall, when Faulkner had sent his typescript of the first version of
Sanctuary to his publisher, the publisher had read it and had replied
that it was too censorable to publish. Faulkner accepted that and
went on with another novel. Later, unexpectedly, the publisher set
Sanctuary in galleys and sent them to Faulkner. Seeing the book thus
after a lapse of time, he was very critical of that first version and
therefore changed the galleys extensively, killing many sections
entirely and revising and rearranging others. Because that book
early struck many readers
pornographic, which, in view of what
we can buy today from the revolving racks of any grocery, is
ludicrous—and, frankly, was ludicrous then when you really read
the novel—the general assumption for a time was that Faulkner
changed the first version because he had become critical of its
so-called salacious content. Actually, the comparison of the original
galleys which their then owner allowed me to make with the pub
lished novel immediately showed clearly that what Faulkner was
improving by his extensive revisions was the novel’s structure.
Another set of galley proofs also shows Faulkner’s concern with
craftsmanship and that he not only had genius but talent—that,
contrary to the widely-held conception, he did have control. He gave
a set of the proofs ofAbsalom, Absalom! to Meta Carpenter in Califor
nia, along with, over the years, a number of letters and other items.
Not wanting to profit materially from having known Faulkner, she
considered burning all of the documents but graciously agreed with
me some years ago that it would be better to place them in a library,
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sealed for many years but ultimately to be available to literary schol
ars. That set of proof sheets of Absalom, Absalom! shows Faulkner’s
conflict with an imperceptive, conventional copy editor. It is interest
ing to see in that set of galleys how much Faulkner was fighting to
retain certain aspects of the novel which some readers have accused
him of putting in or leaving in because he was careless or indifferent.
Parenthetically, Faulkner’s responses to the copy editor’s imperception contain many amusing passages as Faulkner became more and
more astonished and exasperated. At one point he felt required to
write that the copy editor should leave one phrase unchanged be
cause it was that strange English construction known as the subjunc
tive. Later on Faulkner put the copy editor in his or her place:
During that period a still-remembered best seller was Elinor Glyn’s
sentimental and badly written novel Three Weeks, once famous be
cause thought to be “spicey.” Well on in these galleys of Absalom,
Absalom! Faulkner was so irritated by one intrusion of the copy
editor that he exclaimed in the galley’s margin that at last he knows
the identity of his anonymous collaborator—it is Elinor Glyn.
To speak of a third set of galley proofs bearing on this point, out of
loyalty to Mississippi Faulkner accepted an invitation to supply a
manuscript to The Levee Press of Greenville, which was publishing
works by writers native to this state. He sent them what eventually
became Notes on a Horsethief. They set it in galleys and sent to
Faulkner a package containing the galleys, his original of the story,
and, as a gift, a book by Eudora Welty which they had published.
After some time had passed with no response from Faulkner, the
publishers asked him to send back the corrected proof, for they were
eager to put out the book. When Faulkner quickly and with
apologies returned the package, unopened, with the gift book still
there and the proofs unread, the publishers went over the proofs
themselves. I happened to be passing through Greenville just then;
so the publishers asked me to look in the galleys for places where
only the author could decide what to print and to take the galleys
with me to Oxford so I could ask Faulkner to deal with those
questionable points. When I brought the proofs here and asked Mr.
Faulkner whether he would look them over, he said he would be
glad to and suggested we go over them the first thing the next
morning. I wish that Hemingway and O’Faolain and others who felt
he needed a manager when he wrote his novels could have been
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there immediately after breakfast as Mr. Faulkner went through the
questionable points in the quickest, clearest, most professionally
effective fashion imaginable.
I feel sure you will agree that the probable cause of the misconcep
tion of Faulkner’s control was his being so inventive in creating new
structures, in so often making a new work, as Ezra Pound had
advised, new. Certainly he often abandoned simple sequence and
conventional chronological order, those fetishes of the numerous
early critics whom Faulkner’s works infuriated: The Sound and the
Fury with its irregular time scheme but real order (early critics
thought Faulkner should have put Jason’s monologue first because
it is the one you can understand); As I Lay Dying with its strange
injection of Addie’s monologue some days after her death; Light in
August with its leading female character and leading male character
discomposing some early critics by never meeting each other—
though this phenomenon is not thematic but is there because Faulk
ner could not quite figure out how to get them together.
Go Down, Moses is an example here. Having tried other structures
in earlier works, Faulkner produced a form first billed as a volume of
short stories and still often considered to be that. Later Faulkner
wanted the reference to stories removed from the title because he
considered the book a novel. In regarding it as a novel everyone has
to confront one problem: the book is McCaslin throughout except
for one section, “Pantaloon in Black.” Even those who are willing to
consider the rest of the book to be a novel of sorts—remembering,
for example, the structure of Winesburg, Ohio—have wondered how
to include “Pantaloon in Black.” When Faulkner was questioned
about it he replied that Ryder, the protagonist of “Pantaloon in
Black,” is descended from McCaslin slaves and the setting is McCas
lin land—which has not satisfied all readers. I would like to argue
that “Pantaloon in Black” does perform some unifying service in the
book. All of you know the plot as well as I, but to summarize it
quickly for the point. Ryder has loved his wife deeply and she has
died and his great love for her makes his grief enormous. It also
makes his grief violent. The death of the woman he loves cheapens
his evaluation of his own life; so he abandons all restraints and is
destroyed. “Pantaloon in Black” was written so that we as readers see
the events from Ryder’s position as he suffers and expresses his
grief. At the end of “Pantaloon in Black,” after Ryder’s death, we are
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shown a law officer who has been involved in chasing Ryder. The
officer views Ryder from outside and, oblivious of Ryder’s grief,
considers him an uncontrollable animal. As Evans Harrington per
ceptively has written about another of Faulkner’s stories, Faulkner
here too “has managed to effect a progression in the intensity of his
story by this contrast.” Because, having been inside Ryder’s emotion,
we identify with him in his passionate grief, we quickly develop a
great dislike for the unfeeling law officer. If we let time pass and
then reread Go Down, Moses, we again come upon the early comic
chapter, or story, “Was”—and it is very comic, many humorous
things are in it. One of them which seems especially amusing at the
first reading, before we get to “Pantaloon in Black,” is the episode in
which the McCaslins with their hunting pack chase one of their
slaves, a man in love with a slave at a neighboring plantation, to
which he wants to go to be with her. The pursued slave knows the
dogs and the hunters and they know and like him;
there is no
threat of violence, of dogs dragging him down to maim or kill. So
find the chase funny, and certainly it has many amusing aspects. But
when we are going through Go Down, Moses again, having shared by
now Ryder’s love and grief in “Pantaloon in Black,” we really cannot
read “Was” again with quite many belly laughs. Here is a man who
is in love. He wants to be with the woman he loves. And he is being
kept from her. This is a common situation over the world, the
subject of much literature. It seems to me that Faulkner, by “Panta
loon in Black,” has arranged for us to feel somewhat embarrassed
about ourselves as we read “Was” the second time and, remember
ing Pantaloon in Black,” realize more fully the hunted slave’s love
and recognize that we are much closer than we would like to think to
the officer of the law at the end of “Pantaloon in Black” with his
shocking inhumanity.
If that is true, whether it sufficiently draws “Pantaloon in Black”
into the unity of the whole book may still be open to question. But it
does seem to me that here as well as in the rest of Go Down, Moses,
Faulkner, trying something new, in spite of its unconventionality is
controlling it.
He did take chances. And that led to conflict with Ernest Hem
ingway. At this University Faulkner agreed to appear before several
English classes. The class meetings turned out to be mostly
question-and-answer sessions, which are interesting because they
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are the germ of the later similar, more numerous sessions he took
part in at Nagano, the University of Virginia, and West Point. At one
of the meetings here Faulkner made a reference to Hemingway
which came to have ramifications.
I once was allowed to read ninety or letters which Hemingway
wrote to a literary critic over a considerable period of time. In the
early years, when Hemingway was extremely successful while
Faulkner was less well regarded, Hemingway very generously
praised Faulkner. There came, however, a sharp change in the
content and tone of Hemingway’s letters after Faulkner at this
University was asked how he ranked the fiction writers of the United
States and gave an answer in which he did not put Hemingway at the
top, ranking him lower because he was afraid to take chances.
Hemingway, as we all have read, did not like to be thought afraid of
anything; so when Faulkner’s remark was publicized Hemingway’s
letters turned to attacking Faulkner, and Hemingway moved into a
little action. Because his letters suggested that in connection with this
matter he had written to General “Buck” Lanham, with whom he
had been associated during the Second World War, I got in touch
with General Lanham, and a finer human being,judging from my
brief observation of him, would be hard to find. He said it was true
that Hemingway had written to him about Faulkner’s remark:
Hemingway had pointed out that he had been with General Lanham
during considerable action and that Faulkner had said Hemingway
was a coward and that Hemingway would like for General Lanham
to write to Faulkner and tell Faulkner how brave Hemingway had
been in the Second World War. General Lanham told me that he
realized what Faulkner had meant and knew that the remark was not
a judgment of Hemingway’s physical courage but that he also knew
how much this meant to Ernest Hemingway.
General Lanham, to
be helpful, wrote to Faulkner. Faulkner made a fine reply, very
courteous to Hemingway and wanting to make clear that here at the
University of Mississippi what he had been saying was that, because
all art fails, the way to judge artists is by the size, the magnificence of
their artistic failures and that Hemingway had settled for taking
fewer artistic chances and had failed therefore less than those writ
ers Faulkner had ranked above him.
This did not appease Hemingway, who began in those ninety or so
letters and in others to attack Faulkner. In one letter he scoffs that
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Faulkner thinks himself so brave going about shooting bears when a
bear is the closest thing to a man and Hemingway knows one bear, a
personal friend, with whom he
around socially. If Faulkner
wants to show how brave he is let him shoot at things like Germans,
who shoot back.
Parenthetically, General Lanham was in one amusing exchange
with Hemingway which may relate sufficiently to Hemingway’s re
sentment of Faulkner’s supposed questioning of his courage to
justify my bringing it in here. General Lanham, Hemingway, and
others were in a low, heavily sandbagged forward command post
which had a safety cellar beneath it. When a German shell hit a
corner of the roof, everyone but Hemingway dove into the cellar.
When they emerged, the General criticized Hemingway for not
taking shelter. Then another shell hit another corner of the roof of
the command post, and again into the cellar went all but Heming
way. When the General emerged and was additionally critical,
Hemingway responded with the staple piece of fatalistic combat
wisdom that the only shell which
get you is the one with your
name on it. General Lanham replied that maybe these shells don’t
have our names but they sure seem to have our address.
To move on to the question of whether Faulkner’s works are
autobiographical. I do not know what difference it makes whether
they are autobiographical or not. But we were discussing briefly in
the panel this afternoon the relationship between biography and
literature, and it does have interesting aspects. Many readers feel
that Faulkner is remarkably less autobiographical than other writ
ers, such as Hemingway and, notably, Thomas Wolfe. I would like to
use here The Wild Palms to suggest just how capable Faulkner was of
being autobiographical in his fiction even when not writing about
the community which all of us are here this week to observe and to
enjoy connecting with his fiction. That The Wild Palms is not set here
where Faulkner grew up gives us a good chance to ask in more
isolation the question of how he put himself into his works.
Much good criticism of The Wild Palms has been published, most
of the best of it by Thomas McHaney. Some of that criticism has
interestingly connected Faulkner’s life with the novel, but I should
like to make the connection even more noticeable by giving you
some information not otherwise available because it comes from
interviews with people connected either with the plot of the novel or
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with Faulkner’s writing of it or with both, people who were not
available to other students of Faulkner’s fiction or refused to be
interviewed by them.
Faulkner certainly based many of the characteristics of his fic
tional Charlotte Rittenmeyer on Mrs. Helen Baird Lyman, whom he
met at New Orleans in 1925, though he and she had no such
relationship as that of Charlotte and Harry Wilbourne. William
Faulkner had been in love with Estelle Oldham but in 1918 they had
parted and she had married Mr. Cornell Franklin and was, when
Faulkner met Helen Baird, living with her husband in the Orient.
According to later letters which Faulkner wrote to Mrs. Lyman, he
fell in love with her the first time he saw her, on a balcony in the
French Quarter. The point I want to make is that Faulkner drew in
detail and in depth on his recollections of his own emotions, which
seem to have intensified his fictional presentation of Harry Wil
bourne, who meets and falls in love with the fictional Charlotte in
New Orleans when he is exactly the age of Faulkner when Faulkner
met and fell in love there with Helen Baird. Faulkner modeled
Charlotte in careful detail on Helen Baird’s person and personal
ity—color of eyes, complexion, figure, slight childhood injury, vivac
ity, compelling attractiveness—and on some of her activities and
interests, such as her artistic work. She told me that Faulkner had
proposed marriage to her but that she had refused him—the second
time in his life that he was unable to marry a woman whom he loved.
She married Mr. Guy Lyman, and Faulkner continued to be a friend
of them both, seeing something of them for a few years. Later,
writing to Mrs. Lyman from Hollywood a social letter, in no way
courting her but recalling the past, Faulkner did revive briefly in the
letter his old emotion and his loss, like Harry Wilbourne’s loss at the
end of The Wild Palms, by writing an extremely moving last line
consisting of just her first name repeated several times.
The setting of the final days of Charlotte and Harry in The Wild
Palms is Pascagoula. Faulkner had spent considerable time there in
the mid-twenties, part of it in the beach cottage belonging to Helen
Baird’s family, where he wrote much of Mosquitoes. Some years ago,
knowing that Faulkner, starting out as a writer, tried to make money
in almost any way he could, I thought there was a possibility that he
might have written small pieces in the twenties not only for the New
Orleans Times-Picayune but for smaller newspapers in Louisiana and
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south Mississippi. So on one of my trips to Pascagoula I stopped at
several towns along the Gulf Coast to look in various newspapers of
that period. Courthouses are repositories of newspapers because
they record deeds and other legal documents, and in one court
house on the Gulf I found the newspaper
in disarray because a
contractor was redoing the room. After kindly helping me to search
for the newspaper volumes which I wanted to examine, he asked
what I was looking for. When I told him, he said with interest that he
knew something about William Faulkner: returning from the Sec
ond World War on a troopship he began reading a book supplied by
the USO, The Wild Palms. He soon said to himself in astonishment
that this is about home. He had grown up in Pascagoula, where his
father had been sheriff, and he immediately listed for me the detail
in which Faulkner had put the Pascagoula of the twenties into the
novel. For example, the former jail, where he had played as a child
while his father was sheriff, had among cells one from the window
of which the view was exactly that which Harry Wilbourne after his
arrest sees from his cell.
Faulkner’s emotional association with Pascagoula was not limited
to his being there in 1925, 1926, and 1927. In 1929, after Mrs.
Estelle Oldham Franklin had been divorced for some time, he and
she were married. Following a honeymoon trip they went for the
summer to Pascagoula where they rented a beach cottage—which
Faulkner used in detail, along with a few other elements of their stay
there, when he wrote of the Gulf Coast days in which the fictional
Harry and Charlotte await her death. An interview with a woman
who had lived next door to the cottage in which the Faulkners spent
that summer added details which bear on the novel. So Faulkner in
that part of The Wild Palms is further drawing on his own life. One
might even be permitted to speculate that by including the setting
and some of the events of the early months of his marriage to Estelle
Oldham, William Faulkner may somehow have been invoking the
memory of his loss of her in 1918, the pain of which dramatically
appears in a letter he wrote immediately after her wedding to Mr.
Franklin.
In the nineteen thirties, during a time in his life when he was much
drawn to Mrs. Meta Carpenter, Faulkner wrote The Wild Palms.
Later he reported that he had written The Wild Palms when he was in
a time of great difficulty. Also later, in one of his letters to Meta
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Carpenter after she, like Estelle Oldham and Helen Baird, had
married another man, Faulkner wrote that he then had been in
emotional stress—and went on to quote what he said was a statement
by a character in one of his novels, which was Harry Wilbourne’s
thought at the end of The WildPalms that “between grief and nothing
I will take grief.” That letter, like the letter in which Faulkner
repeated Helen Baird’s first name to her several times, was not
courtship but recollection, recollection of another passionate loss
which Faulkner incorporated in the very base of The WildPalms. So,
autobiographical in that novel, as in many others.
How long does it take for the buses to get to the Holiday Inn?
Perhaps we can go on here a little longer because of the announce
ment before the start of this talk that it will be a cash bar.
One cannot discuss The Wild Palms without dealing with
wellknown relationship to Ernest Hemingway, and this fits here in
relation to the third of the unfounded clichés which I listed, that
Faulkner was isolated and unaware of contemporary writers. The
Wild Palms contains,
is well known, the mention of “hemingwaves,” other references to Hemingway, and a pair of lovers who are
trying to avoid the rest of the world as Hemingway’s Lieutenant
Henry and Catherine are trying to do in A
to Arms. I would
like to go a little further and say that I think Faulkner considered The
Wild Palms to be in part a demonstration to Hemingway of how he
should have written a significant section of A Farewell to Arms—the
ending.
As is well known to us all, that is a major problem with A Farewell to
Arms. Most of the novel is marvelously written, troops moving,
interplay of characters, the great retreat—hard to surpass. But
there is that would-be philosophical essay embedded in it and, then,
the serious problem of the ending. We are not the first to worry
about the ending: Hemingway himself worried about it, writing—
how many?—fifteen or seventeen versions of it. And many readers
feel he should have tried it at least one more time. What happens is
that here is a couple in love, who would give excellent care to a child
born to them. Lieutenant Henry even has money coming from
home! But Catharine dies in childbirth. And she dies of an ancient
ailment, a literary ailment which we might call Author’s Need. If she
had lived, the ending of the novel would be rather affirmative, but
Hemingway has been setting up a tragedy with the expository state
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ment of gloomy philosophy which I just mentioned and with all that
rain (which Faulkner was to parallel by the clashing of the dried
fronds in The Wild Palms). The hospital where Catherine dies is in
Switzerland, then probably among the first places one would go for
excellent medical care. The tragic dying could have been avoided if
they had not selected a doctor who had insufficient faith in the
Caesarean section. Not a new operation even then, witness its name.
(So Faulkner is not the only modern American to write a novel in
which one of the essential characters is an idiot.) That defective
doctor, in order to help Ernest Hemingway, lets Catherine strain
and suffer until she is worn out and dies so that Lieutenant Henry
can walk away in wet weather and you and I can know that things are
tough all over.
In short, Catherine dies unthematically or at least not inevitably.
Had she lost the baby and her life, let us ludicrously say, because,
pregnant earlier, she had shared the difficult rowing across the lake
in their escape from the too loud contemporary world, she perhaps
could be said to have died thematically, though such a solution
would be neither rich nor fruitful.
In The Wild Palms Faulkner does make Charlotte die thematically,
her death coming directly and inevitably out of a central theme of
the novel, a theme I now should talk about.
Some early critics saw the “Old Man” portion of The Wild Palms as
an account of an attractive primitive hero, the convict, a male version
of an earth mother, in contrast with the “Wild Palms” portion which
they
as an account of two unattractive decadents, the chief of
which is Charlotte, in their opinion a nymphomaniacal dropout.
we all know now from the perceptive criticism of this novel, the
convict is no hero. I would like to suggest here that Charlotte is more
of a heroine than any criticism I know about considers her to be.
Having just argued to you yesterday that Addie Bundren in As I Lay
Dying should not be considered an heroic woman because from the
start of his life she emotionally abandoned her son Darl. I now must
seem inconsistent to be arguing that Charlotte, who abandons two
children as well as her husband, is a heroine. But I think Faulkner
presented her as a kind of Promethian figure—and I am not here
trying in any way to argue for an organized mythical parallel—who
is our representative in a significant matter which bothers us all.
Thoreau considered one of the great tragedies to be to realize at
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the end of life that we have not lived. Faulkner liked Bergson, whose
concept of the present moment interested him, but he also liked
Walter Pater, who held that the ideal for life was to “burn with a
hard, gem-like flame.” What Charlotte wants, it seems clear, is, like
Pater, to be intensely alive. It is toward this goal that she drags the
sometimes reluctant Harry Wilbourne. When she finds them set
tling down and beginning to do what most of us too often are doing,
just drifting through the day, she tries to get their lives, like a
speedboat, again up on the step. Many of you have been in the
hospital, and I think we all may share this experience. You get well
enough to go home and, walking away from the hospital, you live
intensely. There is the sun. There is that row of trees. You say—and
you are ambulatory, you are out!—you say, And I have been
wasting my life worrying about the Internal Revenue Service!” You
are aware that the primary thing is just being alive and you know, “I
am never going to forget that!”
By about eight o’clock that night you have collapsed into what we
all do most of our lives. I used to run around taking photographs,
two and three months at a time. I became all eyes and could really
see, and it was a rich life. I feel like a fool now because I no longer do
that. I see all right—I do not bump into buildings—but I am not
fully alive in the eyes, noticing shapes and taking intense response
from them. I think Charlotte Rittenmeyer is really trying to live with
more intense awareness of living. It is the Gods, They, the Powers
That Be, who have arranged for us not to live intensely but just to go
routinely along, and I believe that Charlotte in her limited human
way is our representative as Prometheus was. He went against
Olympus to get fire for us; as punishment he suffered—and I assure
you I am not making this analogy because Charlotte ends with
intense abdominal pain and the eagle eternally tears at the abdomen
of Prometheus. Odd character as Charlotte is to select for the role of
heroine and unheroic she is in many ways, it seems to me that the
most significant aspect of The Wild Palms is her often exemplary
effort to live with the intensity which Pater famously spoke of.
Charlotte and Harry move into disagreement over this central con
cern of the novel when Charlotte becomes pregnant; for Harry—
who has never known conventional, unintense domestic life—
partially hopes she will bear the child.
the abortion which Char
lotte most of the time wants is delayed too long, and she dies. Her
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death, like that of Hemingway’s Catherine in A Farewell to Arms, is
related to childbearing, but her death is artistically superior to the
death of Catherine because it is the direct outgrowth of a major
theme of novel: the desirability, the significance, and the difficulty
of being intensely alive. As such it was available as a teaching exam
ple to the artist who wrote the conclusion of A Farewell to Arms.
There are others of these large, prevalent misconceptions, and
there are many small ones too. Just to list three or four samples of
those which, however small and unimportant, nevertheless are un
true and widely believed: That Dilsey in The Sound and the Fury is
based on Mrs. Caroline Barr. That the staff of a Hollywood studio
was surprised to learn that when Faulkner said he would work “at
home” he meant here in Oxford. That Sherwood Anderson placed
Soldiers' Pay with his publishers provided he did not have to read
Faulkner’s manuscript and that he did not read it. And that Benjy is
the “conscience” of the Compson family.
Two score and nine years ago our fathers began to plant these and
other misconceptions of Faulkner and his fiction in what we some
times hear called the Faulkner field. We cannot hallow this ground.
The critics, living and dead, who struggled here have consecrated it,
far above our poor power to detract. The world will little note, nor
long remember, what we say here, but it can never forget what they
did here. You and I, even with the last full measure of devotion,
cannot eradicate most of these false clichés.
They will endure.
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